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FOREWORD

SECTION 5 REVISION 14

The Guidance System Operations Plan (GSOP) for Program COLOSSUS 3

is published in six sections as separate volumes:

I. Prelaunch

2. Data Links

3. Digital Autopilots

4. Operational Modes

5. Guidance Equations

6. Control Data

With this issue, Section 5 is revised from the previous issue of COLOSSUS

GSOP (Revision 13 Dec 1970 for COLOSSUS 2E) in order to reflect the NASA/MSC-

approved changes listed on the "Revision Index Cover Sheet" at the beginning of
this volume.

I

Although the GSOP specifies an earth-orbital capability for all programs-- 1

and this capability has been provided--verification testing shall not be accom- iplished for earth-orbit rendezvous and earth-orbit navigation with P22.

Technical writing was performed by Joseph Klawsnik.

This volume is published as a control document governing guidance and nav-

igation computation programs for COLOSSUS 3. Revisions constituting changes

to the COLOSSUS Program require NASA approval.

Jack C. Reed

APOLLO Documentation Group

xxi
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SECTION 5

GUIDANCE EQUATIONS

5. 1 INTRODUCTION

5. io I GENERAL COMMENTS

The purpose of this section is to present the Guidance

and Navigation Computation Routines associated with the CSM

Apollo Lunar Landing Mission. These Routines are utilized by

the Programs outlined in Section 4 where astronaut and other

subsystem interface and operational requirements are described.

The guidance and navigation equations and procedures presented

in Section 5 are primarily concerned with mission type programs

representing the current CSM GNCS Computer (CMC) capability.

A restricted number of CMC service type program operations

which involve computation requirements are also included.

The CSM GNCS Computer (CMC) guidance and naviga-

tion equations for the lunar landing mission are presented in the

following six categories:

Section 5.2 Coasting Flight Navigation Routines

Section 5.3 Powered Flight Navigation and

Guidance Routines

Section 5.4 Targeting Routines

Section 5. 5 Basic Subroutines

Section 5. 6 General Service Routines

Section 5. 7 Entry Guidance

Guidance equation parameters required for program initializa-

tion and operation are listed in Section 5. 8. These selected

parameters are stored in the CMC erasable memory. General

constants used in the equations of this volume are presented in

Section 5.9.

5.1-1



A cross-reference between the CMC programs

and routines of Section 4 that are described in Section 5

is listed in Section 5. 1.2. In the Section 5 table of

contents and text, missing section numbers correspond

to COLOSSUS programs that have been deleted from the

previous Section 5 GSOP's by MSC direction resulting

from the CMC Fixed Memory Storage Review Meeting

of August 28, 1967, and subsequently approved Program Change

Requests (PCR) by the Software Change Control Board (SCB).

The principal authors making initial contribu-

tions to Section 5 were:

T. Brand R. Morth W. Robertson
P. Kachmar R. Phaneuf iN. Sears
G. Levine P. Philliou W. Tempelman
W. Marscher J. M. Reber R. White
F. Martin
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5. 1.2 Sections 4 and 5 Cross Reference

PROGI{AM TITLE PRINCIPAL PAGE

._ NUMBER SECTION 5
SUBSECTION NO.

P-00 CMC Idling Program 5.6.12 5.6-78

P-11 Earth Orbit Injection (EOI) 5.3.5 5.3-47
Monitor Program

P-15 TLI Initiate/Cutoff Program 5.3. 6 5.3-62

P-20 Universal Tracking and Rendez- 5.2.5 5.2-63
vous Navigation Program

P-21 Ground Track Determination 5. 6. 5 5. 6-30

Program

P-22 Orbital Navigation Program 5.2.4 5.2-41

P-23 Cislunar Navigation Program 5.2.6 5.2-84

P-24 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking 5.6. 17 5.6-88
Program

P-29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing 5.5. 15 5.5-60
Program

P-30 External Z_v Maneuver Guidance 5.3.3.3. 1 5.3-17

P-31 Height Adjustment Maneuver 5.4.2 5.4-1

P-32 Coeliiptic Sequence Initiation 5.4.2 5.4-1
(CSI) Program

P-33 Constant Differential Altitude 5.4, 2 5.4-1

(CDH) Program

P-34 Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI) 5.4.2 5.4-1
Guidance

P-35 Transfer Phase Midcourse 5.4.2 5.4- 1
(TPM) Guidance

P-36 Plane Change Maneuver Program 5.4.2 5.4-1

P-37 Return to Earth Maneuver 5.4. 3 5.4-43
Guidance
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PROGRAM TITLE PRINCIPAL PAGE
NUMBER SECTION 5

SUBSECTION NO.

P-40 SPS Thrust Program 5.3.3 5.3-6

P-41 RCS Thrust Program 5.3.3 5.3-6

P-47 Thrust Monitor Program 5.3.4 5.3-46

P-51 IMU Orientation Determination 5. 6.2. 1 5. 6-2

P-52 IMU Realignment Program 5.6.2.2 5. 6-6

P-53 Backup IMU Orientation 5.6.2.3 5.6-12
Determination

P-54 Backup IMU Realignment Prog. 5.6.2.4 5.6-12

P-61 Entry Preparation Program 5.7 5. 7-1

P-62 CM/SM Separation and 5.7 5.7-1
Pre-Entry Maneuver

P-63 Entry Initialization 5. 7 5. 7-I

P-64 Post 0.05 G Entry Mode 5.7 5.7-1

P-65 Up Control Entry Mode 5.7 5. 7-I

P-66 Ballistic Entry Mode 5. 7 5. 7-1

P-67 Final Entry Mode 5.7 5.7-I

P-72 LM (CSI) Targeting 5.4.2. I. I 5.4-4

P-73 LM (CDH) Targeting 5.4.2. i. 2 5.4-17

P-74 LM Transfer Phase Initiation 5.4.2.2 5.4-18
(TPI) Targeting

P-75 LM Transfer Phase Mideourse 5.4.2.3 5.4-24
(TPM) Targeting

P-76 Target AV Program 5. 6. 14 5. 6-84

I P-77 Impulsive AV Program 5. 6. 14 5. 6-84
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ROUTINES TITLE SECTION 5 PAGE
SUBSECTION NO.

R-05 S-Band Antenna 5.6o 6 5.6-31

R-21 Rendezvous Tracking Sighting 5.2.5. 1 5.2-63
Mark

R-22 Rendezvous Tracking Data 5.2.5.2 5.2-70
Processing

R-23 Backup Rendezvous Tracking 5.2, 5° 1 5.2-63
Sighting Mark

R-30 Orbit Parameter Display 5, 6. i0. I 5. 6-46

R-31 Rendezvous Parameter Display 5.6.7.1 5.6-34
Routine Number 1

R-34 Rendezvous Parameter Display 5.6.7.2 5.6-36
Routine Number 2

R-36 Rendezvous Out-of-Plane 5.6.7.4 5.6-37
Display

R-40 SPS Thrust Fail Routine 5.3° 3.6 5.3- 45

R-41 State Vector Integration (MID 5.3.3.3.4 5.3-33
to AVE ) Routine

R-50 Coarse Align 5.6o 2.2 5.6-6

R-52 Automatic Optics Positioning 5. g. 8 5.6-39

R-53 Sighting Mark 5.6,2 1 5o6-2
5.6.2.2 5.6-6

R -54 Sighting Data Display 5.6.2 5.6 -2

R-55 Gyro Torquing 5.6.2.2 5° 6-6

R-56 Alternate LOS Sighting Mark 5.6.2.3 & 4 5.6-12

R-61 Tracking Attitude 5.2.5. 1 5.2-63

R-63 Rendezvous Final Attitude 5o 6.7.3 5.8-37
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5. i. 3 GENERAL PROGRAM UTILIZATION

The following outline is a brief summary of the major

CMC programs and callable routines that can be used in the

principal phases of a lunar landing mission. This outline reflects

the CMC capability for the nominal and abort cases of such a

mission.

I Earth Orbit Injection (EOI} Phase

A } Nominal

P - ii Earth Orbit Insertion (EOI) Monitor

Program

B ) Abort to Entry

P - 61 Entry Preparation Program

P - 62 CM/SM Separation Maneuver Program

P - 63 Entry Initialization Program

P - 64 Post 0.05 G Entry Program

P - 67 Final Entry Phase Program
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II Earth Orbit Phase

A) Nominal

P-27 CMC Update Program (State vector

update ).

R _30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine

B) Aborts to Entry

i. RTCC Targeted Abort

P-27 CMC Update Program (De-orbit

targeting).

P-30 External AV Maneuver Program

(De -orbit)

P-40 ; SPS or IRCS Thrust Program
P-41 J

P-61

P-62

P-63 Entry Programs

P-64

P-67
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II Earth Orbit Phase (cont)

B. Aborts to Entry

2. CMC Targeted Abort

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

(Earth Mode )

P - 21 Ground Track Program |

P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program

P - 37 Return to Earth Program (Targeting

and Pre-Thrust )

P - 40

SPS or RCS Thrust

Program

P - 41

P-61

P - 62

P - 63 Entry Programs

P-64

P-67

C ) Service Programs (Nominal and Abort Cases )

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

R - 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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III Trans-Lunar Injection ( TLI ) Phase

A ) Nominal

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (TL[[

Maneuver Monitoring )

P - 15 TLI Initiate/Cutoff Program
Z

P - 77 Impulsive AV Program

B) Aborts to Earth Entry

i. RTCC Targeted Abort

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Return to

earth maneuver targeting).

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

P 4O

SPS or RCS Thrust Program
P -41 J

P-61 1

to Entry Programs

P - 67
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III Trans-Lunar Injection(TLI) Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Entry

2. CMC Targeted Abort

P - 23 Cislunar Navigation Program

P - 37 Return to Earth Program ( Targeting

and Pre-Thrust )

P 40

1 SPS or RCS Thrust Programs
P 41 J

P-61}
to Entry Programs

P -67

C ) Service Programs Used in Abort Cases

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

p - 52 IMU Realignment Program
I

P - 77 Impulsive AV Program I

P - 06 GNCS Power Down

P - 00 CMC Idling
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IV Trans-Lunar Phase

A) Nominal (Midcourse Correction Maneuvers)

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector

update and cislunar MCC maneuver

targeting).

P - 30 External z_V Pre-Thrust Program

P - 40_SPS or RCS Thrust Program
P 41 J

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

Transposition and Docking Maneuver)

.-- B) Aborts to Earth Entry

i. RTCC Targeted Abort

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Return to earth

maneuver targeting).
P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

40_SPS_ or RCS Thrust Program

P

P 41D
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IV Trans-Lunar Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Earth Entry

2. CMC Targeted Abort ( Limited Capability)

P - 23 Cislunar Navigation Program

P - 37 Return to Earth Program Targeting

and Pre-Thrust (Capability limited

to outside lunar sphere of influence)

P - 40

SPS or RCS Thrust

Programs

P -41

P-61 ]

to _ Entry Programs
JP-67

C) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases -

P - 06 GNCS Power Down

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

R - 05 S-Band Antenna Routine
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V Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) Phase

A) Nominal

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector

update and LOI maneuver targeting).

P - 30 External AV Maneuver Program

(Second LOI Maneuver)

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

1. RTCC Targeted Abort

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Return to earth

_ maneuver targeting).

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

(To establish safe lunar orbit if

required)

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

/--.
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V Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) Phase (eont }

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajector_f

2. CMC Semi-Controlled Abort (Limited Capability)

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 24 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking Program

P - 27 CMC Update Program (TEl targeting)

P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program I

P - 30 External A v Maneuver Guidance

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

C) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

R - 05 S-Band Antenna Routine
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VI Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to Undocking and
Separation (CSM Active)

A) Nominal

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 24 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking Program

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Lunar Landing

timing and targeting parameters)

P - 29 Time-of-Longitude CrossingProgram

P - 30 External Av Maneuver Guidance

R - 33 CMC/LGC Clock Synchronization

Routine

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

P - 41 RCS Thrust Program

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

i. RTCC Targeted Abort

P - 27 CMC Update Program (TEl targeting

and State vector update).

P - 30 External Av Maneuver Guidance

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program
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VI Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to Undocking and

Separation (CSM Active) (cont.)

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

2. CMC Semi-Controlled Abort (Limited

Capability )

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 24 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking Program

P - 27 CMC Update Program (TEI targeting)

P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Program II

P - 30 External Av Maneuver Guidance

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program ( TEI by

DPS Case )
!

P - 77 Impulsive AV Program I

C) Aborts to Safe Lunar Orbit (Bailout Burn)

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program

D) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 06 GNCS Power Down

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

R - 05 S-Band Antenna Routine

R - 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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VII ]Descent Coast and Landing Phases

A) Nominal

P - 20 Universal Tracking and

Rendezvous Navigation Program

(Tracking attitude and monitoring

only )

]B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

i. LM Active Vehicle

P - 20 Universal Tracking and

Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 76 Target AV Program

f P - 74 LM TPI Targeting Program

(Monitoring or commands via voice

link )

P - 75 LM TPM Targeting Program

(Rendezvous MCC monitoring or

commands via voice link)

P - 72 LM Co-elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

P - 73 LM Constant Delta Altitude (CDH)

i P - 21 Ground Track Program
P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program
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VII Descent Coast and Landing Phases

(cont.)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

2. CSM Active Retrieval

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector

update and phasing maneuver target-

ing if required)

P - 20 Universal Tracking and

Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program
i

P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

P - 31 Height Adjustment Maneuver Program
i

P - 32 CSM Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

P - 33 CSM Constant Delta Altitude (CDH)

P - 34 TPI Pre-Thrust Program

P - 35 TPM Pre-Thrust Program

P - 36 Plane Change Maneuver Program _ -"

P - 40 SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

P - 41

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

terminal rendezvous maneuver)

P - 77 Impulsive AV Program

IP - 79 Rendezvous Final Program

C) Service Programs

P - 52 IMU l%ealignment Program

R - 3i Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 1

i_ - 34 f{endezvous Parameter Display

l%outine No. 2
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I%- 36 Out of Plane i%endezvous Display
f-

Routine

R - 63 Rendezvous F_nal Attitude t_outine

P - 00 CMC Idling

l{- 05 S-Band Antenna Routine

t{ - 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine

VIII Lunar Stay Phase to LM Ascent Launch

A) Nominal

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

(for landing site surveillance and

CMC update if desired)

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 24 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking Program

P - 27 CMC Update Program (LM launch

time update and Lunar Orbit Plane

Change LOPC, targeting).

I P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

(LOPC)

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

P - 20 Universal Tracking and Rendezvous

Navigation Program (Tracking atti-

tude and monitoring only)

B) Service Programs

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

R - 05 S-Band Antenna Routine

R - 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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iX LM Ascent and Rendezvous Phase

A) Nominal --

P - 20 Universal Tracking and Rendezvous

Navigation Program (Preferred Track-

ing Attitude during LM launch)

P - 27 CMC Update Program

(or) LM injection
state vector

P - 76 Target AV Program

P - 20 Universal Trackind and Rendezvous

Navigation Program (LM state vector

updating)

P - 76 Target AV Program

P - 74 LM TPI Targeting Program (Monitoring)

P - 75 LM TPM Targeting Program (Monitoring)

P - 79 Rendezvous Final Program I

P - 21 Ground Track Program

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

i. LM Active Vehicle

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector

updates)

P - 20 Universal Tracking and

Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 76 Target AV Program

P - 74 LM TPI Targeting Program (Monitoring)

P - 75 LM TPM Targeting Program (Monitoring)
|

P - 79 Rendezvous Final Program I
J

P - 72 LM Co-elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

P - 73 LM Constant Delta Altitude (CDH)

P - 21 Ground Track Program

I "P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program -
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IX LM Ascent and Rendezvous Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

2. CSM Active Retrieval

/

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector updates

and phasing maneuver targeting if required)

P - 20 Universal Tracking and

Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

(Targeted from RTCC or LGC)

P - 31 Height Adjustment Maneuver Program

P - 32 CSM Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

P - 33 CSM Constant Delta Altitude (CDH)

P - 36 Plane Change Maneuver Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 34 TPI Pre-Thrust Program

P - 35 TPM Pre-Thrust Program

P - 79 Rendezvous Final Program

"f }

P - 40
SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

P - 41

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (Manual terminal

rendezvous maneuver)

P - 77 Impulsive AV Program

C) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

R - 05 S-Band Antenna Routine

R - 31 Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 1

R - 34 Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 2

R - 36 Out of Plane Rendezvous Display Routine

R - 63 Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine
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R - 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

X Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to TEI

A ) Nominal

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector update)

(or)

P - 22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 24 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking Program

P - 29 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program l

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

P - 00 CMC Idling Program

P - 47 Fhrust Monitor (Manual CSM-LM

Separation Maneuver )

B) Aborts Prior to Nominal TEI

P - 27 CMC Update Program (State vector update) -"
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XI Trans-Earth Injection (TEI) Phase

A ) Nominal

P - 27 CMC Update Program

P - 30 External Av Maneuver Guidance

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

No CMC targeting capability

f

P - 27 C1V[C Update Program

P - 30 External AV Maneuver Guidance

P - 40 SPS Thrust Program

I P - 77 Impulsive AV Program
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XII Trans-Earth Phase Midcourse Correction Maneuvers

A Nominal

P - 27 CMC Update Program (Cislunar midcourse

correction maneuver targeting)

P - 30 ExternaiAV Pre-Thrust Program
P 40

SPS or RCS Thrust Program
P -41 J

B Aborts to Maintain Earth Return Trajectory

(CMC Limited Capability)

P - 23 Cislunar Navigation Program

P - 37 Return to ]Earth Program

(Outside lunar sphere of influence only) r

P

40_ -- SPS or RCS Thrust Programs
P 41 J

C Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 06 GNCS Power Down

P - 51 IMU Orientation Determination

P - 52 IMU Realignment Program

R - 05 S-Band Antenna Routine

P - 00 CMC Idling Program
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XIII Entry Phase

A ) Nominal

P - 61 Entry Preparation Program

P - 62 CM/ SM Separation Maneuver

P - 63 Entry Initialization

P - 64 Post 0.05 G Entry Phase

P - 65 Entry Up Control Phase

P - 66 Entry Ballistic Phase

P - 67 Final Entry Phase

f-
/
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5. i. 4 COORDINATE SYSTEMS

There are six major coordinate systems used in the

navigation and guidance programs. These six coordinate systems

are defined individually in the following descriptions and referenced

to control specifications of Section 5.9.2 where applicable. Any

other coordinate system used in any particular CMC program is de-

fined in the individual section describing that program,

5. i. 4. I Basic Reference Coordinate System

The Basic Reference Coordinate System is an orthogonal

inertial coordinate system whose origin is located at either the moon

or the earth center of mass. The orientation of this coordinate system

is defined by the line of intersection of the mean earth equatorial plane

and the mean orbit of the earth (the ecliptic ) at the beginning of the •

!Besselian year which starts January 1.2516251, 1972, et. The X-axis

(UXi) is along this intersection with the positive sense in the direction of

the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator (the equinox), the

Z-axis (U_z I) is along the mean earth north pole, and the Y-axis (U_y I)

completes the right-handed triad. The Basic Reference Coordinate

System is presented in Ref. 1 of Section 5.9.2 as Standard Coordinate

System 4, Geocentric Inertial in Fig. A-4.

This coordinate system is shifted from earth-centered

to moon-centered when the estimated vehicle position from the moon

first falls below a specified value rSPH, and is likewise shifted from
moon-centered to earth-centered when the estimated vehicle position

from the moon first exceeds rsp H. This procedure is described in

Section 5.2.2.6 and Fig. 2.2-3. All navigation stars and lunar-solar

ephemerides are referenced to this coordinate system. All vehicle

state vectors are referenced to this system.

5. i. 4.2 IMU Stable Member or Platform Coordinate System

The orthogonal inertial coordinate system defined by the

GNCS inertial measurement unit (IMU) is dependent upon the current

IMU alignment. There are many possible alignments during a mission,

but the primary IMU alignment orientations described in Section 5.6.3.3

are summarized below and designated by the subscript SM:
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1. Preferred Alignment

UXS M = UNIT (x B)

Uys M = UNIT (Uxs M x _r)* (1.4.1)

UZS M = UXS M x Uys M

where:

UXSM| h IMU stable member coordinate unit vectors

UySM _ referenced to the Basic Reference Coordinate

_-zsMJ System

x B = vehiele or body X-axis at the preferred

vehicle attitude for ignition

r_ = positionvector at ignition

2. Nominal Alignment ( Local Vertical )

_UXSM = (Uys M x UZS M)

Uys M = UNIT (v × r) (1.4.2)

UZSM = UNIT (-r)

where r and v represent the vehicle state vector at the

alignment time, talig n.

3. Earth Pre-launch Alignment

Prior to earth launch the IMU stable member is aligned

to a local vertical axis system where

-U_zsM = UNIT (-_r) (local vertical)

Uxs M = UNIT (A) where A is a horizontal vector pointed

at the desired launch azimuth angle.

Uys M = UZS M X _UxsIv[

i * In P41 if the magnitude of the cross product is less than 216 meters or in P40 if

the magnitude of u XSM×UNIT r is less than 2 -12 radians, then UysNf = UNIT
.... [Uxs M x (UNIT r + 0. 125 UNIT _v)] where v = velocity vector at ignition.
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4. Lunar Landing Alignment

_Uxs M = UNIT (r_i_S) at t L

UZSM = UNIT [(_rc X_Y42)XuXSM] (1.4.3)

Uys M = UZS M × UXS M

where r__LSis the lunar landing site vector at the predicted

landing time, tL, and EC and y<_ are the CSM position and

velocity vectors, as maintained in the CMC.

5. Lunar Launch Alignment

The same as that defined in Eq. (I.4.3) except that

rLS is the landing or launch site at the predicted

launch time tL.

The origin of the IMU Stable Member Coordinate System --"

is the center of the IMU stable member°

5. i. 4.3 Vehicle or Body Coordinate System

The Vehicle or Body Coordinate System is the orthogonal

coordinate system used for the CSM structural body. The origin of

this coordinate system is on the longitudinal axis of the CSM, I000

inches below the mold line of the heat shield main structure ablator

interface. The X-axis (uXB) lies along the longitudinal axis of the

vehicle, positive in the nominal SPS thrust direction. The positive

Z-axis (uZB) is defined by an alignment target (labeled +Z) at the top

of the service module and is normal to UxB. The Y-axis (_u.yB)com-

pletes the right-handed triad. This coordinate system is defined in

Ref. 1 of Section 5.9.2 as the Standard Coordinate System 8e, CSM

Structural Body Axes in Fig. A-8c.
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f 5. i.4.4 Earth-Fixed Coordinate System

The Earth-Fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating eoordinate system whose origin is at the eenter of mass of

the earth. This coordinate system is shown in Ref. 1 of Section 5o 9.2

as the Standard Coordinate System I, Geographic Polar in Fig° A-I.

The Z-axis of this coordinate system is defined to be along the earth's

true rotational or polar axis. The X-axis is defined to be along the

intersection of the prime (Greenwich) meridian and the equatorial

plane of the earth_ and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.

5. i.4o 5 Moon-Fixed Coordinate System

The Moon-Fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system whose origin is at the center of mass of

the moon. This coordinate system is shown in Ref. 1 of Section 5.9.2

as the Standard Coordinate System 2, Selenographic Polar in Fig. A-2.

The Z-axis is defined to be along the true polar or rotation axis of

the moon, the X-axis is through the mean center of the apparent disk

or along the intersection of the meridian of 0° longitude and the equa-

torial plane of the moon, and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.

5. i. 4.6 Navigation Base Coordinate System

The Navigation Base Coordinate System (subscript NB )

is an orthogonal coordinate system whose orientation is essentially

parallel to that of the CSM Vehicle Coordinate System. The YNB axis
is defined by the centers of the two upper mounts between GNCS

navigation base and the CM structure located at vehicle station points

X C = 71. 185 and Z C = 35. 735 in Ref. 13 of Section 5.9.2. The

positive YNB direction is in the same general direction as the CSM

+Y axis. The ZNB axis is defined as a line measured from the center

line of the optics (shown in Section A-A of Ref. 1 ) through an angle of
I II

32 ° 31 23. 19 about the YNB axis towards the vehicle +Z axis, and

located on the YNB axis half way between the mount points. The

positive ZNB axis is in the same general direction as the vehicle +Z

axis. The XNB axis is defined as -YNB X _ZNB to complete the right-
handed triad.
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5. i. 5 GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS

In this section the definitions of and the conventions

for using a selected number of parameters are given. Although

virtually all of the information in this section appears elsewhere

in this document, this section provides a summary of facts

which are distributed among various other sections.

5. i. 5.1 Error Transition Matrix Maintenance

5.1.5.1.1 Definitions

The error transition matrix (W matrix) is defined in

Section 5.2.2.4 and is used in processing navigation measure-

ment data. Control of the W matrix is maintained by means of

two flags, RENDWFLG ( see Section 5.2.5.2.2 ) and ORBWFLAG

(see Sections 5.2.4.5 and 5.2.6.4). If RENDWFLG is equal to

one, then the W matrix is valid for processing rendezvous navigation

data; while ORBWFLAG being equal to one indicates that the

W matrix is valid for processing orbit or cislunar-midcourse

navigation data. If both of these flags are equal to zero, then

the W matrix is invalid. These two flags are mutually exclusive;

that is, they cannot both be equal to one.

5.1.5.1.2 W Matrix Control Flags

The two W matrix control flags are maintained according

to the following rules:

I. RENDWFLG and ORBWFLAG are both initially

zero.
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2. A CSM state vector update from the ground causes

"_ both flags to be zeroed.

3. A LM state vector update from the ground causes

RENDWFLG to be zeroed.

4. There exists a special DSKY verb by which the

astronaut can zero both flags.

5. Initialization of the W matrix for rendezvous

navigation causes ORBWFLAG to be zeroed and

RENDWFLG to be set to one.

6. Initialization of the W matrix for orbit or

cislunar-midcourse navigation causes RENDWFLG

to be zeroed and ORBWFLAG to be set to one.

7. If a computation overflow occurs during extrapolation

of the W matrix, a program alarm will result, both

flags will be zeroed, and the extrapolation of the

/_- state vector will continue without the W matrix.

8. Selection of P-24 causes both flags to be zeroed.

9. RENDWFLG is zeroed during the automatic W matrix I

ireinitialization procedure as described in Section

5.2.5.3.

With regard to items 5 and 6 above, there exist in erasable

memory three sets of initialization parameters for the W matrix; one for ren-

dezvous navigation, one for orbit navigation, and one for midcourse navigation.

Each of these sets contains two elements, a position element and a velocity

eler_ent. At the time each item of navigation data is processed, the appropriate

W matrix control flag is tested. If the flag is found to be zero, then the W

matrix is initialized consistent with the appropriate erasable parameters, and

the flags are set as indicated in items 5 and 6. See Sections 5.2.4.5, 5.2.5.2.2,

and 5.2.6.4 for precise details of this initialization procedure.
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5.1.5.1.3 W Matrix Extrapolation

Extrapolation of the W matrix is described in

Section 5.2.2.4. Required in this extrapolation is the specification

of the appropriate vehicle's state vector with which the W matrix

is extrapolated. This extrapolation occurs during programs P-00,

P-20, P-22, and P-23; and at the conclusion of programs P-40_

P-41, and P-47. The conventions under which tile extrapolation

occurs during each of these programs are as follows:

P-00 The W matrix is extrapolated with the

CSM (LM) state vector if ORBWFLAG

(RENDWFLG) is equal to one. The

W matrix is not extrapolated if both

flags are equal to zero. (SeeSectionS.6.12.)

P-20 The W matrix is extrapolated with the

state vector that is being updated if

RENDWFLG is equal to one, and not

extrapolated ifRENDWFLG is equal

to zero. (See Section 5.2.5.2.2. )

P-22 -_ The W matrix is extrapolated with the
P-23 Jr CSM state vector if ORBWFLAG is

equal to i, and not extrapolated if

ORBWFLAG is equal to zero. (See

Sections 5.2.4.5 and 5.2.6.4. )

ii _ The result of the maneuver willbe afinalP
I

p-40 _ state vectorattheend-of-maneuvertime
i

P-41 _ t F. The CSM state vector that existed before

P-47// the maneuver program will still exist; and,
cotemporal with it, there will also be the LM

state vector and the W matrix. The following

steps are performed after the Average-G

Routine (See. 5.3.2 ) is terminated:
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i. If either W matrix control flag is

equal to one, the old CSM state

vector and the W matrix are

extrapolated to time t F.

"2. The CSM state vector is initialized

to the end-of-maneuver state vector.

3. If SURFFLAG is zero, the LM

state vector is extrapolated to time

t F. The switch SURFFLAG
indicates whether or not the LM is

on the surface of the moon. This

flag is set to one (zero) by means

of a special DSKY verb by the

astronaut when he receives voice

confirmation that the LM has landed

_. on (liftedoff from) the lunar surface.

If a computation overflow occurs during any of the above W

matrix extrapolations, a program alarm will result, both W matrix

control flags will be zeroed, and the extrapolation of the state vector

will continue without the W matrix.
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5. I° 5. 2 Altitude Parameter Convention

In the following programs and routines the display

parameter of the vehicle altitude or trajectory pericenter or

apocenter altitude is measured with respect to the earth launch

pad radius magnitude, rLp , in earth orbit cases, or the lunar

landing site radius magnitude, rLS , in lunar orbit cases° The

earth launch pad radius parameter, rLp , is stored in fixed

memory, and the lunar landing site radius, rLS , is the magnitude

of the landing site vector, r__LS, available in erasable memory.

P-II Earth Orbit Injection Monitor Program Section 5.3.5

P-21 Ground Track Determination Program Section 5.6.5

P-30 External AV Maneuver Guidance Section 5.3. 3.3. 1

P-32 & 72 Pre-CSI Maneuver Section 5.4.2

•• P-34 & 74 TPI Pre-Thrust Programs Section 5, 4. 2

R-30 Orbit Paralneter Display Routine Section 5.6. i0. 1

The earth and lunar landmark coordinates required in pro-

grams P-22 (Orbit Navigation Program) P-23 (Cislunar Navigation Pro-

gram) and P-24 (Rate-Aided Optics Tracking) involve an altitude param-

eter referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid for earth landmarks, and the

mean lunar radius, r M " for lunar landmarks. The altitude of the land-

ing site displayed in the IMU Realignment Program (P-52) or the ]Backup

IMU Realignment Program (P-54) is also referenced to the mean lunar
radius.

The 400, 000 foot and EMS altitude parameters used

in the Entry program P-61 (Section 5. G.10) are referenced to

the Fischer ellipsoid. The entry altitude of 400, 000 feet used

in the l_eturn to Earth Guidance Program P-37 is likewise

referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid.
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5. I. 5. 3 Lunar Landing Site Definition

The lunar landing site is maintained in the CMC as

a vector, rLS, in the Moon Fixed Coordinate System of Section

5o I. 4.5. This landing site vector is stored in erasable memory

prior to earth launch and can be changed in lunar orbit either by

the Orbital Navigation Program P-22 (Section 5.2.4) or by the

RTCC uplink program P-27. The final landing site vector existing

in the CSM prior to CSM-LM separation in lunar orbit is used to

initialize the LM Guidance Computer ( LGC ) for the LM descent

and landing phases. This landing site initialization vector is

referred to as the most recently designated landing site in

Section 4.

11
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5.1.5.5 Time Definitions

0 r__

The time tO isthe time interval between July i.0

universal time of the year in question (i.e., the Greenwich

imidnight at the beginning of July i) and the time the Guidance

Computer clock is zeroed.

The time t (also known as mission time or Ground

!Elapsed Time GET) is the time maintained by the Guidance

Computer clock, and hence is the time interval between when

this clock was zeroed and current time.

Shortly before launch, the mission time t is zeroed

and t o is established utilizing the ground check-out system _2
ACE and the uplink (Verb 55) and down link. Within 0.5 sec

iof the time the computer receives the lift-off discrete, mission

time t is again zeroed and t O is incremented by the elapsed

time since the last zeroing of mission time (see program P-II,

Section 5.3.5). During a flight, the mission time t may be ad-
justed as a convenience for the flight controllers in order that

events may occur at the mission time scheduled in the Flight

Plan. The adjustment is performed by the use of Extended

Verb 70; an increment of time is added or subtracted from _ --

mission time t, and is subtracted or added respectively to t o .

The time t M is that time used to interrogate the

Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine and is defined in

Section 5. 5. 2. •
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5.2 COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

5.2.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The CMC Coasting Flight Navigation Routines which are

presented in Sections 5.2.2 through 5.2.6 are used during free fall

phases of the Apollo mission. The basic objective of these navigation

routines is to maintain estimates of the position and velocity vectors

of both the CSM and the LMo Let r and v be the estimates of a vehicle's

position and velocity vectors, respectively. Then, the six-dimensional

state vector, x, of the spacecraft is defined by

x:)
Coasting Flight Navigation is accomplished by extrapolating the state

vector, x, by means of the Coasting IntegrationRoutine (Section5.2.2),

and updating or modifying t'his estimated state using tracking data by

the recursive method of navigation ( Sections 5.2.3 - 5.2.6 ).

The Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ) is used

by other navigation and targeting routines to extrapolate the following:

1 ) Present estimated CSM state vector

2 ) Present estimated LM state vector

3 ) An arbitrary specified state vector, such as the pre-

dicted result of a maneuver
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Statevector extrapolationis accomplished by means of

Encke's method of differentialaccelerations. The motion of a space-

craftis dominated by the conic orbitwhich would result ifthe space-

craftwere in a central force field. In Encke's method the differential

equations for the deviations from conic motion are integrated numeri-

cally. This technique is in contrast to a numerical integrationof the

differentialequations for the totalmotion, and itprovides a more

accurate orbit extrapolation. The numerical integrationis aecom-

plished by means of Nystrom's method which gives fourth-order ac-

curacy while requiring only three computations of the derivativesper

time step. The usual fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrationmethods

require four derivative computations per time step.

Regardless of the aceuracy of the statevector extrapola-

tion, errors in the initialconditionswillpropagate and soon grow to

intolerablesize. Thus, itis necessary periodicallyto obtainadditional

data in the form of eithernew statevector estimates or modifications

to the current state vector estimates. These statevector modifications

are computed from navigation data obtained by means of navigationmea-

surements.

The CSM GNCS uses optical angle data from the scanning

telescope (SCT) and the sextant (SXT) and VHF range data to compute

state vector changes, while the LM PGNCS uses rendezvous radar (RR)

tracking data. Navigation measurement data are used to update state

vector estimates during orbit navigation,rendezvous navigation,and

cislunar-midcourse navigation procedures. These three navigation

procedures willbe used normally during the lunar-orbitnavigation

phase, allLM-CSM lunar-orbit rendezvous phases, and CSM return-

to-earth aborts, respectively, in the lunar landing mission. However,

in order to provide for alternatemission capability,the orbit and ren-

dezvous navigationprocedures can be used near the moon or the earth.
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Although the state vector of the CSM is six-dimensional,

itis not necessary that the quantities estimated during a particular

navigation procedure be the position and velocity vectors of the CSM.

A variety of "estimated state vectors", not necessarily of six-di-

mensions, are used.

In order to achieve desired landing objectives, it is

necessary to expand the lunar-orbit navigation procedure to nine di-

mensions, and to include in the estimation the position vector of the

landmark being tracked. The estimated state vector that is used in

orbit navigation is given by

x= lc

where _-C and -_C are the estimated CSM position and velocity vectors

and r_ is the estimated landmark position vector.

During the rendezvous phase, the six-dimensional state

vector of either the CSM or the LM can be updated from the measure-

ment data obtained with the CSNI-based optics. Normally the LM state

vector is updated, but the astronaut can select the CSM update mode.

The selection of the update mode is based primarily upon which vehicle's

state vector is most accurately known initially, and which vehicle is con-

trolling the rendezvous maneuvers.

/
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The standard six-dimensional CSM state vector is used

during cislunar-midcourse navigation.

Navigation data is incorporated into the state vector esti-

mates by means of the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section

5.2.3) which has both six- and nine-dimensional modes. The Measure-

ment Incorporation Routine is a subroutine of the following CMC navi-

gation routines :

I) Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.4)

2) Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5)

3) Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.6) _

Simplified functional diagrams of the navigation programs which use

these routines are given in Figs. 2. i-i, 2. i-2, and 2. i-3, respectively.

In all three navigation programs, estimated position and

velocity vectors are obtained at required times by means of the Coast-

ing Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2). The Measurement Incorporation

Routine (Section 5. 2.3) is used to incorporate the measurement data

into the state vector estimates.
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The navigation procedure, which is illustrated in simplified

form in Figs. 2. i-i to 2. i-3, involves computing an estimated track-
A

ing measurement, Q, based on the current state vector estimates.

This estimated measurement is then compared with the actual track-

ing measurement Q to form a measured deviation 5Q. A statistical

weighting vector, __, is computed from statistical knowledge of state

vector uncertainties and tracking performance, 2, plus a geometry

vector, b, determined by the type of measurement being made. The

weighting vector,__, is defined such that a statistically optimum linear

estimate of the deviation, 5 x, from the estimated state vector is ob-

tained when the weighting vector is multiplied by the measured devi-

ation 5Q. The vectors _, b and 5 x are of six or nine dimensions de-

pending upon the dimension of the state vector being estimated.

In an attempt to prevent unacceptably large incorrect state

vector changes, certain validity tests have been included in the various

CMC navigation routines.

In the Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2.4) the astro-

naut tracks a landmark and acquires a number of sets of optical angle

data before the state vector updating process begins. During the data

processing procedure the landmark is out of sight, and it is not possi-

ble to repeat the tracking. Before the first set of data is used to update

the estimated state vector, the magnitudes of the proposed changes in

the estimated CSM position and velocity vectors, 5r and 5 v, respectively,

are displayed for astronaut approval. In general, successive accepted

values of 5r and 6v will decrease during the processing of the tracking

data associated with one landmark. Thus, if the MARK REJECT button

has been used to erase all inaccurate marks, then all state vector up-

dates should be either accepted or rejected. If the first displayed values

of 5r and 5v are judged to be valid, then all data associated with that

landmark will be accepted.
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The actual values of the first displayed 6r and 6v will

depend upon the statistical parameters stored in the CMC and upon

the following types of errors:

Type 1: Errors in the current state vector estimates

Type 2: Errors in alignment of the IMU

Type 3: Reasonable tracking performance errors, in-

cluding both hardware and astronaut errors

Type 4: A CSM GNCS failure

Type 5: Gross astronaut errors, such as incorrect

identification of the landmark

The existence of Type 1 errors is precisely the reason that the land-

mark tracking is being done. It is the function of the navigation to

decrease Type 1 errors in the presence of noise in the form of errors

of Types 2 and 3. Since the landmark tracking should not be performed

unless the IMU is well aligned and the GNCS is functioning properly,

and since bad marks should be rejected, it follows that the purpose of

the state vector change validity check is to discover a Type 5 error.

This validity check cannot distinguish between a Type 4 error and a

Type 5 error.

Based upon the last time that the state vector was updated,

when the IIVIU last was realigned, and an estimate of the tracking

performance for the first mark, very crude reasonable values for the

first 6r and 6v can be generated by the astronaut. The CMC will pro-

vide no information to assist the astronaut in his estimates of reasonable

values for 5r and 5v.
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In the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5 )

measurement data is processed periodically, and it is desirable that

the LM be tracked during the entire rendezvous phase up to the

manual terminal maneuver. If the magnitudes of the changes in the

estimated position and velocity vectors, 6 r and 6 v, respectively, are

both less than preset tracking alarm levels, then the selected vehicle's

state vector is automatically updated by the computed deviation, 6 x,

and no special display is presented, except that the tracking measure-

ment counter is incremented by one. If either 6 r or 6 v exceeds its

alarm level, then the state vector is not updated, and the astronaut is

alerted to this condition by a special display of 6 r and 6 v. Included

in this display is the source code which indicates whether optical or

VHF range-link data caused the display.

If this display should occur because of optics data, then -_-

the astronaut should recheck the optical tracking and make sure that

he is tracking the LIVe. Under certain conditions it is possible to mistake

a star for LM reflected sunlight, and it may take a period of a few

minutes to determine the LM target by watching relative motion of

the target and star background. After the tracking has been
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verified, and navigation da%a has again been acquired, the as-

tronaut has the option of commanding a state vector update if the

tracking alarm is again exceeded, or of repeating further optical

checks before incorporating the measurement data. If the astronaut

cannot determine the LM target due t(_ no positive acquisition (bright

background, etc. ) he can terminate the marking procedure and try

to achieve tracking conditions at a.later time.

The displayed values of &r and _v which have not passed

the tracking alarm test will depend upon the statistical parameters

stored in the CMC and upon the same five types of errors discussed

previously in regard to orbit navigation. The tracking alarm criterion

is incorporated in the Rendezvous Navigation Routine to alert the

astronaut to the fact that the state vector update is larger than nor-

mally expected, and to prevent the estimated state vector from auto-

matically being updated in such cases. The update occurs only by

specific command of the astronaut. The tracking alarm level beyond

which updating is suspended is primarily chosen to avoid false ac-

quisition and tracking conditions. As previously mentioned, this

condition is possible in the CSM if a star is,opticallytracked by mistake in-

stead of the LM reflected sun light, and itis therefore possible for

the alarm level to be exceeded in such cases even though the estima-

ted state vectors are essentially correct. It is also possible for the

state vector update alarm level to be exceeded after correct initial

acquisition and tracking in the case where a poor estimate of either

the CSM or LM state vector exists. In this case the astronaut would

have to command the initialstate vector update, after which the alarm

level would seldom be exceeded during the remainder of the rendezvous

phase. It should be noted that this statement is true only ifthe esti-

mated state vector of the active vehicle performing a powered rendez-

vous maneuver is updated by the Average-G Routine in the case of the

CSM being the active vehicle, or by a DSKY entry (P-'78)of the maneuver

AV ifthe LM is the active vehicle (Section 5.6. 14).
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The previously discussed method which the astro-

naut can use to generate crude estimates of expected _r and _v values

in the case of the Orbit Navigation Routine can also be applied to the

Rendezvous Navigation Routine. The astronaut must decide whether

or not he is tracking the LM. The CMC cannot make this decision.

In the Cislunar-NIidcourse Navigation Routine (Section

5.2.6) the astronaut measures the angle between a star and a planetary

landmark or horizon. The data from each angle measurement is pro-

cessed immediately after it is made. The values of 6r and 6v are

displayed for astronaut approval before the state vector is updated by

the computed deviation 6x. Thus, it is a simple matter to repeat the

measurement if the astronaut is uncertain as to the validity of the

proposed state vector changes.

The parameters required to initialize the navigation

routines (Sections 5.2.4 - 5. 2. 6) are the initial estimated CSM state

vector, plus the initial estimated LM state vector for the Rendezvous

Navigation Routine, initial state vector estimation error covariance

matrices in the form of prestored diagonal error transition matrices

(as defined in Section 5.2.2.4), and a priori measurement error va-

riances. The basic input to the navigation routines is SCT or SXT

tracking angle data indicated to the CMC by the astronaut when he

presses the MARK button signifying that he has centered the optical

reticle on the tracking target (landmark or LM) or superimposed the

two objects in the case of a star-landmark/horizon measurement_and

automatically-acquired VHF range-link tracking data. The primary

output of the navigation routines is the estimated CSIVI state vector,

plus estimated landmark coordinates in the case of orbit naviga-

tion or the estimated LM state vector in the case of the Rendezvous

Navigation Routine. The various guidance targeting modes outlined

in Section5.4 are based on the state vector estimates which result

from these navigation routines.
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5.2. 2 COASTING INTEGRATION ROUTINE

5.2.2.1 General Comments

During all coasting phase navigation procedures, an extrapola-

tion of position and velocity by numerical integration of the equations of

motion is required. The basic equation may be written in the form

d2 s_(t)+ r £(t)-- La(t) (2.2.1)

where pp is the gravitational constant of the primary body, and __i(t) is
the vector acceleration which prevents the motion of the vehicle (CSM or

LM) from being precisely a conic with focus at the center of the primary

body. The Coasting Integration Routine is a precision integration routine

in which all significant perturbation effects are included. The form of
f -

the disturbing acceleration _j(t) depends on the phase of the mission.

An approximate extrapolation of a vehicle state vector in which

the disturbing acceleration, _d(t) of Eq. (2.2. i), is set to zero may be

accomplished by means of the Kepler subroutine (Section 5. 5.5 ).

5.2.2.2 Encke's Method

If _d is small compared with the central force field, direct in-

Legration of Eq. (2.2. I) is inefficient. Therefore, the extrapolation will

be accomplished using the technique of differential accelerations attribu-

ted to Encke.

In the remainder of Section 5.2 the subscripts P and Q will denote

primary and secondary body, respectively. When the body is known,
then the subscripts E, M, and S will be used for earth, moon, and
sun, respectively. The vehicle will be indicated by the subscripts
C for CSM and L for LM.
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At time tO the position and velocity vectorS,to and vo, define

an osculating conic orbit. The position and velocity vectors in the

conic orbit, _rcon(t)and Yon(t), respectively, will deviate by a small

amount from the actual position and velocity vectors.

The conic position and velocity at time t are computed as

shown in Section 5.5.5. Required in this calculation is the variable x

which is the root of Kepler's equation. In order to minimize the num-

ber of iterations required in solving Kepler's equation, an estimate of

the correct solution, for x is obtained as follows:

Let

7= t - t O (2. _. 2}

During the previous computation cycle the values

r' = r (T --_)-- -_on

v_'= Xcon (7 -_) (2. 2.3)

x'= x (_-_)

were computed. A trial value of x(T) is obtained from

xt = x'+ s [1 -T S (1 -2 7 s) - _(_, - o) s2 ] (2.2.4)

where

s - _w--

r r • v'

T = (2. 2. 5)

2r' _-_p

2 (v') 2
_=__-__

r' _p
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After specificationof -r-o'Vo' xt and _, the Kepler subroutine

( Section 5.5.5 ) is used to compute _rcon ( 7 ), Veon (7), and x( _-).

The true position and velocity vectors will deviate fromthe

conic position and velocity since _d is not zero. Let

r(t) = 5_(t) + ton(t)

(2.2.6)

v_(t) = v_(t) + Vcon(t)

where 5(t)and v(t)are the position and velocitydeviationsfrom the

conic. The deviationvector 5(t)satisfiesthe differentialequation

6_(t)=-r_ f(q)r(t)+ 6_(t)+ _l(t) (2.2.7)

subject to the initialconditions

5_(to) = 02 _V(to) = 0 (2. 2. 8)

where
(5 - 2r) • 5
- (2. 2.9)q= 2

r
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f(q) = q 3+ 3q+ q (2. 2.10)
I + (i + q)3/2

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.2. 7) must re-

main small, i.e., of the same order as _l(t), ifthe method is to be

efficient. As the deviation vector _(t) grows in magnitude, this term

will eventually increase in size. Therefore, in order to maintain the

efficiencyof the method, a new osculating conic orbit should be defined

by the total position and velocity vectors r(t) and v(t). The process of

selecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate deviations is called

rectification. When rectification occurs, the initialconditions for the

differential equation for 6(t), as well as the variables "rand x, are

again zero.

5. 2. 2.3 Disturbing Acceleration

The form of the disturbing acceleration .ad(t) that is used in

Eq. (2. 2. i) depends on the phase of the mission. In earth or lunar

orbit, only the gravitational perturbations arising from the non-

spherical shape of the primary body need be considered. Let _-dP

be the acceleration due to the non-spherical gravitational perturba-

tions of the primary body. Then, for the earth

_E _ ' p'_dE - r _- JiE Pi+l (cos_)_rU - i (eos_)u
i=2

(2. 2. ii)

where
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(cos_) = 3 cosoP2

' (cos_) = (15 cos _ - 3)P3
(2.2.12)

, 1 0 _ 4P_)P4 (cos(_) = _ (7 COS@ P3

, 1 ' - 5P_)P5 (coscp) = _- (9 coscp P4

are the derivatives of Legendre polynomials,

coscp = --rU • u z,

o S

and J2' J3' J4 are the coefficients of the second, third, and fourth
harmonics of the earth's potential function. The vectors u and u

--r --z

are unit vectors in the direction of r and the polar axis of the earth,

respectively, and r E is the equatorial radius of the earth.

_- In the case of the moon,

]i=2

2 -5(x - YM -- u - Uy
+ 3J22 L -r2 Ur r -x r ,

+10XMZMu ] _

+23-C31 I_M-)3 [5_-_M(1-7cos2cp)Ur+,(5cos2¢p-1)Ux T-z]j

where:

u is the unit position vector in reference coordinates;
--r

u is planetary transformed to reference coordinates;
--X
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u is planetary transformed to reference coordinates;--y

u is planetary transformed to reference coordinates;--Z

and x M, YM' ZM are the components of r in planetary coordinates,

which are computed by the use of the Planetary Inertial Orientation

Subroutine (Section 5.5. 2). In addition, r M is the mean lunar radius;

and J22" C31 are the coefficients of the terms describing the asymmetry

about the pole of the moon's gravity; and the remaining symbols are

defined as in Eq. (2.2.11).

During cislunar-midcourse flight (translunar and transearth)

the gravitational attraction of the sun and the secondary body Q

(earth or moon) are relevant forces. The accelerations due to the

secondary body and the sun are

= - D---_Q[f(qQ) r__pQ+ r__1 (2.2.15)a-dQ r_ C

1adS = r3 C (qs)rps + r_ (2.2.16) .....

where rpQ and rps are the position vectors of the secondary body

and the sun with respect to the primary body, rQC and rSC are the
distances of the CSM from the secondary body and the sun, and the

arguments qQ and qs are computed from

(r - 2r_pQ) • r

qQ = r2 Q (2.2.17)

(r- 2rps) • r

qs = r2 S (2.2.18)

The functionsf(qQ) and f(qs ) are calculated from Eq. (2.2. i0).
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The position vectors of the moon relative to the earth,rEM,

and the sun relative to the earth, rEs,are computed as'described in

Section (5. 5.4 ). Then,

rE M if P = Er_pQ = (2.2.19)

-rE M if P = M

and

rES if P = E
r_ps = (2.2.20)

rES-rEM if P= M

Finally,

/

_QC = r- rpQ

(2.2.21)

Ksc = r - rps

5. 2. 2.4 Error Transition Matrix

The position and velocity vectors as maintained in the com-

puter are only estimates of the true values. As part of the navigation

technique it is necessary also to maintain statistical data in the com-

puter to aid in the processing of navigation measurements.

If c(t) and _(t) are the errors in the estimates of the position

and velocity vectors, respectively, then the six-dimensional correla-

tion matrix E(t) is defined by
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6(t) c_(t)T 6(t) __(t)

E6(t) = (2.2. 22)

\ __--_t)__(t)T rl(t) _(-_)T/

In certain applicationsitbecomes necessary to expand the

state vector and the correlation matrix to more than six dimensions

so as to include estimation of landmark l¢_ations ir_ the CIVIC dur-

ing orbit navigation,and rendezvous radar tracking biases in the LGC

during the rendezvous navigationprocedure. For thispurpose a nine-

dimensional correlation matrix is defined as follows ::

¢(t) _T

E6(t) __ --
E(t) = o(t) _T (2. 2.23)

c(t)T t__(t)T _ $T

-- /

where the components of the three-dimensional vector _ are the errors

in the estimates of three variables which are estimated in addition to the
components of the spacecraft state vector.

In order to take full advantage of the operations provided by

the interpreter in the computer, the correlation matrix will be re-

stricted to either six or nine dimensions. If, in some navigation pro-

cedure, only one or two additional items are to be estimated, then a suf-

ficient number of dummy variables will be added to the desired seven-or

eight-dimensional state vector to make it nine-dimensional
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Rather than use the correlation matrix in the navigation pro-

cedure, it is more convenient to utilize a matrix W(t), called the error

transition matrix,and defined by

E(t) = W(t) W(t) T (2.2.24)

Extrapolation of the nine-dimensional matrix W(t) is made by

direct numerical integration of the differential equation

o i o\

_dd W(t) = G(t) O O W(t) (2. 2.25)dt

O O O

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matrix, and I and

O are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.

If the W matrix is partitioned as

w w_1 • . . w87/

W = w 9 Wl0 . . . w I (2. 2.26)

?18 w19 " " " w2_/
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then,

d wi(t ) = wi+9(t )

_twi+9(t) = G(t) wi(t) i = 0, 1...... 8 (2.2.27)

d
_-w_i+18(t) = O

The extrapolation may be accomplished by successively integrating the

vector differential equations

d 2

d--__wi(t) = G(t) w i(t) i = 0,1 ..... 8 (2.2.28) --

The gravity gradient matrix G(t) for earth or lunar orbit is

given by

G(t) = r-_ r(t) r(t) T - r2(t) I (2.2.29)

During cislunar-midcourse flight

_ /_P _ r(t) r(t)T _ r2(t) i1G(t) r5(t )

(2.2.3_)

+ /_Q I3 £Qc(t) _QC (t)T- r2Qc(t) I1r5Qc(t)
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Thus, if D is the dimension of the matrix W(t) for the given

navigation procedure, the differential equations for th e wi(t) vectors

are

dr---Zwi(t) = _ [ur(t) " wi(t) ] Ur(t) -_wi(t

13 I (2. 2.31)

+ M _ [uQC(t). wi(t) ]

r Qc(t) [ - _-Qe(t) -wi(t
i = O, 1..... D-I

where Ur(t) and UQc(t) are unit vectors in the directions of r_(t)and

_r4Qc(t),respectively, and

i for cislunar-rnidcourse flight

M = (2. 2. 32)

s for earth or lunar orbit

It is possible for a computation overflow to occur during the

W matrix integration if any element of the matrix exceeds its maximum

value. This event is extremely unlikely because of the large scale fac-

tors chosen. The overflow occurs if

i) any element of the position part (upper third) of the W

matrix becomes equal to or greater than 219 m,

or

2) any element of the velocity part (middle third) of the W

matrix becomes equal to or greater than one m/csec.

In addition, each element of the landmarkpart (lower third) of the ma-

trix must remain less than 219 m, but this part does not change during

integration.

If overflow should occur, an alarm results, the two W matrix

control flags are reset, and either new state vector estimates must

be obtained from RTCC, or a sufficient number of navigation mea-

surements must be made before the state vectors are used in any

targeting or maneuver programs.
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5.2.2.5 Numerical IntegrationMethod --

The extrapolationof navigationaldata requires the solutionof

a number of second-order vector differentialequations, specifically

Eqs. (2.2.7) and (2.2.31). These are allspecial cases of the form

d2

dr---2_y = f (y, t) (2.2.33)

Nystrom's method is particularlywell suitedto thisform and

gives an integrationmethod of fourth-order accuracy. The second-order

system is written

d
__y= _z

(2.2.34)

d
d-i-z = f (y, t)

and the formulas are summarized below.

Y-_+I = Y_+ __(_)at

_-(Y--n)= _-n+ _ (k--i+ 2k--2)At

(2.2.35)

-*(Zn): (k-1+ 4k_2+

k-1 = f-(Y-n' tn)

1
k_2 = f__(Y_n+ _ z At + _ k_l (At)2, tn+ 1At)

k_3 = f (y_n + z At+ 1 +At)- -n _k2 (At)2' tn
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For efficient use of computer storage as well as computing

time the computations are performed in the following order:

i) Equation(2.2.7) is solved using the Nystrom formulas,

Eq. (2. 2.35). It is necessary to preserve the values of the

+ At/2, t + At for use in the solutionvector r at times tn, t n n

of Eqs. (2.2.31).

2) Equations (2. 2.31) are solved one-at-a-time using Eqs.

(2. 2. 35) together with the values of r which resulted from

the first step.

The variable At is the integration time step and should not be

confused with 7, the time since rectification. The maximum value for

At which can be used for precision integration, Atma x, is computed

from

 r3/2 )
con (2.2.36)

Z_tma X = minimum Atj[im, _--P

where

&totm_ = 4000 sec.
(2. 2.37)

K =0.3

5. 2. 2. 6 Coasting Integration Logic

Estimates of the state vectors of two vehicles (CSM and LM)

will be maintained in the computer. In various phases of the mission

it will be required to extrapolate a state vector either alone or with an

associated W matrix of dimension six or nine.
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To accomplish all of these possible procedures, as well as

to solve the computer restart problem, three state vectors will be _

maintained in the computer. Let -_C and x L be the estimated CSM

and LM state vectors, respectively, and let x be a temporary state

vector. The state vector x_ is a symbolic representation of the follow-

ing set of variables :

_0 = rectification position vector

_0 = rectification velocity vector

r = conic position vector---con

v = conic velocity vector--con

(2. 2. 38)
= position deviation vector

__ = velocity deviation vector

t = time associated with rcon , _eon' _ and 7.'

time since rectification

x = root of Kepler's equation

0 for earth

P = primary body = --.

1 for moon

The state vectors _C and x E represent an analogous set of variables.

The Coasting Integration Routine is controlled by the calling

program by means of the two indicators D and V. The variable D

indicates the dimension of the W matrix with

D = 0 (2.2. 39)

denoting that the state vector only is to be extrapolated. The variable

V indicates the appropriate vehicle as follows:
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r I

1 for CSM

V = for LM (2.2.40)

for state vector specified by calling program

In addition, the calling program must set the desired final time iF;

and, for V equal to -i, the desired state vector x.

A simplified functional diagram of the Coasting Integration

Routine is shown in Fig. 2.2-i. In the figure the indicated state

vector is being integrated to time t F. The value of At for each time

step is Atma x (Eq. (2.2.36)) or the total time-to-go whichever is

smaller. The integration is terminated when the computed value of

_t is less than _t"

Figures 2.2-2, 2.2-3 and 2.2-4 illustrate in more detail the

logic flow of this routine. In these figures certain items which have

not been discussed fully in the text are explicitly illustrated. The

following is a list of these items together with the number of the

figure in which each occurs.

1 ) Saving of r values for W matrix integration: Fig. 2.2-2.

2 ) Change in origin of coordinates: Fig. 2.2-3.

3) Rectification procedure: Fig. 2.2-3.

4) Selection of disturbing acceleration: Fig. 2.2-4.

The logic flow shown in these figures is controlled by the three

flags M, B, and F. Flag Mis defined inEq. (2.2.32), Bprevents

the recalculation of already available quantities ( r_pQ, _QC )' and
F is used to distinguish between state vector integration ( F = 1 )

and W matrix integration (F = 0 ).

If the Coasting Integration Routine is requested to extrapolate I

!the estimated LM state vector and the LM is on the lunar surface, the

normal integration will not be performed. Instead, the LM position

and velocity vectors (I"L and v L) are obtained by transforming the

stored landing site position vector _rLS and the vector (0, 0, i)
from moon-fixed to basic reference coordinates with the Planetary

Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5.5. 2) where r L and u Z are
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ENTER

L 1

_ No

io:0
At = minimum [(tF - t), ± Atma x ]

Yes ._ EXIT

_°
Integrate StateVeetdr. x (t) 1

LOne Time Step to Time t +At

Yes

O

Yes "J x L = x
--I

I Integrate D-Dimensional W Matrix I

" [ One Time Step to Time t +At I
Figure 2. 2-i Simplified Coasting Integration

Routine Logic Diagram
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Figure 2.2-2 Coasting Integration Routine

Logic Diagram
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ENTER

No

/i_ Computer
Yes)_ _ __ Yes /_"_ No [ -PQ ]r _ rsp H _ i_= o _---_Sections 5.5.4|

No _No Yes

'< ]Compute rp_ & ]

_. / ISections5.5.4 &

I 5.2.2.3 ]

No <r_c<_ _.

_y _'C°mpute XPQ

es

_ Sections 5 5 4 &

5.2.2.'3"

Rectification 1

£o = £con+ _ r = r - £-- _zon --con PQ

' Y43 = v + _ = - VpQ

//'i_ -con -- _ V--con V_zon

r =

/R'ec --con -_0. tif P = 1 - P

1 v =
--con _0

V=0
EXIT

x=0

I"=0

Figure 2.2-3 Rectification and Coordinate System Origin Change Logic Diagram
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ENTER

_ Yes _ ComputeadpEq. (2.2. II)

No

' Compute _-dP Yes Compute rpQ, _rQC , adQ , adS•...... Eq. (2.2.14) Sees. 5.5.4 and 5.2.2.3
No

_d adp EXIT a d =adp + adQ + ads

Figure 2.2-4 Disturbing Acceleration Selection Logic Diagram
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the respective vectors in basic reference coordinates, and'_vL is corn-

puted z.s follows: ,-_

; _vL _uZ x r L
ee = co]V[ -

where co is the rotational rate of the withIvl moon respect to inertial

i space. This procedure is not indicated in the figure.

There is a procedure for the emergency termination of the

Coasting Integration Routine in order to permit correction of wrong

erasable memory parameters. This emergency function is described

in Section 5. 6. 12.

In addition to the general criterion discussed in

Section 5.2.2.2, the requirements for rectification (which are

not shown in Fig. 2.2-2 ) are functions of

1 the computer word length,

2 the fact that the computations are performed in

fixed-point arithmetic,

3 the scale factors of the variables, and

4 the accuracy of the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5).

If -

6 > 0.01r
con

or if

0.75 × 222m for P = 0

6 >
0.'/5 × 218mfor P = 1

or if

0.75 X 23 m/csec for P= 0p >

[ 0.75 x 2-1m/csec for P 1
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then rectification occurs at the point indicated in Fig. 2.2-2.

f Also, if the calculation of the acceleration ( Eq. ( 2.2.7 ) ) results

in overflow (i. e. any component is equal to or greater than

2-16m/csec 2 for P = 0, or 2-20m/csec 2 for P = i), then the

program is recycled to the beginning of the time step and recti-

fication is performed, provided that 5 is not identically zero (which

may occur if an attempt is made to extrapolate a state vector

below the surface). In this exceptional case, an abort occurs

with alarm code 20430.

The definitions of the various control constants which ap-

pear in Figs. 2.2-i to 2.2-4 are as follows:

c t = integration time step criterion

rsp H = radius of lunar sphere of influence

rdE = radius of relevance for earth non-spherical

gravitational perturbations

rdM = radius of relevance for moon non-spherical

gravitational perturbations

rME = distance from the earth beyond which mid-

course perturbations are relevant.

rMM = distance from the moon beyond which mid-

course perturbations are relevant.
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5. 2. 3 MEASUREMENT INCORPORATION ROUTINE

Periodically it is necessary to update the estimated posi-

tion and velocity vectors of the vehicle (CSM or LM) by means of

navigation measurements. At the time a measurement is made,

the best estimate of the state vector of the spacecraft is the extrap-

olated estimate denoted by x'. The first six components of x' are

the components of the estimated position and velocity vectors. In

certain situations it becomes necessary to estimate more than six

quantities. Then, the state vector will be of nine dimensions. From

this state vector estimate it is possible to determine an estimate of

the quantity measured. When the predicted value of this measure-

ment is compared with the actual measured quantity, the difference

is used to update the indicated state vector as well as its associated

error t_amsition matrix as described in Section 5.2.1. The error transi-

tion matrix, W, is defined in Section 5.2.2.4.

This routine is used to compute deviations to be added

to the components of the estimated state vector, and to update the

estimated state vector by these deviations provided the deviations

pass a state vector update validity test as described in Section 5.2. i.

Let D be the dimension (six or nine) of the estimated

state vector. Associated with each measurement are the following

parameters which are to be specified by the program calling this

rout ine :

b = Geometry vector of D dimensions

2
= A priori measurement error variance

6Q = Measured deviation, the difference between the

quantity actually measured and the expected value

based on the original value of the estimated state

vector x'.

r L
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The procedure for incorporating a measurement into the estimated

state vector is as follows:

Compute a D-dimensional z veetor from

z = W 'T b (2.3.1)

where W' is the error transition matrix associatedwithx'.

Compute the D-dimensional weighting vector, co__,from

T i T w,T=-- z (2. 3.2)
2 2

Compute the state vector deviation estimates from

x = co 5Q (2.3.3)

Ifthe data pass the validity test, update the state

vector and the W matrix by

x__ = x'+ 5x (2.3.4)

T
CO Z

W = W' - (2. 3.5)

l+ 277
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In order to take fulladvantage of the three-dimensional

vector and matrix operations provided by the interpreterin the com-

puter, the nine-dimensional W matrix willbe stored sequentiallyin
the computer as follows'.

w 0, w 1..... w26

Refer to Section 5.2.2.4 for the definitionof the W matrix. Define

the three-dimensional matrices

-C __J 2J

w0:I___ w1=_J ...._8:_2_ (2.3.6)
_ V26

so that

/WoT w1T w2T \

W-- w3T w4T W5 T (2.3.7)

w6T w7T W8 T

Let the nine-dimensional vectors 6x, b, _0,and z be partitionedas
follows:

'_o b-2_ _0 __0 ( _0

6x_= 6x 1 b= b 1 _= ¢o1 z_= z 1 = z 1

6x-2 _-2 8 z2

(2.3. 8)
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Then, the computations shown in Eqs. (2.3. i) through (2. 3.3) are

performed as follows, using three-dimensional operations :

--iz = _ W'i+3j --Jb"
j:0

I -a = z." z.+O_ 2

j=0

(2.3.9)

T 1 _ _Tw,3i--1 a j

j=0

5x. = 5Q i= 0, 1, D-l _i .... _-i

Equation (2.3.5) is written

1

14- J_"2/a

(2. 3. lo)

wi+9j = w'i+9j -"l'z i__j i= 0, 1 ..... D - 1
D

j=0, 1..... g -1
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The Measurement Incorporation Routine is divided into

two subroutines, INCORPI and INCORP2. The subroutine INCORPI

consists of Eqs. (2. 3.9), while INCORP2 is composed of Eqs° (2. 3. 4)

and _2.3. i0). The method of using these subroutines is illustrated

in ]Fig. 2.3-i.

Since the estimated position and velocity vectors are

maintained in two pieces, conic and deviation from the conic, Eq.

(2. 3.4) cannot be applied directly. The estimated position and

velocity deviations resulting from the measurement,5_x 0 and 6x I, are

added to the vectors 5 and 9, the position and velocity deviations from

the conics, respectively. Since 6 and v are maintained to much

higher accuracy than the conic posihon and velocity vectors, a pos-

sible computation overflow situation exists whenever Eq. (2. 3.4) is

applied. If overflow does occur, then it is necessary to reinitialize

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2) by the process of

rectifLcation as described in Section 5. 2. 2. 2. The logic flow of the

subroutine INCORP2 is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2. 3-2.

Overflow occurs when

6 > t 222m for P = 0

218m for P = 1

or

23 m/csec for P = 0

2 -1 m/csee for P = 1
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F/

CALLING PROGRAM

Compute Geometry Vector' b and /
Measurement Deviation 6Q. /
Set Dimension D and a priori Variance 2. 1

Ic_il_NCOR_I

_! OoTo
--_j Alternate

| Procedure

Yes

Call NCORP2 ]

CONTINUE

!

INCORP1 / INCORP2

Compute State Vector t Update State Vector _x

Deviation Estimate 6x and W Matrix

Eqs. (2.3.9) Eqs.( 2.3.41 on8 (2.3.10)

RETURN RETURN

Fig. 2.3-1 Measurement Incorporation Procedure
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ENTER

I _=!+65 °

__J r =r °

l--con con

6 = c_ ]
= v + 6X_l

--VC0rl --con X1

_No

Update V/ Matrix _ Rectification
Eqs. (2.3.10) Fig. 2.2-3

x C = x _-_ EXIT

Fig. 2.3-2 INCORP2 Subroutine Logic Diagram
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5.2.4 ORBIT NAVIGATION ROUTINE

5.2.4.1 Landmark Tracking Procedure

While the CSM is in lunar or earth orbit, landmark

optical tracking data are used to update the estimated CSM state

vector and the coordinates of the landmark that is being tracked,

as described in Section 5.2. i. This routine is used to process the

landmark-tracking measurement data, as shown in simplified form

in Fig. 2. 1 -I, and is used normally in lunar orbit in the lunar land-

ing mission° The routine also can be used in earth orbit during abort

situations or alternate missions.

In order to initially acquire and maintain optical tracking,

the CSM attitude must be oriented such that the CSM-to-landmark

line-of-sight falls within the SCT field of view. In the CSM GNCS

there is no automatic vehicle attitude control during the landmark

.... tracking procedure. Any desired attitude control must be accom-

plished manually by the astronaut or by use of the Barbecue Mode

Routine (R64).

If the astronaut wishes, he may use the Automatic Optics

Positioning Routine (Section 5.6.8) as an aid in the acquisition of the

landmark. This routine has two modes which are relevant to orbit

navigation. In the advanced ground track mode (which is useful in

lunar orbit for surveillance, selection, and tracking of possible land-

ing sites) the routine drives the CSM optics to the direction of the

point on the ground track of the spacecraft at a time slightly more

than a specified number of orbital revolutions ahead of current time.
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In the landmark mode (which is useful for acquisition of a specified

landmark) the routine drives the optics to the estimated direction of

the specified landmark. Either the revolution number or the land-

mark must be specified by the astronaut. The computations and

positioning commands in this routine are repeated periodically

provided the optics mode switch is set to CMC. Thus, in the advanced

ground track mode, the astronaut is shown continuously the ground track

of the CSM for a future revolution. The reason for this mode is that it

is desirable to select a landing site which is near the CSM orbital plane

at the LM lunar landing time.

The Automatic Optics Positioning Routine is used in other

routines to align the CSM optics to the directions of the following

sighting targets :

i) The LM during the rendezvous phase

2) A specified star during IMU alignment procedures

After the astronaut has acquired the desired landmark

(not necessarily the one specified to the Automatic Optics Positioning

Routine), he switches the optics mode to MANUAL and centers the

SCT or SXT reticle on the landmark. When accurate tracking is

achieved, he presses the optics MARK button, causing the time

of the measurement and all optics and IMU gimbal angles to be stored

in the CMC. Up to five unrejected navigation sightings of the same

landmark may be made during the tracking interval,and all sets of

navigation data are acquired before processing of the data begins.

After the astronaut has completed the tracking of a land-

mark, he is asked by the CMC whether or not he wishes to identify

the tracked landmark. If he does, then he enters into the CMC through
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the keyboard the identification number or the coordinates of the land-

mark, and the data are processed as described in Section 5.2.4. 2

thru 5.2.4.5. The coordinates of the landing site will be stored in

the CMC erasable memory and can be updated during the mission.

Ifthe astronaut does not identify the landmark, then the

Landing Site Designation procedure (Section5.2.4.3) is used for the

navigation data proeessing. In this process the landmark is con-

sidered to be unknown, and the first set of navigation data is used

to compute an initialestimate of the landmark location. The re-

maining sets of data are then processed as described in Section

5.2.4. 2 to update the estimated nine-dimensional CSM-landmark/
state vector.

Whether the landmark is identified or not, one further

option is available to the astronaut. He may specify that one of the

navigation sightings is to be considered the designator for an offset

landing site near the tracked landmark. In this case, the designa-

ted navigation data set is saved, the remaining sets of data are pro-

cessed as described above, and then the estimated offset landing

site location is determined from the saved data as described in

Section 5.2.4. 4. This procedure offers the possibility of designat-

ing a landing site in a flat area of the moon near a landmark which

is suitable for optical navigation tracking but not for landing.
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Each set of navigation data which is used for state vector

updating and not for landing site designation or offset produces two

updates as described in Section 5.2.4.2. For the first navigation data

set the magnitudes of the first proposed changes in the estimated CSM

position and velocity vectors, 5r and 5v, respectively, are displayed

for astronaut approval. Ifthe astronaut accepts these proposed

changes,then all state vector updates will be performed, and all the in-

formation obtained during the tracking of this landmark will be incor-

porated into the state vector estimates. A detailed discussion of this

state vector update validity 'check is given in Section 5.2. i.

After all of the sets of navigation data have been pro-

cessed, the astronaut has the option of having the updated landmark

coordinates (or the coordinates of the unknown landmark) stored in

the erasable memory registers allocated to the landing site coor-

dinates. In this manner the original coordinates of the landing site

can be revised, or a new landing site can be selected.

The various £u_ctions for which the sets of navigation --

data acquired from the line-of-sight tracking measurements are used

are presented in Sections 5.2.4.2 through 5.2.4.4. A detailed des-

cription in the form of logic diagrams of the entire Orbit Navigation

Routine with all of its options is given in Section 5.2.4.5.

5.2.4.2 State Vector Update from Landmark Sighting

As mentioned in Section 5.2. 1 the orbit navigation con-

cept involves the nine-dimensional state vector

x_= -_C (2.4. 1)

r__
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where __ and _ are the estimated CSM position and velocity vec-

tors, respectively, and r_ is the estimated landmark position vec-
tor. Both the CSM state vector and the landmark position vector

are estimated and updated through the processing of optical track-

ing data, A simplified functional diagram of the orbit navigation

procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. 1-1. In this section the method

of updating the estimated nine-dimensional state vector from alandmark

line-of-sight navigation measurement is given.

After the preferred CSM attitude is achieved and optical

tracking acquisition is established (Section 5.2.4.1), the astronaut

enters tracking data into the CMC by pressing the optics MARK but-

ton when he has centered the SCT or SXT reticle on the landmark.

As described in Section 5.2.4.1, each set of navigation data con-

tains the time of the measurement and the two optics and three IMU

gimbal angles. From these five angles the measured unit vector,

u M, along the CSM-to-landmark line-of-sight is computed in the
Basic Reference Coordinate System from

u M = [REFSMMAT] T [NBSM] _UNB (2. 4, 2)

where [REFSMMAT] and _NBSM] are transformation matrices and

UNB is the measured line-of-sight vector in navigation base coor-

dinates. All terms of Eq. (2.4. 2) are defined in Section 5. 6. 3.

For the purpose of navigation it is convenient to consider

the measured unit vector, UM, to be the basic navigation data. This
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navigation measurement of the line-of-sight vector, UM, ls mathemati-

cally equivalent to the simultaneous measurement of the angles be-

tween the lines-of-sight to the landmark and two stars. The data

are processed by selecting two convenient unit vectors (fictitious

star directions), converting the vector uM to an equivalent set of

two artificial star-landmark measurements, and using the Measure-

ment Incorporation Routine (Section 5.2. 3) twice, once for each

artificial measurement. These two unit vectors are chosen to be

perpendicular to each other and to the current estimated line-of-

sight vector so as to maximize the convenience and accuracy of

the procedure.

Let rC and r_ be the estimated CSM and landmark posi-

tion vectors at the time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then,

the first state vector update for the measurement is performed as

follows :

Calculate the estimated CSM-to-landmark line-of-
sight from

_CL = r_ - _C (2.4. 3)

_CL --UNIT (_L)

Q Initializethe fictitious star direction to the vector

-su = UNIT (_LX u M) (2.4. 4)

If the vectors U C L and u M are separated by a small

enough angle, (possibly as much as _-3× 2 -19 tad. ),

then a computation overflow occurs in the execution of

Eq. (2.4.4), and this set of measurement data is dis-

carded because all of the components of the estimated

state vector deviation, _x , would be negligible for

both state vector updates.
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Compute an artificial star direction from

u = UNIT (_s × -_CL } (2.4. 5)--S

Calculate the nine-dimensional geometry vector,
b, from

1
_0 - _ (2.4. 6)

rCL

b_l--0_ (2.4. 7)

b 2 -- - b_o (2. 4. 8)

.s - _ Determine the measured deviation, 6Q, from

5Q = cos "1 (u • u M) - cos-1 (u • -_L )

(2.4.9)

-1 7r

= COS (U • U_M) - g

Incorporate the fictitious star-landmark measure-

ment using the Measurement Incorporation Routine

(Section 5. 2. 3).
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Included in Step [ 6 9 is the state vector update validity
check for

the first proposed update.

It should be noted that the initialization of the star di-

rection, Us, which is given by Eq. (2.4.4), is such that the first

artificial star (computed from Eq. (2. 4.5) ) will yield the maximum

value for the measured deviation, 6Q, which is obtained from Eq.

(2.4. 9). The reason for selecting the first u vector in this manner
-S

is that there is only one state vector update validity check even

though there are two updates.

Assuming that the first state vector update was accepted

by the astronaut, the second update for this measurement data set

is performed by first recomputing the estimated CSM-to-landmark

line-of-sight vector from Eq. (2.4. 3) using the updated values of the

estimated CSM_and landmark,_,position vectors, rC and r_, respectively.

(3) - (6) are repeated, this time with no state vec-Then, Steps

tor update validity check.

Ifthe astronaut rejects the first state vector update, then

all of the navigation data is discarded, and no update occurs.

The results of the processing of the measured line-of-

sight vector, uM, are updated values of the estimated position and

velocity vectors of the CSM, rC and Vc, respectively, and an up-

dated value of the estimated landmark position vector, _r_.

5.2.4.3 Landing Site Designation

As mentioned in Section 5.2.4. 1 the nine-dimensional

orbit navigation procedure provides the means of mapping on the
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surface of the planet a point which is designated only by a number of

sets of optical tracking data. This process may be used to redesig-

nate the landing site optically, or as an unknown landmark orbit navi-

gation procedure.

Assume that an unmapped landmark has been tracked,

and N sets of optical measurement data have been acquired as des-

cribed in Section 5.2.4.1. Let u M be the measured unit CSM-to-

landmark line-of-sight vector obtained from the first set of mea-

surement data by means of Eq. (2.4. 2). An estimate of the landmark

position at the time of the first navigation sighting, tM, is given by

r_ = r C+ r C osA - - sin2A _uM (2.4. 10)
\ rc

where
f

UM" _C
cos A = - (2. 4.11)

r C

_rC is the estimated CSM position vector at time tM, and r 0 is the

estimated planetary radius. This initial estimated landmark posi-

tion vector, r_, and the estimated CSM state vector are then updated

by means of the standard Orbit Navigation Routine and the last N - 1

sets of tracking measurement data exactly as if the designated point

were a mapped landmark.

The final results of this procedure are a location estimate

for the designated point and an improvement in the estimated CSNI state

vector.
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5.2.4.4 Landing Site Offset -

During the landing site selection operation any visible

landmark may be tracked that is in, or near, the desired landing area.

In most cases this visible landmark will not be an acceptable touch

down point, and it is desirable to offset the desired landing point away

from the visible landmark used for tracking. This is accomplished

by tracking the visible landmark and processing this data as previously

described for either a mapped or an unknown landmark depending upon

the type of landmark tracked. During this tracking operation a designated

navigation data set can be taken by positioning the SXT to the desired

actual landing point. This designated data set is saved, and,after the

tracking data is processed for the visible landmark,the offset landing

site location is computed from the saved data by means of Eq. (2.4. I0 }.

In this landing site offset calculation, the magnitude of the estimated

position vector of the visible landmark is used for the estimated planetary

radius r 0inEq. (2.4.10).

5.2.4.5 Orbit Navigation Logic

After all optical landmark tracking data have been acquired, ......

the data processing procedure is initialized as illustrated in Fig. 2.4-1.

It is assumed that the following items are stored in erasable memory

at the start of the procedure shown in this figure:

_xC = Estimated CSM state vector as

defined in Section 5.2.2.6.

W = Six-dimensional error transition

matrix associated with_x C as de-
fined in Section 5.2. 2.4.

I 1 for valid W matrix
ORBWFLAG J

l 0 for invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained

t by programs external to the Orbit
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ENTER

Obtain Astronaut Entry of
KNOWN and L

Yes

No

Compute Lat,
Long, Aft of

No landing site
from the vector

r_L S using the
Latitude-Longi-
tude Subroutine

Obtain Astronaut Entry of

Landmark Coordinates
Lat, Long, Alt

RENDWFLG = 0

W 0 = W_r I

Wt = O

. _No W2=O

D=6 W3=O

I W 4 = W_v IW 5 = 0

V = I L ORBWFLAG = 1

i =0 I- D=0

EXIT to
Fig. 2.4-2

Fig. 2.4-1 Orbit Navigation Routine Initialization

i-.
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Navigation Routine. It indicates

whether or'not the existing W matrix

is valid for use in processing land-

mark tracking data. The flag is set

to zero after each of the following

procedures:

1 ) CSM state vector update from ground

2 ) Rendezvous navigation

3 ) Astronaut Command

4) Selection of P-24

RENDWFLG : Switch similar to ORB\VFLAG but

used for rendezvous navigation.

[REFSMMAT] Transformation Matrix: Basic H ef-

erence Coordinate System to IMU

Stable Member Coordinate System

N = Number of unrejected sets of navi-

gation data acquired during the track-

ing of the landmark
_L

tMl to tMN = The N measurement times associ-

ated with the N sets of navigation data

N sets of five optics and IMU gimbal angles each

W_r , W_v , w E = Preselected W matrix initial diagonal
elements

varRp variance of the primary body radius
error

1 through 5 for index of landing

site offset designator
OFF

0 for no landing site offset designator

The variables D and V are indicators which control the

Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ) as described in Section

5.2.2.6, I and O are the three-dimensional identity and zero

matrices, respectively, and i is an index which is used to count

the navigation data sets.
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In the initialization routine the astronaut enters into the

CMC through the keyboard the following two items:

!

| 1 for mapped or known landmark
KNOWN

0 for unmapped landmark or landing site

designation

I 00 for a landmark whose coordinates are

L = not stored in CMC memory

01 for the landing site

• i/-

If

KNOWN = 1 and L = 00

then the astronaut is further requested to enter the coordinates of the

landmark; that is, latitude (Lat), longitude (Long) and altitude (Aft).

Altitude is defined with respect to the mean lunar radius for lunar

landmarks, and the Fischer ellipsoid for earth landmarks.

After completion of the initialization procedure the Orbit

Navigation Routine begins processing the data.

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2.4.5),

(2.4. 6), (2. 4. 7), and (2.4. 9) are reformulated and regrouped as follows:
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u = UNIT × uCL)-s (-Us

_bo = u--S
(2.4.12)

b_l 0_

This set of equations is used both by the Orbit Navigation Routine and

the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5) in processing optical

tracking data. To validate the use of Eqs. (2.4. 12) it is necessary only

to let

m

2 2 (2.4.13)
c_ = rCL (varsc T + variM U)

where varsc T and variM U are the a priori estimates for the SCT and

IMU angular error variances per axis, respectively.

The processing of the N sets of landmark-tracking navigation

data is illustrated in Fig. 2.4-2. In the figure, F is the altitude flag

as defined in Section 5.5.3.

As shown in the figure, the CSM state vector is integrated

to the time of each measurement, and the measured line-of-sight vector

u M is computed. If this data set is an offset designator, then the vector

u M and the time are saved, and the program proceeds to the next
measurement. If this is the first navigation data set for a known land-

mark, then the W matrix is initialized and the data are processed to

obtain the _wo state vector updates. If this is the first measurement

for an unknown landmark, then the landmark location is computed, and

the W matrix is initialized (Fig. 2.4-3) using a procedure in which the

geometry of the landmark mapping is explicitly accounted for. Included

in this procedure are negative radicand and zero divisor checks. For

this case, no state vector updating occurs. For all other sets of

navigation data, two state vector updates are normally obtained.
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ENTEH from ]%XII' t_

Fig. 2.4-1 FI_. 2.4-4

¢
C_ll Coasting Integration Routine to

Extrapolate X C to time tF with or _ul_uO u__a I

wlthoul W matrix depending on D ½
_ Yea

_ rt, es
W 6 = (3 Call Planetary lnerlial

Compute Landrre rk Location Orientation Subroutine

_-M " _C W7 = O Twice to TransformC= ---

rc W8 = w_I fr°m Time t' to Time l

Call Latltude-Longltude _CL _ r_ - rC
Subroutine to Co_llpute

_P * P_M Landmark Location r_ U_CL _UNI'E(__CL}

u_s _UNIT(_UCL * _IM}

)..
Initialize W Matrix for _ _"_ Yes

Unknown Landmark

Fig, 2,4 3

Compute Star Vector _a

FLAG = 0 Geometry Vector b
Measured Deviati0n 6Q _d

rCL = r_ - rC Error Variancea -_
Eqs. (2.4.12) and (2.4. 13)

U-CL UNIT(EcL) I

Call INCORPI of Meaaure- ]
ment Incorporation Routine

Jto Compute State Vector

Change 6_x

Display 6r and 6v ]
d

_o

_r| + Call INCORP2 o! Meaaurement
6x 2

lncorporatlon Routine to Par-

form State Veotop Chlnge

Figure 2.4-2 Orbit Navigation Routine Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Compute W 6 and W 7

d = UM• ___
1 T

u = I - -UM_ _d

= Uw. (i--o, 1..... 5)wi+18 -1

Determine W 8

e°I (i
1 r02 T

e I e2 = _- p2VarScTUUT + varRp-_--UMU M

e 3 e4 e 5

w74 =

w73 = e4/w74

w72 = e3/w74

w76 = Je 2 - w732

w75 = (e I -w72w73)/w76

w78 = Je 0 - w722 - w752

w72 w73 w74

W 8 = /w75 w76 0

\w78 0 0

EXIT

Fig. 2.4-3 W Matrix Initialization for Unknown Landmark
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ENTER from
Fig. 2.4-2

No Call Coasting Integration Routine to

Extrapolate to Offset Time tOF F

I _-M_OFFr 0 = r_

I all Latitude-Longitude I [C°mpute Offset Landing Site

Subroutine to Transform_-J Vector
i i

_r_I I

__r_to Lat, Long, Alt I IEq. (2.4.10)

I Display Lat, Long, Alt I

 SaveLat,Long,Alta
Landing Site Coordinates

" - IN° i

I Convert W Matrix to Call Planetary Inertial Orientation

Six-Dimensional Form _ Subroutine to Transform r to
Moon-Fixed Coordinates -,_

Figs. 2.4-5 and 2.4-6 Obtaining rLS

EXIT

Fig. 2.4-4 Orbit Navigation Routine Termination
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After the processing of the data is completed, the location

of the offsetlanding site is computed from the saved data, ifa data

set was so designated, as shown in Fig. 2.4-4. Then, the finalesti-

mated landmark positionvector is converted to latitude,longitude,

altitudecoordinates and these coordinates are displayed. Ifthe tracked

landmark is to be the landing site, then the landing sitecoordinates

and the landing sitevector (_rLS)are saved in erasable memory.

f_

The finaloperation of the Orbit Navigation Routine is to

convert the nine-dimensional error transitionmatrix, W, to a six-

dimensional matrix with the same CSM position and velocityestima-

tionerror variances and eovariances. The reason for thisprocedure

is thatthe W matrix, when itis initializedfor processing the data

associated with the next landmark, must reflectthe factthatthe initial

landmark locationerrors are not correlated with the errors in the

estimated CSM position and velocity vectors. Of course, afterpro-

cessing measurement data, these cross correlations beeome non-

zero, and itis for this reason thatthe nine dimensional procedure

works, and thatitis necessary to convert the finalW matrix to six-

dimensional form.

The solutionto the conversion problem is not unique. A

convenient solutionis obtained in the followingmanner.

The error transitionmatrix, W, has been defined in

Section 5.2.3 interms ofthe nine three-dimensional submatrices

W 0, W 1..... W 8 as follows:

W0 T Wl T w2T

W = W3 T W4 T w5T (2.4. 14)

w6T W7 T W8 T

Let the elements of each of these submatrices be defined by
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w9i w9i+ 3 w9i+ 6

Wi T (i = 0, i; 8)w9i+ 1 w9i+ 4 w9i+ 7 ....

Wgi+ 2 Wgi+ 5 w9i+ 8

(2.4. 15)

The W matrix is then converted to the following six-di-

mensional form:

0 w3 w6 w9 w12 w15_
1 w4 w7 Wl0 w13

W0T wIT 1 = w 2 w 5 w 8 Wll 0W3 T W4 T ] (2.4. 16)
w27 w30 w33 0 0

/ \ w28 w31 0 0 0
\

_w29 0 0 O 0

W2=W 5 = O

The twenty-one non-zero elements of the converted W matrix are

computed by solving the following twenty-one equations :

5 2L i,j =0,1,2,27,

28, 29= w' w! i <j
k = 0 wi+3k wj+3k k = 0 i+3k J+3k = ep

p = 0,1 ..... 20

(2.4.17)
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where primes refer to quantities before conversion, and the following

table gives p as a function of i and j:

p 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

The twenty-one elements e 0 to e20 are computed as illus-

trated in Fig. 2.4-5. The converted W matrix is then calculated as

shown in Fig. 2.4-6. Included in this procedure are negative radicand

and zero divisor checks.

The Orbit Navigation Routine is now ready to process the

data acquired in tracking the next landmark.
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ENTER from
Fig. 2.4-4

p_20

j =29

8

i = j _ ep = _ wi+3k wj+3k

p=p-i

No No

YeN

0_-_-----_ EXIT to
Fig. 2.4-6

f
/

Fig. 2.4-5 Orbit Navigation Routine W Matrix Conversion, Part I
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w0 to w53 = 0

p=20
ENTER

j = 29
from Fig. 2.4-5

n=O

J i = j I-I I

wSQ = ep _ wi+3k wj+3k
k=0

_i+ =_ _ w =o

1Yes

No p =p -1 =_

] • _-i i-1 wi+ n 0

8

w. = (ep - _ wi+3k wj+3k)/Wl+n k = 0

p =p-1

Fig. 2.4-6 Orbit Navigation Routine W Matrix Conversion Part II
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5.2.5 Universal Tracking and Rendezvous Navigation Program (P20)

11 The CMC Universal Tracking and Rendezvous Navigation Program (P20)

has two independent functions--tracking and navigation. The tracking function ap-

plies to any mission situation requiring the CSM to track a designated body with a

specified pointing vector or to any mission situation requiring the CSM to rotate at

a constant rate around a specified vector. The navigation function applies only to

the Rendezvous Navigation Mode of P20.

5.2.5. I Tracking

There are three nonrendezvous and two rendezvous tracking (or pointing)

options :

Option Purpose Mode

0 Point a specified spacecraft vector Rendezvous

at the LM. Do not constrain rota-

tional attitude about this pointing

vector. (Use VECPOINT)

1 Point a specified spacecraft vector Nonrendezvous

at a celestial body. Do not con-

strain attitude about this vector.

(Use VECPOINT)

2 Rotate at a specified rate about a Nonrendezvous

specified spacecraft vector.

4 Same as Option 0, but constraining Rendezvous

attitude about the pointing vector

to a specified value (OMICRON).

5 Same as Option I, but constraining Nonrendezvous

attitude about pointing vector to a

specified value (OMICRON).

5.2.5. I. 1 Option 0: Orient the Spacecraft Such that a Specified Body-Fixed Point-

ing Vector Aligns with the Estimated Line of Sight to the LM. --Option 0 is effected

by the Tracking Attitude Routine (R61), which is called by P20 as prescribed for

this option in GSOP Section 4. The pointing vector (SCAXIS) is defined by two an-

gles:

I) A specified positive angle (7) from the spacecraft

+X-axis about the spacecraft Z axis (0 z--_/<360 deg)

2) A specified positive angle (P) about the Y'-axis

produced in the XY plane as a result of 7 (-90<_P<_

90 deg).
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The LOS is determined by advancing the estimated CSM and LM state vectors to the

current time. (See Kepler Subroutine,Section 5.5.5. ) Once the coincidence of

sCAXIS and LOS has been established, R61 establishes a spacecraft angular rate to

maintain the coincidence. For Option 0, R61 provides the RCS DAP with the follow- _-

ing quantities:

I. _ CA ..... desired LOS rate plus LOS correction
rate in control-axis coordinates

2. IGAD, MGAD, OGA D ..... DAP reference angles,
i.e., center of the dead-

band.

3. AG_A ..... a vector defining the desired incremental

changes in the IMU gimbal angles every

0. 1 second.

The desired LOS rate (__CA) is computed as follows:

ULos = -rL - rC

0_ :([NBSM] SCAXIS × [REFSMMAT] UNIT (ULos))/At C- correction

where [NBSM] uses the DAP reference angles THETADX, Y, and Z for the trans-

formation from navigation-base to stable-member coordinates.
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If I -m correctionl exceeds MAXRATE, distribute as follows:

_correction = MAXRATE [UNIT (_ correction ) ]

--_LOS [1%EFSMMAT] IUNIT (uLO S) x (v L - _vC ) + _correction
[ l LosI

-_CA = [NBCA] [SMNB] m-LOS'

where _mLO S is the LOS rate in stable-member coordinates; [SMNB] and [NBSI_I]

are transformation matrices defined in Section 5.6.3.2.1; [NBCA] is the matrix

for transforming a vector from navigation-base to control-axis coordinates as de-

fined below; rL, VL, rC, and V C are the position and velocity vectors of the

LM and CSM in basic-reference coordinates obtained by using the Kepler Subrou-

tine of Section 5.5.5. ; SCAXIS is the specified axis (T,p); MAXRATE is the max-

imum correction rate; and ,_tC is a conservative estimate of the 1%61 computation

interval (thus preventing overshoot in vehicle attitude by the time of the next mark).

[, 0 0 ]

[NBCA] = 0 cos 7.5 -sin 7.5

0 sin 7.5 cos 7.5
/-

The vector ZXGA. is computed as follows:

cos IGA see MGA 0 -sin IGA see MGA]

AGA = _-cos IGA tan MGA i sin IGA tan MGA I (0.I) _LOS
L sin IGA 0 cos IGA J

where --_LOS is the LOS rate in stable-member coordinates computed previously.

5.2.5. i. 2 Option I: Orient the Spacecraft Such that SCAXIS Aligns with the LOS

to a Specified Celestial Body. --Option 1 is effected by the Tracking Attitude Rou-

tine (1%61), called by P20 as prescribed for this option in GSOP Section 4. SCAXIS

is as defined in Section 5.2.5. I. i.

For Option I, the LOS is determined by advancing the estimated CSM

state vector to the current time. (See Kepler Subroutine, Section 5.5.5. ) Once

the coincidence of SCAXIS and LOS has been established, R61 establishes a space-

craft angular rate to maintain the coincidence, i%61 quantities provided to the RCS

DAP under tracking-option 1 are as described for Option 0 (Section 5.2.5. i. I),

with the following exceptions:

uLO S -- line of sight direction,
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and,

for STARCODE = 0- 45,

w-LOS -Wcorrection ;

for STARCODE = 46-50,

__LOS [REFSMMAT] {UNIT (-rC)×(ZC) } +_°correctionl cl

5.2.5. i. 3 Option 2: Rotate the Spacecraft About _CAXIS. --Option 2 is effected by

the Automatic Rotation Rouline (R67), called by P20 as prescribed for this option

in GSOP Section 4. SCAXIS is as defined in Section 5.2.5. i.I. R67 initializes

COF, BRATE, [DELl, [MIS], and ADB in KALCMANU (GSOP Section 3) and then

executes the KALCMANU coding to issue the following quantities to the RCS DAP:

I. WC A .... desired rotation rate

2. IGAD, MGA D, OGA D ..... DAP reference angles,
i. e., center of dead-

band.

3. AGA .... a vector defining the desired incremental

changes in the IMU gimbal angles every ....

0. I second.

These calculations are repeated once per second.

5. 2.5. i. 4 Option 4: Orient the Spacecraft as in Option 0, but Further Specify an

Angle (OMICRON) of Rotation About SCAXIS. --Option 4 is effected by the Tracking

Attitude Routine (R61), called by P20 as prescribed for this option in GSOP Section

4.

SCAXIS is as defined in Section 5.2.5. I. I; OMICRON is the positive-

sense angle between planes A and B--where plane A is defined by the negative

momentum vector (-H) and the LOS, and plane }3 is defined by the spacecraft +Y-

axis and the LOS.

Alignment of the LOS with either the spacecraft Y-axis or the momentum

vector is proscribed since the necessary two-plane condition for specifying

OMICRON would not exist.
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OM__ PLANE A

•

For Option 4, R61 provides the following quantities to the RCS DAP:

I. -_CA .... desired LOS rate in control-axis coordinates

2. IGA D, MGA D, OGA D ..... DAP reference angles,

i. e., center of the

deadband

3. AGA .... a vector defining the desired incremental

changes in the IMU gimbal angles every

0.1 second.

The desired LOS rate(LOCA l in control-axis coordinates is obtained as
\ l

follow s:

uLO S = r L - rc

_LOS = [REFSMMAT] I UNIT (ULOS)× (_vL - ZC)

l ,osl
WCA = [NBCA l [SMNB] _-LOS'

where _LOS is the LOS rate in stable member coordinates; [SMNB] is a trans-

formation matrix defined in Section 5.6.3.2.1; [NBCA] is the matrix for trans-

forming a vector from navigation base to control axis coordinates as defined below;

_r L" ZL" _.rC, and Z C are the position and velocity vectors of the LM and CSM

in baste reference coordinates obtained by using the Kepler Subroutine of Section

5.5.5.
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I 0 0

[NBCA] cos 7.25 -sin 7.25 -,

sin 7.25 cos 7.25

The vector (AG__A) is computed as follows:

[ cos IGA sec MGA 0 -sin IGA sec MGA]
I I

AG__A = l-cos IGA tan MGA 1 sin IGA tan MGA I (0. i) _LOS
L sin IGA 0 cos IGA J

+ _--correction,

where

8

DX OGA D

. = @ 0.1
- correchon DY IGA

D At C

@ DZ MGA D

{9DX ' @D¥ ' @DZ = desired gimbal angles

At C = conservative estimate of R61 computation interval.

5.2.5. I. 5 Option 5: Orient the Spacecraft as in Option I, but Further Specify an

Angle (OMICRON) of Rotation About SCAXIS. --Option 5 is effected by the Tracking

Attitude Routine (R61), called by P20 as prescribed for this option in GSOP Section _--

4.

SCAXIS is as defined in Section 5.2.5. i. i; OMICROIN is as defined in

Section 5.2.5. I. 4 (Option 4).

For Option 5, R61 quantities provided to the RCS DAP are as in Option 4,

except as follows:

u LOS = line of sight direction,

and,

for STARCODE = 0-45,

_--LOS 0;

for STARCODE = 46-50,

_LOS = [REFSMMAT] )UNIT (r C x (V_C)Irc
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5.2.5.2 Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (R22)i

In the P20 Rendezvous Mode (Options 0 and 4), Routine R22 processes

optics and VHF tracking data to update the state vector of either the CSM or LM.

(See GSOP Section 4. )

5.2.5.2.1 Rendezvous Data-processing Logic. --Figure 2.5-3 is a flowchart of R22

logic. Observe that the routine alternates between checking the status of the VHF

Range Flag and checking to see if optics mark data are in Position I. Whenever

optics mark data are found in Position l, they are transferred to Position 2 and used

to calculate the correction (or update) to the state vector. Whenever the VHF

Range Flag is set, the routine reads the range from the VIIF range-link if at least

60 seconds have expired since the last time range was read (and on-board range

estimate is less than 327.67 n.mi. ). Immediately after reading the range, a check

is made to see if the Data Good discrete is being received from the VHF range-link,

signifying that the range tracking network is tracking the target satisfactorily. If

the Data Good discrete is present, the range data are used to calculate the correc-

tion to the state vector. The time tVH F is used as the time of range measure-

ment. If the Data Good discrete is not present, the Tracker Fail Light is turned
on.

The manner in which the state vector correction is calculated for either

f optics mark or range-link data is given in Section 5.2.5.2.2. The connections

labeled Q , Q , and Q in Figure 2.5-3 correspond to those given for the

logic flow of the rendezvous n_vigation computations given in Figure 2.5-4. To

distinguish between the two types of data in Figure 2.5-3 use is made of a Source

Code (SC), which is equal to one or two depending on whether it is optics mark or

range-link data respectively.

After the state vector correction has been calculated it is seen in Fig-

ure 2.5-3 that a check is made to see if the magnitudes of the proposed corrections

in position and velocity (Sr and _ v) exceed certain threshold limits (_ rMA X and

VMAX) stored in erasable memory. The same threshold limits are used in this

check whether the state vector correction is based on optics mark or range-link

data. The purpose of this threshold check is to insure the validity of the proposed

state vector correction (update). If the proposed correction exceeds either thresh-

old limit, the magnitudes of the correction in position and velocity (_r and _v) and

the Source Code (SC) are displayed to the astronaut. If the correction is the result

of optical tracking data and the astronaut is sure that he is tracking the LM, he

should command the update. Otherwise, he should reject the data and recheck the

optical tracking. Additional details on the threshold check are given in Section

5.2. i. It should be noted that if optical data are being processed, there will actu-

ally be two separate corrections to the state vector, instead of one, due to the manner
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in which the optics data are used to calculate the state vector correction as ex-

plained in Section 5.2.5.2.2. Since the second optics correction is calculated ....

using the state vector updated with the first optics correction, it is unlikely that

the magnitude of the second correction will exceed that of the first. Consequently,

a threshold check is made in Figure 2.5-3 only on the first optics correction.

At various points in Figure 2.5-3 it is seen that a check is made to see

if the Update Flag is present (set). This flag is removed when there is no desire

to process the optics and range-link data. It is removed by the CMC during CSM

AV maneuvers and during certain time-consuming computations, and by the Target

Delta V Program. If the Update Flag is not present, a check is made on the Track

Flag. The Track Flag is removed when it is desired to temporarily terminate the

rendezvous navigation process. If the Track Flag is present, it is seen in Figure

2.5-3 that the routine will continue to monitor the Track and Update Flags in a

standby status until one of the flags changes state.

The range obtained from the VHF range-link by the Rendezvous Track-

ing Data Processing Routine is that measured by the range-link between the CSM

and the LM. This data is sent to the CMC from the range-link as a 15 bit binary

data word RRL " In the CMC the range R M in nautical miles is obtained as fol-
lows:

R M = kRL RRL

where k RL is the bit weight in nautical miles.

5.2.5.2.2 Rendezvous Navigation Computations. --Each set of optical navigation

data contains the time of the measurement and the two optics and three IMU gimbal

angles. From these five angles the measured unit vector u M along the CSM-to-

LM line-of-sight is computed in the Basic Reference Coordinate System from

u M [REFSMMAT] T [NBSM] uNB (2.5. I)

where [REFSMMAT] and [NBSM] are transformation matrices and UNB is the

measured line-of-sight vector in navigation base coordinates. All terms of Equa-

tion (2.5. I) are defined in Section 5.6.3.

For the purpose of navigation it is convenient to consider the measured

unit vector u M to be the basic navigation data. This navigation measurement of

the line-of-sight vector U_M is mathematically equivalent to the simultaneous

measurement of the angles between the lines-of-sight to the LM and two stars.

The data are processed by selecting two convenient unit vectors (fictitious star

directions), converting the vector u M to an equivalent set of two artificial star-

LM measurements, and using the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section
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5.2.3) twice, once for each artificial measurement. These two unit vectors are

chosen to be perpendicular to each other and to the current estimated line-of-sight

vector so as to maximize the convenience and accuracy of the procedure.

Let _rC and r L be the estimated CSM and LM position vectors at the

time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then, the first state vector update

for the measurement is performed as follows:

Q Calculate the estimated CSM-to-LM line-of-sight
from

2C L = r L - r C (2.5. 2)

uCL = UNIT (_rCL)

Q Initialize the fictitious star direction to the vector

u = UNIT (U_c L x u_M) (2.5.3)--S

If the vectors u_. and u_ are separated by a small enough angle, (possibly
--_I_ l( _ --IVi

as much as _ x 2 - _ rad. ), then a computation overflow occurs in the execution

of Equation (2.5.3), and this set of measurement data is discarded because all of

the components of the estimated state vector deviation, 6x,would be negligible for
/

both state vector updates.

G Compute an artificial star direction from

u s = UNIT (U_s xuCL ) (2.5.4)

Calculate the six-dimensional geometry vector, b_
from

1

b_o = + u (2.5.5)
-- rCL -s

b I 0 (2.5. 6)

where the + (-) sign is selected if the CSM (LM) state vector is being updated, I

andrCL = FCLI I
Q Determine the measured deviation 6Q

from

-1 -I

6Q = cos (u s • u M) -cos (u s • uCL) (2.5.7)

-i .u )- _= cos (Us -M "2"

Incorporate the fictitious star-LM measurement using

the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section 5.2.3).
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Included in Step G is the state vector update validity check for the first proposed

update, as described in Section 5.2. I.

It should be noted that the initialization of the star direction u which
--S

is given by Equation (2.5.3), is such that the first artificial star (computed from

Equation (2.5.4))will yield the maximum value for the measured deviation 5Q

which is obtained from Equation (2.5.7). The reason for selecting the first u--S

vector in this manner is that there is only one state vector update validity check

even though there are two updates.

Assuming that the first state vector update was valid, the second update

for this measurement data set is performed by first recomputing the estimated

CSM-to-LM line-of-sight vector from Equation (2.5.2) using the updated values of

the estimated CSM and LM position vectors r C and r L , respectively. Then,

(_ - G are repeated, this time with no state vector update validity check.Steps

If the first proposed state vector update does not pass the validity check,

then the magnitudes of the proposed changes in the estir_ated position and velocity

vectors 5r and 6v, respectively, are displayed. If the astronaut is sure that he

is tracking the LM, then he should command the update. Otherwise, he should

reject the data and recheck the optical tracking. A detailed discussion of this state

vector update validity check is given in Section 5.2.1.

The results of the processing of the measured line-of-sight vector u M -_

are updated values of the estimated position and velocity vectors of the CSM or the

LM. These two estimated state vectors are used to compute required rendezvous

targeting parameters as described in Section 5.4.2.

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Equations (2.5.4)-(2.5.7)

are reformulated and regrouped as follows:

u = UNIT (u x uCL)--S -S

b 0 : _+us

b l = _0 (2.5.8)

5Q = rCL [cos-1 (Us. UM)-2]

This set of equations is used both by the Rendezvous Navigation Routine and the

Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.4) in processing optical tracking data. To

validate the use of Equations (2.5.8) it is necessary only to let

2 2
= rCL (VarSXT+varlMU) + varlN T (2.5.9)
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where Varsx T and variM U are the a priori estimates for the SXT and IMU an-f

gular error variances per axis, respectively. The variable variN T is included
in Equation (2.5.9) for the purpose of smoothing the effects of coasting integration

inaccuracies.

After VHF range-link acquisition is established (Section 5.2.5. i) the

measured CSM-to-LM range (R M ) is automatically acquired at approximately one- |

minute intervals (when on-board estimate of range is less than 327.67 n.mi. ). The I

geometry vector and measured deviation for a VHF range measurement are given

by

b 0 = + U_cL

b_1--_0 (2.5.I0)

_Q = R M - rCL

where the + (-) sign is selected if the LM (CSM) state vector is being updated. The

measurement error variance is computed from

2
= maximum (r2CL varR + varINT , varRmin) (2.5. 11)

where var R is the range error variance corresponding to a percentage error and

vat Rmin is the minimum range error variance.

The rendezvous navigation computations are illustrated in Figure 2.5-4.

As shown in the figure, this set of computations is entered from two points ( Q

and Q) of Figure 2.5-3. It is assumed that the following items are stored in

erasable memory at the start of the computation shown in the figure:

x C = Estimated CSM state vector as defined
in Section 5.2.2.6.

x L = Estimated LM state vector

W = Six-dimensional error transition matrix

associated with x C or x L as defined
in Section 5.2.2.4.

WRDTIME = Specified minimum time between W-

matrix reinitializations.
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MINBLKTM = Specified maximum time after a mark

(MAXBLKTM) that a W-matrix reinitialization can

be performed.

TBEFCOMP = Specified minimum time before final

targeting solution that W-matrix re-

initializations will be allowed.

BRNBLKTM = Estimated total time without marking

before and after a maneuver.

MAXWTIME = Specified maximum time between W-

matrix reinitializations.

FINCMTM = Specified maximum time before a ma-

neuver that a mark can be taken.

The following definitions apply:

i for valid W-matrix
RENDW-FLG = for invalid W-matrix

This flag or switch is maintained by programs

external to the Rendezvous Navigation Routine.

It indicates whether or not the existing W- ma-

trix is valid for use in processing LM tracking

data. The flag is set to zero after each of the

following procedures :

I) State vector update from ground

2) Orbit or Cislunar-Midcourse

Navigation

3) Astronaut Command

4) Selection of P24

ORBWFLAG = Switch similar to RENDWFLG but

used for orbit or cislunar-mid-

course navigation.
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_- [REFSMMAT] = Transformation Matrix: Basic Re-

ference Coordinate System to IMU

Stable Member Coordinate System.

t F = Measurement time.

Five optics and IMU 1

gimbal angles (or)

RMI = Measured Range.

I

w and w = Preselected W-matrix initial diagonal elements.
rr rv

There is one value for each of these two initial

diagonal W-matrix elements stored in the CMC

erasable memory. These parameters nominally

represent rendezvous injection conditions. They

can be changed during the mission by the astronaut
m

or by RTCC. During MINKEY, these parameters I

are changed automatically at the completion of Ieach targeting program.

il Optics Measurement

SC = Source Code_
[2 Range Measurement

MANEUFLG (maneuver has been performed)--set on final pass through

any rendezvous targeting program except P36

TPIMNFLG (TPI has been performed)--set on final pass through P34

P35FLAG (MCCI has been performed)--set on final pass through P35

MARKTIME--time of current mark

AGEOFW--time of last W-matrix reinitialization

OLDMKTME--time of last mark

PTV93FLG--causes W-matrix to be reinitialized on first mark after a

maneuver

FULTKFLG--(single-sensor tracking denoted)--set by crew's VERB 57

ENTR.
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t IG --time of ignition

COUNT3MK--mark counter, counts up to three marks

The variables D and V are indicators which control the Coasting Inte-

gration Routine (Section 5.2, 2) as described in Section 5.2.2.6, and I and O are

the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.

The optical measurement incorporation procedure outlined above should

be repeated at about one minute intervals throughout the rendezvous phase except

during powered maneuvers, as described in Section 5.2.5. I. As is indicated in

Section 5.2.5. I, to achieve desired state-vector accuracy, it is important that SXT

tracking data be taken over the largest possible angular sector in inertial space

(as swept out by SXT line-of-sight). This is required since the SXT tracking pro-

vides information only in directions normal to the line-of-sight (as indicated by

Equation 2.5.5), and thus the line-of-sight must be allowed to rotate in inertial

space to achieve more complete update data. As mentioned previously, the VHF

range data are obtained automatically, approximately every minute.

5.2.5.2.3 Rendezvous Navigation Computations (Alternate Line-of-sight). --During

rendezvous,optical tracking data are normally obtained by means of SXT sightings

of the LM from the CSM and processed as described in Section 5.2.5.2.2. Navi-

gation data can also be obtained by means of a backup optical device. However,

since data obtained in this manner are much less accurate than SXT sighting data,

the backup device should be used for the sightings only ifthe SXT has failed, or if

the astronaut cannot return to the lower equipment bay to make SXT sightings.

The processing of the data from a backup sighting is identical to the

procedure described in Section 5.2.5.2 with the following two exceptions:

Q The values of the shaft and trunnion angles

associated with the particular device used

are astronaut input items.

(_ The measurement error variance, Equation

(2.5. 9), is replaced by

2 2 (2.5.12)
= rCL (varAL T + variM U) + variN T
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where varAL T is the a priori estimate for the angular error variance of an al-

ternate line-of-sight measurement per axis.

5.2.5.3 Automatic W-matrix Reinitialization (WRI)

The error-transition (W) matrix is defined in Section 5.2.2.4. In the

P20 Rendezvous Mode, a capability has been provided for a minimum-keystroke-

sequenced (MINKE¥) rendezvous. (See GSOP Section 4 and "Users' Guide to

APOLLO GNCS Major Modes and Routines, " E-2448, paragraph 4.2. i. 2.6. ) A

salient feature of MINKEY is automatic W-matrix reinitialization (WRI). The con-

siderations underlying the automatic W-matrix reinitialization logic in Figure

2.5-4 are (i) to avoid premature reinitializations, which would degrade the error

correction and correlation, (2) to avoid late reinitializations, which would allow

the W-matrix to become superannuated, i. e., to shrink to the point that incoming

measurements are downweighted excessively or to disintegrate in accuracy to the

point that the matrix is no longer reliable.

Loss of filter gain is a function of the measurement geometry and the

number of marks taken since the last WRI and is the result of incomplete error

modeling; loss of reliability is a function of time since the last WRI and is the re-

sult of incorrect error modeling due to computer storage limitations. Since geom-

etry is a factor in the loss of gain, determining when the loss will occur requires

a bit-by-bit analysis of simulated computer operations for a particular mission.

Determining how long the W-matrix can be extrapolated before it becomes unreli-

able is more difficult, since a major factor is the accuracy of the state

vector which is not being updated. A generalized scheme that can be mechanized

for all contingencies is possible, however, by following a rninrnax concept of re-

initializing more often than may be necessary but less often than would significantly

degrade performance.

Accordingly, the pr'ir_cipal criterion for allowing a WRI after Other than

a first mark following a maneuver is whether a specified minimum time (WRDTIME)

has elapsed since the last WRI. Typically, WRDTIME is about 25 minutes--long

enough for effective correlation and smoothing, short enough to occur well before

superannuation. The second criterion is whether no more than a specified maximum

time (MAXBLKTM, or MINBLKTM, typically 5 minutes) has elapsed since the last

mark. If more than MAXBLKTM has elapsed since the last mark (VHF or Optics),

WRI will be inhibited for three marks in order to allow W-matrix correlation to

reduce error buildup during the no-mark period. The third criterion for allowing

WRI is whether more than a specified minimum time (TBEFCOMP) remains before

the final targeting computation. For example, TBEFCOMP will have a preset value

of about 10-15 minutes, allowing a sufficient period of post-WRI tracking to pro-

vide a correlated W-matrix and a best state-vector estimate for the targeting corn-
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putation. If the other criteria have been satisfied and more than TBEFCOMP re-

mains before final targeting, WRI is allowed and the mark is incorporated.

Before transfer-phase initiation (TPI), the nominal flow for a first mark

following a maneuver is to inhibit WRI until three marks have been accumulated for

correlation. The exception to this is when, as a result of the TBEFCOMP restric-

tion preceding a maneuver, the W-matrix age would exceed MAXWTIME (~ 1 hour)

should WRI be inhibited. For this contingency, WRI is specified to occur before

the first mark is incorporated.

The other condition when WRI occurs before the first mark is incorpor-

ated is in the nominal-flow situation following TPI. The post-TPI geometry is

such that filter gain deteriorates more rapidly than in the pre-TPI phase. Conse-

quently, with both VHF and SXT operating, the nominal post-TPI procedure gives

higher priority to restoring filter gain than to correlation: Wl_I occurs on the first

mark, and is prohibited on subsequent marks.

Correlation in the unmeasured dimension becomes obligatory, however,

when data are being incorporated from only one sensor. The post-TPI, single-

sensor strategy is to reinitialize the W-matrix only once between TPI and the

second midcourse correction (MCC2). The strategy is mechanized as follows. The

first mark following TPI is incorporated without Wl_I. Since subsequent marks

between TPI and the first midcourse correction (MCCI) will not pass the TBEFCOMP

criterion, no WRI can occur during the TPI-MCCI phase. Following MCCI, how-

ever, a WRI is specified to occur after the first three marks have been incorpo-

rated-regardless of TBEFCOMP. The single WRI, occurring three marks after

MCCI, ensures the best post-TPItrade-offbetweenthe requirements of one-

sensor correlation and filter gain.
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5. 2 6 CISLUNAR-MIDCOURSE NAVIGATION ROUTINE

5. 2. 6. 1 General Comments

During the midcourse phase of the lunar mission, naviga-

tion data can be obtained by the measurement of the angle between

the directions to a star and a planetary horizon or landmark, as de-

scribed in Section 5.2. i. This routine is used to process the star-

landmark/horizon measurement data, as illustrated in simplified

form in Fig. 2. i-3, and is normally used only in an abort situation

in conjunction with a return-to-earth targeting and maneuver pro-

cedure after the loss of ground communication. The Return-to-Earth

Routine (Section 5.4. 3) and this routine provide the CMC with the

capability for guiding the CSM back to the earth and to safe entry

conditions.

The acquisition of the star and landmark/horizon may be

accomplished either automatically or manually. In the manual mode

it is not necessary to have the IMU aligned or even on for this mea-

surement since only the optics trunnion angle is used as measurement

data. In the automatic acquisition mode, however, the IMU must be

on and aligned prior to the initiation of this routine.

In the processing of the navigation data, it is necessary to

distinguish between earth and lunar measurements,and between primary

and secondary body measurements. This is accomplished by means of

the variable Z, which denotes measurement planet, and which is part

of the data loaded by the astronaut after the measurement. Also inclu-

ded in the data load are star and landmark or horizon identification.

5.2.6.2 Star-Landmark Measurement

Let _4_ and _C be the estimated CSM position and velocity
vectors and W the error transition matrix. The SXT star-landmark

angle measurement processing procedure is as follows:
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Q Use the Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2)
Coasting

to extrapolate the estimated CSM state vector and

the W matrix to the time of the measurement

obtaining rE, v_, and W t.

Q Let be the estimated CSM position vectorLzc
relative to the measurement planet Z. Then

, ifZ =P
Kc

r_ZC (2.6. I)

r_QC if z = Q

where rQC is the estimated position of the CSM
relative to the secondary body Q, and is computed

as described in Sec. 5.2.2.3.

Q Compute the location of the landmark at the
measurement time, by means of the Latitude-

Longitude Subroutine (Section 5.5.3).

Q Compute the estimated pointing vector from

rCL = rf - r_Z C
(2. 6.2)

uCL = UNIT(r_C L)
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Let be unit vector in basic reference coordinates
U a
--S

which defines the direction to the star whose coor-

dinates are in the CMC fixed memory or were loaded

by the astronaut. It is necessary to correct the star

vector for aberration, i.e., the change in the

observed star direction caused by velocity perpen-

dicular to the direction. The observed star direction,

U's, is given by

X_ - YES
u;'." UNIT (u s + ) (2.6.3)--S C

where YES is the velocity of the sun relative to the

earth, and c is the speed of light. The velocity vector

of the sun relative to the earth, YES , is assumed

constant for the duration of the mission, as described

in Section 5.5.4. The velocity of the moon relative

to the earth, for the case in which the moon is the

primary body, is negligible. The coordinates of a

planet should not be loaded by the astronaut for

cislunar navigation unless they correctly indicate the

direction of the planet with respect to the CSM and

allowance has been made for the difference in aber-

ration between that indicated in Eq. 2.6.3 and that

which truly exists for the planet.

Correct uCL for aberration as follows:

V t

U'hL = UNIT (uCL + -_6-C---) (2.6.4)

Then, the measured angle, the six dimensional
if A is

geometry vector, b, and the measured deviation,

5Q, are given by
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* #
COSQ = --sU" _CL

_b0 = 1 UNIT (u s - COSQ _uCL )rCL
(2. 6.5)

bI =o

-i
5Q = A - cos (COSQ)

Incorporate the measurement intothe CSM state vector

estimate by means of the Measurement Incorporation

Routine (Section 5.2.3) after astronaut approval.

5.2. 6. 3 Star-Horizon Measurement

The processing of a star-horizon measurement is the same

as thatof a star-landmark measurement except for Step ( 3 )above.

The estimated locationof the landmark (horizon)_r_ must be obtained
from geometrical considerations.

Referring to Fig. 2. 6-1, it is seen that the star unit vector,

_us,and the estimated CSM position vector,_rzc,determine a plane. As-
suming that the measurement planet is the earth and that the horizon

of the earth is at a constant altitude, the intersection of this plane and

the horizon of the earth is approximately an ellipse, called the

horizon ellipse.

To determine the orientation of the horizon ellipse, define

the following three mutually orthogonal unit vectors:
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_Uz

-Us u2
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EQUATORIAL
_IPLAN E
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HOR IZON
__ ___I ELLIPSE

SURFACE OF EARTH

Figure 2. 6-1 Definition of Horizon Coordinate System
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u2 = UNIT (u s X _rzc)

_u0 = UNIT (UzX u 2) (2. 6. 6)

_ul = 22 x _o

where UziS a unit vector along the earth's polar axis and is given by

U_z= A x (2. 6.7)

The angles AxaUld Ayare defined in Section 5. 5.2. Then, as seen ,

in Fig. 2. 6- I, the vectors _u0 and _uI are along the semi-major and

semi-minor axes of the horizon ellipse, respectively; and u 2 is per-

pendicular to the ellipse. The inclination angle I of the horizon el-

lipse with respect to the equatorial plane of the earth is obtained from

u (2.6. s)
sin I = _uI -Z

The shape of the ellipse is defined by its major and minor

axes. The semi-major axis aH is given by

all= a+ h (2.6.9)

h = h 0 - h I rZC (2.6.9a)
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where a is the semi-major axis of the Fischer ellipsoid and h is the

horizon altitude from Eq. (2.6.9a). This is an empirically derived

horizon model. Quantities h 0 and h I are in erasable memory. Let

r F be the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid at the latitude equal to the

inclination angle of the horizon ellipse computed from Eq. (5.3. I)

of Section 5.5.3. Then, the semi-minor axis of the ellipse, b H'
is obtained from

• b H= r F+ h (2.6. i0)

The problem of determining the vector r_ can now be re-

duced to a two dimensional one. Define the Horizon Coordinate Sys-

tem to have its X- and Y-axes along _0 and Ul, respectively, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.6-2. Let

M = u T (2.6.11)

The matrix M is the transformation matrix from the Basic

Reference Coordinate System to the Horizon Coordinate System, The

veetors rZC and u are transformed to the Horizon Coordinate System-s
as follows :

rH= Mrzc

(2.6. 12)

u H = Mu s

Let x H and YH be the two non-zero components ofrH, and

let the two points of tangency from _rH to the horizon bet 0 and t l.
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Figure 2. 6-2 Geometry of Star-Horizon

Measurement
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The vectors-t 0 and t 1 are obtained by solving simultaneously
the equation of the horizon ellipse

2 2

x + --_ = 1 (2.6. 13)
aH2 b H

and the equation of the linewhich is tangent to the ellipseand which

passes through the point (XH, yH )

XXH YYH
+ - 1 (2.6. 14)2

aH b H

The followingequations result:

/x aHH + -- YH A_-J_- 1-_

1 bH

--tO = A YH- H-_H0XH _fA'-- (2.6. 15)

/x aH--- yH A4-g--C-i-1
tt bH

1 bH
21 = X YH + _ XH _4_- ---_ (2. 6. 16)

aH

\ 0
where
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2 2
XH YH

A = --_+ -- (2.6.17)
a H b 2

The two points of tangency, _0 and-tl° correspond to the two

+ (near horizon) and r_H (far horizon). To deter-horizon points, r_H

mine which t. corresponds to which horizon, compute the two quantities
--i

A i = UsH • UNIT (t i - r_H) (i = 0, i) (2.6. 18)

Then, the t. which yielded the larger A. is the near horizon and the
--i i

other is the far horizon. Let_t k be the horizon which was used in ....
the measurement. The horizon vector is then

r_ = M T t_k (2.6. 19)

The measurement processing is completed by following steps

___ofthe star-landmarkmeasurementprocedure.
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The star-horizon measurement processing procedure has

been based upon the assumption that the planet involved in the mea-

surement is the earth. If the moon is the measurement planet, and

it is assumed that the moon is a sphere, then the entire procedure

presented above is valid except for the computation of a H and b H.
For a lunar-harizon measurement Eqs, (2. 6. 8) - (2. 6. 10) are re-

placed by

a H = r M

(2.6. 20)

b H = r M

where rM is the mean radius of the moon.

5. 2. 6. 4 Angle Measurement Processing Logic

The computational logic for the Cislunar-Midcourse Naviga-

tion Routine is illustrated in Fig. 2. 6-3. It is assumed that the follow-

ing items are stored in erasable memory at the start of the computa-

tion shown in the figure:

x C = Estimated CSM state vector as defined in
Section 5. 2.2.6

W = Six-dimensional error transition matrix

associated with _C as defined in Section 5.2.2.4

1 for valid W matrix
ORBWFLAG =

0 for invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained by programs ex-

ternal to the Cislunar-Mideourse Navigation Routine.

It indicates whether or not the existing W matrix is

valid for use in processing star-landmark]horizon

angle measurement data. The flag is set to zero

after each of the following procedures :

I) CSM state vector update from ground

2 ) Rendezvous navigation

3 ) Astronaut Command

4) Selection of P-24

RENDWFLG = Switch similar to ORBWFLAG but used for

rendezvous navigation.
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t F = Measuremeht" time

A = Measured angle

u = Measurement star t

--s i 0 for earth

Z = Measurement planet =
1 for moon

1 for landmark

L = Landmark switch or flag= _measurement
!

]0 for horizon

[measurement

Wmrandwmv = Preselected W matrix initialdiagonal ele-
ments

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2. 6.5)

are reformulated as follows:

COSQ = u • 5CL

b_O = UNIT - COSQ L

(2. 6. 21)

b_l =o

5Q = rCL [A - cos -1 (COSQ)]

To make Eqs. (2. 6.21) valid it is necessary only to let

2 2
= rCL varTRUN +var L (2. 6. 22)

where varTRUN and var L are the a priori estimates of the SXT trunnion-

angle and landmark or horizon error variances, respectively.

The variables D and V are indicators which control the

Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2. 2) as described in
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Section 5.2.2.6, I and O are the three-dimensional identity and zero
,f

matrices, respectively, and F is the altitude flag as defined in Section

5.5.3.

The calculation of the estimated pointing vector, _U_cL, is

illustrated in Fig. 2.6-4. This subroutine is used both in the processing

of the navigation data and by Routine R-60 in the automatic acquisition

mode to point the SXT landmark line-of-sight at the specified target.

This subroutine will, at astronaut option, compute a CSM attitude for

Routine 13-60 where the shaft angle will be 180 degrees (e. g. so as "to

• prevent an attached LM from occulting the SXT star line-of-sight when it

• is pointed at the star). This attitude is expressed by a set of IMU gimbal
@

angles which are obtained by using the routine CALCGA of Section 5.6.3.2.2

where the inputs to this routine are the vectors _SM' -YsM" zSM' -XNB' -YNB'

and ZNB given in the following matrices:

T

x SM

T [aEFSMMAT]-Y SM (2. 6.23)

T
_z SM

_x NB _ X_uCL) xUcL ) T

[UNIT(Us, j TT : [SBNB] X u CL )Y- NB _ _ (2. 6.24)

T T
z NB --uCL

.

where SBNB] is given in Section 5. 6. 3. 1. 1, u* is the vector to the-- s

star in basic reference coordinates and uCL is the vector to the landmark
or horizon in basic reference coordinates.

Finally, there is available either the landmark coordinates

or the far horizon flag H defined by

=f 1 for far horizonH \ 0 for near horizon

In the case of a horizon measurement the computational logic for

determining the horizon _rector r_ is shown in Fig. 2.6-5.

The landmark coordinates (latitude, longitude, altitude) are

entered into the computer by the astronaut. The altitude is referenced

to the Fischer ellipsoid for earth landmarks, and the mean lunar radius

for lunar landmarks.
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ENTER

Compute Estimated Pointing

Vector, Fig. 2.6-4

I Compensate For Aberration IEqs. (2.6.3) and (2.6.4)

Compute Geometry Vector b and I
Measured Deviation 5Q IEqs. (2.6.21)

o_ = rCL varTRUN + var L

D = 6

Call INCORPI of Measurement _l

Incorporation Routine to Compute I --"

Position Change 6r and Velocity

Change 6v

N_ EXiT

I Call INCORP2 of Measurement ]

Incorporation Routine to Perform
State Vector Change

Figure 2.6-3 Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine

Logic Diagram
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ENTER

RENDWFLG = 0"_ Yes W0 = WmrI

W 1 = 0W 3 = 0

No W4 = Wmvi

l D = 6 1 ORBWFLAG = 1D = 0

Call Coasting Integration Routine ToExtrapolate x C to Specified Time t F

i ComputerQCI ,_.__ Dete_mineHorizon

Call Latitude - Longitude Subroutine

To Determine rj[

/

Compute Estimated Pointing Vector _

FEqs. (2.6.2)

EXIT

Fig. 2.6-4 Estimated Pointing Vector Computation Subroutine

Logic Diagram
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ENTER

u 2 = Unit (u s × 1ZC )

u 0 = Unit (uz× u 2)

u 1 = u 2 × u 0

_SINL=_u I • u z

-- ]_---. ICompute r_ Eq.(5.3. I)I

aH =rMI [ "
I

bH_ IaH = a+h

r H = M rzc

UsH = M u s

2 2
XH YH

A = --2- +
a H bH

a H

_ = _H Y]_I_/-A- i

bH xH _fA - 1

il = -7[I yH +
0

Ai = _sH ° UNIT (t i -r H) (i= 0,1)

EXIT

Figure 2 _6-5 Horizon Vector Determination Logic Diagram ....
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5.3 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

5.3, 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The objective of the powered flight guidance routines

is to maintain an estimate of the CSM state vector during the

thrusting maneuvers, and to control the thrust direction such

that the desired velocity cut-off conditions are achieved. The @

powered flight navigation program used to maintain an estimate

of the vehicle state vector during all thrusting conditions is re-

ferred to aS the Average-G Routine and is presented in Section 5,3.2.

For the Lunar Landing Mission the basic powered

flight guidance concept used in the CMC is a velocity-to-be-ga%ned

concept with cross product steering (Section 5.3.3.4 ) which is

used in each of the following two procedures:

i. Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance (Section 5.3.3.3.2.).

2. External AV Maneuver Guidance (Section 5.3.,3,3,1.).

These two procedures, based on the cross product steering con _

cept, differ only in the unique generation of the desired velocity

vector, _vR and are used to control all CMC guided powered

maneuvers for the Lunar Landing Mission.
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5.3.2 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION - AVERAGE-G

ROUTINE

The purpose of the Powered Flight Navigation Sub-

routine is to compute the vehicle state vector during periods

of powered flight steering. During such periods the effects of

gravity and thrusting are taken into account. In order to achieve

a short computation time the integration of the effects of gravity

is achieved by simple averaging of the gravity acceleration vec-

tor. The effect of thrust acceleration is measured by the IMU

Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometers (PIPA) in the form

of velocity increments (Av_)over the computation time interval

(At). The computations are, therefore, in terms of discrete in-

crements of velocity rather than instantaneous accelerations.

The repetitive computation cycle time At is set at 2 seconds to

maintain accuracy and to be compatible with the basic powered

flight cycle.

The Average-G Routine, in contrast to the Coasting

Integration Routine, is used when a short computing time is re-

quired such as during powered flight. The Average-G Routine

computations are illustrated in Figs. 3.2-1 and 3.2-2. The

following defines the parameters used in these figures:

r(t) Vehicle position vector at time t.

v(t) Vehicle velocity vector at time t.

PC Planet designator {_

Earth

Moon

At Computation cycle of 2 seconds.
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Av(At) The velocity vector change sensed by the IMU

PIPA's over the time interval At. This velocity

vector increment is initially sensed in IMU oP

Stable Member Coordinates and then trans-

formed to the Basic Reference Coordinate

System.

g_(t) Previous gravity acceleration vector. This

is a required initialization parameter and is

supplied by the calling program.

u Unit vector in the direction of r.
--r

u Unit vector of earth's true polar axis in

the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

_E Earth gravitational constant.

PM Moon gravitational constant.

r E Equatorial radius of the earth.

J Gravity harmonic coefficient.

gb(t) Component of the earth gravity acceleration

vector representing earth oblateness effects.

With reference to Fig. 3.2-2 it can be seen that a single oblate

ness term is included in the earth gravity subroutine computation,

but none for the lunar case.

The PIPA measured velocity Av is compensated fov

instrument errors as described in Section 5.6.13 prior to being

transformed into the Basic Reference Coordinate System and

processed in the Average-G Subroutine of Fig. 3.2-i.
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ENTER

r(t),v_(t),At, Av (At),_p(t),PC[

r(t+ At) = r(t)+ At v_(t)+ g_p(t)--+ 2

Call Gravity Subroutine, (Fig. 3. 2-2), r(t + At), PCResume g(t + At), g_o(t + At)

g_p(t + At)= g(t + At)

t=t+At

1 -

RETURN__(t),__(t),gp(t),_(t)

Figure 3. 2-1 Average-G Subroutine
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ENTER

-rU = UNIT [_r(t)] I
r 2 = r(t) o r_(t)

__No (Moon)

_es (Earth)

COS ¢ = U o U

PE

gM3= r 2 J (1 5 cos 2 _) u r+ 2 cos _ Uz

_E
_= - 7 Ur+ g-b

r

g-' _ g ..... 7 U-r
r

Figure 3.2-2 Gravity Subroutine
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5.3.3 POWERED FLIGHT GUIDANCE USING CROSS

PRODUCT STEERING

5.3.3. i Introduction

The cross product steering concept can be used to control

the followingmaneuvers:

(a) Cislunar Midcourse Corrections, P-30 and RTCC
targeted P-40/P-41

(b) Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI), P-30 and RTCC

targeted P-40

t (c) Lunar Orbit Plane Change Maneuvers (LOPC),
RTCC targeted P-40/P-41

(d) Rendezvous Intercept (P-34) and Midcourse

Correction Maneuvers (P-35)

(e) Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI) P-32;

Constant Delta Altitude (CDH) P-33

(f) Return-to-Earth Maneuvers, P-37

(g) External AV and Orbital Phasing Maneuvers

(RTCC or LGC Targeted Maneuver) P-30

(h) Transearth injection (TED, RTCC targeted P-40

The External AV Guidance mode (Section 5.3.3.3. 1) is used

i for maneuvers in which the required velocity-to-be-gained in local verti-cal coordinates, Z__vLV, is specified by P31, P32, P33, P36 or a source

I external to the CMC by use of program P-30. All other maneuvers are

controlled by the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance Mode (Section

5.3.3.3.2) in which the required cut-off velocity, VR, is periodically
computed by the Lambert subroutine during the maneuver to establish

the desired intercept trajectory. Both External AV and Lambert Aim

Point Guidance modes use the cross product steering concept to control

the thrust direction along the velocity-to-be-gained vector, and terminate

thrust when the desired velocity increment has been achieved.
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f- Three subroutines are used repetitively in sequence

(Section 5.3.3.2 ) during cross product controlled maneuvers to

accomplish this function. These are:

I, The Powered Flight Navigation Average-G Routine

which computes the state vector accounting for the

effects of thrust acceleration and gravity.

2. The Cross-Product Steering Subroutine which has

4 functions:

a) incremental updating of the velocity-to-be-

gained vector,

b) generation of steering commands to the

vehicle autopilot.

e) computation of time-to-go before engine

shut-off and the issuance of engine-off

commands.

d) Updating of the CSMMASS.

f- 3. The Velocity-to-he-Gained Subroutine which

repetitively solves the Lambert intercept problem

when in the Lambert Aim Point guidance mode,

The Average-G Routine is described in Section 5. 3.2. The other

subroutines listed above are described in Sections 5o3.3, 4 to

5.3° 3. 6° The Pre-Thrust Subroutines of Section 5.3° 3.3 initialize

the powered maneuver programs for either the External AV or

Lambert Aim Point guidance modes, and for the selected engine

for the maneuver,

/
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The CMC powered flight programs described by the

computation subroutines presented in Section 5.3.3 are

P-40 Service Propulsion System (SPS) Thrust Prog,

P-41 Reaction Control System (RCS) Thrust Prog.

Active steering and engine-off commands are provided by pro-

gram P-40o Maneuvers using RCS translation control (P-41)

are manually controlled and terminated by the astronaut while

the CMC displayS the required velocity-to-be-gained in control

coordinates (Section 5.3.3. 3. 3).

The functions of the External &V Pre-Thrust Program,

P-30 are described in the pre-thrust subroutine description of

Section 5o3o 3.3. I.
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5.3.3. 2 Powered Flight Guidance Computation Sequencing
f

The time sequencing of SPS powered flight subroutines

for External AV steering is illustrated in Figs. 3. 3-I thru 3.3-3,

and for Lambert Aim Point steering in Figs. 3,3-4 thru 3.3-6,

These figures represent the sequence of operations for P-40 SPS

maneuvers lasting longer than 6 seconds° RCS controlled maneuvers

(P-41) require manual steering control, and the general timing

sequence is different from that described for SPS maneuvers. The

general cross product steering concept is used to compute and

display the required velocity-to-be-gained vector, but no engine-off

computations are made for RCS maneuvers. The following deseription

of sequence operations is restricted to SPS Maneuvers.

Figures 3°3-1 and 3. 3-4 show the sequencing during the ignition

count down which starts approximately 30 seconds before the nominal

ignition time. Figures 3.3-2 and 3.3-5 show the normal sequencing

for an engine-on time greater than 6 seconds as predicted by the

pre-thrust subroutines. Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-6 illustrate the

sequencing during engine thrust termination.

The basic computation cycle time of the steering is 2
/

seconds and, as shown on the above figures, is initiated by the

reading of the PIPA Av_ registers. The various subroutines

utilized during the 2 second cycle are sequenced in time as shown.

During Lambert Aim Point steering, however, the

velocity-to-be-gained (YdG ) updating is anticipated to occur nominally

every four seconds. However duringSPS maneuvers the CMC

computation occasionally prevents completion of the Lambert solution

in 2 to 4 seconds. The program is capable of processing an N cycle •

update where N can be greater than 2. (In most cases, the time se-

quencing diagrams show only the nominal two and four second _vG up-

dates.) This allows sequenced parallel computing functions, such as

the demands of the autopilots and telemetry, to take place without inter-

ference with the basic two second cycle time. Should the_v G computa-

tion be completed in time for use during a given 2 second cycle, itwill
be utilized.
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Ifthe calculations conducted prior to the thrusting

period (pre-thrust) indicate that the maneuver objective can be

reached with a 6 second thrust period or less, provision is in-

cluded (switches sI and sW) to preclude the generating of steering

commands during the thrusting period with the engine-off signal

set to be issued at the end of the estimated thrust period.

In addition to timing information, the sequence diagrams

of Figs. 3o 3-i to 3.3-6 also show the basic information utilized by

each subroutine and its source.

The guidance computer program which controls the

various subroutines to create a powered flight sequence is called

the Servicer Routine. The sequence diagrams of Figs. 3.3-i to

3.3-6 define what the Servicer Routine does, but do not show the

logic details of how these functions are accomplished.

The subroutines listed in Figs. 3.3-i to 3.3-6 are des .....

cribed in Section 5.3. 2 and the following Sections 5.3.3.3 to

5.3.3. 6. These sections should be referenced in tracing the

powered flight computation sequencing.

Ullage will be turned off at the fixed time of 2 seconds

from engine-on command. Steering will be enabled (s W set to 1 )

at the fixed time of 2 seconds from engine-on command.
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Seconds from Nominal Ignition Time tiG

-30 -29 -28 -27 -26

[ I i I I i I I I i i l I I i I I

Av(-28} Av_{-26)

g_ (-30) ' r(-28),v(-28)_ r(-26),- =___ _ _ z(-2G)
Sw =0

sI = ' I

r(-30) Av_(-28) Av_(-26)
v(-3o)

' 2 Pre-Average -G

vG(-3°)--ZG(tI,=_, v0(-28) ._ ._(-26) _

::qnilial Average-G cycle computes gravJty lei_ms onlyo

NOTE: SPS ullage will be turne._ on _y t_,e Astronaut at a time G Read and Zero PIPA Registers
depending on the vehicle weigz:t ar, f. propellant loading.
It will be tarned off at the fixed time of 2 secs from the [] Average G Subroutine

engine on comrrlan_ [] Cross Product Steering Subroutine

I I I I i i I I I I I

Fig. 3.3-I Ignition Countdown - External AV Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers



Seconds from Nominal Ignitiontime-tlG

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 ii 12 13 14 15 16

[-]1_ w t I I I t 1 I I I I I I I _ t
_., a:
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_. at t!G -5 Av(0) v(2) v_14) v(6) IA.v(8) - 0) -- 2) 4)

© r(-2%V(-Z) r(0),v(0) __ r(2),v(2)_L r(4),v(4)

AV_(0) AZ(2) Av(4) AV_(6)

_ I vc'_-2) " vG(°) _ -VG(2) _ xG(4) ''3CS.MASS,.,.. _-- __--

C_ - t 3--1 - CSMMABS(4)_3_ NOTE: 1) This figure does not apply to
Cn CSMMASS(6) RCS Maneuvers.

-_CNB _2) I-_CNB (4) i_CNB (6) 2) s w is set to 1 and ullage

tgo turned offat the fixed time
co of two seconds from the engine

_ _ on command.

t 'Nominal Actual Time at which:
Reading and _eroing cf P!PA

Ignition Ignition Go to SPS Thrust Fail Routine _ Registers
Time Time _(R40) if engine fails to ignite.

2--] Average G Subroutine
[] Cross Product Steering subroutine

I , 1 I I I I I I I I I I (_

I

Transmit commands t_ Au_x)pilot

Fig. 3.3-2 Normal'External AVSubroutine Sequencing (Maneuver time greater than 6 sec) for SPS Maneuvers
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_J
C_

on

t_ I_ ' vG(t+2 ) ' -vG(t+4) _G(t+6 ) VG(_+8) " _e(tq'l 0)

'__ -vG(t) T --CSMMASS(t+2) _ _ CSMMASS(t_4) 3"_ CSMMASSII_8) _ CSMMASS{t_8) 8-_CSMMASS(t+I0_-c.o _ --

--_CNB(t+2) s W = 0
• t t

go (_) Read and Zero the PIPA Regi._:"_r_go

ZCNB = O

"_ 1_ [] Average G Subroutine '

I_ _ _" l [] Cross Product Steering Subroutine
_ = (} from this Engine Off @ Transmit Commands to Autopilot

Issue Engine Off Command to

C°CI'?B _-ime Time-t0 @ Occur at to$-

Fig. 3.3-3 Engine Off External AVSubroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers



Seconds from Nominal Ignition Time - fig

-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
I l i i I I I l i i t I I i I

s W = 0 r(-30),v(30)_._..r(-28),v(-28)_._ r(-26),v(-26)T____ r(-24),v(-24)'r r(_22),v(_22) _r r(-20),v(-20)
s F =1 _- - _!2 - - _!2 - - =!2 - - _-_- - _-2- -

_LZ._ -L_. _L-- -- --

r(-30) / g-b(-30) AV(-28) AV(-26) AV(-24) AX(-22) AV(-20)

(-30) £(-28) £(-26) £(-24) (-22) (-20)
vR(0) _ g (-28) g (-26) g (-24) g_ (-22) g (-20)

Pre-Average G

.vG(tiG), bat = 0 [_._ XG(-28) ,N = 1,KAv(-26)' N = 2,EAr(-24) rN = 0,EAv : 0 _ ,(-20),N = 0,EAv =0

_ 3-g'] _ 3 -- -' - I_X
N: o,E_v= 0 =_ N:o,E_v: 0 XG(-26)

_G (-24 _G(-22)

gb(-24) __ ( -]28 ) _(r( -22)[-22)-22 ) ]

0 gh(-22) ]

g (-24) bat(-28) =_ g_-(_22)/

v(-28) bat(-22) r(-20)

[ (-28) VR( 22 X (-20)4 _ 4

*Initial Average-G cycle computes gravity terms only. ](_ Read and Zero Pipa Registers

NOTE: SPS ullage will be turned on by the Astronaut at a time I_ Average G Subroutine

depending on the vehicle weight and propellant loading.
It will be turned off af the fixed time of 2 sees from the Cross ProductSteeringSubroutine

engine-on command. Velocity to be Gained Subroutine
t I l t L_____ I l L___J [

Fig. 3.3-4 Ignition Countdown - Lambert Aim Point Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers



Seconds from Nominal IgnitionTime - tlG

-i 0 1 2 3 4 5 e v 8 9 I0 ii 12 13 14 15 16
E]_ , , I _ , I , _ -, , i , i , , E , ,

att,o-_ ® ® @ @ ® @ @
r(-2) r(0).v(0, r(2).v(2) (4),v(4) r(6),v(6) _--_r(a),v 8) .._----,r(10),v(10)_--r(12),v(121 - .

_ __,-_,L__ -L-_ '_ -L--_I -L___ L__ L__ _ _

_ -_ r(O>.v(O>/ r(_>,v(_> / r(4>.v(_>1 r(_>._(6>/ r(_>,_(_) /r(lO),v(lO) r(12),_U2) r(*4),.(14,

V,.(-2),BA_(-4)# V_(0) #V._(2) #V,_(4),bAi(2)_V,-_ (6) tv,_(8) Lv_l(},b_At(8) v_(12)

% _"b(:_Ll.,;_..... bM_5I I-__;" / I ,_. / _ t ,'
_ _ v.Y-_-I _<_' ;a(_>I I _o _4_(4>Ig-' ' _At(_) I gobsio5

I_b(°>/ I / _6> // t , __b(_5 ,
4 _ _ -t--f-m--'-_ I-'_ =i 4 m---______ , _

•_ I_CNB (2) -_CNB (4) _.CNB (85 _CNB (I0) -_CNB (145

t t - t , t tNomi,,a;\ctual & _o go _go _ go go
Ignition Ignition 'imc at w nic],:
Time Time

m Go to SPS Thrust I%outine (1%-40) if @ Read and Zero PIPA Registers
engine fails to ignite. _ Average G Subroutine

._ Note: s W is set to i and ullage turned off at [] Cross Product Steering Subroutinethe fixed time of two seconds from the engine- [] Velocity to be Gained Subroutine

on command. @ Transmit Commands to Autopil:4
I l 1 I I I I i I I I I I

Fig. 3.3-5 Normal LambertAim Point Subroutine Sequencing (Maneuver time greater than 6 sec) for SPS Maneuvers



Seconds from Engine Off Time - to

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 1 2 3
_ f , I i I i , l t t I t l i t t' t
i H

cz r_

Lxv(t+2) Av(t+ 4) Av(t+6) Ax(t+8) Av(t+10)

__ - -
m r(t) r(t+2) r(t+4) r(t+6) "(t+8) r(t+l 0)

& v_(t) v_(t+2) v(t+4) v(t + 6) _v(t+8 ) v_(t+ I O)

.Vc(t) .y43(t+2} ' _(t + 4) _G (t+6) y_jj(t + 8) _(t+10)
I 3 IP 3

:Z
-1 CSMMASS(t+4) -- CSMMASSit4"8}

; ltcNdt> __(t+2)"I v_(t+2)_(t+6) zd_6>

A(_ _bAt(t-2) _g (t+2) _s w =O ' - gb(t46)g(t+6) --

R g-b(t+2)
(t-2) _ I Q Read and Zero PIPA RegistersL 4 -- _ 4 4J

_CNB (t_2) [] Average G Subroutine

1_ tg ° [] Cross Product Steering Subroutine
[] Velocity to be Gained Subroutine

U Engine -Off

-_CNB : _ from this time I Q Transmit commands to Autopilot

1 Time - to _ Issue engine-off command to occur

] at to
I I I I L 1 I I I I 1 I

Fig. 3. 3-6 Engine-off LambertAim Point Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers
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5.3.3. 3 Pre-Thrust Computations

The objective of the computations required prior to

thrusting maneuvers is to determine the following:

(1) The desired thrust direction at ignition.

(2) The duration of the powered maneuver estimated

at time tlG- 5 to determine if there will be enough

time to allow active steering for the SPS.

(3) Whether an IMU realignment is required to avoid

gimbal lock.

(4) Various parameters and variables required by sub-

sequent powered flight routines.

The two major guidance modes using cross product

steering are the External AV guidance mode and the Lambert

Aim Point Maneuver guidance mode. The pre-thrust computa-

tions required for the External AV mode are presented in

Section 5.3.3.3.1. Those required for the Lambert Aim Point

Maneuver mode are described in Section 5.3.3.3.2. The initial

IMU alignment computations and maneuver time logic is sum-

marized in Section 5.3.3.3.3.

The following description of pre-thrust computations

applies to both SPS (P-40) and RCS (P-41) maneuvers.

5.3.3.3.1 External AV Maneuver Pre-Thrust Computations

External AV maneuver guidance is normally used to con-

trol orbital phasing maneuvers or an externally targeted maneuver

in which a constant thrust attitude is desired. The guidance pro-

gram accepts input data via the DSKY (P30, P32 and P-33) or
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the telemetry uplink (P-27) in the form of 3 components of an

impulsive AVLv expressed in a local vertical coordinate system

of the active vehicle at the ignition time riG. An approximate

compensation for the finite maneuver time is made within the

program by rotating the A VLv vector, and the guidance program
issues commands to the spacecraft control system so as to apply

the compensated velocity increment along an inertially fixed di-

rection. The active vehicle state vector is normally either avail-

able or can be extrapolated to the ignition time in the CMC.

The pre-thrust computations required for the External

AV guidance mode are shown in Fig. 3. 3-7. The following para-

meter definitions refer to this figure.

A_VLV Specified velocity change in the local vertical
coordinate system of the active vehicle at the

time of ignition. This is an input parameter.

AVx /

n_VLv= _Vy J
!

AVz/

AV Specified velocity change in Basic Reference

Coordinates

tiG Ignition time, an input parameter.

AVp The inplane velocity components of AVLv in
the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

_T The approximate central angle traveled dur-
ing the maneuver.

MGA Angle equivalent to the IMU middle gimbal angle

when the vehicle X axis is aligned along Av.

This angle is used to cneck for gimbal lock

tolerance.
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ENIER

r(t), v(t), A_VLv , rig , SE, PC' m

Extrapolate state vector to tiG
using Coasting Integration Routine

(See. 5.2. 2) obtaining r(t!G) , x(tIG )

Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) Computation

MGA = sin -1 [YREF • UNIT (AV)]

(YREF is second row of [REFSMMAT])

 00°/
N°14

_X= UNIT { [r(tiG) × _v(tiG)1 X r(tiG)}

Y = UNIT [_v(tiG) Xr(tiG) ]
P-30

Z = -UNIT [r_(tiG) ]

P-40 Select F based on SE

P-41

A_Vp = AV X _X+ AV z Z

[r_(tiG) X v_(tiG)[ AVLv rn
OT: 2

r (tiG) F

ZG(tIG): A_VC + AVy Y_

UTD = UNIT [Y_G(tlC_], bAt :O, c = 0

--_ * See secfi0n-5.3.3.3.4 for

IExtrapolate State to tiG - 301 ignition delay procedure

Go to Initial Attitude and tg ° Ro_uhnes (Fig. 3. 3-10 and Fig. 3, 3-ii)

Figure 3.3-7 External AV Prethrust Routine
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-Z_ A_Vp (INPUT INPLANE VELOCITY)

\

A_VC (COMPENSATED INPLANE VELOCITY) ""

X

Figure 3. 3-8 Inplane External AV Maneuver Angle Compensation
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m Vehicle mass.
/-

10 P-40 (SPS)
S E Engine Select Switch

P-41 (RCS)

F Prestored nominal thrust based on the

engine selection switch S E

FSp S for the SPS (P-40)

FRC S f0rthe RCS (P-41)

The values of the various engine thrust levels

are listed in Section 5.9, In the case

of P-41, RCS, the astronaut can select either

a 2 or 4 jet translation maneuver.

AV C The compensated inplane velocity-to-be-gained
vector.

_vG(tlG) Total velocity-to-be-gained at riG.

UTD Unit vector in the desired initial thrust direction.

c Cross Product Steering Constant

This steering constant (Section 5. 3.3.4) is

set equal to zero for External AV maneuvers.

The inplane External AV maneuver angle compensation involving AVp

and A_VC is illustrated in Fig. 3.3-8.

5.3.3.3.2 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre-Thrust Computations

The objective of the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver

Guidance program is to control the cut-off velocity vector such

that the resulting trajectory intercepts a specified target position

vector at a given time. Targeting parameters are determined by i
CMC targeting programs P-34, P-35, or P-37. •
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The table below summarizes the maneuvers which can be

performed by Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance.

Maneuvers Controlled by Lambert Airn Point Maneuver Guidance

Maneuver Program

Rendezvous p -34
Intercept

Rendezvous P-35

i Midcourse

Maneuver

Return-to-Earth P-37
Maneuvers

I The targeting parameters which are computed by
these programs are as follows:

i) Ignition time rig
2) Time of intercept of conic target aim vector (t 2)

3) Conic target aim vector r (t 2)
4) c cross product steering-constant

The Lambert Aim Point Maneuver guidance mode basi-

cally uses the Lambert Subroutine of Section 5. 5. 6 called through

the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5. 5. Ii during the pre-

thrust phase to determine the required initial thrust direction,

UTD. The pre-thrust computations required for the Lambert

Aim Point guidance mode are shown in Fig. 3.3-9. The primary

operation shown in this figure is the computation of the required

intercept velocity vector v R at the ignition time, tlG. The fol-

lowing parameter definitions refer to Fig. 3.3-9.
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r_(t2) Offset target intercept position vector at

time t2. This parameter is determined by

the preceding targeting program and is an

input to the Lambert Aim Point prethrust

subroutine.

t 2 Intercept time of arrival associated with the

offset target vector, r_(t2). This is an input

parameter.

S F See discussion in paragraphs 5. 3. 3.4 and

5.3. 3.5--controls first pass through cross-

product steering routine and first pass

through velocity-to-be-gained subroutine.

S R Target rotation switch set in P-34 and P-35,

indicating that the target vector was rotated

into the orbital plane due to proximity to

180 ° transfer conditions.

fl Target vector rotated

SR _0 No rotation

N 1 Number of target offset iterations desired

in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section

5.5.11.

c Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

V_R(tlG) Required velocity vector at the ignition time

rig to establish the intercept trajectory.

g Total gravity vector associated with r_(tIG).

_bAt At tim es the b-vector (v_"R - g), computed as the

incremental change of the velocity-to-be-gained

vector over one sample period minus current

gravity.

MGA The angle equivalent to the IMU middle gimbal angle

when the vehicle X axis is aligned along -_41_"
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c The cross product steering constant c is set equal to zero

if the pre-thrust program was the External AV Program

P-30 (Fig. 3.3-7). P-41 sets c = 0 (Fig. 3o3-9); P-40

sets c = 0 for all external Av burns and sets c = ec for

Lambert computations.

ec The pad loaded value for the cross product steering

constant. The value of ec may range from -4 to +4.

Programs P-32, P-33, P-34 and P-35 set ee = I.

P-37 (Section 5.4) sets ec = 0.5.

The rotation switch SR is set in tlie Lamoert Aim Point target-

ing programs P-34 and P-35 to indicate whether the target

aim point vector was within a specified cone angle, c, measured

from the 180 ° transfer angle condition. If the initial target vec-

tor was within this cone angle, it is rotated into the active ve-

hicle orbital plane in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5.5.11

so that excessive plane change and AV requirements are avoided ....

about the 180 ° transfer angle condition. In the intercept targeting

programs P-34 and P-35 the cone angle E is set at

15 ° , and active vehicle transfer angles between 165 ° and 195°are nor-

m_lly avoided in the targeting procedure. If a transfer angle condition

falling within this 180 ° +_15 ° sector (S R = i) is intentionally selec-

ted either during the TPI targeting (P-34), or results froma rendez-

vous midcourse correction maneuver (P-35) during an intercept

trajectory targeted for more than 180 °, the Lambert Aim Point

Maneuver Pre-Thrust Routine of Fig. 3.3-9 increases the Initial

Velocity Subroutine cone angle c to 45 ° so that the active vehicle

transfer angle will not change from inside to outside the cone

angle during the powered maneuver. Such a condition is undesir-

able since the intercept trajectory would be retargeted during

the powered maneuver. Likewise, if the initial transfer central

angle falls outside the 15 ° cone angle e of programs P-34 and

P-35 (S R = 0), E is decreased to i0 ° in Fig. 3.3-9 to reduce the

possibility of the transfer angle changing from outside to inside

the cone angle during a powered maneuver. It should be noted

that the program P-37 sets S R equal to zero.
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ENTER

.- t, r(t), v(t), r(t2), t 2,

riG' PC" SR' m

I Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) Computation!

MGA = sin -1 [_YREF o UNIT (_3)]

(_REF is second row of [REFSMMAT])

For P-34 and P-35

set ec=l (ec = I/2 for P-37)

J[ Target I

Programs

P-40

I P-41

Using the Coasting Integration Routine of

Section 5.2.2, extrapolate the state vector to

rig - 2 see. and riG.

4
Figure 3.3-9 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre-Thrust Routine

(page 1 of 2)
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Compute v_R(tiG) and V_R(tiG - 2) using the
I Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5. 5.11 /I

b_= [VR(tlG) - VR(tlG -2)1/2 - g [r (riG) ] --

_4_ = UNIT (yG)

a T = F/m

q= cb- (U_G" cb) uG

UTD UNIT [q+ ((aT)2 q2) 1/2= - _G]

bAt = 0

Go to Initial Attitude and tg ° Routines (Fig, 3.3-10 and Fig. 3. 3-11)

*See Section 5.3.3.3.4 for ignition delay procedure.

Figure 3. 3-9 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre-Thrust Routine

(page 2 of 2) --.
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f

5.3.3.3.3 Initial IMU Alignment and Maneuver Time-to-Go

Computations

Initial Attitude Routine

The following pre-thrust computations and functions

are required for both the External &V and Lambert Aim Point

guidance modes :

i. Determination of the preferred IMU alignment for

the thrusting maneuver (Section 5. i. 4.2. I ).

2. Alignment of the vehicle thrust axis along the

desired initial thrust direction, U_TD.

3. Estimate the maneuver time, tgo, prior to engine
ignition.

In Fig. 3.3-i0 the following parameter definitions apply:

[REFSMMAT] Transformation matrix from the

" BRC System to the IMU or Stable

Member Coordinate System

(Section 5.6.3.3).

[ SMNB ] Transformation matrix from the

Stable Member Coordinate System to

the Navigation Base Coordinate System

(Section 5.6.3.2)

UA Unit vector of the assumed thrust ac-
celeration in Navigation Base Coordinates.

For the SPS, the unit vector u A is along

the engine axis (called engine bell).

u D Unit vector of ti_e desired tLrust direction
in Stable Member Coordinates.
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PT = p+ P0 Total pitch trim offset angle about the

spacecraft Y axis.

YT = Y+Y0 Total yaw trim offset angle about the
spacecraft Z axis.

where :

p and y Electrical pitch and yaw trim

angles respectively.

P0 Mechanical pitch trim angle equal to
-2. 15° about the spacecraft Y axis.

Y0 Mechanical yaw trim angle equal to
+ 0.95 ° about the spacecraft Z axis.

For an SPS burn, because of pitch and yaw trim, u A,

the unit vector of the assumed thrust acceleration vector in

Navigation Base Coordinates is not a unit vector alon_ the spacecraft

X axis (i, 0, 0) but is a function of the pitch and yaw trim angles

given above. In Fig. 3.3-10 it is called the Engine Axis unit vector, -_

u A. The maneuver then places the engine axis unit vector (u A)

along the desired unit thrust direction UD.

Time-to-Go Prediction Routine

Very short burns require special consideration since

some interval of time elapses before effective steering is achieved.

Not only must the autopilot react to the pointing commands, but the

engine-off signal may be required before the A_V from the PIPATs

can be measured. To this end an estimate of the burn time, tg o, is

made on the basis of SPS engine data, prior to engine ignition as

shown in Fig. 3.3-11.
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ENTER

I

f lUTD ' r(tIG)'-v_tIG)" PT" YT[

[
[MRI = / UNIT (U_TD × r(tiG))"

!

NIT [UTD X (UTDX r(tlG))

SPS _ RCS

-cosYT cosPT, sin YT' -cosYT sinPT-

[MI = -siny T eosPT, cosYT, siny T s[np T

sin PT 0 cos PT

p q

Calculate Preferred IMU Calculate Preferred IMU

Alignment for Possible Alignment for Possible use
use in Realignment in Realignment

_XSM = [MR ]T[M] (1, 0, 0) T XSM = UTD

Y-SM = [MR IT[M] (0, 1, 0) T 'YsM = [MR IT (0, 1, 0) T

ZSM = [MR IT[M] (0, 0, 1) T ZSM = [MR ]T (0, 0, l) T

Figure 3. 3-10 Initial Attitude Routine

(page 1 of 2)

_In P41 if ]UTD xr (riG)l< 216 meters, or in P40 if (UTD xUNIT_r (tiG)) !

<2 -12 rad_ans, then replace this by
g

UNIT [UTD × {UNIT _r (fIG) + 0. 125 UNIT _v (fiG)}] i
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Calculate Engine Axis Calculate spacecraft +X axis
Unit Vector

cos YT cos

u A = sin YT UA = 00

cos T sln p

s W = 0 s W = 0

I Calculate Thrust Direction in

Body Axes Coordinates

u D = [SMNB] [REFSMMAT] U_TD

Maneuver vehicle (using R60) such _hat

resulting u D equals u A. Astronaut ma_
choose to align IMU via 1:'-52 when

Predicted Gimbal Angles

for final attitude are displayed

SPS _ RCS

1) Go to Average G Routine at 1) Go to Average G Routine

riG - 30 at riG - 30

2) Go to Time-To-Go Routine at

tlG - 5

Figure 3.3-10 Initial Attitude Routine

(page 2 of 2)
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ENTER

/r ;

m, v G, s I = 0

(1=2 jet RCS
No JFLG / ullage

Yes | 0=4jet RCS
k ullage

VG 15.92 F_ 7.96F L

( 0"5VG )

mV G 1 - _ -K 1

T=

F16

Yes ___

Yes

• _F01 !

Tg ° =T4 1

Return

Tgo, si

Figure 3.3-11. Time-to-go Prediction Routine
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With reference to Fig. 3.3-11:

s I Impulse switch

_i Indicates a maneuver less than

6 seconds and no steering is

required

si
0 Indicates a maneuver duration

of at least 6 seconds, and

normal steering will occur

F L Ullage thrust for 2 jets

K 1 SPS impulse velocity acquired in a one-
second maneuver for a unit mass

vehicle. This value is erasable.

F01 SPS minimum impulse constant equal
to the slope of minimum impulse curve

from 0 to 1 second, an erasable quan-

tity.

FI6 Steady state thrust of the SPS engine.
This value is used only in the short

burn logic and is an erasable quantity.

V Exhaust velocity.
e

The initial computation in Fig. 3.3-ii estimates the

velocity-to-be-gained after ullage. There is an option of 2-jet

or 4-jet RCS ullage, as indicated in Fig. 3.3-ii. This sub-

routine is performed at approximately five seconds prior to

ignition, the PIPAs are read at six seconds prior to ignition,

and the ullage is terminated at two seconds after ignition; it is

for this reason that about eight seconds of ullage are accounted

for, as shown in Fig. 3.3-11.

The hand controller signals are observed at the

initiation of this routine. The ullage compensation in the time-

to-go routine will be made only if +X translation (XTRANS ON)

is indicated.
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!
If the SPS were chosen (P-40), a check is made, |

Fig. 3, 3-l i, to determine if the maneuver time is less than one

second. If the maneuver time is less than one second, the tg °
estimate is made on SPS minimum impulse test data represented

the constants K 1 and F01 (see Section 5. 8). In this case, noby

active steering is attempted (s I = i). If the maneuver time is

l

greater than one second but less than 6 seconds, tg ° is computed
as shown in Fig. 3.3-11, and again no active steering is attempted.

If the estimated maneuver time is greater than 6 seconds,

active steering is used, and tg ° computations are performed
during the maneuver.

With reference to Fig. 3.3-10, if the RCS were chosen

for the maneuver, (P-41), the tg ° prediction calculation is not
made.

If the estimated maneuver time, tgo, for the SPS is
less than 6 seconds, the Engine-Off signal is set for the actual

ignition time plus tg o.

5.3.3.3.4 rgnition Delay Procedures Caused by Pre-Thrust

Computations

The normal pre-thrust computations (Sections 5.3.3.3.1

and 5.3.3.3.2) require an extrapolation of the CSIVI state vector

to thirty seconds prior to nominal ignition time, i.e., tiG - 30.

If the Coasting Integration Routine of Sec. 5.2.2 does not com-

plete the extrapolation before rig - 42.5 occurs, then an ignition

delay procedure occurs as follows:

i. ) The astronaut is alerted to this condition by a

program alarm.

2. ) The integration continues one step at a time until

the CSM state vector time minus the current time

is greater than 12.5 seconds. This will permit a

i5 second blanking interval (Section 4 State Vector

Integration (MID to AVE) Routine (R-41). R-41

allows Average G initialization to occur at least

5.6 seconds after completion of last integration

step. •
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3. ) The maneuver ignition time is then redefined to -

be 30 seconds from the resulting CSM state vector

time, and the normal pre-ignition sequence is

started.

5.3.3.4 Cross Product Steering l%outine

The cross product steering concept is the basic control

concept for both External /_V and Lambert Aim Point Guidance

modes. The cross product steering logic is shown in Fig, 3.3-12.

The following parameter definitions not previously described

apply to this figure.

_V_sM PIPA Measured velocity vector over the

computation cycle _t in IMU coordinates

£_v PIPA measured velocity over the compu-

tation cycle At transformed to the Basic

Reference Coordinate System

Av A constant which establishes the _v which must
P

be sensed ina 2 second computation interval.

It is 2 ft/see (erasable) which is approximately "_

equivalent to thrusting at 15% full SPS thrust

with fully loaded vehicle for 2 seconds.

s w A logic switch in the cross product steering
routine which when set to 1 allows steering

commands and tg o calculations to be made.

s W is setto 1 atthe fixedtime of 2 seconds

from engine on command if non-impulsive.

s W is s etto 0 whenthe computed time-to-go
first becomes less than four seconds.

_ttail_off A constant representing the duration of a
burn at maximum thrust equivalent to the

tail-off impulse after the engine-off

signal is issued.
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__vG b_Zxt- Z_v_
f

V e Engine exhaust velocity = g Isp

K Guidance steering gain required

for desired dynamic response of the

combined powered guidance and thrust

control (autopilot) loops

_C Commanded attitude rate in the Basic
Reference Coordinate System.

_CNB Commanded attitude rate in Navigation
Base Coordinates which is sent to the

CSM attitude control system.

c The cross product steering constant

c, used by P-40/P-41 in the equation

Am = cbAt - Av

and certain pre-thrust computations.

It will be zeroed by P-40 pre-thrust

for external Av burns and by any P-41

pre-thrust. It is set by P-40 pre-thrust

%o ec for Lambert burns.

Am c b At - Av

LOFLG This flag prevents a premature engine fail

indication after a manual engine start

LOFLG <I steerno steer

EAv Accumulated PIPA readings used to generate

an extrapolation of the Lambert soution.

When a new solution becomes available _Av

is set to zero.
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N Number of cycles between Lambert solutions.

The CMC computations during SPS maneuvers _-_

occasionally prevent completion of the Lambert

solution in 2 to 4 seconds. The program is

capable of processing an N cycle _ update.

When a new solution becomes available, N = 0 o

SF Lambert first pass flag. The Lambert first

pass starts at approximatelYtiG -28. After

the firs_ pass is completed, it is set to zero o

I i First Lambert pass. This

results in bypass of the bat

S F computation.

Not first Lambert pass.

Switch s Wis set to zero for short duration thrust periods and during

the first two seconds of long duration thrust periods. In both of

these cases there is no active steering and the vehicle attitude is

held at the pre-thrust alignment. When s W is set to i, active steering

is performed. The time-to-go, tg o computation and steering

commands _CNB are performed as shown in Fig. 3.3-12. When

the computed tg ° becomes less than 4 seconds, then the engine-off _-

signal is set and switch s Wis reset to zero. For the remainder

of the maneuver, no further computations are made except for

updating.

With reference to Fig. 3.3-12, the logic switch s W is

set to zero by the sequencing routine. The only function of the cross

product steering routine is to update the velocity-to-be-gained

vector _ with f_v and b At, as long as Sw is zero.

The steering command generated by this routine is

_CNB which is in Navigation Base Coordinates. The objective of

the cross product steering concept is to control the thrust acceleration

vector such that the following condition is satisfied:

Y-G x (c b - aT) = 0_

In general, however, there will be a directional error and the

steering command _CNB tends to align the vehicle such that the

above equation is satisfied.
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First-pass

Initialization: ENTER

SF= If

VG(t-2), bat, Av, e, K, s W, V e, Attail_of f, AVp, LOFLG, S F, N(t-2),EAv(t-2), _G(T')

yes _External_

'r

Yes SF__ [ N = N + 1_No _Ay = EAv+Av

Extrapolate Lambert Solution

xG(t- 2) = _G (_-) + NbAt(_)-_av

Call Velocity-to-be-Gained

i Subroutine after Cross

Product Steering is Completed

i
N= 0

GAy = 0

Extrapolate _ one time step to present time

-Y-G(t) = Y-G it - 2) +bAt - _v_(t)

Figure 3. 3-12 Cross Product Steering Routine
- (page 1 of 2):

Update VG Section
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No_ No

[CSMMASS=2 n,| EXIT

[RETURN
[no steering I _" /

]no tg o calculation[

Permit c. g.
tracking [ [Stopc. g. tracking 1

TItRUST FAIL ROUTINE

R40 (Section 5.3. 3, 6)

RETURN Yes
At,ARM _'

I._CNB EXIT

Time-to-gol Calculation[_G'Av /

_a_____ _
tgo K41a_" A_lat Attail.off

off at t + tg o

l

Define Corrective AngularRate Command m_c
RETURN

-- v G X Am
_CNB = 0 __c = K_G _'_

Sw= 0

Transform _c to Navigation ]

Base Coordinates /
_CNB = [SMNB] [REESMMAT]_%t

1
I RETURN

tgo

_-CNB

Figure 3.3-12. Cross Product Steering Subroutine: tg o and Steering
Command Computations (page 2 of 2)
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The cross-product steering routine, as shown in Fig.3.3-12

is divided intotwo sections.

(a) Update -_G: This portion of the cross-product steering
routine provides an up to date velocity-to-be-gained,

for use in the tg° and steering command computa-ZG,
tions.Inthe event anew velocity-to-be-gained isnot

available,theold-_GisextrapolatedUsingthe oldbat value.

Ifa new band b_f_t are available,they are used. N and
Av areused_ when anew Lambert solutionisavailable.

(b) tg° and steering command calculations: This portion

of the cross product steering routine uses the v G

generated inthe update v G sectionto calculatetg°
and steering commands to be sent to the DAP. In

additionthe followingcontrol options are provided:

(I) Kthe present Avis less thanAvp, where AVp

is approximately equivalentto thrustingat 15%

fullSPS thrust with fullyloaded vehicle for 2 sees.,

" the steering rate commands are zeroed, c.g.

tracking is stopped and the SPS Thrust Fail Routine

(R-40) (Section 5.3.3. 6) is entered. Av is an

erasable quantity. If the present /',v is greater than

Av , the CSMMASS is decremented by 2 r_.P

(2) An alarm is issued if v G • _v G is positive. This
is equivalent to pointing the thrust vector in the

wrong direction.
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5. 3. 3. 5 Velocity-to-be-Gained Routine

The velocity-to-be-gained computations shown in

Fig. 3.3-13 are those carried out during the Lambert Aim Point

powered flight guidance. The velocity-to-be-gained computation

for the External AV guidance mode is simpler than that for the

Lambert Aim Point guidance mode. The External AV velocity-

to-be-gained computation is that shown in the cross product

steering routine of Fig. 3.3-12 and is equivalent to

VG=VG -Av

since b£_t = 0 for the External AV mode as shown in Fig. 3. 3-7.

The velocity-to-be-gainedcomputations for the

Lambert Aim Point guidance mode involve the determination of

a new YG by processing the Lambert Subroutine via the Initial
Velocity Subroutine. A second objectiveis the computation of

a new b At parameter for use by the cross product steering _

routine. A new required velocity, v R, is also determined for
use in the next computation cycle of the velocity-to qoe-gained

subroutine. The CMC computations during SPS maneu.vers occasionally

prevent completion of the Lambert Solution in 2 to 4 seconds. The

program is capable of processing an N cycle Y-Gupdate (Fig, 3.3-13).

The following parameter definitions refer to Fig. 3.3-13.

r(7) )

-- Active vehicle statevector at start of

v_(_ ) Lambert solution.

T

r(t2) Offsettarget interceptpositionvector at

time t2. This parameter isdetermined

by the preceding targeting program (P-34,

P-3_ or P-37).
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t 2 Intercept time of arrival associated with

the offset target vector r_(t2). This is an
input target parameter,

rig Nominal ignitiontime.

(T - Z_T') Required velocityvector from the preceding

Lambert computation cycle.

A_- Time interval between the current and

previous Lambert computation cycle = (N+I)At.

SR Target rotation switch set in P-34
or P-35, indicating that the target

vector was rotated into the orbital plane

due to proximity to 180 ° transfer.

I1 Target vector rotated
SR 10No rotation

(t) Most recent totalgravity acceleration vector

(Section 5.3.2 ).

_b(t) Component of the most recent earth gravity
acceleration vector representing earth oblate-

ness effects (Section 5.3.2 ).

Av(t) Measured PIPA velocity change in the

Basic Reference Coordinate system.

N 1 Number of target offset iterations desired
in the Initial Velocity Subroutine (Section 5.5.1 i).

e Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

vR(_ ) Required velocity vector at time t. ] Solution-- from

Y-G ( _-) Velocity-to -be-gained vector at time tl most re-

cent
Lambert
compu -
ration

b At (_-) b-vector solution from most recent Lambert

computation.
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N Number of cycles between Lambert solutions.

I The CMC computations during SPS maneuversoccasionally prevent completion of the

Lambert solution in 2 to 4 seconds. The

program is capable of processing an N

cycle v G update.

SF Lambert first pass flag. The Lambert first

pass begins at approximately rig - 28. After

the first pass is completed, it is set to zero.

i I First Lambert pass. This results

SF in bypass of the b__t computation.
0 Not first Lambert pass.
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1,'irst--pass ENTER
Initialization.

,-_ S F : 1 '

L[ t "£(T), X(7), r, r(t2), t 2, yR.!r- ), g(t), gb(t), t, riG, SR,S 1 $

i Note: This routine processed
every N cycles where

N 1 =0 N_>I

i

Y_10° I ,

lCompute (7) using the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 1vR 5. 5. 1
D

Yes

D

_o_

_ = -g(t) At
AT

EXIT

l, igure 3. 3-13 Velocity-to-be-Gained Subroutine for Lambert Aim t_oint Guidance
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It should be noted that in Fig. 3.3-13 the velocity-to-be-gained,

VG _ derived from the Lambert solution using an offset target

vector is modified by the term gb(t) [_ - riG ]. This term is an

approximation to the velocity change contributed by the earth

oblateness effect. The compensation used in this subroutine

is computed as the current oblateness acceleration, g b(t), multiplied

by the time since nominal ignition ( r - riG) where rig
is the nominal ignition time. This correction is zero for lunar

orbits. The objective of this correction is to reduce cut-off

errors due to finite maneuver time effects, and to minimize

commanded thrust attitude variations during the maneuver. These

two effects occur during long maneuvers because in accounting for

earth oblateness effects in the initial targeting programs (P-34

i and P-35) it is assumed that an impulsive maneuver will be
applied at ignition time. Since a finite maneuver time is required,

the pre-computed target aim point becomes less accurate as the

maneuver progresses. The gb[_- tiG] correction is an approximate

substitute for a retargeting procedure which cannot be performed

during a powered maneuver.
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5.3.3.6 SPS Thrust Fail Routine ( R-40 )

The purpose of the SPS Engine Fail Routine ( R-40 )

is to present the Astronaut with 3 options when a low SPS thrust

is detected in the Cross P:_oduct Steering Subroutine (Section

5.3.3.4). The three options are:

1 Command engine off and terminate P-40.

2 Command engine off and return to the P-40

point where the impulse burn test is made.

3 Proceed with the burn but with the thrust

failure detection inhibited for 2 secs to prevent

premature thrust fail indication as shown below:

Proeeed

s w = 1

V

V
1 2 sec delay I

[ OFLO: 0 I

Continue burn

See Section 4 for complete details of the R-40 routine.
O
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5.3.4 THRUST MONITOR PROGRAM

The Thrust Monitor Program, P-47, is used during

manual or non-GNCS controlled maneuvers to monitor and display

the velocity change applied to the vehicle. The program first

suspends state vector updating by the VHF Range-link (resets

the update and track flags ), and advances the vehicle state vector

to the current time by the Coasting Integration Routine of

Section 5.2.2. This operation is continued until the state vector

is advanced several seconds ahead of the current time as described

in Section 5.3.3.3.4. The Average-G Routine of Section 5.3.2

is then initiated to allow thrusting to be started as soon as possible.

The Average-G Routine is left on until the program is terminated

after completion of the maneuver. The primary output of

P-47 is the measured maneuver AV in vehicle coordinates as

described in Section 4.

The two major maneuvers during which the Thrust

Monitor Program is normally used are the Translunar Injection

( TLI ) maneuver controlled by the Saturn guidance system, and

the manually controlled terminal rendezvous maneuvers required

for a CSM retrieval of the LM. During the TLI maneuver a

callable display of inertial velocity, altitude above the launch pad

radius and altitude rate is available to the astronaut.

During active CSM terminal rendezvous maneuvers, the

Rendezvous Display Routine R-31 is normally called to display

relative range, range rate, and the vehicle X axis to the horizontal

plane angle O. The operation of R-3 1 with the Average-G Routine

of P-47 is described in Section 5.6.7. i.
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5.3.5 EARTH ORBIT INSERTION MONITOR PROGRAM - P-11

5.3.5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to describe the operation

and implementation of Program P-11_ Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor.

This program is initiated by Program P-02, Gyro

Compassing, when the liftoff discrete is detected or by the

astronaut backup Verb 75 and it performs the following functions

( in the order of occurrence)

1 Zeroes the CMC clock at liftoff and updates the

reference ephemeris time (see Time Definition,

Section 5.1.5.5). (Time Subroutine)

2 Computes the CMC state vector {in Basic Refer-

ence Coordinates) at liftoff and starts the Average-G

computation (see Section 5.3.2) using this state

vector. (State Subroutine)

3 Finishes remainder of Pre-Launch torquing.

4 Computes the matrix REFSMMAT which relates

the IMU Stable Member orientation to the Basic

Reference Coordinate System. (State Subroutine)

5 Computes periodically the error between the nom-

inal desired Saturn Launch Vehicle attitude (as

determined by a time dependent polynomial) and

the actual Saturn Launch Vehicle attitude (as

determined by the CM IMU), and transmits the

error to the CDU for display by the FDAI. *

(Attitude Error Subroutine)

Flight Director Attitude Indicator
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(6) Periodically computes Saturn Launch Vehicle inertial

velocity magnitude, rate of change of the vehicle altitude

above the launch pad radius, and the vehicle altitude

above launch pad radius and displays this information

via the DSKY. (Display Subroutine}

Program P-11, when activated by Program P-02 assumes

(1} The following information has been pad loaded

AZp - Azimuth of the launch vehicle on the pad
measured from north to the +Z spacecraft

axis positive in a right hand sense about the

inward pad local vertical. See figure 3.5-1.

A Z - launch azimuth measured from north to the
X IMU Stable member axis positive in the

same sense as AZp. See figure 3.5-1.

K - constant denoting the absolute value of ther
rate at which the Saturn will roll from the

pad azimuth to the launch azimuth.

t E1 -- the estimated time from liftoff at which the
initial Saturn pitch and roll maneuvers will

commence.

t E2 -- time interval beginning at t El used by the
Attitude Error subroutine. During t E2 '

desired gimbal angles computed using poly-

nomial functions.

a0, a l,...a6 - coefficients of a 6th order poly-

nomial in time t, (t El <t < (tEl +

t E2 ) ) describing the nominal
Saturn pitch profile.

(2) The clock and reference ephemeris time were

synchronized previously.
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Azimuth and Roll Angle Definitions

North

\
\

\ .q /i

\ k--_ & _-_

\ \ \__ _ +°R

/ ///_ --_East

5sc

Plane of the paper is the pad local horizontal

Up is out of the paper

Spacecraft and IMU axis shown prior to launch

After lift-off the Saturn rolls to align the -Zsc with _SM

Pitch Angle Definition

rLV

Inertial upward local vertical
vector (established at liftoff) _p

C

Plane of the paper is the instantaneous pitch plane

Y--SCis into the paper and northerly

Figure 3.5-i Angle Definitions
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5. 3. 5. 2 Nomenclature for P-II

t Computer clock reading at any time t

tO See Section 5. I.5.5.

h Vehicle altitude above a sphere whose radius

is that of the launch pad

Rate of change of altitude measured in the

direction of the vehicle radius vector

v Inertial velocity magnitude of the vehicle

Latp Launchpad geodetic latitude

Lonp Launch pad geodetic longitude

AIr I IMU altitude above the launch pad

u A vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate

i --z System in the direction of the earth's true pole
WE The angular velocity of the earth _

!REFSMMAT] A matrix whose rows are the location of the
IMU Stable Member axes in the Basic Refer-

ence Coordinate System

CDU The current value of the IMU Gimbal Angles

8p The Saturn Vehicle nominal pitch angle measured

from the Launch pad local vertical at liftoff to

the Saturn X axis.{See Figure 3.5-1. )

OR The Saturn nominal roll angle measured from

the X IMU Stable Member axis %o the negative

Z spacecraft axis. (See Figure 3.5-1.)

E A vector representing the roll, pitch, and yaw
--a

errors about CM body axes (in a right hand

sense).

DGA A vector representing the Saturn nominal desired

IMU gimbal angles (x, y, z).
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J

K A constant computed in the State Subroutinez

which is utilized by the Attitude Error Display

Sub routine.

Note that pad loaded variables are identified in Section 5.3.5. I.

/-
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5.3.5.3 Time Sequencing of P-11 Subroutines

Program P-11 is composed of four subroutines: Time

Subroutine, State Subroutine, Attitude Error Subroutine, and Dis-

play Subroutine.

The Time Subroutine is selected by P-11 within 0.5

second of the lift-off discrete receipt. The State Subroutine is

initiated immediately after the Time Subroutine and is through

within 1 second after receipt of the lift-off discrete.

The cycling of the Attitude Error Subroutine is then

started. This subroutine refreshes the attitude error FDAI dis-

play approximately every 1/2 second until P-11 is exited. Body

axis attitude errors are computed from the differences between

the desired gimbal angles (DGA) and the actual girnbal angles (CDU).

DGA is obtained from a 3 part model of the Saturn SIC attitude profile.

1) Before pitchover, t 4 t El' DGA is the lift off attitude (from

the Time Subroutine). Note that the Saturn yaw maneuver for

tower clearance is not modeled. 2) During the maneuver, t E 1 <

t _< t E1 + t E2,DGA is obtained from a sixth order pitch polyno-
mial and a first order roll polynomial (FDAI Display Subroutine

No. 1). 3) When t > t E1 + t E2 (termination of the pitch maneu-

ver, i.e., tilt arrest) DGA is held constant at its last computed

value. The values of t E1 and t E2 are chosen so as to provide
a reasonably smooth model of expected Saturn performance.

At the same time the attitude error display is started,

the cycling of the Display Subroutine is started. This subroutine

displays v, h, and h via the DSKY. It is cycled every 2 seconds

following the Average-G computations and is out of synchroniza-

tion with the Attitude Error Subroutine.

5.3.5.4 Time Subroutine

The procedure for clock zeroing and presetting of

reference time, to, is shown in Fig. 3.5-2. Refer to Time

Definitions, Section 5. 1.5.5, for a description of how the

reference ephemeris time was originally synchronized with the

AGC clock prior to lift-off.

This activity does not occur precisely at lift-off, but

within 0.5 second maximum of the receipt of the lift-off discrete.

In any event, the clock zeroing and the constant t O are not
changed for the remainder of the mission unless P-27 intercedes.
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ENTER

Read the clock setting t' _ t

and zeroing t

1
t O = t O + t' tDGA _- CDU

i

EXIT

Figure 3.5-2 Time Subroutine
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5.3.5.5 State Subroutine

The state vector of the vehicle at lift-off in Basic

Reference Coordinates is that imparted by the earth. The first

part of Fig. 3.5-3 shows this computation.

REFSMMAT, the matrix which relates the IMU

stable member orientation at lift-off to the Basic Reference

Coordinates, is determined as shown On page 2 of Fig. 3.5-3.

This computation assumes that the stable member X and Y

axes are normal to %he pad local vertical and the X axis is aligned

I along the launch azimuth A Z pointing down range
_.nd the Z axi_

toward the center of the earth. This computation determines the

local vertical utilizing the characteristics of the earth's reference

ellipsoid.
These computations take place within 0.75 second of

the receipt of the lift-off discrete by Program P-f1.

Attitude Error Subroutine

This subroutine computes and transmits to the FDAI

the difference between a stored nominal Saturn Launch Vehicle

attitude profile and the actual attitude profile as measured by

the CM inertial measurement unit. Figures 3.5-4 and 3.5-5

present the details of these computations. This subroutine is

cycled approximately every 0.5 seconds.

5.3.5.6 Display Subroutine

The computations of the display quantities v, h, h are

shown on Fig. 3.5-6. Callable display parameters available

during P-If operation are described in Section 5.6. i0, Orbital

Parameter Display Computations.
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ENTER

t

[_nitializoP_PA_forAverage-°I

Jt_0P0F01

Call Lat - Long- Alt (Figo 5.3-2)

Latp, Lonp, Alt I, t', P, F

Resume _rL

Call Gravity Subroutine ( Fig. 3.2-2 ) rL, 0

Resume g_p

Start Average-G Subroutine at t = 2 (Fig. 3.2-1)
_rL, VL, 2, Av, _gp, 0

Figure 3.5-3 State Subroutine

{page 1 of 2)
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Call Lat-Long-Alt (Ffg. 5.3-2)

Latp, LOnp, AILI, t', P, F

Force7 = 1 in Fig. 5.3-2

Resume rp

REFSMMAT6 = UNIT(-rp)

E__ = UNIT (tlEFSMMA__T 6 × u z

S = UNIT (E__ × REFSMMAT 6)

REFSMMA__T 0 = sin (A Z) E_ + cos (A Z) S__

REFSMMA_T 3 = UNIT [REFSMMA__T 6 X REFSMMAT0]

IREFS_MA_0'T]
[REFSMMAT] = [ REFSMMAT 3 ) TI _"

REFSMMAT6)TJ

= - 180 ° -
K Z A Z AZp

EXIT

Figure 3.5-3 State Subroutine

(page 2 of 2)
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ENTER

Read clock setting

t' =t
i

I Yes

No

_. No

Call FDAI Display Subroutine
(Fig. 3.5-5)No. 1

DGA_ , t _, K z
,,a

Resume INIA_..

Call FDAI Display Subroutine
(Fig. 3.5-5)No. 2

CDU e , DGA

Resume E A

Call S/C Control of I
Saturn Subroutine I

(Fig. 3.5-7) [
!

Resume -_A ]

f _i'ransmit __JE_A to FDAI for display ]

I,
Establish a recallof this [

subroutine in not less than 0.25 sec 1
4

EXIT
f

Figure 3.5-4 Attitude Error Subroutine
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ENTER

I DGA, t', K Z

tp = t j- tEl

0p = a 0 + a 1 tp + .°. + a 6 tp 6

OR = K Z - sign (K Z) Krt p

Yes

Sp = sin Op, Cp = cos 0p

SR = sin OR , CR = cos OR

Ts_v]: sRc_ -cR sRS
L-%% sR -CR%J

Call CALCGTA Subroutine (Section 5.6.3.2.3 )

[TS V]
Resume DGA

EXIT

Figure 3.5-5 FDAI Disptay Subroutine No. 1
(page i of 2)
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ENTER

&CD_U = CDU' - DGA

sx = sin (CDU_), Cx -- cos (CDUx)

Sz = sin(CDU_), Cz - cos (CDIS_)

-SxC Z CX

Figure 3.5-5 FDAI Display Subroutine No. 2

(page 2 of 2)
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START

I _r(t), v_(t)( from Average-G Subroutine )

v = ABVAL (v (t))

I_ = v (t) • UNIT (r (t))

h = ABVAL (_r (t))- rLp

[Displayv.h,_ I

Establish a recall of this subroutine r--

in approximately 2 seconds

EXIT

Figure 3.5- 6 Display Subroutine
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f

ENTER

No

I

P

I Scale for
Saturn Control

EXIT

Figure 3.5-7 S/C Control of Saturn Subroutine
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5.3.6 SATURN IVB SHUTDOWN COMPUTATIONS

This section describes the logic which monitors and shuts

down the SIVB engine, during a GNCS backup of the TLI burn. It occurs as part

of PIS, the TLI Initiate/Cutoff Program, described in Section 4 GSOP.

The following nomenclature is used in the logic flow diagram

(Figure 3.6-1).

t Estimate of SIVB burn time
go

Before Ignition +i0 sec: time from ignition
tTG O Time-to-go After Ignition +10 sec: time from cutoff

V C/O Required TLI cutoff velocity magnitude (erasable padload)

Set 0 when P15 first called

Set 1 at ignition +10 sec to enable

s W Steer-switch shutdown computations
Set 0 when shutdown command is

issued, to prevent further t
computations go

V (t) Inertial velocity vector at time t

V G Magnitude of velocity-to-be-gained

D TF TLI tail-off constant (time delay for TLI tail-off)

The logic is entered every _ 2 seconds during PI5 Average-G. When

> i0), steer-switch isthe time from ignition reaches ignition +I0 seconds (tTG O _
set I to allow t computations to take place. Note that this test will be passed

go

(and s W set I) only once during the program, since tTG O is then redefined to
be time-from-cutoff.

The computation of t go continues to take place until t go is less than
4 seconds. At this time the engine off command is scheduled. Steer-switch is

set 0 so that t computations will not be performed on the remaining passes.go
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ENTER

/-

tTGO, VC/O, V(t), s w

Yes

T
v_ =iv<t/I

Yes

ttg° D TF

computstion:

vG
go = 2k_ --V(t-2)] -

Yes _---

_No

at t + t go

[ V(t-2) = V(t)

RETURN 1

Sw= 0 l RETURNj

Figure 3.6-1. SIVB Shutdown Computations
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5.4 TARGETING ROUTINES

5.4.1 General Comments

The objectives of the targeting routines presented in this section are to

provide a CMC capability to determine the required input target parameters and

set control modes for the various powered-fllght guidance routines of Section 5.3.

It should be noted that the CMC does not have a targeting capability for every

phase of the lunar landing mission, and therefore, must rely on RTCC (ground)

targeting for many of the nominal and abort phases of the hnar mission. The re-

stricted targeting capability provided by the CMC is presented in the following
subsections :

5.4. 2 Rendezvous Retrieval Targeting Routines

These routines may operate in lunar or

earth orbit.

5.4.3 Return-to-Earth Targeting Routines

These routines are restricted to operation

outside the lunar sphere of influence for

abort returns to earth.

All CMC targeting programs use the Basic Reference Coordinate System

defined in Section 5.1.4. i. The Rendezvous Retrieval Targeting Routines of Sec-

tion 5.4.2 can be used in either earth or lunar orbits. The basic input parameters

required by the targeting routines of this section are the vehicle state vector esti-

mates determined by the navigation programs of Section 5.2 and 5.3.2.

5.4.2 Rendezvous Retrieval Targeting

5.4.2. 1 General

The nominal rendezvous maneuver sequence (direct rendezvous) uses the

Transfer Phase Initiation Program and the Rendezvous Midcourse Maneuver Pro-

gram. For backup rendezvous sequences, the Concentric Flight Plan Sequence,

the Height Adjustment Maneuver Program, and the Plane Change Program are also
available.
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The Transfer Phase Initiation Program (P34) as used in the nominal ,

rendezvous computes the parameters necessary to put the active vehicle on an in-

tercept trajectory with the passive vehicle. This intercept is maintained by com-

puting (and executing) midcourse corrections at pre-selected times after the

Transfer Phase Initiation Maneuver using the Midcourse Maneuver Program (P35).

The Concentric Flight Plan Programs are used for those rendezvous

situations where the phasing between the active and passive vehicles does not al-

low the direct rendezvous approach to be used.

The Concentric Flight Plan rendezvous scheme is illustrated in Figure

4.2. I. The following active vehicle impulsive maneuvers are used to establish a

rendezvous intercept trajectory with the passive vehicle in an appropriately co-

planar orbit:

I. Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI) - (P32)

2. Constant Differential Altitude (CDH) - (P33)

3. Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI) - (P34)

4. Midcourse Maneuver Program (TPM) - (P35)

The CSI and CDH maneuvers satisfy the following constraints: specified times for

the CSI and TPI maneuvers, a horizontal CSI maneuver, a constraint on either the

number of apsidal crossings belween CSI and CDH or the number of half periods

between CSI and CDH, maneuver which results in "coelliptic" orbits following the

maneuver and a specified geometry at the TPI point. The "coelliptic" or "con-

centric _' orbits have approximately constant differential altifudes.

The Plane Change Maneuver (PC) is Used in conjunction with the CSI

maneuver of the Concentric Flight Plan to make the active and passive vehicle or-

bits coplanar prior to the CDH maneuver. The Plane Change Maneuver is per-

formed ninety degrees after the CSI maneuver and is computed in the Plane Change

Maneuver Program (P36).

Certain rendezvous situations (LM aborts at certain times in the pow-

ered descent, for example) require a Height Adjustment Maneuver (HAM) to be

performed one-half revolution prior to the CSI maneuver in the Concentric Flight

Plan Sequence so that the standard coelliptic differential altitude will be attained

after the CDH maneuver. This maneuver is computed in the Height Adjustment

Maneuver Program (P31).
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Figure 4.2-1 Concentric Rendezvous Profile
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For CSI, CDH, TPI and TPM targeting there are two associated pro-

gram numbers based on whether the CSM or the LM is the active vehicle. If the _

astronaut elects to make the LM active, the only change is the program number

selected. All equations and program operations in Section 5.4.2 are identical for

these two modes of operation. The Plane Change Program (P36) and the Height

Adjustment Maneuver Program (P31) each have a single program number and con-

sider the CSM as the active vehicle.

The pre-thrust programs, P31, P32, P33 and P36 use External Z_V

guidance iSection 5.3.3.3. 1) and P34 and P35 use the Lambert targeting concept.

There are 2 options available for obtaining the aim point used in generating the

Lambert _V solution. If the number of offsets iN) is set to zero, the target orbit

is advanced through an oct in P34, or the appropriate time of flight in P35, by use

of the Kepler iconic) routine. Lambert solution is then generated to this aim point.

The other option iN> 0) employs N precision offsets to generate the velocity cor-

rection required (N usually = 2). The target vehicle orbit is advanced the appro-

priate time of flight on a precision trajectory. The precision offset concept is

then used to generate the AV solution. All six of the above programs use the

Cross-Product Steering of Section 5.3.3.4.

The function SGNiX) used in the figures of Section 5.4.2 is set equal to

+1 ifX is zero or a positivenumber; otherwise, itis set equal to -I.

5.4.2.2 CSI Targeting

The CSIprogram, corresponding to P32 (CSMactive) or P72(LM active)

of Section 4, computes the parameters associated with the CSI and CDH maneu-

vers. The astronaut inputsare as follows:

I. Choice of active vel_icleiP32 CSM, P72 LM).

2. Time tI ofthe CSI maneuver.

3. Number N of the apsidal crossing. (IfN = 1

and CDHASW = 0, the CDH maneuver occurs

when the active vehiclereaches itsfirstap-

sidalpoint followingthe CSI maneuver, etc.)

4. Desired line of sight (LOS) angle E at the time

of the TPI maneuver. (See Figure 4.2-2 and

Figure 4.2-3.)

5. Time t3 of the TPI maneuver

6. Selectionof flagCDHASW to ensure thatCDH

will occur at a time, measured from the CSI

time, equal to the post-CSI maneuver orbital

period multipliedby N/2. Ifthis optionis de- ,-

sired, CDIIASW is set equal to i.
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'_<" _ -- _ UH HORIZONTAL

/ -- / - IN FWD DIRECTION

/ AS DETERMINED BY

/ -VA

i) IF THE LOS PROJECTION ON UH IS POSITIVE:

a) WHEN THE LOS IS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
0< E< _/2

b) WHEN THE LOS IS BELOW THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
37r/2< E < 2_

2) IF THE LOS PROJECTION ON UH IS NEGATIVE

a) WHEN THE LOS IS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
r/2< E< _

b) WHEN THE LOS IS BELOW THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
7r< E < 3_/2

Figure 4.2-3 Definition of Elevation Angle, E
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The active vehicle state vector r A, _vA and passive vehicle state vector _rp, _Vp

/-- are available in the guidance computer.

The following constraints must be satisfied (see Figure 4.2-1 and Fig-

ure 4. 2-2).

I. The CSI z_V is applied in the horizontal plane of the

active vehicle at the CSI time.

2. The semimajor axis and radial component of velocity

of the active vehicle are such that the active and pas-

sive vehicles are in coelliptic orbits following the

CDH maneuver.

3. The line of sight between the active vehicle and the

passive vehicle at the TPI time forms the angle E

with the horizontal plane of the active vehicle.

4. The time intervals between the CSI-CDH and CDH-

TPI maneuvers are I0 minutes or greater.

5. After both the CSI and CDH maneuvers, the perigee

altitude of the active vehicle orbit is greater than

35,000 ftfor lunar orbits and 85 n.mi. for earth

orbits.

The program solution, as illustrated in the logic flow diagram in Figure

4. 2-4, is based on conic trajectories and contains an iteration loop to select the

CSI maneuver magnitude v I"

After updating of the active and passive vehicle state vectors to the CSI

time the following out-of-plane parameiers are computed: out-of-plane velocity of

the active vehicle relative to the passive vehicle orbital plane YA' out-of-plane

position of the active vehicle relative to the passive vehicle orbital plane YA and

the out-of-plane velocity of the passive vehicle relative to the active vehicle or-

bital plane Yp.

The active vehicle state vector is then rotated into the passive vehicle

orbital plane, resulting in coplanar orbits. The passive vehicle is updated

through the time t3 - t 1 to the TPI point obtaining _rp3, V p3 " The initialguess

of v 1 ' when added to the velocity of the active vehicle, results in the active ve-

hicle attaining a radius equal to rp3, 180 degrees from the CSI point.
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If CDHASW equals one, or if the eccentricity of the active vehicle orbit is

less than 0. 000488, or if the vertical velocity at the CSI point is less than 7 ft/sec, then -"

the time t 2 of the CDH maneuver is set equal to the CSI time plus N times half the per-

iod tp of the active vehicle. Otherwise, the angle Cto the nearest perigee is com-

puted and used in the Time-Theta Subroutine to find the corresponding time of flight

At. This is then used to calculate t 2 based on the value of N. After verifying that

t 3 is greater than t 2 ' both vehicles are updated to the CDH point.

The angle _ between the active and passive vehicles at the CDH point is

calculated and used in the Time-Theta Routine to update the passive vehicle to a

point radially above or below the active vehicle, obtaining _rPC" V_pc "

The semimajor axis a A and the radial component of velocity vAV,
as well as the active vehicle position magnitude, uniquely define the orbit of the

active vehicle immediately following the CDH maneuver. The equations for aA

(based on the semimajor axis ap of the passive vehicle), and for vAV, specify the

"coelliptic" CDH maneuver, Z_V2 (Figure 4.2-4).

The active vehicle state vector is next updated to the TPI time. The unit

vector which passes through the active vehicle position and is coincident with the

desired TPI line of sight is given by u_.L . The position vector of the two points of

intersection between the line of sight and a circle (with origin at the center of the

attracting body) as shown in Figure 4.2-2 is defined by: .--

b = _rA3 + kU_L (4.2.1)

I where k normally assumes two values (see Figure 4.2-4). Equating the magnitudeof b to Irp3] results in a quadratic expression for k:

2 2 =
k 2 + 2krA3" _uL + rA3 rp3 0 (4.2.2)

If there are no real solutions to the above equation (c 2 < 0 in Figure
4.2-4), the line of sight does not intersect the circle. If there is a real solution

to the above equation, the k of minimum absolute value is chosen as the desirable

TPI solution. The error y is defined as the central angle between the position

vector of the passive vehicle at the TPI point and the position vector b represent-

ing where the passive vehicle should be based on the active vehicle location. This

error is driven to zero using a Newton-Raphson iteration loop with v I as the in-

dependent variable. The two initial values of v I are I0 ft/sec apart with the suc-

ceeding step size AV 1 restricted to 200 ft/sec.
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I CSI Program I

Cheek CSM Primary Body

Indicator PC {See Sec. 5.2.2.6)

PC = 0 for Earth : hml n = 85 nm

PC = I for Moon ! hmi n = 35,000 ft

I Inputs: r_A, v A, rp, Vp, t 1, t 3,CDHASW, N, E, active vehicle I

obtaining rAl, VA1 and r_p 1, v p 1 using

Kepler Routine {Section 5.5.5)

No Yes

u I = UNIT (ZA × r A) u 2 = UNIT (VpX rp)]

i

• YA = -rA ' u2 YA : VA" u2 I
r_A I = rAI UNIT[r_AI - (rAl

V_Al VAl UNIT[VAI - (V_AI _-

Update r_pl, Vp1 through time t 3 - t 1 obtaining i

r p3, v P3 using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5, 5)

G 4

AV1 : 10 ft/sec Ih SQaT{2.rpS[rAlIrp3 + rAll]: 1}-__AI " hl

Figure 4.2-4. CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Sheet 1 of 7)
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in=n+1]

Yes Nye.s No

No

$1=1

v I = SGN(v1)989 ft/see

I '.r_l = V_A1 + Vlh 1

!

VR = r--Al" V-Al

Obtain period tp using r_A1, V'A1, 0 sllghtly 1
lless than 360 ° in Ttme-Theta Subroutine

I_Sec. 5.5.7) !

Figure 4.2-4. CSI-CDtt Maneuver Program (Sheet 2 of 7)
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i PC

Obtainhp1, Pl' e using r_A 1, VA1, es

in Periapo Routine (See. 5.5. 14)

+ Yes I

Yes

I cOS_ = (Pl/FA1 - 1)/e I

Obtain At using r_A1, -SGN(vR)v_I, sin_),

toss in Time-Theta Routine (Sec. 5.5.7)

l

Yo_ _1t = _t+Ntp/214
t 1-I. 2

It2=tl+_t_N-,)tp/2l
_..

ITIG(CSI) NEXT= tl _ tp I

_TYeS
IG (CSI_NEXT = tl _ tp/2]

r-A2' _A2 and Kp2' v-p2 using Kepler Routine (See. 5.5.5)

Figure 4.2-4. CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Sheet 3 of 7)
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I I CD. r°gramI

Inputs: A, VA, rp, Vp, E, ]
t2, t3, active vehicle

obtaining r_A 2, V_A2 and r_p 2, Vp2 using
Kepler Routine (See. 5.5. 5)

1
I Ul = UNIT (vA × _rA), u 2 = UNIT (VpX rp_

YA = rA" u2 YA = VA" u2 I#p = Vp. u 1

$.

I u_= UNIT(rp2 x Vp2)
rA2 rA2UNIT[r_A2 - (rA2 . u)u]

rA2 VA2trNIT[V_A 2 - (V_A2 u)u]

l eos_ = rA2 • r_p2/rA2rp2

Q _ sincp = (1 - cos2_p) 1/2

SW = u_. (r_p 2 x rA2)

Update rp2 , Vp2 with coscp, SGN(SWIsin_

obtaining r PC' v PC' ap using Time-Theta

Routine (Sec_ 5.5.7)

r

&HcD H = rpc - rA2, Vpv = Vpc • r A2/rA2

a A = ap - AHCD H, vAV = Vpv(ap/aA )3/2

YAH = SQRT[_(2/rA2 _ 1/aA ) _ VA2V[

v_2 = VAHUNIT(u x rA2) + VAvUNIT(rA2 )

_2 = VA2 " V-A2' Z = UNIT(-rA2)

Y = -u, X = UNIT(Y x Z)

_VCDn(LV): IxY zlTAv2

Figure 4.2,-4. CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Sheet 4 of 7)
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f ; No

AV_cDH (LV) = AVcDI_t (LV)+l-7-AI

- kO ] [

AVcDH (REF):IXX Z]AV-cDH (LV)i
i

Update r A2, v_2 and r p2, Vp2 to time t 3 obtainingrA, v A

and r p. Vp using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5).

Obtain t or ALARM using r A, V A, r_p, Vp, n:0, I

m

i

FLAG=l, t=t3, tmax=250 sec, E in Pre-TPI I

Program (Sec. 5.4.2.2) entering at O of Fig. 4. 2-5_
l

Yes __

ATTpI$ _ __7Recycle
AT = t - = tt 2 ,

I

i_ UpdaterA2, X_2 thr°ugh time t3 - t2 obtaining ]
r A 3, VA3 using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

l
U L = rosE UNIT(u x XA3 ) + sinE UNIT(r_A 3)

c 1 =SA3" u_L

2 2 2

• c2 = c 1 - rA3 _ rp3

]

e Yes _No
k I =-c 1+ c.21/2 Av I = AVl/2

k2 =-c]- c21/2 v I v10-Av I

tL

Figure 4.2-4. CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Sheet 5 of 7)
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_b= rA3 + ku_L ]*

I-l(b_. r_p3/brp3)SGN[u (b × r_p3)]_g= COS

Yes

1sL : (_-_O)/(vI -vlO)

vlO = v1

No @ Yes

_ YesNo

AVl = -SGN(SL)SGN(70)50 ft/see

v I = Vl.- Av I -_

$3 = 3, YO = 7

P

Is3=2,_vl: s°_v1,1°ft/_eeI

l_°_v_,"°:" Q$2 = O, v I = v I -Av 1

Figure 4.2-4. CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Sheet 6 of 7)
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i y

_o_

"AT2=t2-tlJ -I Periapo Routine (Sec. 5.5. 14)[ AT3=t 3 -t 2

Yes aPl <

Yes _P2 < hmi_

_o_ _o
Return to (_ I m
HA1V Program I

IFig. 4.2-8. J

'40

Yes

_o_ ,o

Yes No

AV CSI (REF) = [XY_ Z] A_CSI

Figure 4.2-4. CSI-CDH Maneuver Program (Sheet 7 of 7)
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A second computational attempt is made ifthe first iteration attempt

fails, v 1 is incremented in steps of 50 ft/sec in the direction opposite to that

initiallytaken in the first attempt until the error _ has undergone a sign change.

The second attempt then starts with the latest value of v I and an adjacent point

in the direction of the 50 ft/sec steps.

Included in the CSI program are the following seven program checks

and the corresponding Alarm Codes (AC) (see Figure 4.2-4).

i. Ifon the first iteration there is no solution to the

TPI geometry, the iteration cannot be established.

AC equals A in this case.

2. The iteration counter n exceeds 15. (AC = C)

3. Two succeeding iterations resulting in v I greater

than I000 ft/sec. (AC = B)

4. The altitude of perigee hpl following the CSI ma-

neuver is less than a minimum acceptable amount.

(AC = D)

5. The altitude of perigee hp2 following the CDH ma-

neuver is less than a minimum acceptable amount.

(AC = E) --_

6. The time AT between the CDH and CSI maneuvers
2

is less than 10 minutes. (AC = F)

7. The time AT between the TPI and CDHmaneuvers
3

is less than 10 minutes. (AC = G)

For the first check above, a check failure results in an immediate pro-

gram exit. The last four checks are made only ifthe iteration has succeeded.

The alarm codes are set (excluding the first check) only ifthe second iteration

attempt has been made.

The displays for the CSI program are:

1. Differential altitude AH CDH at the CDH point.

AHCD H is positive when the active vehicle's

altitude is less than the passive vehicle's alti-

tude when measured at the CDH point.

2. Time AT 2 between the CDH and CSI maneuvers

displayed in minutes and seconds with hours de-

leted.
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3. Time ZkT between the TPI and CDH maneuvers
z 3

displayed in minutes and seconds with hours de-

leted.

4. Out-of-plane parameters at tIG : active vehicle

out-of-planepositionYA and velocityYA relative

to the passive vehicle orbitalp]ane; passive ve-

hicle out-of-plane velocityYp relativeto the

active vehicleorbitalplane.

5. AV_csI (LV) in local verticalcoordinates at CSI
time.

6. AV_cDH (LV) in local verticaleoordinates at
CDH time.

7. The alarm codes.

In the CSI program,P32, the astronaut can change the CSI computed ma-

neuver by overwriting the displayed maneuver velocity vector in local vertical co-

ordinates, AV CSI (LV). In such a case the astronaut input then becomes the de-
fined velocity-to-be-gained in the External AV Maneuver Guidance (Section

5.3.3.3. 1) used to control the CSI maneuver.

Also displayed are M, the number of navigation measurements processed

since the last W-matrix reinitializatio'n; MGA, the middle gimbal angle at the start of

the maneuver assuming plus X acceleration; and TFI, the time from ignition.

The middle gimbal angle is computed with the followingequation:

MGA = sin-1 [-YREF " UNIT (AV)]

If -90 °<MGA <0 ° , MGA is redefined such that 270 °<_MGA<360 ° . AV is the

maneuver A_V in reference coordinates and Y_REF is the second row of the
REFSMMAT matrix defined in Section 5.6.3.3.

5.4.2.3 CDH Targeting

The CDH program, corresponding to program P33 (CSM active) or P73

(LM active)of Section 4, computes the parameters associated with the CDH maneuver.

The astronaut inputsto thisprogram are:

I. Choice of active vehicle (P33 CSM, P73 LM).

2. Time t of CDH maneuver.
2
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The active and passive vehicles' state vectors r A, KA, rp, !p are

available in the guidance computer. The TPI elevation angle E and the TPI maneu-

ver time t 3 are also available from the previous CSI program computations.

Figure 4.2-4, sheet 4 of 7, illustrates the program logic. The state

vectors of both the active and passive vehicles are advanced to the CDH time. The

following out-of-plane parameters are then calculated: active vehicle out-of-plane

position and velocity relative to the passive vehicle orbit plane, and the passive

vehicle out of plane velocity relative to the active vehicle orbit plane.

After rotating the active vehicle state vector into the plane of the passive

vehicle, the CDH maneuver is calculated as in the CSI program. Following a conic

update of the state vectors to time t 3' the TPI program is used to calculate

the time at which the specified elevation angle is attained. If the iteration was

not successful, an alarm code is displayed. At this point, the astronaut can elect

to recycle the program or to proceed with the calculation of the displays, which

are:

1. Out-of-plane parameters at TIG:

• active vehicle out-of-plane position and velocity

• passive vehicle out-of-plane velocity

2. AV CDH (LV) __

3. Differential altitude ZkH CDH at the CDH point

4. Time AT 3 between the calculated TPI time and
the CDH time displayed in minutes and seconds

with hours deleted.

5. Time AT TPI between the calculated TPI time
and the specified TPI time. (This number is

positive if the new TPI time is later than that

previously used. )

If the iteration did not converge, the last two displays reflect an unchanged

TPI time. In addition, M, MGA, and TFI are displayed as in the CSI program

displays.

The astronaut can modify the CDH maneuver by overwriting the displayed

maneuver velocity vector, AVcDH (LV), as in the CSI program.
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5.4. 2.4 TPI Targeting

The TPI program corresponds to program P34 (CSM active) or P74 (LM

active) of Section 4. Its objective is to establish the terminal phase initiation (TPI)

maneuver. The position of the TPI maneuver is determined by specifying either

the TPI time or the elevation angle which specifies the relative geometry of the ve-

hicles at the TPI point. The astronaut inputs are:

i. Choice of active vehicle (P34 CSM, P74 LM)

2. Time t of the TPI maneuver

3. Elevation angle E (set equal to zero if t is

specified), defined in Figure 4.2-3

4. Central angle _0t of the passive vehicle be-

tween the TPF and TPI points

5. Number N 1 of precision offsets made in

generating target vector for TPI maneuver.

If set equal to zero, conic trajectories are

used to generate the target vector.

The active _rAi, V_AI and passive vehicle rpi, vpl state vectors are

available in the guidance computer. The program starts with a conic update of

these vectors to the TPI time.

If the elevation angle is not specified, it is computed after the conic up-

dating of both vehicles to the TPI maneuver time. If E is specified, an iteration

procedure is initiated to find the TPI time at which E is attained. This procedure

uses the input TPI time as the initial guess and is based on conic trajectories.

The time correction _ t is based on (i) the angular distance between rp and

the desired position of the passive vehicle, obtained by assuming the passive ve-

hicle is in a circular orbit, and (2) assuming the vehicles are moving at a con-

stant angular rate. The flow diagram for this procedure is shown in Figure 4.2-5.

The iteration is successful when the computed elevation angle E A is

sufficiently close to E.

To help insure convergence, the following steps are taken

a. The step size St is restricted to 250 sec

b. If the solution has beenpassed (6 E 6E0<0),

the step size is halved and forced in the opposite

direction of the last step.

c. If the iteration is converging (16E01- 16El>0),

the sign of 5t is maintained.
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I TPI Program]

I
Inputs: r_AI, VAI, rpF vpl, t, E,_t, _L_u = u,INI, active vehicle, n_0, 6tma x = 250 sees. I ....

obtaining r A, v A and rp, V_p using
[Kepler Routine (See. 5.5.5) °

ts:t,_-AF=_-_'vAF=VA'_-PF=_-P'X_F=_-P1

)
UL= UNIT (rp - r , u = UNIT (rfX v-_-A

_%p UNIT [u L - (u L" r A) rA/r f ]

E A cos -I [u L. upSGN (Up. UXrA)]
J

_ 1

No E=O
FLAG=2

qo _Yes

_s E/r__^_ Yes
_ >Yes [ReturntO P-33 Or P-73'_ _

qo 1No

 Y.St ,
n= n+ I, 6E 0 = 6E, 5E = EA - E

_A = VA" UNIT (uX rA)/r A

_p = Vp. UNIT [(r__pX vp) X rp]/rp

a = E+ SGN [(rAXrp)" u]cos -I (rA" rp/r A rp)

a - _r+ SGN (rp - rA) [_ - cos -I (rA cos E/rp)]
6t =

_A - _P
l

Figure 4.2-5° TPI Maneuver Program (Sheet 1 of 3)
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j/ y

 tmaxSON, t)II

es _

n_ _ _

yes 6t = -SGN (St0) 1St I/2

6tma x = 5tmax/3

I t = t - 1"5 St0 I { t = t +6t5t O = -6t0/2 5t O 5t

Update rAF, VAF and r_pF. vpF through time t - t S obtaining

I r A, vAand r P, Vp using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5) ] _

_[ Obtain t using r v aot in J
Q v F --P' --P'

ITime-Theta Routine (Sec. 5.5.7)[

• _ No

I

Update rp, Vp to time t + t F obtaining rpT , vpT [using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5) I

Update rp, Vp to time t + t F obtaining rpT , vpT

Obtainv_, f2 and VAF , usingr_A , r_pT, tF, { = 15°,lN l in Initvel Routine (Sec. 5.5. i1)
t

[Obtain Hp using rA, v_ in Periapo Routine (Sec. 5.5. 14)[
t

_VTPI = v_ - V_A, AVTp F = V_AF - V p T

R = f2' Y = -u, Z = UNIT(-rA) , X Y X Z

Figure 4.2-5. TPIManeuver Program (Sheet 2 of 3)
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T ....•

v,A V_A AVTp I :I

+

Obtain new target vector

r_Tby using _A' V-'A'tF

in Kepler Routine
(Sec. 5.5.5)

Replace offset target vector,

_ (t2) generated by Initvel

Routine (See. 5.5.11) by r_T

\: - {found above.

_RI = UL, tTp F= t+ t F

_R2 UNIT [(uX RI)×RI]

_R3 _R1×R2

A_VTp I (LOS) --[_R1 _R2 _R3ITazTP,l

i

Figure 4.2-5. TPI Maneuver Program (Sheet 3 of 3) . _
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d. If the iteration is proceeding in the wrong

direction, the step direction is reversed.
/

The iteration is terminated for any of the following reasons, and a single

alarm as described in Section 4 is set:

I. The iteration counter has exceeded its maximum

value of 15.

2. The line of sight emanating from the active vehicle

does not intersect the circular orbit with radius

equal to that of the passive vehicle.

3. The elevation angle is inconsistent with the relative

altitudes of the two vehicles (e. g., if the elevation

angle is less than 180 ° when the active vehicle is

above the passive vehicle).

Upon convergence, the state vectors are conically updated to the TPI time.

The TPI-TPF phase of the program starts with the use of the angle _t

in the Time-Theta Subroutine (Section 5.5.7) to determine the corresponding trans-

fer time tF" The passive vehicle is next updated through tF using either a conic

or precision updating routine, depending on the value of N 1 " The Initvel Routine

(Section 5.5. Ii) is then called to compute a transfer trajectory between the TPI and

TPF points with the cone angle c set equal to 15°. The rotation projection switch

f2 is obtained from the Initvel Routi_e for use in the powered flight steering pro-

gram as S R.

The central angle _ traversed by the active vehicle from the TPI time

to intercept is computed as shown in Figure 4.2-5 for display if requested by the

astronaut. This display is used to avoid 180 ° transfer angle problems.

The displays for the TPI program are:

i. AVTp I

2. AV TPF

3. AVTPI (LV): local vertical coordinates

4. Perigee altitude (Hp) following the
TPI maneuver

The AV_TPI (LOS) (TPI ZkV in line-of-sight coordinates) is available but

is not displayed automatically.

The display of AVTPI (LV) may be overwritten by the astronaut. If so,

a new target vector is generated as shown in Figure 4.2-5. This new aimpoint is

used for powered flight steering.
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In addition, M, MGA, and TFI are displayed as in the CSI program dis-

plays.

5.4.2.5 Rendezvous Midcourse Maneuver Targeting (TPM) ....

This program, corresponding to program P35 (CSM active) or P75 (LM

active} of Section 4, computes a midcourse correction maneuver. This maneuver

insures that the active vehicle will intercept the passive vehicle at the time estab-

lished in the previous TPI program. The astronaut may call this program any

time after the TPI maneuver, but in general no later than 10 minutes before the

intercept time. The flow diagram for this program is shown in Figure 4.2-6.

There is one astronaut input: choice of the active vehicle (P35 CSM,

P75 LM). Available in the guidance computer are the intercept time t TPF and the

number N 1 of precision offsets (both available from the TPI program}, the active

(r__A, ZA) and passive (r p, Zp) vehicle state vectors and a time delay. The

time delay (6 _ 3 for P35 and 6_ 7 for P75) is the time required to prepare for the
thrust maneuver and is stored in either of two erasable locations.

When the program is initiated, the number of navigation measurements

since the last W-matrix reinitialization and the time since last maneuver or ma-

neuver calculation are displayed. Based on this information and additional displays

discussed in Section 5.6.7, the astronaut may elect to proceed with the midcourse

maneuver at some time. When he does so, the program updates the state vectors

to the present time plus the time delay using the Kepler Routine. After updating

the passive vehicle to the time tTp F to obtain the target vector _rpT, the
Initvel Routine is called with the cone angle E set equal to 15 °, to obtain the ve-

locity vector on the transfer ellipse. The rotation projection switch f2 is obtained

from the Initvel Routine for use in the powered flight steering program as S R"

The central angle ¢ traversed by the active vehicle from the maneuver

time to intercept is computed as shown in Figure 4.2-6 for display if requested by

the astronaut. This display is used to avoid 180 ° transfer angle problems.

After obtaining the maneuver _V, it is rotated into a local vertical (LV)

and a line of sight (LOS) coordinate system obtaining AV (LV) and AV (LOS). AV

(LV} is displayed. Also displayed are M, MGA and TFI as in the CSI program dis-

plays. AV_ (LOS) is available to the astronaut but not displayed.

The display of AV_ (LV) may be overwritten by the astronaut. If so, a

new target vector is generated as shown in Fig. 4.2-6. This new aim point is

used for powered flight steering.

5.4.2.6 Plane Change Maneuver Targeting {PC)

This program, corresponding to program P36 of Section 4, computes the

parameters associated with the plane change maneuver. It is normally used in

conjunction with the Concentric Flight Plan Sequence. _
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Rendezvous Midcourse Program I

"" [Inputs: r_A, V A, rp, V_p, tTp F, N I, time delay, active vehicle

:time delayI

IUpdate r-A' VA and [p, Vp to time tpresen t + 6r

using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

IL.

Update rp, vp to time tTp F obtainingr-pT

using Kepler Routine (See. 5.5.5)

Update r_p, V_p to time tTp F obtaining r__pT

using Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

J 't _I

u = UNIT ([Ax V_A)

= =+ [cos-l(r-A . r pT/r A • rpT)-Tr]SGN[(r A x r__pT) • u_]

' - + 6_I/'
Obtain v A and f2 using r A, r-PT" tTPF (tpresent

e - 15° , IN1 in Initvel Routine (Section 5.5. ii)

P
AV = v_ - v A

SR = f2

Y = -u

z__=UNIT(-rA)

X=YxZ

AV(LV) = iX Y z]TAv

Figure 4.2-6. Rendezvous Mideourse Program (Sheet 1 of 2)
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No

AV--[X Y Z] av(mv)

I

_vA = vA + f_V

Obtain new target vector r__T by using r__A,v_,

- + 5 v)in Kepler Routine
tF= tTp F (tpresent

(Sec.5. 5. 51

b_n_Tlaceoffsettarget vector,

r (t2),

erated by InitvelRoutine (Sec.5.5.11)

found above

IR = UNIT (r_p - r_A)

R 2 UNIT [(uX Rl) X_RI) ]

_R3 RI× _R2

Figure 4.2-6. Rendezvous Midcourse Program (Sheet 2 of 2)
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I PC Program 1

Inputs: rCM" YCM' rLM' V-LM' tCSI

Update_rCM, vCM tO t csi Using Kepler I
Routine (See. 5.5.5). I

Obtaint using_rCM, KCM,Wt = 90 °
in Time-Theta Routine (Sec. 5.5.7)

tpc = tCS I + t ]

I

I

I Update rcM, XCM, r_LM, KL M tOtpcusing Kepler Routine (See. 5.5.5)

u 1 = UNIT (YCM x rCM),

u_2 = UNIT (VLM x rLM)

Y CM = rCM ' u-2

CM = vCM ' u 2

L M = VLM " u-1

AVpc (LV) :(0, -YcM, O) I

Z = -uNIT (r_CM), Y_= u 1, X = Y × Z

,,Vpc(_ss): Ix_Xz]AV_pc(Lv)

Figure 4.2-7. Plane Change Targeting
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In normal operation, the CSI maneuver results in the active vehicle's -

velocity vector being parallel to the plane of the passive vehicle, causing a nodal

point to occur 90 degrees from the active vehicle's CSIposition. Program P36, in

which the CSM is the active vehicle, is then used to compute the PC A V at a nodal

crossing 90 degrees after the CSM CSI position and the out-of-plane parameters at

this point. If the CSI maneuver is done by the CSM, and if the Plane Change maneu-

ver is then executed by the CSM, the active and passive vehicles' orbits will be co-

planar.

Figure 4. 2-7 illustrates the program flow. The CSM and LM post CS[

state vectors rCM, ZCM, rLM, V_LM, are available in the guidance computer.

The time of the previous CSI maneuver is also available from the previous CSI pro-

gram computations.

The time tpc of the Plane Change Maneuver is computed to be 90 degrees
after the stored CSI time with the CSM as the active vehicle. The state vectors of

both the CSM and LM vehicles are advanced to the PC time. The following para-

meters are then computed:

I. Out-of-plane position of the CSM relative to

the LM orbital plane YCM

2. Out-of-plane velocity of the CSM relative to

the LM orbital plane YCM

3. Out-of-plane velocity of the LM relative to

the CSM orbital plane YLM

4. aVpc (LV)

The astronaut can modify the computed PC time or the PC maneuver AV_.

In the automatic rendezvous sequence, the astronaut will normally overwrite the

AV with a 0 since the CSM is the non-active vehicle. This will cause the automatic

program controller to bypass the selection of a powered flight program.

The out-of-plane parameters and the local vertical AV are displayed as

well as M, MGA and TFI as in the CSI program displays.

5.4.2.7 Height Adjustment Maneuver Targeting (HAM)

The Height Adjustment Maneuver Program, P31, is used in conjunction

with the Concentric Flight Plan sequence of maneuvers to perform a rendezvous

from certain abort situations in which the CSM is the active vehicle. The HAM

burn is performed one-half orbit prior to the final CSI maneuver. Its purpose is

to adjust the altitude of the CSM at the CSI point so that the subsequent CSI, CDH

maneuver sequence results in the desired altitude difference AHDE S between the

CSM and LM from CDH to TPI.
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I Height Adjustment Maneuver Program J

s Inputs: rCM, v_CM, rLM, V_LM, t 1, I

It S, CDHASW, N, E, AHDE S

V_LM, S1 = 0, $2 = 1, $3 = 1,

0

a = I/(2/rCM - VCM2/_)

tpe r = 27r (a3/_)1/2

tHA M = t1 - tper/2

t

_ From Figure 5.2-4, Sheet 7;
CSI Program

f vI = -2.5 (AHcD H + AHDE S )

Update rCM, vCM, rLM , VLM to

tHA M using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

obtaining rA, v A, rp, Vp

-_i= UNIT (KA × rA)

u_2= UNIT (Zp × _rp)

YCM = -rA" u2

YCM = --VA" u2

LM = _Vp • U_l

Z = - UNIT (r ), Y= u Ix-=y ×z_ -A - -I

]AVHA M (LV) = (vI, -YcM' 0)

AVHA M (REF) = IX Y Z] ZXVHA M (LV)

L
Figure 4.2-8. Height Adjustment Maneuver (Sheet 1 of 1)
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The inputs to the program are the same as tt_ose for P32, with the addi-

tion of AHDE S. The active vehicle state vector, rCM, vCM and passive vehicle

state vector, rLM, VLM , are available in the guidance computer.

The desired altitude difference AHDE S between the vehicles from CDH
to TPI which is used in the calculation of the Height Adjustment Maneuver, depends

on the particular rendezvous being flown (i. e., the particular LM abort that has

occurred). It is an erasable constant which can be changed by the crew. The pro-

gram flow is illustrated in Figure 4.2-8.

The Height Adjustment Maneuver time tHA M is computed to be one half

of a CSM orbital period prior to the CSI maneuver. The CSI maneuver program is

then entered and used to compute the differential altitude, AHcD H, at the CDH
point which would exist if no HAM were performed. When solving the Concentric

Flight Plane Maneuver Sequence to obtain this AHCD H, the same constraints must
be satisfied as in the CSI program with the exception that there are no constraints

the time intervals between the CSI-CDH and CDH-TPI maneuvers.

After the solution to the CSI maneuver is obtained (and the corresponding

AHcD H) the HAM AV_ is computed using f_HDE S and _HcD H with an empirically
derived formula. It is applied in the local vertical direction. In addition to dis-

playing this AV, the out-of-plane parameters at the HAM ignition time are also

computed and displayed. --_

As in the CSI program displays, M, MGA, and TFI are displayed.

i NOTE: Pages 5.4-31 through 5.4-42 are deleted in Revision 14.
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5.4.3 RETURN TO EARTH TARGETING

5.4.3.1 Introduction

The Return to Earth Targeting Program provides to the

astronaut the ability to compute on board the spacecraft the target-

ing for a powered maneuver which returns the spacecraft to an earth

reentry point with proper conditions for a safe reentry. This pro-

gram is intended as a backup in the event of a communication or

ground system fallure and, thus, is completely independent of inputs

from the ground system. The method of computation, however, does

not compromise certain critical trajectory characteristics such as

fuel usage and transit time for the expediency of minimum computer

storage usage or computational speed.

Specifically this program provides powered maneuver tar-

geting for :

• (i) Returning from near earth orbits

(2) Returning from trajectories resulting from a translunar

injection powered maneuver failure.

*(3) Returning from translunar midcourse

Outside moon's sphere of influence only
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*(4) Returning from transearth midcourse

*(5) Midcourse corrections during transearth midcourse

_"_(6) Changes in transit time during transearth midcourse

Two modes of operation are provided: time critical and

fuel critical. The former establishes trajectories which return to

earth in a minimum of time, the latter, with a minimum of fuel.

The return trajectory is constrained to be in the plane which

the spacecraft was in prior to the return so that optimum fuel utiliza- "

tion will be achieved.

Although explicit control of the spacecraft landing site is not

a feature of this program, it is possible to achieve landing site selec-

tion through adjustment of the astronaut input to the program. When

on translunar or transearth trajectories, the adjusted parameter is the

desired fuel utilization. When in orbit near the earth,the designated

return time is the adjusted parameter. The astronaut need only to

note the earth track of the landing site as a function of the adjusted

parameter to select the proper parameter value.

The computations take place in two steps. The first is the

generation of a conic two body solution to the problem. This takes

a relatively short computational time. The second step, the com-

putation of a precise trajectory, takes a relatively long computa-

tional time.

Outside moon's sphere of influence only
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The Return to Earth Program is described in increasing

detail in the following subsections:

Sec. 5.4.3.2 Program Input-Output pg, 5.4-46

Sec. 5.4.3.3 General Computational Procedure pg° 5.4-48

Sec. 5.4.3,4 Logical Description pg° 5.4-58

Sec. 5.4.3.5 Detailed Flow Diagrams pg, _. 4-71
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5.4.3.2 Program Input-Output

The Return to Earth Program may be called by the

astronaut at any time the computer is operable. Should the de-

signated time of return place the spacecraft at a point in space

where the program is incapable of producing a successful

solution, an alarm will occur. The current calling designation

for this program is P-37 for both modes.

Return-to-Earth Targeting

After calling the program, the astronaut must

load the following information into erasable memory via the

keyboard.

( 1 ) objective velocity change to be utilized during

the maneuver

( 2 ) time the maneuver is to be executed

( 3 ) reentry angle (normally set to zero and internally

calculated* )

Should a minimum fuel return be desired, the objective

velocity change should be set to zero. Should the objective change

be less than the minimum required, the program will select the

minimum. When the objective velocity change is greater than the

minimum, the return will require that amount of velocity change.

This program is not designed to operate from low

altitude polar orbits unless the astronaut selects the reentry angle.

The program provides the following displays when both

the conic trajectory computation and the precision trajectory

computation are complete.

(1 ) latitude of the landing site

(2 ) _ongitude of the landing site

(3) velocity change required (vector)

*See 5.4.3.4.2 for detailed explanation of its use -
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(4) velocity magnitude at 400,000 ft. entry altitude

measured above the Fischer ellipsoid.

(5) flight path angle at 400, 000 ft. entry altitude

(6) transit time to 400, 000 ft. entry altitude from

ignition.

The astronaut must select either the SPS or RCS

engine after the precision trajectory calculation. The following

quantities are displayed after the engine selection:

(7) middle gimbal angle at ignition

(8) time of ignition

(9) time from ignition

The precision trajectory displays can be significantly

different from the conic displays, especially in the case of long

transit time returns; therefore the astronaut _should check the new

displays before accepting the precise solution.

The cross product steering constant c (Section 5.3.3.4)

is set to ec of Section 5.3.3.3.2. Upon entering P-37 ec is set equal

to 0.5. In addition the rotation switch, SR, which is used in the
Lambert Aim Point pre-thrust computation of Section 5.3.3.3.2 is

set to zero.
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5.4.3.3 General Computational Procedure

This section contains a general description of the Return-

to-Earth computational procedure as illustrated in Figures 4.3-I,

4.3-2, and 4.3-3.

The Return to Earth Targeting Program, as previously

mentioned, may be used in either the fuel critical or time

critical mode. When used in the fuel critical mode, the program

generates a trajectory which meets specified constraints on

reentry flight path angle and reentry altitude, and minimizes the

impulsive velocity change required to achieve this trajectory.

In the time critical mode, the program generates a trajectory

which meets the specified reentry constraints and returns the

spacecraft in the shortest possible time. The astronaut selects

either mode by entering via the keyboard the objective velocity

change (AVD). If Av D is set to zero, the routine will provide a

fuel critical trajectory. If Av D is not set to zero, the routine

will provide a time critical trajectory if possible, or select a

fuel critical trajectory if Av D is less than the minimum required

impulsive velocity change. In addition, during transearth coast,

a negative Av D may be selected -- resulting in a slower return,

i. e., slower than the minimum fuel return.

The Return to Earth Targeting Program has two major

phases, an initial two body conic phase illustrated in Figure

4.3-i and a numerically integrated precision trajectory phase

illustrated in Figure 4.3-2. A conic routine which provides initial

conditions for return trajectories for both phases is illustrated

in Figure 4.3-3.
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5.4.3.3.1 Nomenclature

The following is a list of the nomenclature used in

Figs. 4.3-I, 4.3-2, and 4.3-3.

y(t 0) = O_(t0), _(t0)) CSM state vector maintained in the
CMC

Yl(tl) = (r(tl), El(tl)) pre-returnstate vector

Y2(tl) = (r(tl), v2(tl)) post-return state vector

y_(t 2) = (r_(t2), v(t2)) state vector at reentry

y_(t2)PR E final state vector of a precision

trajectory

RCO N final radius of a conic trajectory

RpR E final radius of a precision trajectory

R D desired final radius (reentry radius)

"Y(t2)co N final flight path angle of a conic trajectory

*Y(t2 )D desired final flight path angle

7(t2)PR E final flight path angle of a precision

trajectory

x(t I) cotangent of the post-return flight

path angle

Av impulsive velocity change

Av D desired velocity change

e I to el0 tolerances
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t 21 time of flight (t 2 - t 1)

n 1 counter

Ii initial conic phase

fl flag set to
precision trajectory phase
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5.4.3.3.2 Discussion of the Conic Phase

The following discussion is intended to supplement the

information contained in Fig. 4.3-1.

The pre-return CSM state vector (Yl(tl)) is obtained by

numerical integration. An initial conic trajectory is then generated

which meets the reentry and velocity change constraints of the pro-

blem. The reentry radius and flight path angle constraints, however,

are known only as a function of the latitude and velocity magnitude

at reentry. Therefore an iterative procedure is employed to gen-

erate this initial conic trajectory. Based on the pre-return radius

magnitude, an estimate of the reentry constraints is made. This

initial estimate is used to compute a conic trajectory which satis-

fies the Av D requirement. The final velocity magnitude and latitude

are now available for use in a more precise calculation of the reentry

constraints. An iterative process has now been started which quickly

converges on a suitable initial conic trajectory.
f

During the above iterative process slight changes in the

reentry flight path angle can produce significant changes in the

minimum required velocity change. If the time critical mode is

being used, it is possible that during a particular pass through the

iteration loop the velocity change desired may be less than the mini-

mum required. This does not necessarily preclude a time critical

solution, and therefore, the iteration is continued using the minimum

required velocity change.

A description, in general terms, of the procedure

CONICRETURN, used to obtain the initial state vector of the conic

return trajectory, will follow later in this section.

After an initial conic trajectory is computed, an estimate

is made of the landing site, and the results are displayed. Based

on this display the astronaut may elect to continue with the

calculation of a numerically integrated trajectory.
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START

Extrapolate Yi(tl) from Y(to) by i
integration througRtime t10

nl = 1
fl = 0

flightpath angle [ _(t2)CON]

n I = n I + I

_Do CONICRETURN
RCON _ RCON' Fig, 4.3_3
_f(t2)co N = *Y(t2)co N'

Compute _(t2)co N and t21 by advancing

_2(tl_ using conic subroutines

(f!ompute new reentry radius [RCON' ] and

light path angle [7(t2)CON' ] ---

• YES __ NO

[ Nosolotioo] Compotoest,matedlanding site

Display

\\N_//_Fig. 4.3. 2 EXI'I

Figure 4. 3-1 Simplified Logic Diagram of Return to Earth Targeting
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5.4.3.3.3 Discussion of the Precision Phase

The following discussion is intended to supplement the

information contained in Fig. 4.3-2.

The numerically integrated trajectory must satisfy the

reentry constraints achieved by the initial conic trajectory and

meet the Av D requirement as closely as possible. An iterative

procedure is again employed to generate this trajectory. The

post-return state vector of the previous conic trajectory is used

to initialize the Coasting Integration Routine. The integration

proceeds until the desired reentry flight path angle has been

achieved. The reentry radius of the next conic trajectory is then

offset to compensate for the error in the reentry radius of the

numerically integrated trajectory. An iterative process has now

been initiated which converges to the precise trajectory which

meets the objective velocity change and the reentry constraints.

Next a target is computed for the Lambert Aimpoint Powered Flight

Routine, the landing site is calculated, and the results are displayed.

f •t
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RD = RCO N
"_t2) D = _(t2)co N

n I =0

fl*l

f Extrapolate ylt2)PR E from _21tl) by
l integrating state vector Y2lt 1) unttl aflLght path angle _t2) D is reached

'Rp_z =l,_%)p_l

NO

YES

YES

ution I

YES

i ;.o i

R 2 Linearly predict 1

RCON RpR E new RCO N

Compute target for

l ffi + I 1 Lambert steering
n| I11 I

t
I

Compute landing site i

,i,.,.,., I
EXIT

Figure 4. 3-2 Simplified Logic Diagram of Return-to-Earth Targeting
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5.4.3.3.4 Discussion of the Conic Routine

The following discussion is intended to supplement the in-

formation contained in Fig.4.3-3.

The conic routine solves the following two conic problems.

(i) Given an initialposition vector (r_(tI)), a pre-return velocity

vector (V_l(tl)), a final flight path angle (?(t2)CON), and a final radius

magnitude (RcoN), compute a post-return velocity vector (v2(tl))

which minimizes the velocity change (Av).

(2) Given the above quantities, compute a post-return velocity vector

(v2(tl)) which meets the objective velocity change (£_VD).

An iterative procedure is again used. The independent

variable of the procedure is the cotangent of the post-return flight

path angle (x(tl)), and the dependent variable is the velocity change

(z_v).
/

Initialbounds on x(tl) are computed based on the maximum

allowable semi-major axes. The upper bound constrains return tra-

jectories which pass through apogee from going too near the moon,

and the lower bound keeps the reentry velocity for direct return flights

from exceeding the maximum allowable reentry velocity.

During the second phase of the Return to Earth Targeting

Program, the calculation of a numerically integrated trajectory,

additional bounds are imposed on the independent variable x(tI).

In the case of a return from earth orbit, the resulting trajec-

tory may be nearly circular, and will pass through the desired

reentry flightpath angle twice at nearly the same radius. Additional

limits on x(tl) are computed to prevent conic trajectories generated

during the search for a numerically integrated trajectory from os-

cillating between these two solutions.
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ENTER _

Compute hounds on x (tI) for x (tI) - _v

iterator based on maxlnlum allowable

semi-major axis

YES

I Compute additional bounds on x (tI) for

x (tI) - _v iterator to prevent

oscillation during iterallon for a

precision trajectory

/

I Use x (l 1) - _v iterator to find x (t 11 and ___
:£2 (tl) which require a minimum Av !

YES

YES NO

Use x (t 11 - &v iterator to find x (t 1) and NO

L_v2 (t 1) which require a Av equal to the

I desired velocity change AV D
YES

Restrict large changes in x (t 1)

resulting from a change in the

relative minimum Z_v

RETURN

Figure 4.3-3 Simplified Logic Diagram of Return-to-Earth Targeting-
Conic Return Routine
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In alleases the x(tI) - Av iteratoris used to compute a

post-abort velocity vector which requires a minimum Av. In the

event that a time criticalanswer is required, another iterationusing

the x (tI) - Av iteratorwillbe made to compute a post-return velocity

vector which requires a Av equal to AvD. Ifthe velocitychange de-

sired is less than the minimum required, the second iterationwill

be omitted.

During the calculationof the numerically integratedtra-

jectory,the intermediate conics are additionallyrestrictedto prevent

large changes in the post-return flightpath angle. This additional

restraintis necessary in the time criticalmode for certainnear

earth returns because both absolute and relativeminimum Z_v solu-

tions exist.

j-

_i -k •
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5.4.3.4 Logical Description

This section contains logical flow diagrams of the

outside the sphere portion of the Return to Earth Targeting

Program. Some items not fully discussed in the text are ex-

plicitly illustrated in the diagrams. Certain self contained

procedures are detailed in the next section.
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5.4.3.4.1 Nomenclature

A list of the nomenclature used in this section and

not previously defined follows.

ti G desired ignition time

time of flight (t 2 - t I)t21
/

primary body _ 0 for earthp(t)

t1 for moon

x(tl)LiM limit on the eotangent of the post-

return flightpath angle

f x(tl)MAX' x(tl)MIN upper and lower bounds on the cotan-
gent of the post-return flight path

angle

Ax(t I) change in x(tI)

Ax(tl)MA X . maximum allowed change in x(tI)

x(t2) final cotangent of the flightpath

angle

x(t2)PR E final cotangent of the flight path angle
for a precision trajectory

PCON semi-latus rectum of a conic trajectory

RER R precision trajectory reentry radius
error

j
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earth's gravitation constant
PE

MA 1 ' MA 2 maximum major axes

n normal vector

l near apogee solution
_2 1 near perigee solution

44 precision trajectory direction switch

f2 iterator mode flag ---

nl ' n2 counters

131 to _ 14 intermediate variables
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5.4.3.4.2 Discussion of the Logical Flow Diagram

The following discussion is intended to supplement

the information contained in the referenced diagrams.

Three inputs are required in addition to the CSIV! state

vector ( Fig. 4.3-4 ). They are the objective velocity change de-

sired (AVD), the desired time of ignition (tiG), and the reentry

angle ( T (t 2 )D ). The reentry angle should nominally be set to

zero, allowing the program to compute a reentry angle in the

center of the reentry corridor. The astronaut may select the

reentry angle if a minimum _v solution lying on the edge of the

reentry corridor is required. This may be necessary in the event

the reaction control system is used for the return. See Fig. 4.3-15

for a detailed explanation of the reentry angle calculations.

The Coasting Integration Routine is used to advance the

state vector to the desired return time. A check is made to insure that

._- the state vector is not inside the moon's sphere of influence. If

the state vector is outside the sphere of influence, precomputations

are executed. They are explained in detail later. A conic trajectory

is then generated which satisfies the estimated reentry constraints

and AV D requirements. The procedure CONICRETURN, which com-

putes the initial state vector of this conic, will be discussed later.

The Time Radius Subroutine, described in Section 5.5.8, is used

to compute the time of flight to the desired radius and advance the

state vector through that time of flight.

Based on this final state vector (Fig.4.3-5), a new reentry

radius (RcoN') and a new value for the cotangent of the reentry flight

path angle (x(t2)') can be computed. If they are sufficiently close to

the previously used values, the conic trajectory is accepted. Other-

wise a new conic is computed which satisfies the new reentry con-

straints. A counter is employed to protect against an excessive

number of iterations.

rr_
/
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START -

Inputs

av D, riG: 7(t2) D

to, [(t0),z(t0),P(t0)

1
Call coasting integration routine

t O, r_.(t0), v_(t0), P(t0L tiG,

Resume

t 1, r(tl), El(tl), P(tll

YES

l
No solution-

fin moon's sphereFig. 4.3-11

of influence

!

._ Do CONICRETURN

Fig. 4.3 - 7

CaI1 time-radius

r(tl) , v2(tl), RCO N, -1, PE

Resume

t21, r(t2), v(t 2)

l
Fig. 4.3- 5

Figure 4.3-4 Logical Diagram of Return-to-Earth Targeting -
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J
Compute reentry constralntl

Fig 4.3-15

x(t2)ER R = x(t2) I- x(t 2)

NO_ YES

1+ , ++!11+t w No solution -

"t3 " t1+t21 1 x(t2) l too many initlal
Fig. 4. 3-24 / COIIIc iterations

[

_-B_FLg. 4, 3-4
V

I oo+++d_+...1Fig. 4,3-16

L R, T. E. Display ]
Fig. 4.3-]7

YES _[

_Fig. 4. 3-6

Figure 4. 3-5 Logical Diagram of Return to Earth Targeting
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..... 7

nl-O .--

ft" I

S D • RCO N

£ °2:o j_} ,_.t_. I : POSMAX

Compute final state vector I

F_Ij , 4.3-12 ]

NO yES

No solution -

Compute new RCO N I desired finalFig° 4.3 _14 flight path angle

No solution - not reached

___ too many precision

_ trajectory iterations

I R. T. E, Display
Ftlr. 4.3_1"/

T
V

Target calculatlo_ 1Fig. 4.3-23

I EXIT

Figure 4. 3-6 Logical Diagram of Return-to-Earth Targeting
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/-

Ifthe initialconic is accepted, an estimate is made of the

latitudeand longitudeof the landing site. For long flighttimes,

however, differencesin time of flightbetween the conic and numer-

icallyintegratedtrajectory willcause an error in the conically

estimated landing sitelongitude. The results of the preceding cal-

culationsare displayed, and base# on thisinformation the astronaut

may electto proceed with the calculationof a numerically integrated

trajectory or exitthe program. As explained in Section 5.4.3.3, re-

turn trajectoriesfrom near earth orbitsmay be nearly circular,

and therefore pass through the desired flightpath angle twice with

approximately the same radius. The unique solutionreached by the

initialconic is tested to determine whether the finalstate vector was

achieved during the firstor second pass through the desired reentry

s flight path angle. A switch _2 is set appropriately_ and with one ex-

ception all succeeding precision and conic trajectories are required

to behave in a similar manner. The exception will be explained in

detail in Section 5.4.3.4.3.

The post-return state vector of the conic trajectory is now

advanced until the desired flight path angle of reentry is reached

(Section' 5.4.3.5). A radius error will exist between the desired

final radius (R D) and the final radius magnitude of the numerically
integrated trajectory. If this error is small, the precision trajec-

tory is accepted. Otherwise a new conic trajectory is generated

which uses an offset final radius magnitude. If the error in the final

radius is small, a final check is made to insure that the reentry flight

path angle is acceptable.
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5.4.3.4.3 Discussion of Logical Flow Diagram - CONICRETURN

The procedure CONICRETURN, illustrated in Figures

4.3-7 and 4.3-8, is used to generate initialstate vectors for

the Return to Earth Targeting Program. Equations required to

initialize CONICRETURN each time it is used are described in

Section 5.4.3.5. The conic problems solved by the routine were

described in Section 5.4.3.3.4.

The logical structure shown in Figs. 4.3-7 and 4.3-8

is based in the following facts.

(i) There is only one minimum if the pre-return

velocity vector has a negative radial component.

(2) There may be two minima if the pre-return velo-

city vector has a positive radial component. In this case the

absolute minimum post-return velocity vector has a positive

radial component and the relative minimum has a negative

component.

e

2 As explained in Section 5.4.3.3.4 and 5.4.3.4.2, it

is necessary to compute additional bounds on x(t I) during the

search for a precision trajectory. The logic used to do this is

shown on the lower portion of Fig. 4.3-7.

A check is made to determine whether the locus of

possible solutions includes trajectories which achieve the radius

RCO N and the flight path angle 7(t 2) near apogee, and if so the

variable /36 will be positive*.

*With one exception every conic solution generated by this routine
ael_ieves the desired reentry flight path angle (7(to)) twice during

the passage from apogee to perigee. The first tifi%e 7 (t 2) is
reached during the passage from apogee to perigee will be re-
ferred to as near apogee, and the second time will be referred
to as near perigee. The desired reentry angle will be achieved

only once if _ (t 2) equals.the maximum flight path angle of the
conic.
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CONIC RETUKN

C°n i_,i;nit i4allzTtsl °n

YES

i YES m' .

_6" #S(2 " _" I

YES

YES

.o --]x(tI)LIM -

" yES J i;2 o - I

:,,,i0
P

x(tI)MAXO x(tl)LiM YES

)[(tl}M1 N --x(t|)L] M

N yE_I

X(tl)MA x • -x{tl)L,iM

'_NO t x(tt)MIN = x{tl)LIM

Figure 4.3-7 Logical Diagram of Return to Earth Targeting -

Conic Return Routine
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_z(t_) " -_xitl)MA X"

z(tl) - x(tl)MA x x(tl) • Z(tl)Ml N

Az(t 1) • ,_z(t I]MA X

x(t 1) • 0

CFp A • 0

X_l_ • X(tl_MA x

_zItl_ • °Az_tI_MAX YES

Do X'VITERATION ]
F_, 4._,-19

l

FLgure 4.3-8 Logical Diagram of Return to Earth Targeting --

Conic Return Routine
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If ;36 is negative, only near perigee solutions are pos-

sible and hence no additional bounds on x(tl) are computed. The

initial conic trajectory may have achieved the desired reentry

flight path angle near apogee, however, and this type of solution

is no longer possible due to a change in RCO N. This is the one

exception mentioned in Section 5.4.3, 4.2. The value of ¢2 must

be set to -1, forcing all subsequent conic solutions to reach the

desired reentry flight path angle near perigee, and then the entire

precision trajectory phase is recycled.

If _6 is positive, it is used to ealeulate x(tl)Li M.

Three types of solutions may exist.

(l) - x(tl)LiM< x(tI)< X(tl)LiM

Ifx(t1) takes a value in this region, the desired

reentry flightpath angle (Y(t2))will be achieved

near apogee.

(2) x(tI) < - x(tl)LiM or X(tl)LiM < x(tI)

Ifx(t1) takes a value in these regions, the desired

reentry flightpath angle (?(t2))will be achieved

near perigee.

(3) x(t I) = x(tl)Ll M or x(tl) = - X(tl)Li M

If x(t I) takes on either of these values, the desired

reentry flight path angle (_(t2)) will equal the maxi-

mum angle achieved by the conic.

The above information is used to set new bounds on x(t I) which

will force the conic to reach a near apogee or near perigee solu-

tion as prescribed by the initial conic.
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If the program is being operated in the fuel critical

mode, the x(t I) - Av iterator is used to compute an absolute
minimum Av solution.

If the program is being operated in the time critical

mode, the x(t I ) - Av iterator will be used to compute a solution

requiring a velocity change equal to the objective velocity change.
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5, 4.3.5 Detailed Flow Diagrams

Certain portions of the flow diagrams mentioned in the

previous sections are illustrated in Figs. 4.3-ii through 4.3-24.

A list of nomenclature used in the following diagrams

and not defined previously follows:

k radius ratio

p semi-latus rectum

i/semi-major axis

r_2(t 2 ) target aim point

r_L S vector through landing site

eLONG landing site longitude

eLA T lan_ ing site latitude

1_n mass flow rate

F thrust

f3 flag set t° I01 RCSjetsSPS engine

f4 flag set for transearth coast

slowdown (-Av D)

set to I +I posigradef5 flag
- retrograde

tLS time of landing

At B length of burn

AV_L V velocity change vector in local vertical
coordinates

aMG middle gimbal angle

81 , 82, e 3 intermediate variables

Lkt2 1 adjustment of t 2 1

ZXRCO N change in the final radius of a conic
trajectory

P37RANGE I=0 AUGEKUGEL entry range used
!_0 P37P_ANGE used
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The diagrams are essentially self-explanatory;

however, a discussion of two of the diagrams will follow:

Pre computations

The equations illustrated in Figure 4.3-11 are used to

compute basic variables required during the remaining portions

of the program.

As mentioned in the introduction, the pre-return and

post-return state vectors are required to lie in the same plane.

If the pre-return position and velocity vectors are nearly

colinear, the plane of the return trajectory will be defined to

prevent reentry near the earth's poles.

Retrograde return to earth trajectories are not allowed.

Final State Vector Computation

The method illustrated in Figures 4.3-12 and 4.3-13 is

used to extrapolate a post-return state vector to the desired

reentry flight path angle. An iterative procedure is again used.

First the post-return state vector is advanced through

the best estimate of the transit time to reentry using the

Coasting Integration Routine. Since it is not necessary to

explicitly compute the flight path angle of the resulting reentry

state vector, the cotangent of the flight path angle is compared

with the cotangent of the desired reentry flight path angle. If

they are sufficiently close, the resulting reentry state vector

is accepted.

If the desired cotangent of the reentry flight path angle

is not achieved, an iterative procedure is started. This

procedure uses Conic Subroutines to compute the time of flight

(At21) to the desired reentry flight path angle.
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f! =0

Uri-UNIT_(tl))
_1 " UNZT(vI(tl))

CFPA = U-rl ' -_vl

YES

MA 2 : C O + C l r(t 1) + C2r(t112 + Carltl)3

hi=0

1
Compute reentry constraint*

Fig. 4.3-15

No

yes t

E'-] . E:-q
ql

=I a,'*D I_XvDI]

EXIT

Figure 4.3- 11 Precomputations
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ENTER .---

I Call coasting integration routine tt2. _(t_' L'_v-_tl)' p(t,) l

• _ Call P}RAM
P Jilt21, [ (t2)' u E

Resun_e

(aRpRE), (p/RpRE) , RpRE, x (t2)PRE

NO

yES EXIT

YE_

No solution -

too 1_m3y iterations

required to .reach 1 n2 " n2 + I
delired reentry

flight path ankle _ _--

NO YES

_2 = (P/RpRE)_I [

m

I(_3 _ I - (_RpRE)_ 2 ,

_4 = r_"3 _]4= _RpR E

B 4 " RpR E

_g. 4.3-13

Figure 4. 3-12 Final State Vector Computation
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I Call time-radius

r(t2)' |44 v(t2)} ' _ E RF' ('_ 4). f6--

Resume

At21

1 I
At21 = 14 At21

NO

_13 -z_t 21 ]&t21 '

OT

_ I°"'_'°I 1o,,_-°.,]

_,t21' = Z_t21

,1
Call coasting integration routine

t2° _r{t2), _v(t2), plt2), (t 2 + At21)

Resume

t2. _r(t2), v(t2), pit 21

1
_ Flg. 4.3-12

Figure 4.3-13 Final State Vector Computation
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NO
I

"con _ %ns - R_._
I

_d_co N • RCO N - R D "_ ____

_o is._,i

ARco N - S RER R

RCO N" RCO N e _RCO N

_r

RpR E' - RpR E

n I - n I + I

EXIT

Figure 4.3-14 New R CON Computation
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ENTER
NO

YES

NO

YES. 1

I NO --

x(t2) = k3 1 I x (t2)- k4

RCO N = k 2

nl=l

YES xlt2 ), : xlt2 )

rlt2) z

sinL =[ _r(t2)-------_

1
COMPUTE rF I
Eq. (5.3. I)

R_O N = r.F'_ E 3

1 ,
I EXIT

Figure 4.3-15 Reentry Constraint Computation
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ENTER

Call time-radius 1
r(t2)' v-(t2)'_E(r(t2}- 30480), -1, f6 = 0

Resume [t32, r_(t3), v_(t3)

UR3 = UNIT(r(t3))

v(t3) = [v(t3)I/0.3048

u_R3 • v_(t3)
SFp A =

v(t3)

YE = 57. 2957795 sin -1 (SFp A)

Call AUGEKUGEL (Fig. 6.10-a)

v(t3)' _'E

Resume

_e' te

NO _E = p37_NGE1

I
tLS = t 2 +t32 +t e

S_ e = sin (. 00029088821 ,0e)

Cope = cos(.00029088821_Pe )

uH3 = UNLT [(r_(t 3) × v(t3)) × r(t3)]

uLS = UR3C(P e + UH3S_ e

Call LATITUDE-LONGITUDE Subroutine

uLS, tLS

Resume

eLAT eLONG

EXIT

Figure 4.3-16 Landing Site Computation
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ENTER.

1,
I__Lv=(f__-_-H.o.-_v._-rl)Av=[AZLVl

v(t 2) = 90 ° -cos -1 (UNIT(_r (t2)) • UNIT (v(t2)))

/- " V

Display

0LA T, @LONG, Av-LV

v (t2), 5" (t2), t21

1
EXIT

Figure 4.3-17 Return-to-Earth Display
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ENTER

1 J "....k = r(tl)/RCO N

No Solution. J

NO State Vector
Below 400,000 ft

fz = 0 Abort with

_1 = 1 + x(t2} 2 Alarm code 20610

_5 = 1×)131

el:_s×-I
OZ = Z r(tl)(k-I}

03=_E / r (h)

(_l:r'_:t _,
_lO--__-__RCON]

NO _ YES

AX(tl) = -x(tl) / 16MAX MIN /

(MA:Itll/
810 = _5 - l

MA Z-RCONj

NO _ YES

EXIT - -

Figure 4.3-18 Conic Initialization
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ENTER,

XVITE_TION _
_,v ca/culatlon

Fi I. 4.3-21

NO

YES

EXIT
NO

lAX (t 1) =-2"- SIGN (Ax {tll)

1 .,.o I

- @
NO YES

I AV _ • Av

x (tl)' = x (t I) No solution -too many

x (t 11" x (t 11+ /_x (t 1) iterations

1
_v ca/culat lon

Filr. 4.3_'21

t _..o_o._. I . -.__ , ,I ,,x_t,)._ I I

Figure 4.3-19 x(tl) - Av Iterator
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_¢(tl) . _ _vEI_R T

YES

. (ax(tl))

S_GN

_ 9" x (tl)+ l'lAx(tl) ]

• YES "--"

_MAX " x(tl)_/2 .

Figure 4.3-20 x(t 1 - Z_v Iterator
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ENTER•

°11
PCON "

81- (x (tl))2

a,x.-x=(h)-xI(h)

,,v-f*_l

_- EXIT

Figure 4.3-21 AV Calculation
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ENTER,

1

I x = x (tl)J'
{t1)

-I
EXIT

Figure 4. 3-22 Limit x (t i ) Change
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ENTER,

Yes No

I x(t2), - x(t2)
Dx(t2) = x(t2)ER R Dx(t2) = x(t2)ER R x(t2)ER R- x(t2)_,RR

1,
x(t2)_R R - x(t2)ER R

x(t2),- = x(t 2) .-.

x(t 2) = x(t 2) + Dx(t 2)

RCON = RCON

n 1 = n I �1

EXIT

Figure 4.3-24 New x(t 2) Computation
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5.5 BASIC SUBROUTINES

5.5.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The basic solar system and conic trajectory sub-

routines which are used by the various guidance and navigation

routines are described in this section.

5. 5.i. i Solar System Subroutines

The subroutines used to determine the translation

and rotation of the relevant solar system bodies (earth, moon

and sun) are designed specifically for a fourteen day lunar

landing mission. The method of computing the position and

velocity of the moon and the sun relative to the earth is given

in Section 5.5.4. The transformations between the Basic Ref-

• erence Coordinate System and the Earth- and Moon-fixed

Coordinate Systems are described in Section 5.5.2. The pro-

cedure for transforming between vectors in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and latitude, longitude, altitude coordinates

is given in Section 5.5.3. Although these subroutines are

normally used in the lunar landing mission, they are valid for

use in any mission of not more than fourteen days duration in

earth-moon space.
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5. 5, i. 2 Conic Trajectory Subroutines

This is a description of a group of conic trajectory

subroutines which are frequently used by higher level routines

and programs in both the Command Module and the Lunar

Module computers.

These subroutines, whose block diagrams are presented

in Sections 5.5.5 to 5.5. i0, provide solutions to the following conic

problems. (See nomenclature which follows)

(1) Givenr(tl), v(tl), tD; solveforr(t2), v(t 2)

( Kepler Subroutine )

(2) Givenr(t 1), r (t 2), tD21,SG;SOlve forv(t 1)

( Lambert Subroutine )

(3) Givenr (tl), v(tl), O; solve for t21, r (t 2 ), v(t 2) ....

( Time-Theta Subroutine)

(4) Givenr (t 1), v(t 1),r(t2),s_; solve for t21, r (t2), _v (t 2)

( Time -Radius Subroutine )

(5) Given r(t), v(t) ; solve for rp, rA, e

(Apsides Subroutine )

In addition, the following useful subroutines are pro-

vided.

(6) Conic Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. i0-I).

(7) Geometric Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-2).

(8) Iterator Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-3).
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The solutions to the above set of conic problems

have stringent accuracy requirements. Programming the

fixed-point Apollo computer introduces two constraints which

determine accuracy limitations: the 28 bit double precision

word length, and the range of variables which is several orders

of magnitude for the Apollo mission.

In order to maintain numerical accuracy when these

subroutines are programmed into the Apollo computer, floating

point programming techniques must be exercised. The effect

is for even a simple equation to require a large number of com-

puter instructions. The alternative to this is to separate the

problem into phases, each with a different variable range.

This, however, requires an even larger number of instructions.

These considerations provide the incentive for efficiently organiz-

ing the conic equations as shown in the block diagrams.

/--- In addition to the requirement for accuracy,

the solution to the Kepler and Lambert Problems must be ac-

complished in a minimum of computation time in order that the

guidance system operate satisfactorily in real time. This ad-

ditional constraint dictates that a minimum of computer instruc-

tions be performed when solving the problem.

Method of Solution

To minimize the total number of computer instruc-

tions, the problems are solved in the "universal" form; i.e.

only equations which are equally valid for the ellipse, parabola

and hyperbola are used. Also these subroutines can be used with

either the earth or the moon as the attracting body.
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Kepler's equation, in the universal form, is utilized

to relate transfer time to the conic parameters. All other

necessary equations are also universal. The Kepler and Lambert

problems are solved with a single iteration loop utilizing a

simple first-order slope iterator In the case of the Kepler

problem a third order approximation is available to produce the

initialguess for the independent variable (See Eq.(2. 2.4) of Section

5.2.2.2).
Sections 5, 5. 5 thru 5.5. i0 provide block diagrams

of the detailed computational procedures for solving the various

problems. The equations are presented in block diagram form

with the nomenclature defined below.

Range of Variables

As indicated previously, the programming of the

conic subroutines requires a careful balance between ac-

curacy, computational speed and number of instructions. This

balance, in the Apollo Guidance Computer, leaves very little

margin in any of these areas.

Since the values of problem variables are determined

by the solution of the problem being solved and since the prob-

lem may originate from the ground system, it is essential

that the variable range limitations be defined. The conic

routines are incapable of handling problems when the solution

lies outside of the range.

The following is a list of the maximum allowable

numeric values of the variables. Note that, in addition to

fundamental quantities such as position and velocity, there

are limitations on intermediate variables and combinations

of variables.
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Scaling for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5. 5.5 to 5. 5. i0)

Maximum Value"
Earth Moon

Parameter Primary Body Primary Body

229 227r

v 27 25

t 228 228

** 2-22 2-20

** 26 26
c_N

24 24
PN

cot 7 25 25

0 25 25
cot

x 217 216

2 * **
= _ x - 50 - 50

+ 47r2 + 4_r2

c 1 = r. v/'_'_'p 217 216

c 2 = r v2/p - 1 26 26

X = r (tl)/r(t 2) 27 27

cos _ - k 27 27

All dimensional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.

**
The maximum absolute value occurs for negative values of
this parameter.

***Both the maximum and minimum values are listed since
neither may be exceeded.

/ -
/
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Maximum Value*

Parameter Earth Moon

e 23 23

2 234 32x 2

2 233 231x c(_)

3 228 228x s (_)14L-_

2 249 246
C 1 X C (_)

2 235 233c2 x s (_)

x [c 2 x 2 s (_) + r (tl) ] 249 246 _-

s (_) 2 7 2 7

2 2 8 2 8x c(_)/r

q-_Sx (_ s(_) - 1)/r(t 2) 2 15 213

c (_) 2 4 2 4

s (_) 21 21

All dimensional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.
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Nomenclature for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5. 5.5 to 5.5. 10)

r(tl) initialposition vector

V(tl) initialvelocity vector

r(t2) terminal position vector

v(t2) terminal velocity vector

u N unit normal in the direction of the angular
momentum vector

reciprocal of semi-major axis

{negative for hyperbolas)

s rp radius of pericenter

r A radius of apocenter

e eccentricity

a N ratio of magnitude of initial position vector

to semi-major axis

PN ratio of semi-latus rectum to initial

position vector magnitude

inertial flight path angle as measured from

vertical

true anomaly difference between r_(t I) and r ( t 2

f true anomaly of r (t 2)

/-f •
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x a universal conic parameter equal to the ratio

of eccentric anomaly difference to +_%_-_forthe

ellipse, or the ratio of the hyperbolic analog

of eccentric anomaly difference to v/ - _ for

the hyperbola

x' value of x from the previous Kepler solution

t21 computed transfer time from Kepler's equation

(t 2 - tl)

t'21 transfer time corresponding to the previous

solution of Kepler's equation

tD desired transfer time through which the conic

update of the state vector is to be made

tD21 desired transfer time to traverse from _r(t I)

to r(t 2)

tERR error in transfer time

Et fraction of desired transfer time to

which t ERR must converge

Ax increment in x which will produce a smaller tER R

6 value of Ax which will produce no significant
X

change in t 21

Acot 7 increment in cot _/which will decrease the

magnitude of tER R

• value of A cot 7 which will produce no signifi-
C

cant change in t 21
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Z

product of universal gravitationalconstant

and mass of the primary attractingbody

XMA X maximum value of x

XMi N minimum value of x

cotMA x maximum value of cot _/

cotMiN minimum value of cot

_MAX upper bound of general independent variable

_MIN lower bound of general independent variable

XMAX 1 absolute upper bound on x with respect to the moon

XMAX0 absolute upper bound on x with respect to the earth

k a fractionof the fullrange of the independent

variable which determines the increment of

the independent variable on the firstpass

through the iterator

y general dependent variable

y' previous value of y

YERR error in y

z general independent variable
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Az increment in z which will produce a smaller YERI%

s G a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the true anomaly difference between

r_(t I) and r(t 2) is to be less than or greater

than 180 degrees

s_ a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the desired radial velocity at r(t 2)

is plus or minus

_--1 general vector # 1

_--2 general vector # 2

¢ angle between !1 and _-2

fl a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a

guess of cot _ is available or not

f2 a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether

Lambert should determine _uNfrom r_(t I) and r_(t 2)

or _uNis an input

f3 a tag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator should use the "Regula Falsi"or bias

method

f4 a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the
iterator is to act as a first order or a second

order iterator

f5 a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether
Lambert converges to a solution or not
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f6 a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether or
not the new state vector is to be an additional

output requirement of the Time-Theta or Time-

Radius problems.

f7 a flag set to I if the inputs require that the conic

trajectory must close through infinity

f8 a flag set to 1 if the Time-Radius problem was

solved for pericenter or apocenter instead of

r(t 2 )

f9 a flag set to 1 if the input to the Time-Radius

Subroutine produced an e less than 2-18

tp period of the orbit

k I the minimal acceptance fraction of tD21 to

which tER R must converge

n I a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether or not

the velocity vector at the terminal position is to

be an additional output requirement of the Lambert

Subroutine
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5. 5. 2 PLANETARY INERTIAL ORIENTATION SUBROUTINE

This subroutine is used to transform vectors between the

Basic Reference Coordinate System and a Planetary (Earth-fixed or

Moon-fixed) Coordinate System at a specified time. These three

coordinate systems are defined in Section 5. io 4.

Let r_ be a vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

r pthe same vector expressed in the Planetary Coordinate System, and

t the specified ground elapsed time (GET). Then,

_rp= M(t) (r - f X r) (5.2. i)

and

r = MT(t) (rp+ _pXr_ (5.2. 2)

where M(t) is a time dependent orthogonal transformation matrix,

is a small rotation vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

and __piS the same vector __ expressed in the Planetary Coordinate

System. The vector _ is considered constant in one coordinate sys-

tem for the duration of the mission. The method of computing M(t)

and _ depends on whether the relevant planet is the earth or the moon.

Case I - Earth

For the earth, the matrix M(t) describes a rotation about

the polar axis of the earth (the Z-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate
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System), and the vector __ accounts for the effects of precision and

nutation by describing the small angle rotations about the X-axis (_X)

and Y-axis (_y) of the Basic Reference Coordinate System (BRCS) which i

are necessary to produce a coordinate system whose Z-axis is co-

incident with the true pole. Thus, if Uz ' which is included in the
erasable data load, is the unitized result of transforming into the

BRCS the true pole unit vector in the Earth Fixed Coordinate System, Z

n
() '_X •

•
A Z = AZ0 + ¢oE (t+ tO} (5.2.3)

M(t) = -sin A Z cos A Z

0 0

--]D ---

where AZ0 is the angle between the X-axis of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and the X-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate

System (the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the equatorial

plane of the earth) at July I. 0, 1971 universal time (i.e., the

Greenwich midnight at the beginning of July i, 1971), t O is the elapsed

time between July 1.0, 1971 universal time and the time that the com-

puter clock was zeroed, and _ E is the angular velocity of the earth.

/ -
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Case II - Moon

For the moon, the matrix M(t) accounts for the difference

in orientation of the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed Coordinate Sys-

tems in exact accordance with Cassini's laws, and the rotation vector

corrects for deviations from the above orientation because of physi-

cal libration.

Define the following three angles which are functions of

time:

B = the obliquity, the angle between the mean earth

equatorial plane and the plane of the ecliptic.

_I the longitude of the node of the moon's orbit
measured from the X-axis of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System.

F = the angle from the mean ascending node of the

moon's orbit to the mean moon.

Let I be the constant angle between the mean lunar equatorial plane

and the plane of the ecliptic (5521.5"). Then, the sequence of

rotations which brings the Basic Reference Coordinate System into

coincidence with the Moon-fixed Coordinate System (neglecting li-

bration) is as follows:
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Rotation Axis of Rotation Angle of Rotation

1 X B

2 Z _I

3 X -I

4 Z _r+F

The transformation matrices for these rotations are,

respectively,

i 0 0

M 1 = 0 cos B sin B

0 -sinB cos B

cos_ I sin_ I 0

M 2 = _ sin_ I eos_ I 0

0 0 1

(5° 2.4)

1 0 0

M 3 = 0 cos I -sin I

0 sin I cos I

f cos sin ilM 4 = ( sin0F -cos0 F

/
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The matrix M(t) is then given by

M(t) = M4 M 3 M 2 M 1 (5.2. 5)

The following approximate method is used to determine

the transformation between the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed

Coordinate Systems.

The angles B, _I and F are computed as linearfunctions

of time. Let _M be the value of the vector libration_p (expressed

in the Moon-fixed Coordinate System) at the time itwillbe used.

The vector _-M is included in the pre-launch erasable data load and is

considered constant throughout the flight. Then,

--_P -- _--M

t M = t + t O

B = B 0 + B t M

eI = _210 + hit M

F F 0 + F t M

cos f_l ( 5.2.6 )

a_ cos B sin _I

sin B sin _I

-s in _I

b cos B cos _I

sin B cos _I
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C = -sill

COS

d_ = b_CI - c_SI

m2 = b_SI + c c I

(5.2.6)

-a_ cos F - i sin F (cont.)

m_1 = a_sin F - _dcos F

T
_m0

T
M(t) = m I

T
In2

: = MT(t) __p

where B0, fll0,and F 0 are the values of the angles B, fl.iand F, re- |

spectively,at July i.0, 1971 universal time; B, flI and F are the I
rates of change of these angles; and C I and SI are the cosine and sir:e,

respectively, of the angle I.
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5. 5. 3 LATITUDE-LONGITUDE SUBROUTINE

For display and data load purposes, the latitude, longitude,

and altitude of a point near the surface of the earth or the moon are

more meaningful and more convenient to use than the components of a

position vector. This subroutine is used to transform position vec-

tors between the Basic Reference Coordinate System and Geographic

or Selenographic latitude, longitude, altitude at a specified time.

In the case of the moon, the altitude is computed above

either the landing site radius, r LS" or the mean lunar radius, r M '

For the earth, the altitude is defined with respect to either the launch

pad radius, r LP' or the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, r F' which is

computed from

2 b 2
r F = (5.3. I)

_ b 2
i - (i --_) (i - SINL 2) _

a

where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the

Fischer ellipsoid, respectively, and SINL is the sine of the geocen-

tric latitude.

The computational procedures are illustrated in Figs.

5. 3-1, 5. 3-2, and 5.3-3. The calling program must specify either

a vector r or latitude (Lat), longitude (Long), and altitude (Alt). In

addition, the program must set the time t and the two indicators P

and F where

J 0 for earth
P

l for moon
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ENTER

Call Planetary Inertial Orientation l
Subroutine to Transform r to rp ]I

= = UNIT (_rp)u_

SINL = u 2

Determine 7 and r 0

Fig. 5.3-3

U 1

Long = tan-I _00]

Aft = r - r0

EXIT

Fig. 5. 3-i Vector to Latitude, Longitude, Altitude

Computation Logic Diagram
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f_ " F
ENTER

Determine 3'

Fig. 5. 3-3a

rp = u I = UNIT in (Long) cos (La

u 2 7 sin (Lat)

SINL = u 2

Call Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine

to Transform Unit Vector r_p to Unit Vector r

Determine r 0

Fig. 5. 3-3b

1
1_:_°__' _-I

Fig. 5.3-2 Latitude, Longitude, Altitude to Vector

Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

7- b2 l

2

EXIT

Figure 5.3-3a DeLermination of T

ENTER

_Compute rF]

No _No _

ro = rLp I

Figure 5. 3-3b Determination of r 0
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5.5.4 LUNAR AND SOLAR EPHEMERIDES

This subroutine is used to determine the position and

velocity vectors of the sun and the moon relative to the earth. The

position vectors of the moon and the sun are needed by the Coasting

Integration Routine to compute gravity perturbations (Section 5.2. 2.3).

The velocity of the moon is used by the Coasting Integration Routine

when a change in the origin of the coordinate system is performed at

the sphere of influence of the moon (Fig. 2.2-3). The velocity of the

sun is required,but not very accurately, to compute aberration cor-

rections to optical sightings.

The position of the moon is stored in the computer in the

form of a ninth-degree polynominal approximation which is valid

over a 14.5 day interval beginning at noon ephemeris time on the

day of the launch. The foIlowing parameters are included in the

pre-launch erasable data load:

tM0 = the elapsed time between July 1.0, 1971 I

F universal time and the time at the center

of the range over which the lunar-posi-

tion polynominal is valid. The value of

tM0 will be an integral number of quarter

days minus the difference between ephem-

eris time and universal time

c O to c_9 = vector coefficients

Let t be the specified ground elapsed time (GET), and t O be the elapsed

time between July I.0, 1971 universal time and the time that the corn- I

puter clock was zeroed. Then, the approximate position and velocity

of the moon are computed from

tM-- t+ t0- tM0 (5.4. i)
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9

Z "_rEM = c_itM (5.4.2)
i=0

9

z_M--_ ic_it_-I (_.4.3)
i=l

The approximate position and velocity of the sun are corn-

puted from the following items which are included in the pre-launch

erasable data load:

r_ES0 , v_ESO = the position and velocity vectors of the sun

relative to the earth at time tM0.

_0ES = the angular velocity of %he vector rES 0 at time tM0

Then,

rE S = rES 0 cos (_0ES t M)

(5.4.4)

+ Ir_Es0×UNIT (v_Es0×rEs0_Sin(_0EStM)

V_ES = VESO (5.4.5)
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5.5. 5 KEPLER SUBROUTINE

The Kepler Subroutine solves for the two body posi-

tion and velocity vectors at the terminal position given the

initial position and velocity vectors and a transfer time to the

terminal position.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Kepler Sub-

routine block diagram depicted in Figs. 5.5-1 thru 5. 5-3. The

subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in

Section 5.5. i0. Nomenclature is found in Section 5.5o l. 2.

Prior to entering the Kepler Subroutine an initial

estimate of x can be generated via Eq. (2.2.4) of Section 5.2.2.2

= t D - t21 and T= t D. However, x' and t21 arewith

non-zero only ff the subroutine is being used repetitively.

Although, theoretically, there is no upper bound on

x, the practical bound is set to XMAX0 or xMAXI to eliminate

non-feasible trajectories and increase the accuracy to which x

can be computed. In addition, a x 2 has a practical range of

-50 < ax 2 <(2_-)2which determines an independent upper bound

on x. The XMA X used, then, corresponds to the smaller of
the two values.

The transfer time convergence criterion is approxi-

mately tbe same as the granularity of the time input. Since,

for some of the problems to be solved, the sensitivity of time

to x is so large that the granularity in x, c x' produces a change

in time which exceeds the granularity in time, it is necessary

to introduce _ as a redundant convergence criterion.x

The Kepler Subroutine, provided the parameter range

constraints are satisfied, will always produce a solution. •

/
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A negative value of t D will cause the subroutine to update

the state vector backward in time (i. e. backdate the state vector).

The subroutine may be called to update or backdate for any

amount of time; there are no restrictions on whether the time

t D is less than a period.
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ENTER,

_(tl), V(tl),t D, X', 1
X, t21' ,

i=20

r(tl) =l-r(tl)l

Url = UNIT(r(tl))

r(t 1) • z(tl)

c1=

r(t l) v_(t1) • v(tl)
c2 = /_ -I

a = (I - c2)/r (t 1)

YES _ NO i

XMAx =2,l'qF I xMAX=_

" l l

YES _ NO

NO NO

X =

l 1
1

Figure 5. 5-1 Kepler Subroutine
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x IVI/kX
=

tp _ _v_

< 228 csec

Yes

<0 >0

tD = sign (tD)[ItDL -

_0 >0
x sign

Fig. 5.5-2 Kepler Subroutine
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I Ax=x-xt 1

I I
I

Call KEPLER EQUATION subroutine

c I, c 2, x,_0 r (tl),P

Resume

t21 , s(_), c(_)

tERR = tD " t21 I

Call ITERATOR subroutine

0, 0, t21, t21', tER R, _x0 x, 0, XMAx, XMIN

Resume

AX, XMAX, XMIN

4_&__1 NO r

Call STATE VECTOR subroutine

_r (tl), X (tl), r (tl), Url, x, _, s (_), c 1_1. t21,

r (t2)o v (t2)

Re_urn

r(t2), v(t2) ° x, t21

/-

Figure 5. 5-3 Kepler Subroutine
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5. 5. 6 LAMBERT SUBROUTINE

The Lambert Subroutine solves for the two body ini-

tial velocity vector given the initial and terminal position vectors

and a transfer time between the two°

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Lambert Sub-

routine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5.6-1 and 5.6-2.

The subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in

Section 5.5. i0 and the nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. i. 2.

If the Lambert Subroutine is used repetitively and

rapid computation is required, the previous value of the in-

dependent variable, cot3_, can be used as a starting point for

the new iteration. Flag f 1 provides this option.

The Lambert Subroutine computes the normal to the

trajectory, uN, using the two input position vectors. If these

vectors are nearly colinear, itis desirable to specify the nor-

mal as an input rather than rely on the ill-defined normal based

on the two input position vectors. Flag f2 provides this option.

The presence of the inputs in parentheses, therefore, is con-

tingent upon the setting of these flags.

The theoretical bounds on the independent variable,

cot 7, correspond to the infinite energy hyperbolic path and

the parabolic path which closes through infinity. These bounds

are dynamically reset by the iterator to provide a more efficient

iteration scheme. In addition, ifduring the course of the itera-

tion, cot _ causes a parameter of the problem to exceed its

maximum as determined by its allowable range, the appropriate

bound is reset and the iterator continues trying to find an ac-

ceptable solution. (This logic does not appear in Figs. 5.6-i and 2
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as itis pertinentonly to fixed-pointprogramming). Ifno ac-

ceptable solutionis reached, the transfer time input was too

small to produce a practicaltrajectory between the input position

vectors. When thishappens, _ cot T approaches itsgranularity

limit _e before time converges to within a fractionCt of the

desired time. However, this same granularityconditionexists

when the sensitivityproblem occurs as described in the Kepler Sub-

routine, Section 5.5.5. In this case an acceptable solutiondoes

exist. This dual situationis resolved via a third convergence

criterion. Ifthe error in transfer time is greater than the u_ua]

fraction _t of the desired transfer time, bm _t,[llless than a

slightlylarger fraction k1 of the desired transfer time and

cot T is less than ¢c' then the solutionis deemed acceptable

and the required velocityis computed.
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ENTER

[ _(tl)" _(_2)"tD2I" IG" hi' fl'_°t_)'f2'I_Nl_ ]

[,5-°]

Call GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r{tl)' _{t2}' SG' f2

r(tl), rtt2L81.e, co80;(uN),Url

), = r {tl)/r (t2)

I3 • ' [=20

Pl " ] - cos

P2 " cos 8 * X

sin 8
cot "YMAX = _ +

YES

_ . 984371[84]

I oo,,_,.,,.,°,I _ ...._o.._,.,_,37,,0_
YES 1

cot "/MAX + cot _tMI N

cot 7 " 2

I cot 3" = cot "f

t21' • t2!

__b____
PN _ ain 8 cot _." P2

Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE subroutine

sin0, cos 8, cot V. r(tl), ¢*N' PN

Begurne

x, (, c 1. c2

i
Figure 5. 6-I Lambert Subrout£ne
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Call K:EPLER EQUATION subroutine

c I, c 2, x, (, r (tl),

Resume

tERR =tD21 - t21 _ O_
_O

NO

t21 • *'21'

NO

Call ITERATOR subrc_tlne

00 fy t21, t21', tERR, _lcot 7, cot 7, k, cot 7MAX, cot 7M:I N

f " ::::7rc;'3' c04 "MAX" cot "MIN

NO __. _._ YES

I csec

cot "f -cot 7 + £*cot 7

f5 _ 0 f5 = I

,I)- /---_I_ot +
Y r {$i) _ "r Url (lN x _rl)

r (t21 -Url " --:

Return Return ]_(tl), v_(tl) , z(t2) ,

,,orT cot l
Figure 5. 6-2 Lambert Subroutine
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5. 5. 7 TIME-THETA SUBROUTINE

The Time-Theta Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time given the initial position and velocity vectors and

the true anomaly difference (transfer angle) to the terminal

pos itiono

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Theta

Subroutine block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.7-i. The sub-

routines referred to in this figure are presented in Section

5.5. i0 and the nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. i. 2.

The flag f6 must be zero if the user desires compu-
tation of the terminal state vector in addition to the transfer lime.

If the conic trajectory is a parabola or hyperbola and

the desired transfer angle, _, lies beyond the asymptote of the

conic, f7 will be set indicating that no solution is possible. *

In addition to the parameter range constraints imposed on

Kepler's equation, the additional restriction on Time-Theta

that the trajectory must not be near rectilinear is indicated by

the range of cot 7- *

The Time-Theta problem is not well defined for near

rectilinear trajectories, i e. the transfer angle e is no longer

a meaningful problem parameter. This will not cause difficul-

ties provided the input variables are within the specified ranges.

_:_Ifthe Time-Theta l%outine is called with inputs for which no

solution is possible (for either or both of these two reasons),
then the routine will abort with an alarm code of 20607.
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ENTER

_r(tl) , Y(tl) ' ,u sin O, cos O, f6

Call CONIC PAIIAM[£TEP_S subroutine

r01L v(tl).

Resume

aN.PN, cot 3`.u_N, r(tl)._,'l

,i
Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE subroutine

sin O, cos O, cot 3', r(tl), _'N' PN

ReNul_le

x, _, e 1, e 2

Call KEPLER EQUATION subroutine

_, x, e I , e 2, r(tl),,u

Resume

_ t21,s(¢), e(g)

Call STATE VECTOR subroutine Return

_r(tl), _v(tl), r(tl), Url, x, t21

_, s(_), e(_), t21, U

Resume

r(t2), v(t 2)

Return
t21, r(t2), v(t 2)

Figure 5o 7-i Time-Theta Subroutine
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5.5.8 TIME-RADIUS SUBROUTINE

The Time-Radius Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time to a specified radius given the initial position

and velocity vectors and the radius magnitude.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Radius

Subroutine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5.8-i and 5.8-2.

The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in

Section 5.5. i0 and the nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. i. 2.

Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of Section 5.5o 7 apply to the

Time-Radius Subroutine as well. *

Since an inherent singularity is present for the cir-

cular orbit case, near-circular orbits result in a loss of ac-

curacy in computing both the transfer time, t 21, and the final

state vector. This is caused by the increasing sensitivity of

t2 1 to r (t 2 ) as the circular orbit is approached. In the extreme

• case when the eccentricity is less than approximately 2 -18 the•
•• problem is undefined and the subroutine will exit without a solu-

•• tion, setting flag f9 to indicate this. * (The precise conditions

• are given in Figure 5.8-I. )

If r (t 2 ) is less than the radius of perieenter or

greater than the radius of apocenter, then r (t 2 ) will be ignored

and the pericenter or apocenter solution, respectively, will be

computed. A flag, f8' will be set to indicate this.

*If the Time-Radius Routine is called with inputs for which no
solution is possible (for any one or more of the reasons
given in paragraphs 4 or 5 of Section 5.5.7 or paragraph 4
above), the routine will abort with an alarm code of 20607.
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ENTER

r(tl), v(tl).p o r(t2) , s_, f6

CaU CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r(tl)0_V(tl).,

Resume

aN' PN" cot'/.UN. r(tl). Url , V{tl), _Uvl

]

e ffi(1 _ aNlUrl - cot7 _N(2 - aN) _Uvl I

u_e=UNiT(_e) [
,f°__2-3°.°x°° |
Iie2 _-2-36. ey 0

Ife 2 <2 36 ez 0

i
RETURN

/ (Abort with alarm ••
code 20607)

lxTO •

oo_f_t 7_m752__t1_ **f

,..o oo., _ "".,,,(,>.o I,
llin f - • - f I

7 YES

cos(f) - - 1 cos f • 1

f9." 0

_u2- co_(O_ + 8in(n(U_Nx _)

cos(e) - _Url " Ur2

.in(e) - (Url.XUr2)•uN

+
Figure 5. 8-1. Time Radius Subroutine
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Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE subroutine

sin 0, cos 0, cotT. r(tl), PN
Resume

x, _J, Cl. c 2

r

Call KEPLER EQUATION subroutine

_, x, c 1, c 2, r{tl),
Resume

t21, s{_), c(_)

NO _ =-

Return

t21

Call STATE VECTOR subroutine

r(tl) ' v_(tl) , r(tl) , U_rl, x, _. s(_), e(_), t21./_

Resume

I r(t2)' v(t2)

Return

t21, rlt2), vlt 2)

Figure 5. 8-2 Time-Radius Subroutine
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5.5. 9 APSIDES SUBROUTINE

The Apsides Subroutine solves for the two body

radii of apocenter and pericenter and the eccentricity of the

trajectory given the position and velocity vectors for a point

on the trajectory.

This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5.9-i. The

subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in Section

5.5. i0. Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. I. 2.

It is characteristic of this computation that the

apsides become undefined as the conic approaches a circle.

This is manifested by decreasing accuracy. When the conic is

nearly parabolic, or hyperbolic, the radius of apocenter is

not defined. In this event the radius of apocenter will be set

to the maximum positive value allowed by the computer.

f-
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ENTER

_r (tl), y_ (t 1) ,

Call CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r (tl), _v (tl),

Resume

aN' PN' r (t 1)

e =_l - pN e N'

PN r (t I)
rp l+e

2r (t 1)
=---rp

rA a N

YES@ -

_YES JiO

I NO rA iMAX

l Return
rp, r A, e

Figure 5.9-I Apsides Subroutine
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5. 5. i0 MISCELLANEOUS SUBROUTINES

There are, as part of the Conic Trajectory Sub-

routines, three subroutines which are useful in their own right.

These are the Conic Parameters, the Geometric Parameters

and the Iterator Subroutines which are depicted in Figs. 5. i0-I,

5. 10-2 and 5. 10-3, respectively.

The Conic Parameters and Geometric Parameters

Subroutines are self explanatory.

The Iterator Subroutine serves several purposes. It

is used when flag f4 is set to zero to solve for the value of the indepen-

dent variable which drives the error in the dependent variable

to zero, provided the function is monotonically increasing. To

improve convergence for functions whose derivative changes

rapidly, the limits are reset as shown in the block diagram.

With f4 set to i, the Iterator seeks a minimum of

the function, provided the first derivative is single-valued be-

tween the limits. The inputs are redefined so that "y" is the

derivative of the independent variable with respect to the dependent

variable, and "x" is the value at which the derivative was computed

or approximated. Since the desired value of y is zero, YERI% = -y"

Since the Iterator uses the "Regula Falsi" technique,

it requires two sets of variables to begin iteration. If only one

set is available, flag f3 must be set to i, causing the iterator to

generate the independent variable increment from a percentage

of the full range.
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In addition to the above subroutines there are three

other subroutines of primary interest to the five basic conic sub-

routines described in Sections 5.5.5 to 5.5.9. These are the

Universal Variable Subroutine, the Kepler Equation Subroutine

and the State Vector Subroutine shown in Figs. 5. 10-4, 5. 10-5

and 5. 10-6, respectively.

The Universal Variable Subroutine is utilized by the

Lambert, the Time-Theta and the Time-Radius Subroutines to

compute the universal parameter x required for the time equa-

tion. There are two different formulations required according

to the size of the parameter w.

If the input to the subroutine requires the physically

impossible solution that the trajectory "close through infinity",

the problem will be aborted, setting flag f7"

The Kepler Equation Subroutine computes the transfer

time given the variable x and the conic parameters.

The State Vector subroutine computes the position

and velocity vectors at a point along the trajectory given an

initial state vector, the variable x and the transfer time.

The final miscellaneous subroutine, the SETMU Sub-

routine, is depicted in Fig. 5. 10-7. It sets # to the appropriate

primary body gravitational constant consistent with the estimated

CSM or LM state vector as defined in Section 5.2.2.6.
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ENTER

!

r(h ' z(h)'" I
!

Call GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS subroutine

_r (tl), _v(tl), +1, 0

Resume

r (tl),v (tl),sin 7, cos T, k_N,Url, _Ivl

,1
cot 7 = cos T/sin 7

F _ r(tl ) v(tl)2
c3

aN= 2-c 3

PN = e3 sin2 _/

Return

aN' PN' cot 7, u N, r (tl),

Url, v (tl), Uvl

Figure 5. I0-i Conic Parameters Subroutine
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ENTER

,1
_1' _2' SG' f2

1 21
U l = !11/_ 1

cos _b = u*] 1 " u*] 2

_N = _u 1 × _!n2

sin _ = sG IN_I

NO _

uN = _N/sin

r

Return

UI' U2' sin _ : cos _ , fUN) , u i, I/_,]2

Figure 5.10-2 Geometric Parameters Subroutine
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ENTER

I

f4" f3' y' y'' _z, z, k, 1
}'ERR' IMAX' IMIN

Az Az = SIGN(YER R ) k (IMA x - 1MI N)
Az = 71-7 YERR

NO f3 = 0

_z = SIGN(YERR) [Azl

YES _ NO

$_s

] _N_z I ' l_x°_

YES

Az = .9(1 X" z) _z = .9(1MI N -z)

Return

Az, f3' IMAX' IMIN

Figure 5. 10-3 Iterator Subroutine
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ENTER

B

I "°'.... °....... .P. oN.pNI r.
L J

1
N1 • I

P
i

I

f - I ]

_NO

-@810 NO ._

b. eN&l _RE,I fIRN_._+_._,

IN " _NN21. •N q ,Io

!

I

_ " _N (ZN)2
x- XN ",/'__

el "_ cot7

Figure 5.10-4 Universal Variable Subroutine
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Cl, c 2, x, _, r(tl), t_

1 _ _2
s({)=3! 5! _ 7! " • •

_2
c{_) = 21--[.1- 4! + 6! " " "

• t21 = [ClX2C({) +x (c2x2s(_) +r(tl) )

l
Return

t21, s(_), c(_)

Figure 5. 10-5 Kepler Equation Subroutine
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I_JNTER

1
I

_rltl), v(tlJ , r(tiL url, x, _, s(_), c(_), t21. JJ I
I

l
--. b -rltl ) _ *

r(t2) " I r__(t2)l

- rlt 2)

Return ]
r(t2),v(t2)

Figure 5.10-6 State Vector Subroutine
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ENTER,

• NO _ YES

i__
Return

Figure 5. 10-7 SETMU Subroutine
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5.5. 11 INITIAL VELOCITY SUBROUTINE

The Initial Velocity Subroutine computes the required

initial velocity vector for a trajectory of specified transfer time

between specified initial and target position vectors. The tra-

jectory may be either conic or precision depending on an input

parameter (namely, number of offsets). In addition, in the

precision trajectory case, the subroutine also computes an

"offset target vector", to be used during pure-conic cross-product

steering. The offset target vector is the terminal position vector

of a conic trajectory which has the same initial state as a precision

trajectory whose terminal position vector is the specified target

vector.

In order to avoid the inherent singularities in the 180 °

transfer case when the (true or offset ) target vector may be

slightly out of the orbital plane, the Initial Velocity Subroutine

rotates this vector into a plane defined by the input initial posi-

tion vector and another input vector (usually the initial velocity

vector), whenever the input target vector lies inside a cone whose

vertex is the origin of coordinates, whose axis is the 180 ° trans-

fer direction, and whose cone angle is specified by the user.

The Initial Velocity Subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5o11-1.

The Lambert Subroutine, Section 5.5.6, is utilized for the conic

computations; and the Coasting Integration Subroutine, Section 5.2.2,

is utilized for the precision trajectory computations.
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,- Nomenclature for the Initial Velocity Subroutine

r(tl) Initial position vector.

v (t 1) Vector (usually the actual initial velocity vector)used to determine whether the transfer from the

initial position vector to the target vector is through
a central angle of less or greater than 180o, and also
used in certain cases to specify the transfer plane
(see text).

rT(t2) Target Vector (True target vector if N 1 > 0, or
Offset target vector if N 1 = 0).

t D Desired transfer time from initial position vector to
target vector.

N 1 Number of offsets to be used in calculating the offset
target vector from the true target vector. (N 1 = 0
implies conic calculations only with offset target vec-
tor input).

Cone Angle of a cone whose vertex is the coordinate
origin and whose axis is the 180 ° transfer direction
(i. e., the negative initial position direction). The
cone angle _ is measured from the axis to the side
of the cone.

fl Switch set to 0 or I according to whether a guess of
cot "y is input or not./

[cot "y ] Guess of cot 7.

vT(tl) Required initial velocity vector of a precision [a conic]
trajectory which passes through the true [or offset]
target vector, or the rotated true [or offset ] target
vector if the original target vector was in the cone,

at the end of the desired transfer time, if N 1 > 0
[or N 1 = 0].

r(t2) Computed offset target vector.

vT(t2) Final precision _onic] velocity vector resulting from a
-- precision _onic] update of the initial position vector and

the _'equired initial velocity vector vT(tl), if N 1 > 0,
]-or N 1 = 0, respectively_.

rTI(t2) Final precision position vector.

cot _ Value to which the Lambert Subroutine converged
(for later use as guess to minimize computation time).

f2 Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether the input
(true or offset) target vector was not or was in the
cone, and consequently was not or was rotated into
the plane.

/ •
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ENTER

I r (fl)' V(tl)' rT (t2)' tD' NI' _' fl' [c°tT]'J _

i
r(t2) = r T (t 2)

tO = COS E

N 2 -- -1

_ No ,Yes

, No_

i -

rT (t2) = r(t2) I
p,.

n = r(t I x r(t 2) 1

No Yes_

No No

Yes

Figure 5. i i- i Initial Velocity Subroutine
(page 1 of 2)
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lSos,oN[_,,2oxr,,,_J
Call LAMBERT Subroutine

r_t,'_(t2'tDSoN,f, [co*_]f2[_]
Resume

VT(tl)[ZT (h)] oot

fl = 0

No_ Yesg
Call Coasting Integration Routine

_r(tl), VT (tl), tD

Resume _P
/ I

r T (t 2), v_T (t 2)
i

N 2 = N 2 + 1

Yes

Return

r(t2) = r(t2) -[_rT'(t2)-rT(t2) ] [r(tl), V_T(tl), r(t2), VT(t2),rT'(t2)ocot -y, f2

Figure 5. 1 i-1 Initial Velocity Subroutine
(page 2 of 2)
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5. 5o 13 LOCSAM SUBROUTINE

The LOCSAM Subroutine computes the lines-of-sight

of the Sun, Earth, and Moon with respect to the spacecraft in

the Basic Reference Coordinate System. This data is used by

the IMU alignment programs whenever the astronaut elects to

sight on the Sun, Earth, or Moon instead of a star for purposes

of IMU alignment. The data is also used by the Star Selection

Routine (Section 5. 6. 4) when testing for star occultation. In

addition, this subroutine computes the sizes of the occultation

cones used in the Star Selection Routine and the correction for

aberration of light which is applied in the IMU alignment pro-

grams to the line-of-sight unit vector of a star stored in basic

reference coordinates.

The unit vectors KS, u E, and UM specifying the lines-

of-sight to the Sun, Earth, and Moon respectively, in the Basic

Reference Coordinate System are computed as follows:

UNIT (KEs) if P = E

= (5.13.1)
UNZT s - if P --M

-UNIT (FC) if P = E= (5. 13. 2)

i-UNIT {rE M + _} if P = M

UNIT {KE M - r4_) if P = E= (5. 13. 3)

U-M L-UNIT (rc) if P = M

where P, E, M, and S respectively denote the primary body,

Earth, Moon, and Sun, _ is the position vector of the CSM

with respect to the primary body, and rEM and r_E S are the posi-
tion vectors of the Moon and Sun with respect to the Earth ob-

tained from the Lunar and Solar Ephemerides Subroutine of

Section 5. 5. 4. The line-of-sight vectors are determined for

a time specified by the calling program or routine.
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The occultation cones used in the Star Selection Routine

for the Sun, Earth, and Moon are computed as follows:

cS = cos 15 ° (5.13.4)

_cos 5° + sin -I if P = EI

=_ (5. 13.5)C E

! cos 5° if P = M

cos 5° if P = E
cM = (5. 13. 6)

where c is the cosine of one halfthe totalangular dimension of

a cone and represents a more convenient way of treatingthe di-
j

mension of a cone in the Star SelectionRoutine, rC is the mag-

nitudeof the CSM positionvector, R E is the equatorial radius

(6378.166 kin)of the Earth, and R Mis the mean radius(1738.09 km)
of the Moon.

The vector a which is used by the IMU alignment pro-

grams to correct the stored star vectors for aberration of light

is determined as follows:

(5113:7>__ : u S X 2Ec I c

where IIS is as calculated by Eq, 5.13. l, v C is the velocity of the CSM
with respect to the primary body, c is the speed of light, and

--PEcl= CA (0, - sin B0, cos B0).
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5.5. 14 PERICENTER-APOCENTER (PERIAPO) SUBROUTINE

The Pericenter - Apocenter Subroutine computes the

two body apocenter and pericenter altitudes given the position

and velocity vectors for a point on the trajectory and the primary

body.

This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5. 14-1.
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ENTER

II NO _YES

rb = rLp I rb = rLSti = tiE ti = tiM

Call Apsides Subroutine

_(t)" -v(t)" ti

Resume rp, rA, e, PN

hp = rp - rbl

h a r A r b J

I Return hp, ha, e, PN I

Figure 5. 14-1 PERICENTER - APOCENTER SUBROUTINE

f
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5. 5. 15 Time-of-Longitude Program (P29)

The Time-of-Longitude

time of the first crossing of a specified longitude after a specified base

time, as well as the corresponding latitude, for either earth or lunar

orbits. The program is depicted in Figure 5. 15-1.

Inputs to the program consist of the base time t 0' the de-

sired longitude _d' and a vehicle option (CSM or LM ). The base time

is measured in terms of Ground Elapsed Time, and is not to be con-

fused with the t O defined in Section 5. i. 5.5. The desired longitude is
measured positive in an eastward direction from the conventional zero

meridian of either the earth or moon; west longitudes may be specified

negatively if desired.

The permanent state vector corresponding to specified vehicle

is transferred to a temporary location and precision-integrated to the

base time t O by the Coasting Integration Routine. Let r 0 and Y-0 be the

position and velocity vectors at the time t o . It is re-emphasized that

the program finds the Ground Elapsed Time of the first crossing after

the base time tO, regardless of where either vehicle is at the "present" -_

time, provided that -_0 and _-0 define an elliptic orbit.

The unit angular momentum vector P--n is formed, and used

to calculate a supplementary unit vector _-s which will be needed later

to determine whether a transfer is through 0 or 360- _ degrees. The

direction of the vector _ is then placed in the same hemisphere with

the earth's or moon's north polar unit axis _--Z" The unit local east

vector _-E at the base position -_0' and the unit vector _ normal to both

t_E and P-Z ( and pointing to the center or _Z axis ) are calculated°

The iteration variables r, t, and A_ correspond to the guess

on the latest iteration of the position, time, and longitude difference

from the longitude of _0' of the spacecraft at the desired longitude; these

variables are initialized to start the iteration process from the base

point _). The factors 16/15 and 327.8/328.8 reduce the number of

iterations required for convergence of the procedure by approximating

the ratio of the number of revolutions of the spacecraft with respect to

inertial space to the number with respect to a fixed longitude in equal

time periods. The values correspond to an earth-orbiting spacecraft

with a period of 90 minutes and a lunar-orbiting spacecraft with a period

of 120 minutes.
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/ The iteration loop is entered with a call to the Latitude-

Longitude Routine, which transforms the inertial position vector r

at time t into body-fixed spherical coordinates so that its longitude

may be compared with the desired longitude. Ifthe two longitudes

are within the tolerance _, the iteration process has converged

and the corresponding time t and latitude X are output for display

purposes.

Ifthe two longitudes are not within the tolerance _ ¢, a

new current iterative approximation A ¢ of the longitude difference

between the longitude of _r0 and the desired longitude is calculated.

Because A _ must always be positive for the earth and negative for

the moon in order for the factor F to correctly compensate (re-

flecting the posigrade motion around the earth and the retrograde

motion around the moon), and because of the moduling of the angles

by 360 ° , a complicated series of tests is necessary to determine

whether 360 ° should or should not be added or subtracted to (¢d -

¢ ). After the first pass, the tests pick out the eight cases in

which a 360 ° adjustment is necessary from the 24 possible arrange-

ments of ¢, ¢ d" ¢ 0 and 0. These tests hold for all longitudes be-

,- tween -360 ° and +360 ° .

After the new current guess of A _ has been determined,

the unit local east vector -_'E at the current iterative approximation

of the desired longitude is calculated, and from this is obtained the

current iterative unit position vector _--d" which yields the current

approximation of the transfer angle _. Using the conic Time-Theta

Routine, the base state vector (r_0,_v0) is updated through _, to a

new terminal position r, with which the iteration loop is re-entered.
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IINPUT :to,¢d, Vehicle

Iall Coastin_____ggIntegr_tio,_.________2'_o,_'_1

Integrate state vector to t o ,JResume ro, vo

Earth I

or I

Moon I

_- ,vO)-_Pn UNIT (_ro _,

---_s = UNIT _---n* ro)

;In =_n sign (--_n" P---Z)

--PE= UNIT <--PZ':"ro> "--"

__c = UNIT (-_Z "'-_E )

1
t--t °

A_ 0

/c  o% 0oentral

Earth

I F - 16 F - 327.815 I 328.8

I

Figure 5. 15-i Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program (P29) ._-
(Page 1 of 3)
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Call LAT-ITU_IER ___ii__R°utlne r' t /._-_, > o_ /

!

f . _'N

- _ sign ( _d ) = 0

1

(_d - _)= (Ca - _)-[sign (Ca - 5)] (380°)I

V

bJOUTPUT: t = time of longitude crossing]

_1 k corresponding latitude /

Figure 5. 15-1 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program (P29)
(Page 2 of 3)

r_
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1

Yes _ N_

I_'E =_-_-E cos (&$) +Kc sin (A$)

= UNIT (_'E * _n)

s G = sign (_--d" £S )

8 = _ (I- sG) + sG ARCCOS (_-41"ro/ ro)+@_

Call TIME - THETA, -_o" _o' 0

Resume ±f, r, v

¢

Figure 5. 15-1 Time-of-Longitude Crossing Program (P29)
(Page 3 of 3)
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5. 6 GENERAL SERVICE ROUTINES

5. 6.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The routines presented in this section include the

following general service functions :

1) IMU alignment modes

2) Basic Coordinate Transformations

3) Computer initialization procedures

4) Special display routines which can be called by the

astronaut

o

f 5) Automatic optics positioning routine
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5.6o 2 IMU ALIGNMENT MODES

5o 6.2. i IMU Orientation Determination Program

The IIVlU Orientation Determination Program (P-51)

is used during free-fall to determine the present IMU stable

member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate

System by sighting on two navigation stars or known celestial

bodies with the sextant (SXT) or the scanning telescope (SCT),

At the start of program P-51 the astronaut acquires the desired

celestial bodies by maneuvering the spacecraft until they are

visible in one of the above optical devices, During this acquisition

phase he monitors the FDAI Ball to avoid IMU gimbal lock. He

may also have the IMU gimbal angles coarse aligned to zero if

he so desires.

Afterwards, the following steps are performed on each

of two celestial bodies: ---

1 } The Sighting Mark Routine (R-53 of Section 4)

is used to sight on one of the celestial bodies.

The astronaut performs the sighting by centering

the SXT or SCT on the celestial body and presses

the MARK button. This mark causes the measure-

ment time and the optics and IMU gimbal angles to

be recorded by the computer.

2 ) The identity of the celestial body is indicated by

the astronaut by use of a celestial body code.

Separate codes are provided for the 37 navigation

stars, Sun, Earth, Moon, and a general celestial

body. The latter code is referred to as the Planet

code.
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3 ) The subroutine LOCSAM of Section 5.5.13 is

used to compute the correction for aberration of

light and the line-of-sight vectors of the Sun,

Earth, and Moon in the Basic Reference Coordinate

System for the time of the optical sighting (mark).

If the Sun, Earth, or Moon code was selected,

the vector for that body is set aside for use later.

4) If the Planet code was selected, the astronaut is

requested to load the coordinates of the desired

celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate

System.

5 ) The unit vector _B defining the direction of the

celestial body as a result of the optical sighting

is obtained in the IMU Stable Member Coordinate

System as follows:

' sin TA cos SA

_B = [NBSM][SBNB] in T A sin SA (6.2.1)
cos TA

where [NBSM] is the transformation matrix in
_ J

Section 5.6.3.2.1 using the IMU gimbal angles

stored for the optical mark, [SBNB] is the matrix

in Section 5.6.3.1. io andSA and TA are respec-

tively, the shaft and trunnion angles of the SXT or

SCT stored for the optical mark.

J
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6 ) A correction for aberration of light is then applied

to the unit vector uCB defining the direction of the

celestial body in the Baste Reference Coordinate

System which was either taken from the computer's

star catalog in fixed memory, computed by the

subroutine LOCSAMin step 3, or loaded by the

astronaut in step 4o The light aberration correction

is made as follows:

uCB = UNIT (u_ B + a) (6.2.2)

where a is the aberration correction vector

computed by the subroutine LOCSA M when this

subroutine was called after the celestial body

sighting, and _CB and _CB are, respectively, the
uncorrected and corrected unit vectors to the

celestial body in basic reference coordinates.

Although this correction is correct only for distant --

objects such as stars, it is also applied, for reasons

of program simplification, to the unit vectors of

the Sun, Earth, Moon, or a planet, if any of these

bodies are being used. It should be noted that the

aberration correction is negligible in comparison

to the errors in sighting on the Sun, Earth, or

Moon.

When the above steps have been performed for two

celestial bodies, the computer has the unit line-of-sight vectors

for the two bodies in both IMU stable member and basic reference

coordinates. Let U_BA and U__BB be the unit vectors for the

two celestial bodies (A and B) which are obtained with Eq. (6.2. 1 )
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and let uCB A and u_CBB be the unit vectors for the same bodies

obtained with Eqo (6.2.2). At this point in the program the

Sighting Data Display Routine (R-54 of Section 4) computes the

angle between the unit line-of-sight vectors (_BA and U__BB)
obtained for the two bodies in stable member coordinates and

the angle between the corresponding unit line-of-sight vectors

(_CBA and UCB B) for the two bodies in basic reference coordinates.

The magnitude of the difference between the two angles is displayed

to the astronaut and he either accepts the results or repeats the

IMU orientation determination process.

If he accepts the results of the Sighting Data Display

Routine, the unit vectors U_B A, U_BB, UCBA, and _BB are

used to determine the present stable member orientation and

REFSMMAT, using the procedure given in Section 5.6.3.3. i.

f
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5.6.2.2 IMU Realignment Program

The IMU Realignment Program ( P-52 ) is used during

free-fall to re-align the IMU to its presently assumed orientation

or to align it from a known orientation to one of the desired

orientations given in Section 5.6.3.3 and in P-52 of Section 4.

This alignment is made by sighting on two navigation Stars or

known celestial bodies with the sextant (SXT) or the scanning

telescope (SCT).

At the beginning of program P-52 the astronaut indi-

cates which of the followingstablemember orientationsis desired:

i) Preferred - for thrustingmaneuvers

2) Landing Site - for LM lunar landing or launch

3 ) Nominal - for alignment with respect to local

vertical _--

4) REFSMMAT - for re-alignment to presently

assumed orientation

The Preferred, Landing Site, and Nominal orientations are

defined in Section 5.6.3.3. If the astronaut selects the Landing

Site or Nominal orientation, it is computed by program P-52

in the manner shown in Section 5.6.3.3 and in P-52 of Section 4.

The Preferred orientation must be computed prior to entering

program P-52. Whenever the astronaut selects the Preferred,

Landing Site, or Nominal orientation, the program also computes

and displays the IMU gimbal angles for the desired stable member

orientation using the present vehicle attitude. These angles are

computed by the routine CALCGA of Section 5.6.3.2.2 where the
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inputs to this routine are the unit vectors (UxsM, Uys M, UZS M)

defining the desired stable member axes with respect to the

Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the unit vectors (XNB,

Y-NB' ZNB) defining the present navigation base axes with respect

to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, which are computed

as follows:

XNB = [REFSMMAT] T X_B

YNB[  'FSMMAT]T 2.3

= z._,IB

where [REFSMMAT] T is the transpose of the present [REFSMMAT]

and X_B, YNB' and z_'NBdefine the navigation base axes with/

respect to the present Stable Member Coordinate System and

are computed by the routine CALCSMSC of Section 5.6.3.2.5.

If the computed IMU gimbal angles are unsatisfactory,

the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a more suitable attitude

and has the program re-compute and display the new gimbal

angles. Once satisfactory angles have been obtained, the astronaut

keys in a 'PROCEED" and is then requested to indicate whether

the IMU is to be aligned to the desired orientation by use of the

Coarse Alignment Routine (R-50 of Section 4) or by torquing the

gyros. If he elects to have the gyros torqued to the desired

orientation, the gyro torquing angles are computed by the routine

CALCGTA of Section 5.6.3.2.3 where the inputs to this routine

are the unit vectors (XD, Y-D' ZD) defining the desired stable

member axes with respect to the present Stable Member

Coordinate System which are computed as follows:

x D = [REFSMMAT] UXS M

YD = [REFSMMAT] Uys M

" Z_D = [P_EFSMMAT] U_ZSM
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where U_XSM, Uys M, and U_ZSM were previously defined.

During the period when the gyros are being torqued, the IMU

gimbal angles are displayed to the astronaut so that he may

avoid gimbal lock by maneuvering the spacecraft. After the

gyro torquing process, the astronaut either terminates program

P-52 or performs a fine alignment with optical sightings on

two celestial bodies°

If the astronaut elects to have the IMU aligned to the

desired orientation by means of the Coarse Alignment Routine

(R-50), this routine will command the IMU to the computed gimbal

angles if any of the required girnbal angle changes is greater

than one degree. If all of the required gimbal angle changes

are less than or equal to one degree, routine R-50 will leave

the INIU at its present orientation, and it will be assumed by

program P-52 that it is at the desired orientation. It should be

noted that there is no computation of gimbal angles or coarse

alignment of the IMU if the astronaut selects the REFSMMAT

orientation at the beginning of program P-52.

Afterwards, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to

a desired attitude for celestial body acquisition and decides

whether to select his own celestial bodies for sighting purposes --

or to use the Star Selection Routine of Section 5.6.4. If he selects

the Star Selection Routine, program P-52 will call the subroutine

LOCSAMof Section 5.5.13 prior to calling the Star Selection

Routine since LOCSAIVi computes the directions and the occulta-

tion cones of the Sun, Earth, and Moon used in the occultation

tests of the Star Selection Routine. When LOCSAM is called

for this purpose, the specified input time is the present time

plus an additional amount (TSS) in order to insure that the time

used in computing the LOS vectors for the Sun, Earth, and Moon

is near the middle of the sighting mark process. The time in-

crement TSS is based upon estimates of the time required to
do the Star Selection Routine and to perform the optical sightings.

The primary purpose of using TSS is to insure that the LOS

vector of the primary body used in the occultation test is that

which occurs during the sighting mark process.

If the Star Selection Routine is unable to find two

satisfactory stars at the present vehicle attitude, the astronaut

either repeats the above process of changing the vehicle attitude

and using the Star Selection Routine, or decides to select his _

own celestial bodies.
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Afterwards, the following steps are performed on

each oftwo celestialbodies:

1) The celestialbody code is establishedfor one of

the two bodies which are to be sightedupon (i.e.

the astronaut either aecepts the celestialbody

code for one ofthe stars found by the Star Selection

Routine or loads his own celestialbody code ).

2 ) The subroutine LOCSAM of Section 5.5.13 is

used to compute the line-of-sightvectors of the

Sun, Earth, and Moon for the current time in

case the Sun, Earth, or Moon code was selected.

Ifone of these codes was selected, the vector

computed for thatbody is set aside for use later.

3) Ifthe Planet code was seleeted, the astronaut

is requested toload the coordinates of the desired

celestialbody in the Baste Reference Coordinate

System.

4) The program then callsthe Auto Optics Positioning

Routine (R-52 )whieh in turn calls the Sighting

Mark Routine (R-53). After the SXT and SCT

have been driven to the LOS of the celestialbody

by routine R-52 the astronaut manually centers

the SXT or SCT on the celestialbody and presses the

MARK button.

5) When a satisfactoryopticalsighting(mark) has

been obtained, the same steps (2 through 6 ) are

performed afterthe opticalsightingas are given

in Section 5.6.2.1 for the IMU OrientationDeter-

mination Program (P-51) exeept thatthe unitvector
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uCB (see Eq. (6.2.2) in step 6 of Section 5.6.2.1)
is expressed in terms of the desired IMU Stable

Member Coordinate System instead of the Basic

Reference Coordinate System as follows:

ucB=UNI EFSMMA D (_CB+a) (6,2.4)

where a is the aberration correction vector computed

s--ubroutine
by the LOCSAM, and [REFSMMATJD
is the matrix (Section 5.6.3.3 ) for transforming

vectors from the Basic Reference Coordinate

System to the desired IMU Stable Member Coordinate

System.

After the above steps have been performed on two

celestial bodies, the computer has the unit line-of-sight vectors

for the two bodies in both present and desired IMU stable member

coordinates. Let U__BA and UhB B be the unit vectors for the two

bodies (A and B) which are obtained with Eq. (6.2.1) and let

uCB A and u_CBB bethe unit vectors for the same bodies obtained

with Eq. ( 6.2.4 ). At this point in the program the Sighting Data

Display Routine (R-54 of Section 4) computes the angle between

uCB A and uCB B, and the angle between _BA and U_B B, and
displays the magnitude of the difference between the two angles

to the astronaut. If he accepts the results, the four vectors are

used in the routine AXISGEN of Section 5.6.3.2.4to compute the desired

stable member axes with respect to the present Stable Member Co-

ordinate System, which are used in the Oyro Torquing Routine
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(R-55 of Section 4). Routine R-55 computes the gyro torquing

angles required to drive the IMU stable member to the desired

orientation by using the above vectors in the routine CALCGTA

of Section 5.6.3.2.3. The gyro torquing angles are displayed

to the astronaut so that he can decide whether to have the gyros

torqued through these angles or not. If he is not satisfied with the

results of the Sighting Data Display Routine or the Gyro Torquing

Routine, he may repeat the optical sightings without having to

terminate the program.

It should be noted that the ground can indicate to the

CIVIC via nplink the present stable member orientation or a desired

stable member orientation. If the present orientation is being

indicated, this is done by transmitting a REFSMMAT to the CMC.

Undernormalcircumstances, however, it would not be desirable

for the ground to indicate the present stable member orientation

since this orientation should be determined by the CSM GNCS.

However, if an orientation different from the present orientation is

desired by the ground, this desired orientation can be transmitted

as a Preferred orientation. }By treating a desired stable member

orientation in this manner, program P-52 will be able to correct

for any large differences between the present and desired orientations

by coarse alignment. In addition, this approach avoids the introduc-

tion of orientation errors which affect celestial body acquisition.
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5.6.2. 3 Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program

The Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program

(P-53) is used during free-fall to determine the present IMU

stable member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference

Coordinate System by sighting on two navigation stars or known

celestial bodies with some optical device other than the sextant

or scanning telescope. An optical device which is considered

to be a backup to the normal CSM optics is the Crew Optical

Alignment Sight (COAS). This program is identical to program

P-51 of Section 5.6.2.1 except that the Alternate LOS Sighting

Mark Routine (R-56 of Section 4) is used in place of the Sight-

ing Mark Routine (R-53) to sight on the celestial bodies. When-

ever routine R-56 is called by program P-53, the astronaut

is requested to load the coordinates of the backup optical device

before performing the optical sighting. These coordinates are

the equivalent SXT shaft and trunnion angles of the device which

would be indicated for the SXT if it were possible to direct the

SXT along the same direction as the optical device. When an

optical sighting is performed using routine R-56, the measure-

ment time, the IMU gimbal angles, and the equivalent shaft and

trunnion angles of the backup device are stored by the computer.

These angles are used just as in step 5 of Section 5.6.2.1 to

obtain a unit vector _B in the IMU Stable Member Coordinate
System where SA and TA are now the equivalent shaft and trun-

nion angles of the backup device.

5.6.2.4 Backup IMU Realignment Program

The Backup IMU Realignment Program (P-54) is

used during free-fall to re-align the IMU to its presently as-

sumed orientation or to align it from a known orientation to
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one of the desired orientationsgiven in Section 5.6.3.3 and in

P-54 of Section 4 by sightingon two navigation stars or known

celestialbodies with some opticaldevice other than the sextant

or scanning telescope. Such an optiealdevice may be the Crew

Optical Alignment Sight (COAS). This program is identicalto

program P-52 of Section 5.6.2.2 except thatthe Alternate LOS

Sighting Mark Routine (R-56 of Section 4) is used in place of

the Sighting"Mark Routine (R-53 )to sight on the eelestialbodies.

In addition,the Auto Optics ]PositioningRoutine (R-52) is not

used in thisprogram. A descriptionof Alternate LOS Sighting

Mark Routine is given in Sections 4 and 5.6.2.3.

f •
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5.6.3 IMU ROUTINES

5.6.3. i Sextant Transformations

5.6.3. i.i Sextant Ease - Navigation Base

To transform a vector from sextant base to navigation

base coordinates, use is made of the following transformation

matrix:

io 0I (6.3.1)

in a 0 cos

I It

where a =-32 ° 31 23. 19

The above matrix and its transpose [NESB] are
both

present in computer memory.

The sextant base coordinate system referred to

above is frequently called the Block I navigation base

coordinate system in deference to the present navigation base

coordinate system (Block II). Any transformation of vectors

between the sextant and the present navigation base requires

use of the above transformations.
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5.6o 3. 1.2 Sextant to Navigation Base (SXTNB)

To obtain a unit vector (UNB), which specifies the

direction of the line-of-sight of the sextant in navigation base

coordinates, use is made of the following:

slinc°A1_: [S_N_]_n_ sinS_ (_._._)
cos TA

where [SBNB] is the transformation matrix given in Section

5.6.3. i.i, and TA and SA are the trunnion (precision) and

shaft angles, respectively, of the sextant.
1

5.6.3. 1.3 Calculation of Sextant Angles (CALCSXA)

Given a unit star vector -_SM in stable member co-

ordinates, this routine computes the angles SA and TA required

to position the optics such that the line of sight lies along the

star vector.

The star vector is first transformed to the sextant

base coordinate system as follows:
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F ] F ]_o_e_s__,__ ,_o_ven_n_eo,on__._._._._
and 5.6.3.2. i, respectively.

Next, a unit vector UTD A, defining the direction of

the trunnion (precision) drive axis in sextant base coordinates,

is obtained:

UTDA = UNIT [_SB X _SB] (8.3.4)

where

O)

_SB = 0
1

Using -_SB and UTDA, the angles SA and TA are de-

termined as follows:

sinSA = UTD A • (- _SB )

cos SA = UTD A - Y-SB

(6.3.5)

SA = ARCTRIG (sin SA, cos SA)

TA = c°s'l[_-SB'-%SB]
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where ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing either
-i -i

sin or cos so as to yield maximum accuracy, and

1 0

_SB = o ana Y-SB=

0

5.6.3.2 IMU Transformations

5.6.3.2.1 Stable Member-Navigation Base

/_ Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU inner, middle and

outer gimbal angles, respectively. Define the following matrices:

cos IGA 0 - sinlGA _

Q1 0 i 0 (6.3.6)

sin IGA 0 cos IGA

Icos MGA sin MGA t

Q2 = I "sinMGA cos0MGA (6.3.7)\

z
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I 0 0)
Q3 = cos OGA sin OGA (6.3.8)

-sin OGA cos OGA !

/
Stable Member to Navigation Base Transformation

--UNB : Q3 Q2 Q1 _M

(6.3.9)

ISMNB:] = Q3Q2QI

Navigation Base to Stable Member Transformation

_SM = Q1 T Q2 TQ3 T-LINB" [NBSM] = Q1T Q2 T Q3 T

(6.3.10)
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5.6.3.2.2 Calculation of Gimba] Angles (CALCGA)

Given a stable member orientation and a navigation

base orientation both referred to the same coordinate system,

the following procedure is used to compute the corresponding

gimbal angles.

aMG = UNIT (XNB × y_SM )

cos OGA= aMG ZNB

sin OGA = aMG YNB

OGA ARCTRIG ( sin OGA, cos OGA)
.s --

cos MGA= Y-SM " (aMG x XNB )

(6.3.11)

sin MGA: Y-SM " XNB

MGA = ARCTRIG (sin MGA, cos MGA)

cos IGA = aMG • -_-SM

sinIGA = aMG • _SM

IGA = ARCTRIG ( sin IGA, cos IGA)

/
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where the inputs are three vectors along the stable member

axes and three vectors along the navigation base axes.

5.6.3.2.3 Calculation of Gyro Torquing Angles (CALCGTA)

In the fine align procedure, after the present plat-

form orientation is determined, the torquing angles required to

move the platform into the desired orientation must be computed.

This is achieved as follows:

Let X_D, YD' and z D be the desired stable member

axes referred to present stable member orientation. The ro-

tations are performed in three steps: (i) rotating through O
Y

about the y axis, yielding x b, Y-D' z_ ; (2) rotating through
I

e z about the z' axis, yieldingx_, Y-D' z_; (3) and finally ro-
f_ II II

taring through e x about the x" axis, yielding XD, Y-D' ZD" The

relevant equations are as follows:

z__ = UNIT (-XD, 3' 0, XD, 1 )

sin = Z I

8y D, 1

= z' (6.3. 12}COS
ey D, 3

0y = ARCTRIG (sin ey, cos ay)

sin
z = XD, 2
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Z I X D - Z Icos 0z D, 3 , 1 D,I XD, 3

ez = ARCTRIG (sin _z' cos 8z)

cos 8x = z_ . zD (6.3. 12 cont.)

sin ex = z_ • Y--D

ex = ARCTRIG (sin 8x, cos 8x )

The required inputs are the three coordinate axes of

the desired stable member orientation referred to the present

stable member orientation.
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5.6. 3.2.4 Coordinate Axes Generator (AXISGEN)

Given two unit vectors (usually star vectors), S_A

and s B, expressed in two coordinate systems, denoted by

primed and unprimed characters, i.e., sk, s_, s A, S_B, this

routine computes the unit vectors x, y, z which are the primed

coordinate system axes referred to the unprimed coordinate

system. This is accomplished by defining two ortho-normal

coordinate sets, one in each system, in the following manner:

I

_uX s_'A

u_ = UNIT (sk × s_h)

(6.3 13)

_uy UNIT (s A x s_B)

U_Z _uX × Uy

The primed coordinate system axes expressed in

terms of the unprimed coordinate system axes are:
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: uZluZ

I

y = Ux2Ux + u' u + ' (6 3,14)- Y2 -Y Uz2 Uz "

__ = Ux3U X �+Uy3Uy Uz3U z

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed

from the unprimed to the primed coordinate systems by using

the following matrix constructed with the output (Eq. 6.3. 14)

of AXISGEN:

]
T

x

T
f- Z (6.3.15)

T
z
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5.6.3.2.5 Calculation of Stable Member Coordinates of the

Spacecraft ( CALCSMSC )

To determine the directions of the X, Y, and Z axes

of the present vehicle coordinate system or the navigation base

coordinate system with respect to the IMU Stable Member Co-

ordinate System, use is made of the routine CALCSMSC.

The unit vectors XNB, YNB _ and ZNB defining the
directions of the navigation base coordinate system axes with

respect to the IMU Stable Member Coordinate System are de-

termined as follows:

/ \
cos IGA cos MGA

XNB = sin MGA

-sin IGA cos MGA

/cos IGA sin OGA sin MGA_

+ cos OGA sin IGA

ZNB = -sin OGA cos MGA J

cos OGA cos IGA /

_sin OGA sin MGA sin IG_

YNB = ZNB × XNB

where IGA, MGA, and OGA are the inner, middle, and outer

IMU gimbal angles, respectively. It should be noted that the

rows of the transformation matrix [SMINB_ also give the above
vectors.
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5.6.3.3 R EFSMMAT Transform ations

The matrix required to transform a vector from the

Basic Reference Coordinate System to the IMU Stable Member

Coordinate System is referred to as REFSMMAT. This matrix

can be constructed as follows with the unit vectors _Uxs M, U¥s M, and

U_ZSM defimng the orientations of the stable member axes with re-
spect to reference coordinates,

u T
-XSM

UTsM (6.3. 16 )REFSMMA.T

[ -_ZS M

5.6.3.3.1 Present REFSMMAT From Star Sightings

The present IMU stable member orientation with re-

spect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the associated

REFSMMAT, can be determined by sighting on two navigation

stars with the CSM optics. If s_k and s_ are the unit vectors

defining the measured directions of the two stars in the present

Stable Member Coordinate System, and s A and s B are the unit

vectors to the corresponding stars as known in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System, then these vectors can be used as the input

to the routine AXISGEN (Section 5.6.3.2.4) to obtain the

present IMU orientation and REFSMMAT (Eqs. (6.3.14) and

(6.3.15)).
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5.6.3.3.2 Alignment for Thrusting Maneuvers (Preferred

Orientation )

During certain thrusting maneuvers the IMU will be

aligned according to the following equations.

_Uxs M = UNIT (x B)

Uys M = UNIT (Uxs M × r)* (6.3.17)

Uzs M = UXS M x UysM*

where x B is the vehicle or body X-axis at the preferred vehicle

attitude for ignition and r is the CSM position vector.

The associated transformation matrix (REFSMMAT)

is given byEq. (6.3.16).

5.6.3.3.3 Alignment to Local Vertical in Orbit (Nominal

Orientation )

The IMU stable member may be aligned to the local

vertical at a specified time. " For this type of orientation the

stable member axes are found from the following.

Uxs M = (Uys M x UZS M)

u = UNIT (v × r) (6.3.18)--YSM

UZS M = UNIT (-r)

where r and v are the position and velocity vectors of the CSM

at the specified time. The vectors r and v_are computed by

the Coasting Integration Routine of Section 5.2.2.

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation

is found from Eq. (6.3. 16).

I *In P41 if lUxsM ×-rl < 216 meters or in 1=40 if (UXSM × UNIT r)

<2-12 radians, then Uys M = UNIT [Uxs M × (UNIT r + 0. 125 UNIT v)]

where v is the CSM velocity vector
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5.6.3.3.4 Lunar Landing or Launch Orientation

The proper IMU orientation for lunar landing or

launch is defined by the following equations:

_UxsM = UNIT (_rLS) at tL

UysM = UZSM x UXSM (6.3. 19)

 -ZSM: UNIT(hc x UXSM)

where

_C = _rC X Vc

is the orbital angular momentum vector of the CSM,

and r_L S is the landing site position vector at the

nominal time of lunar landing or launch, tL, depend-

ing on the alignment mode.

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation

is found from Eq. (6.3.16).

5.6.3.3.5 Earth Pre-launch Alignment

Prior to earth launch the IMU Stable Member is aligned

to a local vertical axis system.

UZSM = UNIT (-r) (local vertical)

UXS M = UNIT (A_) where A is a horizontal vector
pointed at the desired launch azimuth angle.

Uys M = UZS MX_uXS M

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation

is given in Eq. (6.3. 16).
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5. 6o 4 STAR SELECTION ROUTINE

The Star Selection Routine is used by the IMU Realign-

ment Program (P-52) and the Back-Up IMU Realignment Program

(P-54) to select the best pair of stars in the viewing cone of the

sextant for fine alignment of the IMU. The logic diagram for this

routine is shown in Fig. 6.4-I.

Each pair from the computer catalog of 37 stars is

tested to see if both stars are within a 76 degree viewing cone

centered with respect to the shaft drive axis of the sextant (SXT).

Afterwards, the routine checks to see if the angle of

separation between the stars is at least 30 degrees.

If a pair passes the above tests, a check is then made

to see if either star is occulted by the Sun, Earth, or Moon. The

sizes of the occultation cones about each of the three bodies are

such as to not only account for true occultation but to also pre-

vent the selection of stars too near the bodies because of visi-

bility problems. The directions and the associated occultation

cone sizes of the three bodies are actually computed by the sub-

routine LOCSAM (Section 5. 5.13) which is called by the IMU

Realignment Programs just prior to calling the Star Selection

Routine.

The pair of stars passing the above tests and having

the largest angular separation is chosen by this routine. If the

routine is unable to find a satisfactory pair of stars after test-

ing all combinations, it is seen in Program P-52 of Section 4

that an Alarm Code is displayed, whereupon the astronaut may

either repeat the star selection process at a different spacecraft

attitude or select his own stars later.
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XIT
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No
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Store pair with largest
separation and neglect
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Figure 6. 4-1 Star Selection Routine
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5.6.5 Ground Track Routine --

This routine is used by the astronaut in near-earth or near-

moon orbit to obtain CSM or LM trajectory information, The astronaut

specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle (CSM or LM). The routine uses

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5o 2.2 ) to extrapolate the de-

sired vehicle's state vector to the specified time, The resulting estimated

position vector is converted to latitude, longitude, altitude Coordinates

by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section 5o 5.3 ), and

these data are displayed. Altitude is defined with respect to the landing

site radius for lunar orbit, and the launch pad radius for earth orbit.

The astronaut can request the state vector extrapolation to continue in

ten minute steps, or to another specified time, and obtain additional

displays of the coordinates of points in the spacecraft's orbit. Alter-

natively, the astronaut can request a display of altitude (to i0 nm ),

inertial velocity magnitude (to 1 ft/see ), and flight path angle ( in degrees )

at an astronaut-specified time.

As an additional option, the astronaut may specify a longitude,

a base time (GET) and a vehicle (CSM or LM), and request the computer

to solve for and display the time (GET) of the first crossing of the __

specified longitude by the vehicle after the base time. The Time-of-

Longitude Program, described in Section 5.5. 15, is used for these cal-

culations.
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5.6.6 S-BAND ANTENNA ROUTINE

The S-Band Antenna Routine (R -05) is used to

compute and display 2 angles 7 and p defined in Fig. 6.6-i.

Once the program is initiated by the astronaut the computer

will automatically update the display at a rate no greater

than once per second, depending on other computer activity.

This updating will continue until S-Band Lock-on is achieved

and signaled to the CMC by the astronaut through the DSKY.

If the S-Band Routine is interrupted the display of 7 and p

will be stopped until the astronaut reinitiates the routine.

The accuracy associated with the computation and

display of 7 and p does not indicate the pointing accuracy of the

• associated antenna alignment or the accuracy associated with the

antenna gimbal angles.

The angles shown in Fig. 6.6-I are computed without

consideration of any constraints imposed by the actual antenna

and therefore, if the present vehicle attitude results in antenna

angles beyond the gimbal limit, the CMC will not indicate that

the antenna line-of-sight cannot be pointed according to these angles.

The equations and logic flow used to compute T and p

are shown in Fig. 6.6-2. With reference to the first portion of

this figure, the program will automatically determine whether the

Basic Reference Coordinate System is earth or moon centered and

will compute the proper values of T and p for either case.
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is defined as a positive rotationfrom the plus body

X axis about the CSM body Z axis. (0 <__/<360 °)

p is defined as a positive rotationabout the y' axis.

Y' is an axis in the CSMbodyXYplane rotated from the CSM

Y body axis about the +Z axis directionan amount 7.(-90°< p < 90°)

LOS TO

RTH CENTER

X'

Figure 6.6-i Definitionof CSM S-Band Display Angles
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/ -. S TAR T

CMC _ Kepler Subroutine

ADVANCE -_M to present time Section 5.5.5

R = vectorfrom CMto
] -- Earth center /_ No _

Re:[. ]--EM = center to Moon center T Yes ,

Cood. _ P :primary body indica- _ [R = - (R_ n + rr_n) •

for (sec. 5.2.2.6) R = -rCM L- _l,_ --_-,- i

U R = UNIT (_R)

Ux= ,uy -- ,_uz =

/- R_P = R - ( R. UZ) L__lZ CM xy-plane

I -_'= UNIT(Re)I
$

]p " _X ' _ 7 = "yawangle"

0o<7_ < 360 °

60O_No Yes O° -<T -<1-80°

0 0 •

180 < "y,,,=3

p cos (_mR UZ)-ff2 a': '= • -- _ '.')

P = "pitch angle"
90°_< p _<90 °

Figure 6. 6-2 S-Band Angle Computations and Logic
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5.6.7 ADDITIONAL RENDEZVOUS DISPLAYS

During the final phases of rendezvous the following

four routines may be called by the astronaut for the purpose of

computing and displaying special quantities related to the ren-

dezvous geometry.

5.6.7. 1 Range, Range Rate, Theta Display

Routine R-31 may be called upon to compute and dis-

play the range and range rate between the two vehicles and an

angle e shown in Fig. 6.7-i.

The angle 0 represents the angle between the CSM

X-body axis and the local horizontal plane. It is defined in a

manner completely analogous to the definition of E in Section

5.4.2.2. Theta, therefore, can have values between 0 and 360 °,

X-CSM

LOCAl HORIZONTAL

Figure 6.7- 1 Definition of Theta

The equations used to compute the display parameters

for R-31 are given below.

R = r L - r C

u R = UNIT (R_)

RANGE = IRI (6. 7. 1)

RANGE RATE = (v L- v C) • u R (6. 7. 2)

To compute 0 the following vector is defined
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f .

ENTO_[_

No 0re enttim°]
I E×trapolate CSM

perlllanent state vector

to t using Coasting
L Integration Routine

(Se<:tioa 5.2, 2)

No Yes vector to t

l using Planetary
Inertial Routine |

Yes _o [ (,_eetion 5.5.2) J

IP .... ,

to t using permanent state vectt

Planetary Inertial ito t using Coasting |

Routine _Integration Routine J

I state inbase location] [states in base location]
V

Yes f Extrapolate I,M, _

t LA_---------"-_ states to t ufling |

t = piptime] : Kepler Subroutine
/ [ (Section 5.5.5) /

Extrapolate LMbasel_No ZNo Extrapolate CSM
state to t using U_--_UI_ base state to t

Coasting Integration [ x,_ using CoastingRoutine Yes _ Integration Routine

LM state _pdated to t using Planetary
lto t using Inertial Routine
Planetary [ner tial ,

_utine

Figure 6.7-2 Range, Range Rate, 0
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where NBSM and REFSMMAT are defined in Section 5.6.3 and

u X is a unitvector along the X-body axis expressed in basic re-
ference coordinates. The angle 0 is then found as follows:

u = UNIT (rc ×vc )

Up= UNIT u X-/ _Cff KC

0 = cos -1 [u -u SGN (Up, U×rC )] (6. 7. 3)':--X --P -- --

Ifux, rc<0;0 = 2=- 0

/

The three displays of R-31 are automatically updated
/

until I?-31 is terminated by the astronaut. The logic flow required

to accomplish this update is shown in Fig. 6. 7-2.

5.6.7_2 Range, Range Rate, Phi Display

Routine R-34 may be initiated by the astronaut to

display the computed range and range rate between the two

vehicles as well as an angle $ shown in Fig. 6.7-3.

x_ ; "LOCAL HORIZONTAL

Figure 6,7-3 Definitionof Phi
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The angle _ represents the angle between the SXT line

of sight and the loeal horizontal plane. It is determined in the

same way as a in Eq. (6.7.3) except that

T

u x = [ REFSMMAT] [ NBSM] UNB

where UNB is the sextant line of sight in navigation base coordinates

as given in Section 5.6.3. I. 2.

The three displays of R-34 are automatically updated

in a manner similar to the R-31 update.

5.6.7.3 Final Attitude Display

Routine R-63 may be used to compute and display the |

gimbal angles required to point a specified spacecraft vector, I

SCAXIS (as defined in Section 5.2.5. l),at the LM. After initiation I
of this routine the state vectors of both vehicles are extrapolated

to the present time plus one minute. Based on these new state

vectors the required gimbal angles are computed and displayed.
/I

There is no automatic display update. However, R-63

may easily be recycled to manually accomplish an update of the

display.

i

5.6.7.4 Out-of-Plane Rendezvous Display

Routine R-36 may be used during any phase of the

rendezvous sequence to provide information about the out-of-

plane position and velocity of the CSM relative to the LM orbital

plane and the out-of-plane velocity of the LM relative to the CSM

_orbital plane. These three quantities are computed for a given

time. The present time of ignition is automatically selected in

the absence of a time input by the astronaut.

The definition of the three quantities computed is given

by the following set of equations where r CM" vCM is the state

vector of the CSM and'rLM, V_LM is the state vector of the LM.
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uCM = UNIT (vCM x rCM) (6.7.4)

U_LM = UNIT (V_LM × rLM) (6.7.5)

CM = v_CM • ULM (6. 7. 6)

YCM = rCM" U_LM (6.7.7)

YLM : V_LM- uCM (6.7.8)

f

"'Crj
ej "

i /
Iz

J

/
/

/

/
/
!

/

/

m
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5.6.8 AUTOMATIC OPTICS POSITIONING ROUTINE

5.6.8.1 Ge_leral

This routi,_e is used during alignment a_d liavigation pro-

cedures to automatically point the optics in the direction of a speci-

fied tracking target to aid the astrm,aut in the acquisition of the

target. It is also used to provide optics shaft and trunnio_J rates

from computed estimates of LOS raLe. The four target modes

available in this routine are as foilows:

1) Star mode

2) LM mode

3) Landmark mode

4) Advaaeed ground track mode

The calculations in this routine are repeated approximately

_- every two seconds; positioning commands are issued provided the

optics mode switch is set to CMC. The rate aided optics feature is

available only to P-24 when the optics switch is set to MANUAL.

The routine consists of two subroutines, Line-of-Sight and

Command. Let t be the time (GET) at the beginning of a cycle and

let

t 6 = t + 6t (6.8.1)

where 6 t is a lead term to compensate for system lags. During the

firstpart of the cycle the desired line-of-sightvector at time ta,

uLO S, is computed. The Command Subroutine then computes updated

values of the desired optics angles from the desired line-of-sight

vector, uLOS, and the current vehicle attitude. The entire procedure

is then repeated. A basic CMC routine drives the opticsto the

orientationindicatedby the desired angles.
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5. 6. 8. 2 Line-of-Sight Subroutine

5. 6.8.2.1 Star Mode

This mode is used during IMU alignment procedures to

point the optics in the direction of a specified star. The desired

line-of-sight vector, ULos, is the specified unit star vector stored

• in the CMC fixed memory. The optics may also be direcied along

• lines-of-sight for stars and celestial bodies whose unit position vec-

tors have been input via N88.

5. 6. 8. 2. 2 LM Mode

This mode is used during LM tracking phases to point the

optics in the direction of the LM. The Kepler Subroutine (Section _

5.5.5) is used to compute -_C and r_L , the estimated conic position

vectcrs of the CSM and the LM, respectively, at time t 5. Then,

the desired line-of-sight vector is given by

uLO S = UNIT (r L - _r_c) (6.8. 2)

5. 6. 8. 2.3 Landmark Mode

This mode is used during the orbit navigation phase to

point the optics in the direction of a landmark specified either by
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code number for a landing site, or by latitude, longitude, alti-

tude for a landmark whose coordinates are not stored in the CMC

memory. The Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5. 5) is used to compute

-r-c' the estimated conic position vector of the CSM at time t 6 o

Then, r_, the estimated position of the landmark at tfme t 6 is

computed by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section

5. 5. 3). Finally, the desired line-of-sight is given by

uLO S = UNIT {r__ - rc) (6.8.3)

5. 6. 8. 2.4 Advanced Ground Track Mode

This mode is used during the lunar-orbit navigation phase

to aid in the surveillance, selection and tracking of possible landing

sites by driving the optics to the direction of a point on the ground

/ track of the CSM at a time slightly more than a specified number of

orbital revolutions from current time. Let the specified revolution

number be N, and assume that N is no greater than four.

Let -_C be the estimated CSM position vector at time t.

The local vertical vector, uLV, at time t is given by

_LV = - UNIT (r.c) (6.8.4)

The desired line-of-sight vector, ULos,iS determined such that the

angle between the vectors uLO S and ULV is approximately 60 °. 'Thus,

the astronaut can survey the advanced ground track of the CSM,and

select a landing site over which the CSM will pass in N orbital revo-

lutions plus about i/2 (5 - N) minutes. After the astronaut selects

the landing site, he switches the optics mode to MANUAL in order to

obtain navigation data as described in Section 5.2.4. i.
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The value of the angle between the vectors uLO S and uLV
is chosen to be 60 ° in order to ensure that the astronaut will have

sufficient time to center the selected landing site in the field of view

of the optical instrument before the first navigation sighting should

be made. After about one minute of manual tracking, the angle be-

tween the line-of-sight to the selected landing site and the current

local vertical direction (not the vector uLV} will be approximately

45 ° . At this time it is desirable for accurate tracking conditions

to have been attained, and for the MARK button to be pressed. Further

navigation sightings of the landing site should then continue. The

data obtained are processed by the Orbit Navigation Routine (Sec-

tion 5.2.4).

The desired line-of-sight vector, ULOS, is computed by

first rotating the local vertical vector about the polar axis of

the moon to account for lunar rotation,and then rotatingthe

resultingvector about the normal to the CSM orbitalplane to attain

the desired 60 ° angle. The computation sequence is as follows: --

Call the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5) to de-

termine r_c and _C' the estimated CSM conic
position and Velocity vectors at time t.

Let

uLO S = - UNIT (_C) (6.8.5}

Call the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine
to transform the lunar polar vector (0, 0, i) to the

Basic Reference Coordinate System, obtaining the

first rotation vector u R.
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Let the first rotation angle A be

A = A M N (6.8,6)

where A M is the angle through which the moon ro-

tates in one nominal lunar-orbital period.

Rotate the vector uLO S about u R through the angle
A by

uLO S = (I - cos A) (_uR. ULOS) u R

(6.8.7)

+ uLO S cos A+ u RX uLO S sinA

Compute the second rotation vector from
/-

u_B= UNIT (ZCX_C) (6.8.8)

Let the second rotation angle be

A=_ -A (6.8.9)

Compute final desired line-of-sight vector uLO S
the

by repeating Eq. (6.8.7)
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5.6.8.3 Command Subroutine

In this subroutine the line-of-sight vector, ULC_, is
transformed to stable member coordinates by means of

_SM " [REFSMMAT] uLO S (6.8. 10)

The desired optics trunnion (precision) and shaft angles, TA

and SA, respectively, are computed as described in section

5.6.3.1.3.

5.6, 8.4 Rate-Aided Optics Subroutine

This subroutine is used to assist the astronaut in land-

mark tracking at low altitudes, where line-of-sight rates are

high. This is called only by the Rate-Aided Optics Tracking

Program (P-24). In this subroutine, shaft and trunnion rates

are supplied to the optics instead of shaft and trunnion angles.

For each cycle these rates are computed by

VTA = (TANE w - TAoL D) / (tSNEW - tSOLD) (TRUNSF)
(6.8. 1 _)

VSA = (SANE W - SAoL D) / (t 5NEW - t 5OLD ) (SHAFTSF)

where: TANE W, SANE W, TAoL D, SAoL D are thedesired shaft and trunnion angles computed in Section

5.. 6.8.3 during the present and previous cycle, respectively.

tSNEW, t6OLD are the times computed in Eq. (6.8.1)

for the present ana previous cycles respectively.

TRUNSF and SHAFTSF are pad loaded scale factors

for computing drive rate.

At every N th cycle (where N is an erasable integer) if

i a new mark has been made and is valid (i.e., not rejected)the
routine will compute a new latitude,longitudeand altitudefor the

landmark to be used by the Landmark Line-of-Sight Routine (Section

5.6.8.2. 3).
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This is done as follows:

F- (_ Compute r C, the estimated conic position vector

of the CSM at the time of the navigation sighting

using the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5).

G Obtain the latest valid navigation sighting (time,
three IMU angles and two optics angles). From

these angles compute the measured unit vector

UM along the CSM-to-landmark line-of-sight in

the Basic Reference Coordinate System from Eq.

(2.4.2).

Compute the estimated landmark positionr_ at
at the time of the sighting from Eq. (2.4. i0) using

(r 0 + landmark altitude_instead of (r0)2.

_ Use the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section

5.5.3) to convertr_ to latitude, longitude and
altitude.

If no new mark has been made by the N th cycle, the

update will be made after the next mark.

f 5.6. i0 ORBITAL PARAMETER AND ENTRY DISPLAY i

COMPUTATIONS i
This section presents the CMC computations required

for the displays in the following routines and programs:

a) The Orbital Parameter Display Routine R-30, which

is callable by the astronaut via an extended verb.

b) The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL

which is automatically called by R-30 when either the Earth

Orbital Injection Monitor Program P-II or the CMC Idling Program

P-0O is running.

c) The Entry Preparation Program P-61 which

provides displays to initialize the EMS.

d) The CM/SM-Separation-and Pre-Entry-Maneuver

Program (P62) and the Entry Ballistic Program (P-66), which
W

display IMU G[mbal Angles corresponding to current CM hypersonic

trim attitude. •

/f "-•
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•• e) The Entry Final Phase Program (P67) which dis- _4

plays current CM geographic location.

5.6. I0.1 The Orbital Parameter Display Routine R-30

The Orbit Parameter Display Routine I%-30 may be

called by the astronaut via an extended verb in order to compute

and display certain orbital parameters defined below. This

display will be automatically updated only when Average G is

running. Also the option to select the vehicle for which these

orbit parameters are to be displayed and the time of the state

vector to be used for these calculations will only be available

when Average G is not running.

In the normal case the apocenter altitude,perieenter

altitudeand the time from a reference altitude(300,000 ft.for

Earth orbit, 35,000 for Lunar orbit)is displayed. Ifthe chosen

orbit does not intereeptthisaltitude,the third display is -59B59.

Under certain circumstances explained in Section 4 an additional

display of time from pericenter may also be requested by the

astronaut. The detailsof each option and acceptable astronaut

responses are discussed in Section 4.

The computational logic and equations used in R-30

are shown in Fig_ 6. I0-I. The following is a list of important

parameter definitions which apply to these figures.

vr _ : State vector of the selected vehicle

p(: : Primary body designator <_ MoonEar_h

h : Apocenter altitude
a

h : Pericenter altitude
P

rLp : Earth launch pad radius

rLS : Lunar landing site radius

tff : Time from a reference altitude

tpE R : Time from perieenter

SPLERROR : See Section 5. 6.10.2
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Itmay be added that tff and t PER represent the trans-

fer times between the specified state vector and the specified ter-

minal radius (to the reference altitude or to pericenter). How-

ever, ifAverage-G is not running, the transfer time is corrected

to account for the difference between the specified state vector

time and the present time.

The TFF Subroutines, TFFCONIC, TFFIRP/RA,

CALCTPER,and CALCTFF, which are called by R-30 to do the

mathematical computations, are described in Section 5.6. I0.4.

The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL

which is also called by R-30 if P-II or P-00 is running is described in

Section 5.6. i0.2.

It should be noted that R-30 and DELRSPL use the

standard values of the gravitational constants. This is in

contradistinction to the "adjusted" values used in the TFF

subroutines for the computations involved in the P-61

displays, which are used for near earth trajectories.

_- It should be noted that the transfer times when

displayed on the DSKY are the negative of the calculated values,

as in count-down. In the event that the present position lies

between perigee and terminal radius, a positive time representing

time since terminal point is displayed. When perigee is passed,

negative time to terminal radius is displayed once again.

However, for outbound hyperbolas or parabolas, positive time

since terminal point is displayed.
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ENTER

Yes

CSM_p_re LMPrecision integrate the CSM to c£sinn integrate the LM to
[ the present time or to an astro- ] Ithe present time or to an astro-
| naut-specified GET obtaining a I Inaut-speeified GET obtaining a

state vector (r, v) I lstate vector (r, v)
i

l

(Earth) 0 <pc_ ! ( Moon )

rL = rLp I rL _ rLS

I

rpMIN = 300,000 ft l rpMIN = 35,000 ft
v

I Call TFFCONIC Subroutine ]
Using r, v, _ obtain r, c_, p, h', v '2

Call TFFRP/RA Subroutine

Using c_, p, obtain rp, r a

ha = 9999,9 NM ha = r a - r L I

�*

I : es No = r - r Ehp 9999.9 NM_ hp P

"

I Call CALCTPER using 1

rp, r, r, v, o4 P,_-_ _No

obtain tpER I tpER = 0 1

_ Call CALCTFF using

tpER. = -tpE R R, r, r, v, _, p0_/_-_
obtain tff, X, Y

+
Figure 6. i0-i Orbital Parameter Display Routine

(page 1 of 2)
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Off On

_No r.

L A NOYes

'2

Call DELRSPL using tff, r, r, v , R,

h',_J-_-_,X, Y, LATsp L, LONGsp L
Obtain SPLERROR (See Sec. 5.6.10.2 )

I. /\
| JWas N32E_
t z4---_kZeyed in during/'_ No

/ \o_p er ation of/

•
Display Display Display

tpE R . ha, hp, tff] SPLERROR, hp, tff

RETURN

Figure 6. i0-i Orbital Parameter Display Routine

(page 2 of 2)

Note: The values oftff and t PER as displayed on the DSKY are first corrected

for the difference between the state vector time and the present time

before being made to actually "count down" every second, i.e., the DSKY

displays are automatically updated once a second, but only if Average-G

is not on. This is not shown explicitly in the above figure.

*These blocks are indicative of use of rouline. For complete
specification of DSKY interface, see Section 4 of GSOP.
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5.6.10.2 The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL

The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL is

automatically called by the Orbital Parameter Display Routine R 30 if

(and only if) the Earth Orbital Injection Monitor Program P-If or P-00 is

running.

DELRSPL provides an approximate indication of landing point

miss distance, SPLER[_OR. The error is computed as the difference

between an approximation to the range to be covered and the range to the

predicted target point. This assumes that all range components lie in the

same plane. The range to the predicted target point is the distance

between the present position and the target, as specified by the target

coordinates and an estimate of the time of impact. The flighttime is the

sum of the conic free-fall time to 300,000 ftaltitude and an estimate of the

entry duration. The approximate range to be covered is the sum of the

conic free-fall range to 300,000 ft altitude and an estimate of the entry

range. However, if the conic path from the present position does not

intercept the 300,000 ftaltitude, or the vehicle's present location has

already passed below the intercept altitude, then the miss distance is

defined and displayed as minus the range to the target. In both cases, the

sign convention is: negative ranges correspond to undershooting the target. _--

DELRSPL uses the VGAMCALC and TFF/TRIG Subroutines

which are described in Section 5. 6.10.4. It also uses one of the

Latitude-Longitude Subroutines described in Section 5.5.3 for converting

a known latitude and longitude into a position vector. Further DELRSPL

uses the empirical formulas for the entry range and entry time given by

the AUGEKUGEL Subroutine.

The coefficient 3437. 7468 which is used twice in the DELRSPL

calculations is a conversion factor of the reentry calculations, and is

defined in Section 5.7 of this GSOP. (It is called "ATK" in that section. )*

The parameters LATsp L and LONGsp L are the geodetic

latitude and longitude of the splash point. These quantities are either

pad loaded, uplfnked, or entered via the DSKYby the astronaut.

It should be noted that the Earth Orbital Insertion Monitor

Program P 11 has automatic displays, which are not associated with

R-30 or DELRSPL. These are described in Earth Orbital Insertion

Monitor Program Section (5.3.5. 6).

"See note on page 5.7-2. ---
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-- ENTER

ltff, r, r_, v'2, rh, h', _4-_, X, Y, LATsPL, LONGsPL l

U--- lNO_ Yes/_ No (Gone past

__ 300, 000 ft

altitude )

_ (Does not intercept
Call VGAMCALC i " --

300,000 ftaltitude)v

r, v '2, r h, h',

Obtain i 'r

rE' 7E I RANGE = 6

l t}f o[ t E 0

Call AUGEKUGEL

rE' _E

Obtain

_E' tE

/P " i

Call TFF/TRIG

r, r h, X, Y

Obtain

cos _),sin 8

RANGE = ARCCOS (cos 0) 3437. 7468 + _E *
(n.m.) ]

,1

Figure 6. 10-2 Splash Error Computation Subroutine

(page 1 of 2)

*See note on page 5.7-2. I
I
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Y
ALT = 0

T = (State Vector Time) -t'ff+tE

Call LALOTORV,

LATsPL, LONGsPL, ALT, T

Obtain

_PL

I ' JSPLERROR = - ARCCOS (_U_spL • r/r) 3437. 7468 + RANGE _:
(n. m.)

Return SPLERROR

*See note on page 5.7-2.

Figure 6. 10-2 Splash Error Computation Subroutine

(page 2 of 2)
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AUGEKUGEL START V e, Ye Ve - fps

"/e deg

Yes _ _ 21000 ) N°
f

I K1 = 5500 I (Ve_ 28000 ) Te sec

Yes_ IN O

i 1=  oo1t

IYes [No
I

-
[ K2 = 1-. 00105(28000- Ve) I I K2 =2.4 + . 000285(Ve - 32000)

[ \1_' I-%

, r

Yes No

; ,_e < -2600_

Te 8660q_e _ _e

---- T =--

Ve I e 3

_--_ RETURN Oe, Te_--]

Figure 6. 10-3 Empirical Relations for Entry Range
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5. 6. I0. 3 The Entr_r Preparation Program (P-61)

Displays

The following display computations are made in

Program P-6I:

GMAX : Maximum predicted deceleration

for entry at the nominal roll angle

(L/D=0. 3).

VPRED : Predicted inertial velocity at an

altitude of 400,000 feet.

GAMMAEI : Predicted flight path angle between

the inertial velocity vector and the

local horizontal at an altitude of

400, 000 feet.

The altitude of 400, 000 feet is referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid,

and a two step iteration is made to calculate this radial length.

The following three display parameters are required

to initialize the Entry Monitor System, EMS:

RTGO : Range-to-go from the EMS altitude

to the predicted splash point.

VIO : Predicted inertial velocity at the

EMS altitude.

TTE : Time to go from the current time to the

EMS altitude (negative and decreasing).

TTE is decremented every two seconds

until 0.05 g is sensed.

The EIVIS altitude is measured above the l_ischer ellipsoid and is

stored in erasable memory during the pre-launeh erasable load.

(EMSALT)
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The principal computation required for these display

parameters is the conic calculation of time to a radius of specified

length. The intersection of a conic with an altitude above the

Fischer ellipsoid is a two step iteration. An initialcalculation

is made using a guess of the radius length. The latitude of the

conic with this assumed length is then used to calculate the radius

of the Fischer ellipsoid. This is then used to calculate a second

radial length, and display quantities are referred to this second

radius. Additional iterations are not required to achieve the

necessary display accuracy.

The computation logic for the P-61 displays is

presented in Fig. 6. 10-4. These computations use the TFF

Subroutines which are described in Section 5.6. i0.4.

The earth gravitation constant used in these calculations

J may be increased to recognize missions under consideration that are

confined to low inclination angles from the equator where oblate earth

effects can be significant. * The drag loss in reaching the EMS point

(0.05G) is also approximated for these display computations.

Besides the TFF Subroutine symbols (which are

defined in Section 5. 6. i0. 4), and the symbols which are defined

above, the following additional symbols are used in Fig. 6. 10-4:

THETA : The angle between the present position

and the initialtarget vector at the nominal

time of arrival. (This is a reentry variable-

See Section 5.7).
KTETA I

: Time of flight constant = ii00

_r _ : State vector of the vehicle at the present time
v J

*The choice of whether the spherical earth gravitational constant or

the adjusted constant is used depends on the _zalueof the pad loaded

EMS altitude.
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r G : first guess of the terminal radius

= rpA D + 284, 643 feet

= 21, 194, 545 feet

(since rpA D = 6, 373,338 m = 20, 909, 902 ft)

Pl Gravitational constant used with an

adjusted value that is 0.12% greater

than the standard value of the

gravitational constant, used if and

only if the EMS altitude is less than

a certain value.

_E Gravitational constant for spherical
earth.

r-
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i Call Entry Initialization I (See Fig. 7.0-4)

 ooooo i

_Yes _No
Eart_P_e_ealr_l:_EI _°_.00_i_e_r_rt_

Call TFFCONIC, r_, v,

Resume r, a, p, h', (v') 2, h '

1 Call CALCTFF' rG" r" _ V_" _" p' _-_1]Resume t, X, Y

Call TFF/TRIG, r, rG, X, Y

Resume cos0, sine

Call FISHCALC, r, v, h I, cos0, sin0

Resume r F

1- I

IrT:r_ altitude_]

Resume t_e 1, X, Y

• T_ --- tte1 I

t Call TFF/TRIG, r, r T, X, Y
Resume cos 0, sin 0

sin 8

Call FtSHCALC, r, v, h',eos O,

Resume rF, Urh

+
" . Figure 6. 10-4 Display CaIcuIations for P-61

(page 1 of 3)
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THETA = cos -I (_RT • Urh), CYCLES * 0

WT = WIE (tte_. +KTETAI THETA)
_RT = _RT0 +UTR (cos WT-I) + RTE sinWT

THETA = cos -I (_-RT • Urh), "
CYCLES = CYCLES + 1

I

Nol Yes

Call VGAMCALC, r, (v') 2, r T, h', _1 ]

1Resume VT, YT

VIO = v T - i, 510,000/(VT7 T)

I r T = + 300,000 feet
F F

Call VGAMCALC,ResumevT,r'v '2,3_Tr T, h',

VBA R = (v T - 36, 000)/20, 000 (in feet/see.)

G MAX- 4 2 [_TL -6.05 -2.4 VBA _2]..J + i0
1+4.8 VBA R

1
Figure 6. 10-4 Display Calculations for P-61

(page 2 of 3)

"See note on page 5.7-2.
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r T = r F + 400, 000 feet

l,
Call CALCTFF, rT, r, r, v, _, p, '4_1/

]Resume t, X, Y

Call TFF/TRIG, r, rT, X, Y

Resume cos 0, sin 0

fCall FISHCALC, r, v, h _, cos O, sin 0 I

i

Resume r F

r T = r F + 400, 000 feet

can VGAMCALC,r, v'2, rr, h', _
Resume VPRED, 7T

GAMMAEI = -TT

* IReturn TTE, VIO, RTGO, G MAX, VPRED, GAMMAEI / *

Jfor display

Figure 6. 10-4 Display Calculations for P-61

(page 3 of 3)

'_See note on page 5.7-2.
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5. 6. 10.4 The TFF Subroutines

The TFF Subroutines are used to calculate various

conic parameters, such as the semi-latus rectum, the semi-

major axis, apocenter and pericenter radii, the transfer time

from an initial or present position to specified terminal radii

(which may include apocenter and pericenter), the transfer

angle of such transfers, and the velocity magnitude and flight-
path angle at the terminal position. For the subroutines, the

terminal radius is definedto be on the inbound side of the tra-

jectory.

It should be noted that the transfer time displayed

on the DSKY is the negative of the calculated value, as in

count-down, when the present position approaches the terminal

radius. In the event that the present position lies between

terminal radius and perigee, a positive time representing ....
time since terminal point is displayed. When perigee is passed,

negative time to terminal radius is displayed for ellipses. How-

ever, for outbound hyperbolas or parabolas, positive time since

terminal point is displayed.
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The TFFCONIC Subroutine (Fig° 6.i0- 5 ) calculates

various conic parameters and stores them for short-term use.

Italso computes other intermediate quantities to avoid duplication

by following subroutines.

The TFFRP/RA Subroutine (Fig. 6. i0- 6 ) calculates

pericenter and apocenter radii for the general conic. For

hyperbolic or parabolic orbits, or for those elliptic orbits where

the apocenter radius exceeds the scaling, r a is set equal to

raMAX, which corresponds to the largest number expressible

in the double precision CNIC word.

The CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine (Fig. 6.10-7 )

calculates the time of free-fall to a given radius or to pericenter

depending on the entry point to the subroutine. The subroutine

also calculates the quantity Y required by the TFF/TRIG routine

in its computation of the transfer angle. In the event that the

terminal radius does not lie on the present conic, t is set to

the largest time expressible in double precision, 228 - 1

centiseconds, as a flag. After TFFCONIC has been called,

CALCTFF/CALCTPER may be called as desired with different

terminal radii to obtain the various times of free fall to these

radii for the same conic.

The TFF/TRIG Subroutine (Fig. 6. i0- 8 ) calculates

the sine and cosine of the transfer angle e from the initial

position vector to the terminal position vector. The computation

of the intermediate parameter Y is done during the appropriate

branch in CALCTFF/CALCTPER and saved temporarily. Thus

the caller of TFF/TRIG may make only one call for each call

to CALCTFF/CALCTPER.
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FISHCALC Subroutine (Fig. 6. I0- 9 ) calculates

the sine of the geocentric latitude of the terminal position

vector, and then calls the Fischer Ellipsoid Radius Routine

(part of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutines of Section 5.5. 3)

to obtain the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, using Eq. (5. 3. I).

VGAMCALC Subroutine (Fig. 6. I0- I0) calculates

the velocity magnitude at the terminal position and the flight-path

angle relative to the local horizontal at the terminal position.

The user of the subroutine must supply the proper sign to the

flight-path angle.
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Nomenclature of the TFF Subroutines :

-%

r or r 0-- Present or initial state vector

JvorZ 0

: Gravitational constant

: Reciprocal of the semi-major axis of

conic (negativefor hyperbolas )

p : Semi-latus rectum of conic

e : Eccentricity of conic

r : Pericenter radius
P

r : Apocenter radius
a

r h : Terminal position radius

vh : Velocity magnitude at terminal position

_E : Flight-path angle relative to local
horizontal at the terminal position

STF F : Switch set to 0 or 1 according to
whether the transfer time is calculated

to the terminal position radius (CALCTFF)

or to the pericenter (CALCTPER)

O : Transfer angle

: Radius of Fischer ellipsoidalong ther_

terminal positionunit vector

t : Conic transfer time from the present or

initial position to the terminal position

(CALCTFF) or to pericenter (CALCTPER)

r : The largest apocenter radius expressible
aMAX

in the double precision CIVIC word at the

relevant scaling.

- -q
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ENTER

,1
r = Irl

_, = v/4"_

h T = r X v _

p = h' ' h'

h' = _-p

(v') 2 =v'. v'

2
= _ ,,_v.i2

T
Returnr, _, p, h I, (vl) 2, h I

Figure 6. 10-5 TFFCONIC Subroutine
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ENTER

rp p/(l+ e)

r a -- (1 + e)/_ _--

No

Figure 6. 10-6 TFFRP/RA Subroutine
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CALCTFF CALCTPER

ENTER ENTER. (r h-- rp)*

I p__

C 3 =2 -r h

C 4 = r h C 3 - p

N_ (force pericenter

calculation) *

Yes intersect ter-

minal radius /
No

Q0_ (_o"_o)/¢-Z- h _- _--

(Outbound) No _ Yes (Inbound) ; ....•

I N = Qh - Q0 N = r h - r 0
D = C 3 - r 0 _ D = Qh + Q0

1
(Highly circular, or

Yes _I> 9"22-'"--.-_ r h and r 0 are pert-

_ / I Cenvte:eanvderasP°?e:rfez

_f_ _ other singularity)*

Yes [ Hyperbolic orlI*

Ipar abolic traj ec .If

7 \7
•Supplementary Information

Figure 6. i0- 7 CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine (page 1 of 2)
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I P
/

y = pzlzl y _sgn(Qo+
X = aZ 2 " X ll_ Z 2

tv _ 2Z2T(X)] t=Z[r0+r h

1 n - +2(XT(X)- ]t' =_[_ -_ +Q0 "u2h :Z I}-I '

O_ Yes •
No

_n(Q c _ Yes _
No

Yes

t' = 2_ t'

t - _=0
- _ csec

t 1 x x2 x3 r'L' , _,

T (x) = _ - _- + -7- - _- + "'" TU@R
NIt, X, Y

Figure 6. 10-7 CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine

(page 2 of 2)
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ENTER

I

cos 8 = 1 - 2 IYl/[r r h (i + X)]

sin 8 = sgn(Y) _I - (cos 8) 2

Figure 6. 10- 8 TFF/TRIG Subroutine
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ENTER

l
' 1r, v, h', cos O, sin 0

u : UNIT (r)
--r

Uh, = UNIT (h')

Urh : -rU cos $+ (U_rX (-Uh,)) sin

,1
ug = Unit vector of Earth's North Pole I

in the Basic Reference Coordinat_ Z

System I
SINL = Urh" U_z

2

f- I

Call GETERAD, SINL

Resume r F

,l
!

rF" Urh 1
Return

Figure 6. i0- 9 FISHCALC Subroutine
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ENTER

v_h = J(v')2 + 2 (r -rh)/(r rh)

7E = ARCCOS (h'/rh V'h)

Returnvh, 7E I

Figure 6. 10-10 VGAMCALC Subroutine
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5.6. 10. 5 Equations Used inCalculating the Conic Time of

Flight

The time of flight along any conic trajectory

proceeding from an arbitrary radius _0 in the direction of

velocity v 0 to a radius of specified length r h is provided by
Kepler's equation, The following formulation, while not

quite universal, is explicit and direct. With a single equation,

time of flight can be calculated for conic paths that are

hyperbolic or parabolic and for those elliptic paths having

l AE f < 90 °. An alternate equation is needed for the elliptic

paths having IAEI > 90 °. Highly circular orbits are excluded

by the constraint of length for the terminal radius. In the

absence of a vector direction, highly circular cases are not

treated.

The two conic parameters that appear in the time

of flight equations are given by:

Angular momentum: _.H: _-0X v 0

H "H
Semi-latus rectum: p - -- (6.i0. i)

reciprocal semi-major 2 _0 • v0

axis: ro ----/---

The equation for reciprocal semi-major axis _ has the usual

sign convention: c_is negative for hyperbolic orbits, zero for

parabolic orbits, and positive for elliptic orbits.
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Two intermediate quantities, given in two useful

equivalent forms, are:

QO : sgn (_0) _f r 0 (2 - _ r O) - p = -_0 " Zo/4_
(6. i0.2)

Qh = sgn (_h) _/r h (2 - _ r h) - p = r h " Vh/_-_

It is these quantities that exclude highly circular orbits, since

being proportional to radial velocity they become uselessly

small.For TFF application to reentry, r h is on the returning

side, so the sign of rh is chosen as negative. Excepting

ellipses for which I AEI >__90 O, the conic time of flight is

given by

t = (Z/_-pp) (r 0 + r h - 2 Z 2 T (X)) (6. i0.3)

where Z is the obtained by one of the following:

if QO and Qh have opposite signs:

Z = (Qh - Q0 )/(2 - a (r0 + rh)) (6. I0.4a)

if Q0 and Qh have like signs:

Z = (r h - ro)/(Q h + QO ) (6.10.4b)

and where if

Z 2 <i.0

then

X = c_Z 2 (6.10.5a)
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For those elliptic cases having IAEI >_.90°,

then

Z 2 > 1.0

and

X = 11(_ Z 2) (6.i0.5b)

The conic time of flight is given by

The function T (X) is defined by the series

X 2 X 3
i X+_7_ +T (X) = -,3-- --5- - -9-- """

= _-X - arctan (_X_) if 0 < 74< I

X _ (6.10. 7)

= _ _ - arctanh (_) ifX< 0

x4--K

The equations (6. i0.4) are equivalent, except that each has

a point of indeterminancy. The selection used in Eq. (6. i0.4) ex-

cludes the indeterminant point of each from the region of application.

The geometric significance of opposite signs for the Q's is that _r 0

and r h lie on opposite sides of the conic axis of symmetry. For like

signs, the radii lie on the same side. In application to spacecraft

landing, r h is negative and Eq. (4a) applies to outbound trajectories

while Eq. (4b) to inbound ones.
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The choice of Eq. (6. I0. 3) or Eq. (6. 10.6) depends

on whether _ Z 2 is less than or greater than one. Since both

Eq. (6.10.3) and Eq0 (6.10.6) reduce to the same form when

X = 1.0, the division made above is arbitrary. Equation (6.10.3)

gives both positive and negative values, indicating time to

terminal point, and time since terminal point passage. A

positive value, time to terminal point, is always provided

for the ellipse by replacing negative t by 2_r/_Q'_p + t.

Equation (6.10.6) yields positive values only.

The time of flight equations are exact and involve

approximations only to the extent that the function T (X) is

represented by a polynomial. Furthermore, Eq. (6. 10, 3) is

continuous as the conic changes from hyperbolic to elliptic.
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5.6. I0.6 Desired Gimbal Angle Display for Entry

Attitude used during P82 and P66

In the CM/SM Separation and Pre-Entry Maneuver Program

(P62) and in the Entry Ballistic Program (P66), the desired IMU

Gimbal Angles corresponding to entry attitude (hypersonic trim with

respect to the computed wind axis_ at the present time are calculated

and may be displayed.

The calculations are shown in Figure 6. i0-ii . The

following nomenclature is used:

KWE : Equatorial Earth Rate = 1546. 70168 ft/see. (this

is a reentry constant - See Section 5.7 ).

: Unit vector of Earth's North Pole direction, left by
pad load.

U XA _ The trajectory triad computed each two seconds

UYA _ : in reference coordinates by CM/ POSE (part of" U_ZA the DAP calculations ).

U_XD ] Desired body triad for trimmed flight with respect

_UYD _ to the relative velocity vector, using roll eomrnandUZD and trim angle of attack.

OGA Outer Gimbal Angle - Roll

IGA Inner Gimbal Angle - Pitch

MGA Middle Gimbal Angle - Yaw

ROLLC Commanded Roll Angle

s t Hypersonic Trim Angle of Attack for CM 7 stored in

erasable memory during the prelaunch memory load.
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ENTER

_UYD = _UYA cos (ROLLC)+ UZA sin (ROLLC)

UXD = UNIT (UYD X UXA)sin s t

+ U xA cos st

UZD = UXD× UYD

,
x

l

YNB UYD|

Store REFSMMAT in

_XSM, _YSM, _ZSM

•
can cALCCA ] -_

/Resume OGA, IGA, MGA

where:

UXA = - UNIT (_V + KWE (UNIT (r) X Uw))

UYA = - UNIT (_UXA × UNIT (r))

UZA = (uXA X _UYA)

Figure 6. I0-I I Calculation of Gimbal Angles
Corresponding to Entry Attitude
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5.6. 1O. 7 Entry Terminal Display of CM Geographic Location

During the Entry Final Phase Program (P67) after the

relative wind velocity becomes less than VQUIT (1000 fps), the

Entry guidance ceases to compute a new roll command for spe-

cifying the CM liftvector direction. Instead the current value

is kept constant and the DAP continues attitude control for the

remainder of the flight. The guidance mode SELECTOR is

changed to compute the CM geographic coordinates for display
to the crew. •

The computation is as follows:

Call LATITUDE-LONGITUDE Subroutine (Section •

5.5.3) with the parameters as defined there •

having the following values: •

1
_r = Average G position vector

t = time of position vector

P = 0
A

Obtain

,---- Eat = present geodetic latitude •/ •

Long = present longitude

5.6. 11 LGC INITIALIZATION

The LGC initialization procedure prior to LM sepa-

ration is a manual operation which does not involve a numbered

CMC program. After the LGC is activated the first requirement

is to synchronize the LGC clock with that of the CMC. This is

a count-down and mark procedure described in R-33, CMC/LGC

Clock Synchronization Routine of Section 4, to obtain an average

clock difference which is then used to increment the LGC clock.

The CMC and LGC clock synchronization can also be checked by

the Mission Ground Control Center using telemetry down-link

data, which can provide a more precise difference to increment

the LGC clock.
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Next, the following parameters are voice-linked from

the CSM or uplinked from the earth to the LM to be entered into

the LGC:

1 ) _-C : CSM position vector

2 ) -_C : CSM velocity vector

3) tC : CSM state vector time

4 ) rLS lunar landing site vector in

moon-fixed coordinates

I 5) t O time difference between zero GET
and July 1.0, 1971 universal time.

6) PC planet identifier

All of the above parameters are in octal, and all are double

precision except item 5, tO, which is triple precision and item

6 PC' which is one bit. In the lunar landing mission the above

items 1 through 4 are normally determined by the CMC Orbit

Navigation Program P-22.

5.6.12 CMC IDLING PROGRAM

This program is used to maintain the CMC in a state of readiness

for entry into any other program. While the idling program is in operation,

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2) is used to advance the

estimated CSM state vector (and the estimated LM state vector when the

LM is not on the surface of the moon) to approximately current time. This

procedure has the lowest priority of all programs, and is performed only

when no other program is active. This periodic state vector extrapolation

is not necessary from a theoretical point of view, but does have two

practical purposes. First, it is advisable to maintain current (or at least

nearly current) state vector estimates in case an emergency situation

arises. Second, a significant amount of computation time is transferred

from a period of high computer activity (navigation measurement proces-

sing, targeting, etc. ) to a period of low activity.
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The state vectors of both vehicles are extrapolated even if the

vehicles are attached. There exists a special DSKY verb by means of which

the LM state vector is made equal to the CSM state vector. This verb is

used in conjunction with the LM/CSM separation maneuver in order to

properly initializethe LM state vector. The use of this verb is followed

by astronaut selection of the Target AV Program (Section 5.6.14) to

incorporate the LM separation maneuver AV.

In order to use the Coasting Integration Routine in an efficient

manner, the maximum value for the integration time step, Atma x, is

computed as described in Section 5.2.2.5. The value of Atma x is a

function of radial distance and varies from step to step. Let t C be the

time associated with the estimated CSM state vector and t I be the

current time. The estimated CSM state vector is extrapolated ahead when

t 1 > t C + 4 Atma x (6. 12. 1)

The integration is terminated when At max is more than the integration

time-to-go. In this manner no extra and smaller-than-maximum inte-

gration time steps are performed, and the periodic integration is ac-

complished most efficiently.
/

The estimated LM state vector (if applicable ) is then ex-

trapolated to the CSM state vector time.

The error transition matrix W (see Section 5.2.2.4) is

extrapolated with the estimated CSM (LM) state vector if ORBWFLAG

(RENDWFLG) indicates that the W matrix is valid. ORBWFLAG is

defined in Sections 5.2.4.5 and 5.2.6.4, and RENDWFLG in Section

5.2.5.2.

The logic for the periodic state vector extrapolation is

illustrated in Fig. 6.12-1. The variables D and V are indicators

which control the Coasting Integration Routine. The quantities _C

and x L are the estimated CSM and LM state vectors, respectively,

and x is a temporary state vector used for integration. Refer to

Section 5.2.2.6 for precise definitions of these items. The switch

SURFFLAG indicates whether or not the LM is on the surface of the

moon. This flag is set to one (zero) by means of a special DSKY verb by

the astronaut when he receives voice confirmation that the LM has

landed on (lifted off from) the lunar surface.
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As shown in the figure, time synchronization of the two

state vectors is achieved and maintained by this program. The

purpose of the state vector synchronization is to guarantee correct

W matrix extrapolation during rendezvous navigation.

In order to permit correction of wrong erasable memory

parameters which have caused or could cause an invalid and

excessively lengthy integration process to begin, there is an

emergency special DSKY verb to terminate or inhibit the Coasting

Integration Routine. This special verb causes the following to occur:

1. Ifthe Coasting Integration Routine is in operation, it

is terminated at the end of the current time step.

2. The current program is terminated.

3. The CNiC Idling Program (P-00) is activated.

4. The P-00 state vector test is bypassed so that no state

vector integration test occurs uniil P-00 is reselected,

Note that this operation does not maintain state vector synchronization

and can, therefore, cause incorrect W matrix extrapolation in

rendezvous navigat_ on. r-
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ENTER

i V

[Inhibit Selection of New Program _

__ *except P-2 7

t F = t 1

_om.u*o_* _ V:_ IW_t_n_nu*o_l

x =_c INo

>t +4Atr_ IAllow Selectionof New Progra_

Yes

Extrapolate CSM State N__<t+At

Vector (andW Matrix __x
if D = 6) One Time

Step to Time t + Atma x _Yes

_c=5 !tF =t

V = 0

X X.

K_
_L

Extrapolate LM State Vector (and W
Matrix if D = 6 ) to time tl_ Using
Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

Figure 6.12-i CMC Idling Program State Vector Extrapolation Logic Diagram

/ •
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5.6. 13 IMU COMPENSATION

The IMU Compensation is designed to compensate for

PIPA bias and scale factor error and at the same time accumulate

gyro torquing commands necessary to compensate for the as-

sociated bias and acceleration caused gyro drifts. The correc-

tion to the PIPA's is

PIPA C = (1 + SFE I) PIPA I - BIAS IAt

where

PIPA C is the compensated data for the I th PIPA

denoted PIPAX C, PIPAY C, PIPAZ C

SF - SFno mSFE ( erasable load _'_)

SFno m _ -

SF = Scale-factor CM/Sec
Pulse

BIAS I is the bias for the I th PIPA ( an erasable load )

The compensated data is then used to compute the

IRIG torquing necessary to cancel the NBD, ADIA, and ADSRA

gyro coefficients. The computations are

XIRIG = -ADIAX PIPAX C + ADSRAX PIPAY C -NBDX At

YIRIG = -ADIAY PIPAY C + ADSRAY PIPAZ C - NBDY At

ZIRIG = -ADIAZ PIPAZ C - ADSRAZ PIPAY C +NBDZ At

"_"The term "erasable load" refers to data entered

into CMC erasable memory just prior to launch.
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where

XIRIG, YIRIG, ZIRIG are gyro drift compensation

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are gyrobias drifts ( an erasable load )

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ are gyro drifts due to ac-

celerationin spin reference axis ( an erasable load )

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration

in the input axis (an erasable load )

When the magnitude of any IRIG command exceeds two

pulses, the commands are sent to the gyros.

During free-fall only the NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are

the relevant coefficients and the routine is so ordered that only

these terms are calculated for the gyro compensation.

/-
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5.6.14 AV Programs

The purpose of the Target AV Program (P76) is to update the estimated

LM state vector in accordance with the maneuver AV_which is voice-linked to the

CSM from the LM and then entered into the CMC as described in Section 5.2.1.

The purpose of the Impulsive AV Program (P77) is to update the estimated

CSM state vector after the execution of a thrusting CSM-maneuver not monitored by

the GNCS.

The logic for these programs is shown in Fig. 6.14-1. In the figure, AV_

is the vehicle velocity change, expressed in that vehicle's local vertical coordinate

system; and tAV is the time of the maneuver.
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z START

I

Inhibit Rendezvous Navigation I

LData Processing

l Inhibit Other ProgramSelection via V37

Extrapolate vehicle State Vector to

Time t/,,V using Coasting Integration
Routine (Seetion 5.2.2 )

Rectify vehicle State Vector ]

I(Fig. 2.2-3) Obtaining r con, Vco n, tZ_V

i
_u2 = - UNIT (r_con)

u I = UNIT (Vco n × -conr)

u0 = u_l x u_2

rf = vT + zhVT
v_ con -- con -

\u2 /

Extrapolate vehicIe State Vector to original

CSM State Vector Time using Coasting

Integration Routine I

I l%ectify vehicleState Vector I
(Fig. 2.2-3)Obtaining _-con' Vcon" tAV

Allow Other Program ]
Selection via V37 i

EXIT

Figure 6. 14-1. AV Programs: Target AV (P76), and Impulsive AV (P77).
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5.6. 16 RMS POSITION AND VELOCITY ERROR DISPLAY

In order to provide the capability for astronaut monitoring

of the G& N system's estimate of state vector accuracy, there

exists a special DSKY verb which causes the RMS position and

velocity errors to be computed from the W matrix and fo be

displayed. Based upon the values in this display and the details

of the particular mission, the astronaut will elect to stop the

navigation that is in progress, to resume or continue with the

current navigation procedure, or to reinitialize the W matrix

and continue navigating. The capability of selecting the W matrix

initialization parameters is also included in this process.

The logic for the RMS position error (ArRM s) and

RMS velocity error (AVRM S ) display is illustrated in Fig. 6.16-1.

The vectors w i are partitions of the W matrix as defined in

Eq. (2.2. 26) of Section 5.2.2.4. The variables W rr, W rv, W_r_

w_ v" Wmr' and Wmv are W matrix initialization parameters_ and --
RENDWFLG and ORBWFLAG are the W matrix validity flags.

See SectiDns 5, 2. 5. 2, 5.2,4.5, and 5.2.6.4 for further definitions

and usage of these terms.
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ENTER

[Wait Until w Matrix Available I

ArRM S = w.. w.- 0 --i --_

/"AVRMS = I wi" wi
=9

r

t Code •Di_P1_yA_R_s.A_RMs

) No __- EXIT

f

l
w r = &rRM S

w v = AVRM S

ORBWFLAG = O

RENDWFLG = 0

1 3

IWFV = W"V W_V W V Wmv W V

_'_ EXIT _

Figure 6.16-1 RMS Position and Velocity Error Display Logic Diagram
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5.6o 17 Rate-Aided Optics Tracking Program (P-24)

This program is used by the astronaut to assist him

in tracking and marking on a landmark, especially at low altitudes.

The program uses the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2)

to extrapolate the CSM's state vector to the present time. The

astronaut then specifies the latitude, longitude and altitude of

the desired landmark. The program then calls the Rate-Aided

Optics Subroutine (Section 5.6.8.4) of the Automatic Optics

Positioning Routine to assist him in tracking the landmark. This

routine will supply a rate to the optics with the OPTICS MODE

switch in MANUAL. While in this mode, the astronaut has the

• capability of taking an unlimited number of sighting marks on the

landmark.
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5.7 ENTRY GUIDANCE

The entry guidance is used for control of the CM entry

vehicle and is described by the logic flow charts in Fig. 7.0-I thru

Fig. 7.0-16. A detailed description of the guidance and steering

concept is presented in MIT]IL Report R-532, "Reentry Guidance

for Apollo, " R. Morth, January 1966.

Figure 7.0-0 illustrates the overall picture of opera-

tions during entry. Each block in Fig. 7.0-0 is described in

detail in following figures. Figure 7.0-i defines the symbols

which represent computed variables stored in erasable memory.

The display nouns, together with cross-reference information

Iare tabulated in Fig. 7.0-2. The values and definitions of con-

stants are given in Fig. 7.0-3.
S

The initialization routine shown in Fig. 7.0-4 is

entered only once at the start of entry. Besides setting the ap-

propriate variables to their initial values, this routine presets

the variable SELECTOR to INITROLL.
.f

Every pass through the entry equations (done once

every 2 seconds _ is begun with the section called navigation

(see Fig. 7.0-5) and is the same as that presented in Section 5.3. 2.

This integrates to determine the vehicle's new position and velocity

vectors. This navigation routine is started prior to encountering

the entry interface at 400,000 feet altitude, a_d is continuously

operated from that time to landing.

Next, the targeting section updates the desired landing

site position vector and computes some quantities based on the

vehicle's position and velocity and the position of the landing site.

CSee Fig. 7.0-6).
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The mode selector chooses the next sequence of cal-

culations depending upon the phase of entry trajectory that is

currently being flown. The initial roll section maintains whatever

roll angle was previously selected in the initialization routine

and decides when to start the next phase, as shown in Fig. 7.0-7.

The next phase maintains a constant drag trajectory

while testing to see if it is time to enter the up-control phase.

The testing is presented in Figs. 7.0-8 and 7.0-9. The constant

drag equations are given in Fig. 7.0-i0. The other phases

(up-control, ballistic, and final) are listed in Figs. 7.0-ii,

7.0-12, and 7.0-13. (See Fig. 7.0-0.) The final phase is

accomplished by a stored reference trajectory with linear inter-

polation between the stored points. Its characteristics as well

as the steering gains are stored as shown in Fig. 7.0-14. The

routine that prevents excessive acceleration build-up ( G-limiter )

is given in Fig. 7.0-15. Finally, the section that does the lateral

logic calculations and computes the commanded roll angle is

shown in Fig. 7.0-16.

•• The display nouns, together with cross-reference

• information are tabulated in Fig. 7.0-2. Those parameters

• that are computed for display purposes only during the entry
|
• phase are presented in Section 5.6. I0.

For descriptive material about the interaction of

Entry Guidance with the Entry DAP and with the mission control

programs P61 - P67, see Section 3.

PINBALL (DSKY Display) NOTE: In the CIVIC, range is measured

along a great circle and is expressed in revolutions for nouns 50,

83, 64, 66, and 67. (Noun 50, splash error, is discussed in

5. 6. i0.2; the other nouns are defined in Fig. 7.0-2 . ) The DSKY

display of the range components of these nouns uses the PINBALL

scale factor 3441. 327214 n.mi./rad. The conventional scaling is

ATK of Fig. 7.0-3, corresponding to 60 n.mi. = I deg of arc.

Since the flowcharts are drawn in terms of nautical miles, the DSKY-

displayed range is larger than the flowchart range value by the

factor i. 001041507.
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NAVIGATION

IINITIALIZATION i

SELECTOR

UPCONTRL

INITIAI_ CHECK FOR BALLISTIC
START OF UP UPCONTROL PHASE

ROLL CONTROL

"G LIMITE R"
f

LATERAL LOGIC

J OUT WITH jROLL COMMAND

Fig. 7.0-0. Entry Computation
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM VALUE * COMPUTER NAME

URT0 INITIAL TARGET VECTOR 2 (UNIT VECTOR) = RTINIT

UZ UNIT VECTOR TRUE NORTH IN BASIC I = UNITW

- REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM

V VELOCITY VECTOR 2 VSAT = VEL

R POSITION VECTOR 2 EXP 29 METERS : RN

V( INERTIAL VELOCITY 12B M/CENTISEC = VN

RTE VECTOR EAST AT INITIAL TARGET 2 = RTEAST

UTR NORMAL TO RTE AND UZ 2 = RTNORM

URT TARGET VECTOR 2 = RT

UNI UNIT NORMAL TO TRAJECTORY PLANE 2

DELV INTEGRATED ACCEL. FROM PIPAS 5.B5 16384 CM/S

G GRAVITY VECTOR 128 M/CENTISEC = GOT/2

AO INITIAL DRAG FOR UPCONTRL SOS FPSS FPSS=FT/SEC/SEC

AflOOKDV TERM IN GAMMAL CALC. : AHOOK DVL B
i

A| DRAG VALUE IN FACTOR CALCULATION SO5 FPSS
ALP CONST FOR UPCONTRL l

ASKEP KEPLER RANGE 21600 NM NM = NAUTICAL MILE

ASPI FINAL PHASE RANGE 21600 NM

ASPUP UP-RANGE 21600 NM

ASP3 GAMMA CORRECTION 21600 NM

&SPDWN RANGE DOWN TO PULL-UP 21600 NM

ASP PREDICTED RANGE 21600 NM NOT STORED

COSG COSINE(GAMMAL) 2 = COSG/2

D TOTAL ACCELERATION 805 FPSS

DO CONTROLLED CONSTANT O 805 FPSS

DHOOK TERM IN GAMMAL COMPUTATION 805 FPSS

DIFF THETA ATK-ASP (RANGE DIFFERENCE) 21600 NM

DIFFOLD PREVIOUS VALUE OF DIFF 21600 NM

DLEWD CHANGE IN LEWD I

DR REFERENCE DRAG FOR DOWNCONTROL RO5 FPSS NOT STORED

DREFR( ) REFERENCE DRAG (FINAL PHASE TABLE) SO5 FPSS NOT SAVED

DVL VS1-VL 2 VSAT

E ECCENTRICITY 4 NOT STORED

FI( ) DRANGE/D DRAG (FINAL PHASE TABLE) 2700/BO5 = FX +5

FZ( ) DRANGE/D ROOT (FINAL PHASE TABLE) 2700/2VS NM/EPS = FX Z�18

F3( ) ORANGE/O (L/D) (FINAL PHASE TABLE) 2700 NM = FX

MAXIMUM VALUE DENOTES UNSCAt. ED

VARIABLE VALUE WHEN SCALED

VARIABLE HAS MAXIMUM VALUE OF ONE.

Figure 7.0-I Computer Variables



VARIABLE DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM VALUE COMPUTER NAME

FACTI CONST FOR UPCONTRL 2 VSAT

FACT2 CONST FOR UPCONTRL 1/805 FPSS
FACTOR USED IN UPCONTRL I
GAMMAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE AT VL I RADIAN
GAMMALI SIMPLE FORM OF GAMMAL I RADIAN
HEAOSDP INDICATOR FOR INITIAL ROLL I
KA DRAG TO LIFT UP IF DOWN B05 FPSS = KAT
KLAT LATERAL SWITCH GAIN i (NOM = .0125)
K2ROLL INDICATOR FOR ROLL SWITCH
LAD MAX LID (MIN ACTUAL VEHICLE L/D) I
LADPAD NOMINAL VEHICLE L/D_ SP PAD LOAD l (NOM = 0.3I
LATANG LATERAL RANGE 4 RADIANS
LAT(SPL) GEODETIC LATITUDE OF TARGET I REVOLUTION
LNGISPL) LONGITUDE OF TARGET I REVOLUTION
LEO ExcEss C.F. OVER GRAV=(VSO-I)GS 128.8 FPSS
LEWD UPCONTROL REFERENCE LID I
LOD FINAL PHASE LID 1 (NOM = 0.18)
LODPAD FINAL PHASE L/D, SP PAD LOAD 1
L/O DESIRED LIFT TO DRAG RATIO I

(VERTICAL PLANE)
L/DI TEMP STORAGE FOR L/D IN LATERAL I
LIDCMINR LAD COS(150EG) I (NOM = 0.2895)
PREDANGL PREDICTED RANGE {FINAL PHASE) 2700 NM = PREDANG

t 02 FINAL PHASE RANGE 21600 NN
07 MINIMUM DRAG FOR UPCONTROL BO5 FPSS
ROOT ALTITUDE RATE 2 VSAT
RDOTREF REFERENCE ROOT FOR UPCONTROL 2 VSAT
RDOTREFI ) REFERENCE RDOT {FINAL PHASE TABLE) 2 VSAT = FX +3 /B
RDTR REFERENCE RDOT FOR DOWNCONT 2 VSAT NOT SAVED
ROLLC ROLL COMMAND 1 REVOLUTION
RTOGO( ) RANGE TO GO (FINAL PHASE TABLE) 2700 NM = FX +2
SL SINE OF LATITUOE I NOT SAVED
T TIME B 28 CENTISEC = PIPTIME-TIME/RTD

THETA DESIRED RANGE (RADIANS) 2 Pl RADIANS = TNETAH
V VELOCITY MAGNITUDE 2 VSAT
Vl INITIAL VELOCITY FOR UPCONTROL 2 VSAT
VL EXIT VELOCITY FOR UPCONTROL 2 VSAT
VMAGI INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE,IVII I2B M/CENTISEC
VREF REFERENCE VELOCITY FORUPCONTROL 2 VSAT
VREF{ ) REFERENCE V (FINAL PHASE TABLE) 2 VSAT NOT STORED
VS1 VSAT OR Vtt WHICHEVER IS SMALLER 2 VSAT

2 2
VBARS Vl /VSAT 4

2 2
VSO NORMALISED VEL. SOUARED = V /VSAT 4 = VSOUARE
WT EARTH RATE TIMES TIME I REVOLUTION NOT SAVED

= WIE (DTEAROT}
X INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE IN G-LIMITER 2 VSAT NOT SAVED
Y LATERAL MISS LIMIT 4 RAOIANS NOT SAVED

Figure 7.0-1a Computer Variables (Continued)



EXTRA COMPUTER ERASABLE LOCATION_ NOT SHOWN ON FLO_q CHARTS
...........................................................

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM VALUE
...............................

GOTOADDR ADDRESS SELECTED BY SEOUENCER

XPIPBUF BUFFER TO STORE X PIPA COUNTS
YPIRBUF BUFFER TO STORE Y PIPA COUNTS

ZPIPBUF BUFFER TO STORE Z PIPA COUNTS
PIPCTR COUNTS PASSES THRU PIPA READ ROUTINE
JJ INDEX IN FINAL PHASE TABLE LOOK-UP
MM INDEX IN FINAL PHASE TABLE LOOK-UP
GRAD INTERPOLATION FACTOR IN FINAL PHASE
FX DRANGEID LID = F3 2700 NM
FX + i AREF 805 FPSS
FX + 2 RTOGO 2700 NM
FX + 3 RDOTREF VSAT/4
FX + 4 DRANGE/D ROOT = F2 21600/2VS NM/FPS
FX + 5 DRANGEID DRAG = FI 2?00/B05 NM/FPSS
TEMIB TEMPORARY LOCATION
TIME/RTO TIME OF INITIAL TARGET RTINIT B 28 CENTISEC
DTEAROT EST TIME BETWEEN RTINIT AND RT B 28 CENTISEC

i

UNITV UNIT V VECTOR 2

UNITR UNIT R VECTOR 2

-VREL NEGATIVE VELOCITY REL TO ATMOSP 2 VSAT

COMPUTER SWITCHES INITIAL STATE CM/FLAGS = SLATE +6

GONEPAST INDICATES OVERSHOOT OF TARGET BRANCH (i) 95D_ BIIlO

RELVELSW RELATIVE VELOCITY SWITCH NON-BRANCH (O) 96D, BIT g
EGSW FINAL PHASE SWITCH NON-BRANCH (0) 97D, OIl 8
NOSWITCH INHIBIT LATERAL SWITCH NON-BRANCH (0) gOD, BIT 7
HIND INDICATES ITERATION IN HUNTEST NON--BRANCH (0} 99D, OIl 6
INRLSW INDICATES INIT ROLL ATTITUDE SET NON-BRANCH (0) IOOD, BIT 5
LATSW INHIBIT 00WNLIFT SWITCH IF NOT SET BRANCH (I) I010_ BI] 4
.OSGSW INDICATES DRAG EXCEEDS .05 GS NON-BRANCH (0) I020, .BIT 3

GONEBY INDICATES GONE PAST TARGET (SET) SELF-INITIALIZING II2D, BI1B IN SLATE + 7

_ Figure 7.0-1b Computer Variables (Continued)



BODY ATTITUDE OUANTITIES (CM/POSE)

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM VALUE

-VREL NEGATIVE VELOCITY REL TO ATMOS. 2 VSAT

OLOUYA USED FOR UYA BELOW 1000 FPS 2

UXA/2 UNIT VECTOR TRIAD 2
I

UYAI2 BASED ON 2

UZA/2 THE TRAJECTORY. 2

UBX/2 UNIT VECTOR 2

UBYI2 BODY TRIAD 2

UBZ/2 FOR CM.

I Figure 7.0-1c Computer Variables (Continued



DISPLAY OUANTITIES _:: (FOR USAGE,SEE SECTION _: P 61 THROUGH P 67I
THIS TABLE PROVIDES THE READER WITH DISPLAY OUANTITY INFORMATION. THE VARIABLE NAMES REFLECT

0[] SECTION 5 USAGE. EXCEPTING IMBEDDED BLANKS, THE SECTION 4 NAMES ARE PARENTHESIZED,IF DIFFERENT.
SIGN CONVENTIONS ARE FOUND IN SECTION a. IF THE DISPLAY VARIABLE NAME DIFFERS FROM SECTION 5 USAGE,

_ SAY BECAUSE OF SCALE FACTOR, THE ALTERNATE SECTION 5 NAME IS ENCLOSED I_ ANGHLAR BRACKETS: < >.

< DISPLAY OUANTITY INFURMATIDN APPEARING ELSEWHERE IN SECTION 5 OTHER THAN IN 5.7 MAY BE FOUND IHUS:

_ N 60 8 N 63 IALLI FIGURE 6.I0-4 IN 5.6.10.3

I N 22 (ALL) FIGURE 6.1O-lI IN 5.6o10.6N 67 |LAT, LONG) SECTION 5.6.13.7
Y

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM VALUE DISPLAY NOUNS

GNAX PREDICTED MAXIMUM ENTRY ACCEL 163°84 GS N 60
_ VPRED PREDICTED VELOCITY AT ALTITUDE 12B M/CENTISEC N 60

I_ _ 400K FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS.

GAMMAEI PREDICTED GAMMA AT ALTITUDE I REVOLUTION N 60
400K FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS.

_ RTGO RANGE ANGLE TO SPLASH (RTOGO) I REVOLUTION N 63

i FROM EMSALT FT ABOVE FISCHER

RADIUS. (IN NM)

VID PREDICTED VELOCITY AT ALTITUDE 12B M/CENTISEC N 63 *

EMSALT FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS. See note on page 5 ?-2
TTE TIME OF FREE FALL (TFE) TO B 2B CENTISEC N 63

ALTITUDE EMSALT FT ABOVE FISCHER

_ RADIUS.

_ OGA OUTER GIMBAL ANGLE lOG ROLL) I REVOLUTION N 22

I_ ' IGA INNER GIMBAL ANGLE (IG PITCH) I REVOLUTION N 22

MGA MIDDLE GIMBAL ANGLE (MG YAW) I REVOLUTION N 22

ALL ABOVE ANGLES FOR HYPERSONIC TRIM

D DRAG ACCELERATION (G) B05 FPSS N 64, N 7_

VMAGI INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUOE (Vl) 128 M/CENTISEC N 64, N @8, N T4

ROLLC ROLL COMMAND (BETA) I REVOLUTION N 66, N @B_ N 6gt N 7¢

XRNGERR CROSS-RANGE ERROR <LATANG IN NM> i REVOLUTION N 66

DNRNGERR DOWN RANGE ERROR _t [ REVOLUTION N 66

<PREDANG - THETAH IN NM>

• * (DNRNGERR DISPLAYS 9999.9 IF GONERAST =I IN P 6?>

HDOT ALTITUDE RATE <RDOT> 128 M/CENTISEC N 6B

I 07 EXIT DRAG LEVEL (DL) 805 FPSS N 69

Vt EXIT VELOCITY FOR UP-CONTROL 2 VSAT N &9
RTOGO DESIRED RANGE ANGLE <THETAH> I REVOLUTION N 6?, N 64

<-THETAH IF GONEBY =0, THETAH IF GONEBY =I>

LAT GEODETIC LATITUDE OF VEHICLE [ REVOLUTION N 6T

LONG LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE I REVOLUTION N 67

THE FOLLOWING IS A OATA INPUT NOUN (REFER TO SECTION 4,P 61 6 P 62)

l._ HEADSUP INDICATOR FOR INITIAL ROLL I REVOLUTION N 61

LATISPL} GEODETIC LATITUDE OF TARGET I REVOLUTION N 61
(IMPACT LAT)

LNG(SPL) LONGITUDE OF TARGET (IMPACT LONG} I REVOLUTION N 61

Figure 7.0-2 Display Information



CONSTANTS AND GAINS VALUE

................... -....
_:_ _ C1 FACTOR IN ALP COMPUTATION 1.25
,'_ ¢D
_r_ _ C16 CONSTD GAIN OK' _RaG O.01

__ _" C17 . CI)NST_ GAIN ON RDNT O.h02

CD CIB BIAS VEL. FOR FINAL PHASE START 500 FPS
t'_ C2O MAX DRAG FOR DIlWN-LIFT 21D FPSS

CPI DRAG FOR hf_ LATERAL SWITCH IGO FPSS

CPff]OK FACTOR IN A_OOK CAMPUTATION _.25

O _ CHI FACTOR IN GAMMAL COMPUTATION I.Oup c si5 i5
DLEWDO INITIAL V_'RIATION IN LEWD -O.O5

O OT COMPUTATION CYCLE TI-_E INTERVAL 2 SEC.

=g= _ GMAX MAXIMUM ACCELERATION 257.6 FPSS (B c--S)

I _ Kal FACTOR IN KA CALC 1.3 GS

_O KA2 FACTOR IN KA CALC D.2 GS

co KA3 FACTOR IN DO CALC 90 FPSS
KA4 FACTOR IN OO'C_LC 40 FPSS

I KBI [IPTIMIZED IIPCONTRnL G_IN 2.5
KB2 OPTIMIZED UPCONTRPL GAIN D°OO25

KOMIN INCREMENT 0N O?F TO DETECT END OF KEPLER PHASE 0.5 FPSS

KTETA TIME PF FLIGHT CONSTANT lOOO

KLATI FACTOR IN KLAT CALC 1/24

K_4 GAIN USED IN INITIAL ROLL SECTION IQT:9550 FPS
LATBIAS LATERAL SWITCH BIAS TERM D.GI252961 NM
LEWDI NOMINAL IJPCPNTRDL L/D 0.15

:_ C_ PnINTI FACTOR TO REDUCE I}PCDNTR()L GAIN O.l

I "_ I O3 FINAL PHASE DRANGE/D V 0.O7 NM/FPS

05 FINAL PHASE ORANGE/ {) GAMMA 7DSD NM/RAN

CO _& FINAL PHASE INITIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 0.0349 RAD

_7F MIN DRAG FOR UPCONTROL 6 FPSS
_)TMIN MIN VALiIE FOR Q7 IN FACTOR CALCULATION RD5 FPSS (DISABLE FACTOR)

_)[9 FACTOR IN GAMMALI CALCIILATIfiN 0.5

VFINALI VEL(ICITY TO START FINAL PHASE ON INITIAL ENTRY 27000 FPS
VFINAL FACTOR IN INITIAL UP-DOWN CALC 2_600 FPS

VLMIN MINIMUM Vl 1BOOD FPS
VMIN VELOCITY TIT SWITCH TO RELATIVE VEL VSAT/2
VRCONIRL ROOT T() START INTO HI_NTEST ?DO FPS

VRCONT = CIIMPUTER NAME

25NM TOLERANCE T{} STNP RANGE ITERATION 25 NM

VOUIT VELOCITY T{) STOP STEERING 1c)O0 FPS

___° ............................

t._ ATK ANGLE IN RAD TO NM 3437.7468 NMIRAO

co GS NOMINAL G VALUE FOR SCALING 32.2 FPSS

HS ATMOSPHERE SCALE HEIGHT 28500 FT

J GRAVITY HARMONIC COEFFICIENT 0.00162346

• KWE EOUATORIAL EARTH RATE 154.6.70168 FPS
HuE EARTH GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT 3.986032233 E 14 CUBIC M/ SEC SEC

RE EARTH RADIUS 21202900 FT
REQ EARTH EOUATORIAL RADIUS 20925738.2 FT

VSAT SATELLITE VELOCITY AT RE 25766.].973 FPS
WIE EARTH RATE 0.0000729211505 RADISEC

I Figure Gains and Conversion Factors
7. O-3 Constants,



INITIALIZATION

Use N61 input data to obtain the initial target vector:
Call LATITUDE-LONGITUDE SUBROUTINE (Section 5.5. 3)
with the parameters as defined there having the following
values:

Lat = LAT(SPL), Long = LNG(SPL), Alt= 0, F = 0, P = 0
t = TIME/RTO, where TIME/R.TO = current state vector

time

Obtain URT0

_JRT0 = UNIT([-JRT0}

URTO i TARGET VECTOR AT TIME OF INITIALIZATION

RTE • UZ*URTO

UTR • RTEsUZ

URT = INITIAL TARGET VECTOR AT NOMINAL TIME OF ARRIVAL
(FOR THIS CALCULATION)

• URTO �UTR(COSWT - I) + RTE SIN WT

WHERE WT = W TNO_. TNOM = 500 SEC

UNI = UNXT (V*UNITIR)I

LRTANG = URToUN]

THETA = ARCCOS(URT.UNIT(R)I

KZROLL - -SIGN(LATANG)

07 07F

SELECTOR - INITROLL

FACTOR . 1

LOD = LODPAD

LAD = LADPAD

KLAT = KLATI LAD

L/DCNINR - LAD COSIS

L/D = - LAD SGN(HEADSUR)

DLEWD = DLEWD0 _ HONTE_TLEWD = LEWD1

Qa= -1992 + 3500 LADINITIRLIZE SWITCHES

GONEPAST = _ RELVELSW = 0

EGSW = 0 .OSGSW = o NO,WITCH =O
HIND - 0 INRLSW - O
LATSW " i

Figure 7.0-4 Entry Program Initialization
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READ& CLEAR PIPAS

SAVE VEL INCREMENT

As _eLv

BELV-[_T) "rB_L_/

g : _+D'r T_M

/-- R ; ABVALIR|

ISL UNIT (R). UZ

I_':'_•_V-r--"D,_ j
Note:
This routine is identical

to "Average-G" routine
used elsewhere.

Fig. 7.0-5 "Average-G" Navigation Routine
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< IS RELVELSW ZERO _ >

V= ABVAL{V)

VSQ = V2/VSAT 2

LEQ = (VSQ-1) GS

RDOT = V. UNIT(R)

UNI = UNIT(V'UNIT(R))

D = ABVAL(DELV)/DT

< IS RELVELSW ZERO ?)

YES # _ NO

I _ _ _/-RDOT 2D i DTI

No _ _YEs
< v o
_o_ I _

RELVELSW = 11

_T:w_{_ T_T_ +

URT =_RT0+ _TR(COS WT - i) + RTE SINWT

LATANG = URT" UNI

THETA = COS-I(_RT • UNIT(R))

_s _RT × UmT(n _• UNIP_ ? )
Y_s_ ; _o

GONEBY = 0 I ________JGONEBY = i I

RTOGO = -THETA [ [. [__RTOGO = THETA_ ]

(_.-.05o_o:h
"-_ J See Fig. 7.0-2d

•050s_: _ i.050_w:0]

1oo_o_._._o_I _
Figure 7.0-6 Targeting
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------_ IS INRLSW 0 ?_----_

Yes No

_S .05GSW = 1 ? ) _SRDOT +VRCONTRLNEG?)

_e_, W_o _e_V V_o

___._os_o_
Yes_ No

I
Yes v No

SELECTOR = KEP2 )O= KA3 LGE"_S+KA4 1

( _ V-VF_ +_o_/v_ _ _o_?)

Figure 7.0-7 Initial Roll
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VI= V + RDOT/LEWD 1 V1 = V + RDOT/LAD

A0 = (VI/V)2(D+RDOT2_2CI HS LEWD))1 A0 =(Vl/V)2(D+RDOT2/(2CI HS LAD))A1 = D A1 = A0

ISL/D NEG .y
i YES(, NO'

I]V1 = VI_. - VQUIT i

ALP = 2 C1 A0 HS/(LEWD V12)

FACT1 = VI/(I - ALP).
FACT2 = ALP(ALP-I)/A0
VL= FACT1(1 - SQRT(FACT2 Q7 + ALP))

EO_W_l YE_ NO_

OO_OPREDICT_ __ V>V_A_PO__
[GO TO CONSTD

DVL=VS1-VL

DHOOK=((I-VS1/FACT1) 2 -ALP)] FACT2
AHOOK=CHOOK(DHOOK/Q7 -1)/DVL
GAMMALI= LEWD(VI-VL)/VL
................. CH1 GS DVL-(I+AHOOK DVL)
_ lViiV124- IJ = kJ2k IVl iVl A'k LI -

DHOOK VL 2

GAMMAL VL [

VL=VL+LEWD-(3A2HOOK DVL2+2DVL)(CH1 GS/(DHOOK VL))
Q7=((1-VL/FACT1) - ALP) /FACT2
GAMMAL = 0

GAMMALI=GAMMALI(1-Q19} +Q19 GAMMAL I
/

GO TO RANGE PREDICTION l

Figure 7.0-8 Hun/est
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i/¸ L

VBARS = VL2/VSAT 2

COSG = 1 - GAMMAL2/2

E = SQRT (1 + (VBARS-2) COSG 2 VBARS)

ASKEP = 2ATK sin -1 (VBARS COSG GAMMAL/E) , ballistic range

ASP1 = Q2 + Q3 VL , final phase range

ATK (HS/GAMMAL1) LOG (A0 VL2/(Q7 V12)), up-phase rangeASPUP- RE

ASP3 = Q5 (Q6 -GAMMAL) , gamma correction

ASPDWN = -RDOT V ATK/(A0 LAD RE) , range to pullout

ASP = ASKEP + ASP1 + ASPUP+ASP3+ASPDWN , total range

DIFF = ATK THETA - ASP

YES_ -_IS ABS (DIFF) - 25NMNEGiN_ O

_o_ __o_ _ _o__o: z_o?_ i

1oo_o_o_ I ,- _o(_o_o?)
DLEWD = _

DIFFOLD = DIFF

_.IS LEWD+ DLEWDNEG?) O7 = Q7FGO TO CONSTD

YES _ NOl
IDLEWD = -LEWD/2 I

]

LEWD = LEWD+ DLEW_
!

+

HIND = 1

DIFFOLD =DIFF
Q7 = Q7F

GO TO HUNTEST I

!

Figure 7.0-9 Range Prediction
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J L/o: .LEQ/DO.C_6(D-DO)- C_7(RDOT* 2.SDO/V)I

Y N _--

Note: I_ATSW is LATSW= 0 I_'eset by DAP.

{_11[N
L/D : 0

r

GO TO 310 j

Fig. 7.0-i0 Constant Drag Control
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/

UPCONTRL

IS D-C21 POS

yes

]NOSWITCH =1

NO
yE.<

YES

RDTR=LAD(VI-V) S RDOTNEG& V - VL- C18NEG.O

1DR=(VIVI)2 AO-RDTR21(2CI HS LADI _YES
ILID : LAD + C16(D-DR) NO
I-C17 (RDOT-ffDTR) SELECTOR: PREDICT3

EGSW=i
[GOTOPREDCT3

[GOTONEGTEST] SELECTOR=KEP2
I

IGOTOKEP21 NEGf_yES?_
ILl D: L/_l ,.C-OTO3101

I VREF= FACTI [1 - SQRT(FACT2D + ALP)]l

YES OSVREF-VSI POS?)

____I _NO

, I °OT  i:
_ISD-QTMINNEG?)

.oI 1_s
IFACTOR:(D-Q7)/(AI-QT)I

ITEMIB=-KB2FACTOR[KBIFACTOR(RDOT-RDOTREF)+V -VREF]I

(Is I_M1BI- POmn NEG?)

YESI I NO

I ITEMIB: [POINTI+ POINTI(ITEMIBI-POINTI)]SIGN(TEMIB)

IGO TO NEGTESTI

Fig. 7.O-11. Upcontrol
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?
NO _ YES

I ROLLC = 0 For R H seeR H = 0 ENTRYDAP,

Section 3.4-

• EGSW = I I Compute desired gimbal

J angles for display pur- [
SELECTOR = PREDICT3 poses corresponding to I
GO TO PREDICT3 zero sideslip, trim angle

lof attack, and ROLLC. I
_(See Section 5.7. I0.6) J --

i looto3801

i
ballistic mode, DAP maintains

*During
attitude control to zero sideslip, trim

• angle of attack, and ROLLC (Section
3.4).

Figure 7.0-12 Ballistic Phase
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i IYes

i PREDANGL = RTOGO(V) + F2(V)(RDOT - RDOTREF(V)) ]SELECTOR = N67DISP]

+ FI(V)(D - DREFR(V))_ i+

! <
k_Yes| ,.

0 _ C°mputeN67 display I
• SGONEBY = 0 ?
• _ _j (See Section 5.6. I0).

! _es _No
: OOZieST I ]Note: MAXRNG = 1 Go to 380

I 9989.49585 n.mi. [DNRNGERR MAXRNG
.-- • This is displayed a_'

I 9999.9 n.mi. onDSKY.

L/D = -LAD L
GO TO GLIMITER F

i p

&

I L/D = LOD + 4(ATK THETA - PREDANGL)/F3(V)

GO TO GLINilTER 1

Figure 7.0-13 Final Phase
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VREF RDOTREF DREFR DRIDRDOT DRIDA RTOGO DRIDLID

F2 F1 F3

FPS FPS FPSS NMIFPS NMIFPSS NM NM

994 -690.9 41.15 .002507 -.0346 3.7* 6.10 X2

2103 -719 60. .003582 -.05551 10.4" 10.91 X2

3922 -694 R].5 .007039 -.09034 23.6* 21.64 X2
6295 -609 93.9 .01446 -.1410 46.3 48.35 X2

8531 -493 98.5 .02479 -.1978 75.4 93.72 X2
i0101 -416 102.3 .03391 -.2372 99.9 141.1 X2

14014 -352 118.7 .06139 -.3305 170.9 329.4l

_o 15951 -416 125.2 .07683 -.7500x 210.3 465.5

o 18357 -566 120.4 .09982 -l. O00x 266.8 682.7

20829 -781 95.4 .1335 -l. O00x 344.3 980.5
23090 -927 28.1 .2175 -2.021 504.8 1385

23500 -820 6.4 .3046 -3.354 643.0 1508

35000 -820 6.4 .3046 --3.354 794.B 1508

*Changed by PCR #803

xChanged by PCR #288

Figure 7.0-14a Final Phase Reference



f-

Interpolation Procedure

Start with table entries. See Fig. 7.0-14a.

VREF(i) , i = i, 13

RDOTREF(i), i = i, 13

ere

Vary the index i until velocity magnitude lies between two

values in the table. That is:

VREF(i) <_V <_VREF(i+I). i

Save the value i and form the linear interpolation factor

/

GRAD = V - VREF(i)
VRE F(i+ 1) - VREF(i)

Then form interpolated values. For example

RDOTREF(V) = RDOTREF(i) + GRAD [RDOTREF(i+I ) - RDOTRE F(i) ]

Figure 7.0-14b Final Phase Reference
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"+°I "'_[
L/O S LAD

GO TO310 |

Fig. 7.0-15 G-Lirniter
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i
ONEPAST ZERO ?
s _ No

Y : KLAT VSQ + LATBIAS I

i

_o_ _osI
(__o_A_a__

No_ Yes 1

<_s_o__A_A_O-__o__
"-- Yes_ No

% NOSWITCH = i? 7 •

No Yes

_o_:_o_ I !)IS ABS (L/D1/LAD) - 1 POS.

I (L/DI/LAD) : SGN (_/D) I

I ROLLC= K2ROLLCOS-1(LIDllLAD), NOSWITC_: 0 1

I °_ _°A_°_°_w__°__°M_A_I
Fig. 7.0-16 Lateral Logic

i
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5.8 ERASABLE MEMORY PARAMETER LIST

This section presents a list of selected parameters re-

quired for various program operations. It should be noted that this

is a very limited CMC erasable parameter list. The objective of this

selected list is to identify those parameters that would be stered in

erasable memory and are required primarily to initialize the opera-

tion of programs and routines. In most cases these parameters can-

not be originated within the CMC and must be stored prior to the

mission. Thus, all of the listed parameters can be initialized be-

fore launch, and those that are not applicable will be changed during

the mission prior to their usage. Some parameters will vary continually

throughout the mission ( e.g. vehicle state vectors ), others are constant

for any one mission phase, but may vary between different mission

phases, and finally some may be constant for one mission, but be

required to change for subsequent missions that use the same CMC

program.

Page Parameter

i- 5.2 -17 J22

C31

5.2-26  co'  -LO

Zco, vLO

con' rLeon

ZCcon' VLcon

__' 5_L

EC' _vL

t C, t L

"rC, "rL

x C, x L

PC' PL

5.8-1



Parameter

5.2-51 KNOWN

L

Lat

Long

Alt

w_r

w_v

5. 2-52 OFF

varRp

5. 2-57 rLS

• 5.2-69 SC
9

6 rMA X

5 VMA x

•• 5.2-78 variN T

S 5.2 -79 vat R!
v ar R rain

WRDTIME

5.2-80 MANBLKTM
TBEFCOMP
BRNBLKTM
MAXWTIME
FINCMTM

" 5.2-81 Wrr
W

rv

5.2-82 varAL T

5.2 -85 Z

5.2-90 h 0

h 1

5.2-96 L

W mr

Wmv

5. 8-2
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Parameter i
5.2-97 H ?

/-. 5.3- 3 Av(_At)

5.3- 18 A_VLv

tm
5.3-19 SE

m

5.3- 23 r(t 2)

t 2

5.3-24 c

ec

5.3-28 P

Y

5.3-31 JFLG

5.3-32 F16

F01

K 1

_- 5.3-34 AVp (SPS)

Attail- off ( SPS )

5. 3-35 K
|

5.3-38 rh (SPS)

5.3-48 AZp

A Z

K
r

tel

tE2

a 0, a I .... , a 6

5.3-55 Latp

Lor_p

Aft I
n

5.3-62 D TF I

IVc/o

5.8-3

[] Revised COLOSSUS 3 320,

[]Added GSOP # R-577 PCR # 877, 878 t¢ Revo 1_4 Date ' 3/71



Page Parameter

I 5.4-20 i
E

cot

5.4-24 5_3

i 5_.7

i 5.4-23 DES

AH

5.4-49 t 1

"/ (t2)D

Av

5.4-71 p3_ RANGE

5.4-77 D 1

5.5-13 _X

1
t o

5.5-16 _-M

5.5-23 tM0

c o thru c_9

5.5-24 rES 0

YES0

5.6-44 TRUNSF
SHAFTSF
N

5.6-54 EMS Altitude

5.8-4
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r_
f

Page Parameter

5.6-75 a t (See Section 3.4)

5.6-82 SFEI , SFE2, SFE3

BIAS 1, BIAS 2, BIAS 3

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ

5.7_10 LAD PAD

LODPAD
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5.9 FIXED MEMORY CONSTANTS

f Section 5.9.1 contains a list and the numerical values of those

fixed memory constants in Section 5.2 through 5.6 which have not been

specified previously. Those constants which are considered to be

control type data are indicated by source references which are listed

in Section 5.9.2. Explanatory comments are noted in Section 5.9.1

where applicable and listed in Section 5.9.3. It should be noted that

only one page number is given for a constant in the list of Section 5.9.1

even though the constant may appear in other parts of Section 5. In

these cases, the same value is used for the constant as reported in

Section 5.9.1.

5.9.1 FIXED CONSTANTS

Reference Comments

Constant Units Value (Sec. 5.9.2) (Sec. 5.9.3)

I_E m3/s 2 0.3986032 × 1015 2,3,45.2-13 _P DM m3/s 2 0.4902778 x 1013 2, 3,4

5.2-16 J2E - 0. 10823 × 10 -2 2, 3, 4

J3E - -0.23 X 10 -5 2,3,4

J4E - -0.18 x 10 -5 2, 3, 4

r E m 6,378, 185 2, 3, 4

5.2-17 J2M - 0. 207108 x 10 -3 2, 3, 4

J3M - -2.1(10) -5 2, 3, 4

J4M - 0 2, 3, 4

r M m 1,738, 090 2, 3, 4

5.2-18 /_S m3/s 2 0.132715445 x 1021 2,3,4

5.2-27 _t csec 3.0 I

u_M rad/sec 2. 66169948 x 10 -6 i
@

5.2-29 rME m 7,178,165 2

rMM m 2,538,090 2

5.2-30 rsp H m 84, 373,760 14 3

5.2-31 rdE m 80,467,200 4

rdM m 16, 093,440 4

5.9-i



Reference Comments

Page Co.....nstan_.___._t Units Value (Sec. 5.9.2) (Sec. 5.9.3)

5.2-54 varsc T (mr) 2 1.0 4

varlM U (mr} 2 0.04 5

i 5.2-64 At C sec 205. 2- 65 MAXRATE deg/sec 0.1

i 5.2- 76 kRL nm/bit 0.01 6

5.2-78 VarSX T (mr) 2 0.04 4

5.2-87 c ft/sec 9.835712 x 108 2,3,4

5.2-96 varTRUN (mr) 2 0. 0025 4

vat L (nm) 2 1 11

5.3-3 J - 1. 62346 X 10 .3

5.3-21 FSp S pounds 20,500 14

FRC S pounds 1 96. 568 or 393. 136 9

5.3-31 F L pounds 197 9 I0

5.3-35 Ve (SPS) m/sec 3151. 0396 20

5.4-52 e2 m I00.0 7

¢3 - 0. 001 7

5.4-64 (7 m I000 7

(8 - O.002 7
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Reference Comments
Page Constant Units Value (Sec. 5.9.2) (Sec. 5.9.3)

5.4-73 ¢1 .99966 7

C O m 1.61000432 x 108 7

C 1 1. 5078514 7

C 2 1/m -6. 49993054 x 10 -9 7

C 3 1/m 2 9. 769389245 x 10 -18 7

k5 m 7.0 × 106 7

5.4-74 ¢4 - 0. 00001 7

5.4-75 ¢6 0. 000007 7

5.4-77 k 1 m 7.0 x 106 7

k 2 m 6. 495 x 106 7

k 3 -. 06105 7

k4 .10453 7

E 3 m 121920 7

D2 s/m -4. 8760771 x 10 -4 19 7

D 3 s2/m 2 4. 5419476 x 10 -8 19 7

D 4 s3/m 3 -1.4317675 X 10 -12 19 7

5.4-80 MA 1 m -6. 986643 × 107 7

5.4-81 _9 2-20 7

5.4-82 _10 m/s 0.01 7

5.4-85 Vc(SPS ) m/s 3151. 0396 20

Vc (RCS) m/s 2706.64 10 8

m(RCS) kg/s 0. 16375 10
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Reference Comments
Page Constant Un£ts Value (Sec. 5.9.2 ) (See. 5.9.3)

5.4-85 C t 0.5 12

5.5-8 (Kepler) (t - 2-22 12 .... ".

(Lambert) Ct - 2-19 12

E (moon) m 1/2 2-13 12
X

_x (earth) m 1/2 2 -12 12

E c - 2 -23 12

5.5-11 k 1 - 2 -2 12

5. 5-13 AZ0 tad 4. 85898502016 15

_o3E rad/ 7. 29211514667 15

u-sec X 10 -5

5. 5- 16 J:3o rad 4. 09157363336 15, 5
XlO -I

IB tad/ -7. 19758599677 5

u-see XlO-14

QIO rad 5. 52185714700 15, 5

_I rad/ -i. 07047013100 15, 5

u-sec XlO-8

F 0 rad 4. 11720655556 15,5

_" rad/ 2. 67240425430 15, 5

u-see ×10-6

5.5-17 C I 9.996417320(10) -1 5

SI 2.676579050(10) -2 5

5.5-18 a m 6,378, 166, 2, 3,4

b m 6,356,784 2, 3,4

5.5-22 rLp m 6,373,338 11

5.5-57 c A arc-see 20. 496 8,15

5. 6-8 TSS sec 240 6

5. 6-39 5t see 1.9
2.4 16

5.9-5 Star Table See Fig. 9.1-1 13

5.9-4
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Catalogue No.
(octal) Sta_'_Name Vis. Mag X Coordinate Y Coordinate Z Coordinate

.................. s�t_383:_79481 a Andromedae (Alpheratz) 2,1 +.87476_8555 545_::3244
2 ;3 Ceti (Diphda) 2.2 +®93_.246612_ 9271709-o3113_:_,137

3 y Cassiopeiae (Navi) 2.2 +._773_Z49_3 +.IIo81_II78 +.87_ 913254_:+. _91_322686 +. 22_92553 -. 8422529 _:48-4 _- Eridani (Achernar) 0.6
5 a Ursae Minoris (Polaris) 2.1 +o(1269_5818 +.0_7_C962_i5 +09998862988

+. _=<485955 ;8 +.531 }38g)7B -. 64833/,94736 0 Eridani (Acamar) 3.4
7 ez Ceti (Menkar) 2 8 +_7_289378#_ +.71789_b78 +o_694227718

I0 _ Persei (Mirfak) 1.9 +=41_I_21571 7555 37843C5

Ii a Tauri (Aldebaran) I. 1 +® 35_27695_6 *. 8_279_ }521 +® 2_32_ 2918

12 _3 Orionis (Rigel) 0.3 +_ 2' _ 345455 +. 9591236271 -= 1431 c,58_12

13 a Aurigae (CapeUa) 0.2 +®13_72_,27_ +.6_143_4_B3 +.7189¢,22632

14 a Carinae (Canopus) -0.9 -. _61_ 9_ _8_2 +.6}312_925_ -o79526;8559
15 a Canis Majoris (Sirius) -i. 6 -_162a3_,636 +©96#:_4'_:E2129 -o286_738)Bv
16 a 2 Canis Minoris (Procyon) 0.5 -®_12276Z536 368_;_A2 26629

17 y Velorum (Regor) 1.9 -.36136_7_2 56_ +����n�--734363g_72
20 _ Ursae Majoris (Dnoces) 3.1 -._,661511152 +.477274_i)3 ,92431_4

21 a Hydrae (Alphard) 2.2 -.7745_'52221 +.614_C43688 -.I_8Z_394758-. 861 o_6_32([_9 _.4632386329 +. 2:996974gL g
22 a Leonis (Regulus) i.3
23 _ Leonis (Denebola) 2.2 -0 965_334Z 8,z 2165,.164 �s�254239279_

24 _, Corvi (Gienah) 2.8 -.952436638C -._ 5_7677121 -.2988181236
25 a Crueis (Acrux) i. 6 -.4521_86548 -®t495728_31 -o 99_ 5639377

26 a Virginis (Spica) 1.2 -,916816(,791 -035(_EZ4169_ -,191_,794362
27 _ Ursae Majoris (Alkaid) i. 9 -.5812217481 -.2911759_-48 +.7598_69864
30 O Centauri (Menkent) 2.3 -®6£95375%91 -.416535_938 -=591;_719617
31 a Bootis (Arcturus) 0.2 -.7_6 1E6221 -.522145_573 +.33_965:611

32 a Coronae Borealis (Alphecea) 2.3

33 a Scorpii (Antares) 1.2 -,3511#52476 -.,%242322265 -,%4416_17z}3

34 _ TrianguliAustr. (Atria) 1.9 -.II_2%_t725 -._: 2_'1762 -.9_3_*_:74_!_:6-_ 112Li38296_ -,9695442116 +. 2177876_8
35 ot Ophiuehi (Rasalhague) 2.1 +.171_537C5,_ -,77_ 2168243 +.626,_138_7_
36 a Lyrae (Vega) 0.1
37 (_ Sagittarii (Nunki) 2.1 +.2_7_2_e_9_' -._71_95_797 -.443559t882+, 454_;E677_4 -. 877 ]'_-_C759 +_ 1528685:_33
40 a Aquilae (Altair) 0.9 +.5524232355 -.7o321316636 -®2566_,353_:8
41 ;3 Capricorni (Dabih) 3.2 +=32:i54231_: -©_,,_34587652 -=S37tI69L!_I
42 _ Pavonis (Peacock) 2.1 -=+.,+_42117_,'_0 -. 539_ 33793 _} +o7}931954['8
43 a Cygni (Deneb) 1.3 +.81WI_98@673 -._5536_183_ +.169278_81:L

44 f Pegasi (Enif) 2.5 ,1631_ -.238071_657 -.4965369357
45 a Piseis Austr. (Fomalhaut 1.3



5.9.2 REFERENCES FOR FIXED CONSTANTS

i. Project Apollo Coordinate System Standards, SE008-001-1, Office

of Manned Space Plight - Apollo Program, National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, Washington, D.C., June 1965.

2. Natural Environment and Physical Standards for the Apollo ProGram ,

NASA M-DE-8020-008B, April, 1965.

3. Directory of Standard Geodetic and Geophysical Constants for

Gemini and Apollo, NASA General Working Paper No. i0,020B,

April 6, 1966.

4. Apollo Missions and Navigation Systems Characteristics, Apollo

Navigation Working Group Technical Report No. AN-I.3, December 15,

1967.

5. Airborne Guidance and Navigation Equipment - Block II For Apollo

Command Module, Part I, MEI No. 2015000, MIT, June 21, 1965,

(C).

6. Command Module Guidance Computer Electrical Interfaces - Block II

NAA-MIT, MHO1-0i380-216, North American Aviation, Inc.

7. Inertial Orientation of the Moon, R.C. Hutchinson, MIT Instrumentation

Laboratory, Report No. R-385, October, 1962.

8. Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris and the

American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, 196 i.

9. GFE Guidance, Navigation, and Control Performance and Interface

Specification Block II, SID 65-299A, North American Aviation, Inc.,

June 7, 1967.
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10. Performance Data Supplement to Mission Modular Data Book-

Block II Earth Orbital Mission, SID 66-1501 A, North American

Aviation, Inc., Revised March 15, 1967.

11. NASA letter of direction to MIT 67-FS55-91-329.

12. The Fixed Memory Constants in the Conic Subroutines, W. M. Robertson,

MIT SGA Memo No. 8-68, March 26, 1968.

13. NAR-MITInterface Document, MHO1-01301-116 (Rev. B) BlockIIG&N

Navigation Base and Optics Assembly to Command Module Structure.

14. Astronautical Guidance, Richard H. Battin, McGraw Hill Book Co., 1964.

15. The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, Nautical Almanac

Office, U.S. Naval Observatory, 1971.

16. Apollo Spacecraft Weight and Mission Performance Definition,

Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA, December 12, 1967.

i

19. NASA Letter of Direction to M. I. T. 68-FS55-19-172.

20. CSM/LM Spacecraft Operational Data Book, Volume I, CSM Data

Book, NASA, SNA-SD-027, May, 1968.
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5.9.3 COMMENTS ON FIXED CONSTANTS

I. The quantity _t is the limit used for the minimum time step in

the Coasting Integration Routine. When the time step drops

below _t' the routine is terminated.

2. The quantities rME and rMM are the radii used by the Coasting

Integration Routine to define a cislunar midcourse orbit inside

of which the only gravitational force considered is that of the

primary body. Outside these radii the gravitational attraction

of the Earth, Moon, and Sun are all taken into account.

3. The quantity rsp H is the radius of a sphere that approximates the

surface of influence of the Moon as given in Fig. i. 3 of Reference

14.

4. The quantities rdE and rdM are the radii outside of which only

the central force term of the gravitational attracfion of the

primary body is used.

5. The values given for the fixed constants used in the Planetary

Inertial Orientation Subroutine ( Section 5.5.2 ) are obtained by

using Chapter 4 of Reference 7 and Sections 4C and lID of

Reference 8.

6. The quantity TSS is a rough estimate of the time between the

initiation of the Star Selection Routine in the IMU Realignment

Program ( P-52 ) or the Back-up IMU Realignment Program

( P-54 } and the midpoint of the optical sightings on the two

celestial bodies.
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7. The following comments are made with respect to the indicated

quantities:

¢i criterion used to determine whether the pre-return position

and velocity vectors are nearly eollinear ( _i = cos i. 5 °).

c 2 criterion used to determine whether the conic portion of

Return to Earth has converged upon a suitable reentry radius.

43 criterion used to determine whether the conic portion of

Return to Earth has converged upon a suitable reentry angle

( although the test is made on the cotangent of the angle it

is equivalent to . 058 ° ).

44 criterion used to determine whether the precision portion

of Return to Earth final state vector computation has

reached the desired reentry angle (although the test is

made on the cotangent of the angle it is equivalent to

• 00058 ° ).

_6 criterion used to determine whether the final state vector

computation has already reached the best possible reentry

_ngle•

¢7 criterion used to determine whether the precision portion

of Return to Earth has converged upon the reentry radius

selected in the conic portion•

48 criterion used to make a final cheek on the reentry angle

reached by the precision portion of Return to Earth (although

the test is made on the cotangent of the angle it is equivalent

to . i16°).
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<9 criterion used to determine whether the x ( t I ) - AV
iterator has reached a minimum value.

610 criterion used to determine whether the x (t I ) - Av
iterator has reached the desired Av.

CO, CI, polynomial coefficients used to determine the maximum

C2, C 3 allowable major axis of return trajectories with a positive
radial component based on the radius magnitude.

MA 1 Maximum allowable major axis of return trajectories

with a negative radial component

k I radius used to determine which estimate of reentry angle
should be used.

k2 initialestimate of reentry radius. _

k 3 initial estimate of the cotangent of the reentry angle used

when the initial radius is less than k I ( equivalent to _o
29. 5').

k 4 initial estimate of the cotangent of the reentry angle used

when the initial radius is greater than k I ( equivalent to -5 °
58').

k 5 radius below which -Av option not available

D2, D 3, polynomial coefficients used to determine the cotangent of

D 4 the reentry angle based on reentry velocity magnitude

E 3 entry altitude above the Fischer Ellipsoid (equivalent to

400,000 ft).

8. The RCS exhaust velocity was computed by using the nominal

specific impulse of the reference document and an acceleration

of gravity of 32. 174048 ft/see 2.
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i0. The quantity F L is ullage thrust using two RCS jets where consid-
eration has been made for the I0 ° offset of these jets.

ii. The quantity var L is a rough estimate of the landmark or horizon

error variance during cislunar midcourse navigation.

12. The constant C t when multiplied with the estimated length of the

burn gives the adjustment made to compute the actual ignition

time from the impulsive maneuver time. The presently adopted

value is 0.5.

13. The direction of each of the 37 navigation stars in Fig. 9-1 is

expressed as the components of a unit vector in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System. These star directions are the mean places

of the stars at the beginning of the Besselian year 1971. The |

term "mean place" is defined in Reference 8. The star directions

are computed by MIT using essentially the same technique employed

by the Nautical Almanac Office. Alth _ugh there are slight differences

between the directions of some of the stars in Fig. 9-1 and those

given in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1971 I

(Reference 15), they are considered negligible in comparison to

the other errors associated with a star sighting.

14. The precise value of thrust is not available. This value is a good

working number.
b

15. Calculated using AT (i.0 July 1971)= 41.5 sec. _

IAT (1972.0) = 42.0 sec;

16. 6t is 1.9 seconds for P-24, 2.4 seconds otherwise.
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